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2Preface

In today’s SAP landscape, IT departments are managing more complex landscapes

while supporting the growing level of innovation being provided by SAP. Business

users demand enhancements within their SAP applications, much like we want to see

weekly updates from our favorite apps on our mobile devices. Are there tools to help

IT deliver enhancements while maintaining a disruption-free production SAP envi-

ronment? The answer is yes; we know this. There are numerous IT support tools avail-

able in the marketplace. Some are expensive, some are open source, but only one is

included with your SAP licenses. SAP Solution Manager—included with SAP Enter-

prise Support and SAP Standard Support agreements—provides customers with an

ITIL-certified application capable of supporting deployed while also deploying the

latest enhancements from SAP. Certified in fifteen different ITIL process areas, from

release and deployment management to service level management, SAP Solution

Manager offers either an integrated toolset or tools that can be deployed as individ-

ual components. SAP Solution Manager is a modern tool for the new era of SAP soft-

ware delivered both on-premise and in the cloud. As SAP customers, we can

implement the best tools for our organizations selectively.

Now, we know what you’re thinking: “I already have tools for application monitoring,

release management, and incident management.” That’s great! But what about busi-

ness process documentation, test automation, or managing new business require-

ments? Could you deploy the integrated SAP application monitoring in SAP Solution

Manager, which can share information with other monitoring tools? In this practical

guide to SAP Solution Manager, we’ll show you how to implement specific tools that

operate independently or as an integrated toolset. There’s a common myth—and just

a myth—that you need to use all of SAP Solution Manager to find real value. Another

myth is that it takes an army of people to deploy SAP Solution Manager. The com-

monsense approach in this book will help you quickly understand the effort required

to deploy specific SAP Solution Manager tools. As with everything SAP, SAP Solution

Manager is configurable, but the more you align with out-of-the-box standards, the

more quickly you can deploy tools. Remember, it’s ITIL-certified already! You don’t

need to customize, but you can. SAP Solution Manager offers the flexibility to man-

age complex landscapes. For those customers with more systems than the common

development, QA, and production trio, SAP Solution Manager is there to support you.

It provides visibility into all your SAP landscape components.
17Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com



Preface
Transparency is one of our favorite words to use when describing SAP Solution Man-

ager. When deployed, SAP Solution Manager provides transparency across the land-

scape. When you use Change Control Management in SAP Solution Manager, you

want to know what changes exist, what transports are released, what transports

aren’t yet in production, and what’s been deployed to production already. In applica-

tion operations, you want to know the health of your SAP systems by looking at a sin-

gle dashboard. Beyond the common up and down notifications and OS/database

information, you want to know if interfaces with SAP ERP or SAP S/4HANA are pro-

cessing, if there are errors with IDocs, and what the response time looks like when

creating sales orders. SAP Solution Manager offers deep application-level integration,

allowing IT departments to proactively monitor SAP applications. With an advanced

alerting framework that can send emails or SMS text messages, SAP Solution Man-

ager can alert geographically dispersed and based on their respective time zones. Pre-

venting system or business process downtime is the first step in being able to quickly

deploy new functionality within SAP.

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP continues to improve the tools that enable IT to

define, build, and deploy new functionality within the SAP landscape. Your SAP land-

scape could contain any number of SAP components, all supported by SAP Solution

Manager 7.2. When defining new functionality to deploy, SAP Solution Manager 7.2

now provides a Requirements Management component to help IT more accurately

capture business requirements that are separate from IT requirements. As discussed

in Chapter 9, Requirements Managements can be integrated into SAP Portfolio and

Project Management (SAP PPM) and/or Change Control Management, enabling

traceability from requirements to deployment (i.e., transports imported into produc-

tion). We can link these new requirements to Change Control Management and to the

new graphical Business Process Modeling tools available. Only delivered with SAP

Solution Manager 7.2, these new graphical modeling tools provide an interface that

allows IT business analysts and business process subject matter experts to document

a business process visually using Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) stan-

dards. We think SAP has hit a home run here by 1) adopting an industry standard for

documenting business processes and 2) enabling the import and export of process

models in an XML format. The latter allows customers to leverage existing invest-

ments in process models, so long as those third-party tools also used BPMN stan-

dards. This new user interface (UI) for business process modeling is just one of many

UI enhancements you’ll find in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

SAP has begun the transition to SAP Fiori for many of the tools delivered within SAP

Solution Manager 7.2. The native Android and iOS applications delivered with SAP
18 © 2017 by Rheinwerk Publishing Inc., Boston (MA)



Preface
Solution Manager 7.1 for application monitoring are no longer needed, because SAP

has delivered mobile-friendly SAP Fiori applications for system monitoring. Within

the Test Suite, you’ll fine a friendlier user experience that blends SAP Fiori and ABAP

Web Dynpro. Within Requirements Management—which might be deployed to your

superusers or business user subject matter experts—you’ll find an easy-to-use Dis-

play My Requirements SAP Fiori app, which allows a business user to interact with IT

within an application instead of via email. For each component discussed in this

book, we’ll cover technical innovations and setup tasks in addition to UI improve-

ments.

With this practical guide, our vision is that every SAP customer can begin to leverage

specific components within SAP Solution Manager 7.2 that bring tangible value to

your organization. For some of you that have used SAP Solution Manager in the past

and others who have heard about SAP Solution Manager thru SAP and America’s SAP

User Group (ASUG), you know that SAP Solution Manager can automate and stream-

line multiple tasks performed by IT. This frees resources from mundane processes

and enables IT to think and act more strategically. Manually moving transports, doc-

umenting changes on disparate systems, and manually monitoring system perfor-

mance are tasks we need to evolve beyond to attack the monumental task of

implementing new SAP functionality, whether SAP S/4HANA or SAP Cloud Platform.

Organizations are asking IT to do more with the same or even fewer resources, and

SAP Solution Manager brings factory-like automation to operating an SAP landscape.

Who This Book Is For

Our goal with this book is to provide the go-to reference guide on deploying SAP

Solution Manager 7.2. When installation manuals, SAP Help, and SAP Notes don’t

answer your questions, we want to be the source that provides context for why you

need to perform a specific task and when.

This book is for the person managing the team responsible for SAP Solution Manager

deployment and the person deploying SAP Solution Manager. For the person manag-

ing the team, this book will highlight the order in which the configuration of SAP

Solution Manager should be executed and will provide a good understanding of the

configuration steps required for each component. Deploying SAP Solution Manager

shouldn’t be scary; clarity on the process and steps required should alleviate any

fears based on prior experience with SAP Solution Manager. SAP Solution Manager

7.2 delivers tangible innovation with well-documented configuration steps. This
19Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com



Preface
book will be your team’s reference guide as you embark on deploying tools within

SAP Solution Manager.

For the person responsible for configuring SAP Solution Manager, congratulations!

You have the opportunity to work on a system that can drive real value for both IT

and business users. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is a fantastic tool that can (in a positive

way) transform how the IT organization supports and implements SAP components.

Whether for SAP Cloud Platform products or on-premise software, SAP Solution Man-

ager can support the design, configuration, deployment, and long-term maintenance

of all SAP solutions. In this book, you’ll find detailed explanations of the upgrade and

installation tasks for SAP Solution Manager. From there, we’ll cover postinstallation/

upgrade configuration of SAP Solution Manager, and then tool deployment. Remem-

ber, this book is written by authors who have deployed SAP Solution Manager in the

real world. There’s no marketing material here. This is your go-to guide for configur-

ing SAP Solution Manager 7.2!

How This Book Is Organized

We structured the book in a specific order to allow you to understand the concepts

behind SAP Solution Manager 7.2 before the upgrade or installation. After covering

the basics, we focus on the baseline configuration of SAP Solution Manager 7.2,

including the connectivity to systems being managed. From there, we focus on the

two most commonly deployed tools within SAP Solution Manager: application

operations and business process documentation. These tools happen to lead the

value drivers of SAP Solution Manager. In today’s complex SAP landscapes, SAP

Solution Manager is the best tool for application monitoring. It’s quick to deploy, it’s

easy to configure, and it provides transparency into your SAP landscape. Solution

Documentation is the next most commonly deployed tool and a requirement for

other tools within SAP Solution Manager. At a minimum, you need a solution ready

for Solution Documentation configured before moving onto other components of

Solution Manager. In Chapter 7, we’ll show how project and support teams can best

utilize SAP’s new graphical business modeling tools to document business pro-

cesses. You’ll learn how your team can upload documents and associate them with

both standard and customer SAP transactions or programs. This is an excellent

chapter for those looking to upgrade to SAP S/4HANA or those customers who want

to better understand what they do today before starting their upgrade project.
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Next, we discuss Change Control Management in Chapter 8. This is probably one area

in which most SAP customers want to improve. How can you enable workflows and

automated transports? How can you better define releases and visibility into

approved change requests? Chapter 8 will answer these how-to questions and discuss

Change Request Management (ChaRM). The challenge of deploying ChaRM is not

technical; it’s an organizational change management challenge. SAP provides an ITIL-

certified change management tool, and we’ll show you how to deploy and configure

it quickly.

Requirements Management is a new feature within SAP Solution Manager 7.2 closely

related to Solution Documentation and ChaRM. In Chapter 9, we highlight new capa-

bilities for IT organizations to better track and manage business requirements inde-

pendent of their IT changes—for example, a business requirement to electronically

send transportation documents to a government entity prior to shipping; this

request might involve the purchase and implementation of new software. We also

dicuss potential enhancements in SAP ERP related to development and configura-

tion changes. Requirements Management allows IT departments to analyze, esti-

mate, and document requests to plan and scope out the implementation of the

requested changes.

Immediately after Requirements Management, we move to IT Service Management

(ITSM) in Chapter 10. More specifically, we focus on Incident, Problem, and Service

Management within the ITIL framework. We continue to see the implementation of

ITSM grow within the SAP community to include full replacement of existing ITSM

tools or co-deployments with tools such as Heat, Remedy, and ServiceNow. In Chap-

ter 10, we guide you through the process of deploying an ITIL standards-based system

capable of supporting any SAP environment (including non-SAP systems).

After covering the core processes within ITIL, we pivot to SAP Project and Portfolio

Management (SAP PPM) in Chapter 11 to cover the enhanced project management

capabilities delivered with SAP Solution Manager 7.2. SAP PPM supports all types of

project management capabilities with integration into SAP ERP (or SAP S/4HANA)

financials. A slimmed-down version of SAP IT PPM is available as part of SAP Solution

Manager for IT project management. In Chapter 11, we highlight how to download

template SAP S/4HANA migration projects with phases, Quality Gates (Q-Gates), and

deliverables defined. Customers can leverage these project templates to execute

their own SAP S/4HANA migration projects.

Moving on, we focus on the Test Suite in Chapter 12. Critical for both normal opera-

tions and upcoming SAP S/4HANA migration projects, the Test Suite has been
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enhanced in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 with tighter integration with Solution Docu-

mentation and ChaRM, as well as an improved UI for both testers and test managers.

Test Suite can manage both automated and manual test cases for SAP, and we foresee

usage of the Test Suite increasing in 2017 and 2018.

Rounding out the book, Chapter 13 covers Business Process Operations while Chapter

14 covers managing security with SAP Solution Manager. Chapter 13 focuses on mon-

itoring business processes inside SAP ERP or SAP S/4HANA—for example, monitor-

ing purchase requisition or purchase order approvals and statuses throughout their

lifecycles or providing real-time alerts for specific business conditions inside SAP ERP

or SAP S/4HANA. This functionality isn’t meant as a replacement for SAP Business

Workflow, but as an additional tool in the tool belt to support application-level mon-

itoring inside of SAP. Typically deployed by customers after they’ve developed some

process documentation within Solution Documentation, Business Process Opera-

tions can support more visibility and transparency into your systems.

However, what good does all this visibility do unless you can give people access to

it? To end the book, we’ll focus on granting access to SAP Solution Manager securely

in Chapter 14. We know SAP Solution Manager is sometimes referred to as an SAP

Basis tool—and we want to fight this misnomer by giving more people access to

specific tools in SAP Solution Manager. Doing so will ultimately help customers

maximize the value of SAP maintenance agreements by fully utilizing SAP Solution

Manager 7.2.
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Chapter 1 

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Overview

Are you ready to take the first step in simplifying your SAP landscape? 

SAP Solution Manager continues to offer innovation in the implemen-

tation and support of SAP landscapes. In these pages, we’ll show you 

how to get SAP Solution Manager implemented quickly and effi-

ciently. Enjoy!

If you’re an existing SAP customer, the time to upgrade and deploy SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 is now. For new customers, it’s a good time to be an SAP customer now

that SAP has further improved its ITIL-certified tools within SAP Solution Manager 7.2

to help you deploy and support SAP landscapes. Customers’ SAP landscapes continue

to evolve and become more complex. With new SAP software components being

deployed on-premise and on the cloud, SAP Solution Manager is the only software

tool available for deep integration with all SAP software components. From require-

ments gathering to building, testing, and deployment, SAP Solution Manager provides

the transparency required for SAP customers to identify and correct operational pro-

cesses that create slowdowns and cause unnecessary defects within their production

environments.

In this chapter, we’ll begin by discussing why you should make the move to SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2. Then, we’ll discuss how SAP Solution Manager can help support

your SAP S/4HANA transformation and its various processes. We’ll conclude with a

brief look at the new user experience, SAP Solution Manager in the cloud, and SAP

Solution Manager usage rights.

1.1    Why SAP Solution Manager Now?

We often joke that SAP Solution Manager is like eating kale (that leafy green super-

food you put in your smoothies): We know it’s good for us, but we never eat enough

of it. There are a number of reasons to use SAP Solution Manager 7.2. We could focus

on the fact that SAP Solution Manager 7.1 will reach the end of standard support in
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December 2017. We could also note that SAP Solution Manager 7.1 is going into cus-

tomer-specific maintenance, so it’s time to upgrade now to get the latest fixes and

security patches.

However, if you’re reading this book, we don’t want you to upgrade just because the

product is leaving standard support. We want you to come away from this book

excited about the innovation and tools provided by SAP Solution Manager 7.2, which

can drive real value for you and your team. What does the end of standard support

mean? Will SAP Solution Manager 7.1 fall over dead on January 1, 2018? No! Any

investment you’ve made into SAP Solution Manager 7.1 will be preserved long after

this date. You can upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 today or next year; SAP will

be there to support you.

Note

None of the authors of this book work for SAP, so it’s impossible for us to guarantee

forward-looking statements. We read the SAP provided roadmaps and tea leaves just

like you. In the past, SAP has committed to supporting the upgrade from older soft-

ware versions to the latest version. SAP Solution Manager 7.0 can’t be upgraded to

7.2 directly, but it’s likely that SAP will still support the upgrade from SAP Solution

Manager 7.1 to 7.2 for several years to come.

There are many reasons to upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 today; let’s explore

them. From a technical point of view, as of the writing of this book SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2 has reached Support Package Stack (SPS) 05. Therefore, we know the software

isn’t anywhere close to being “new.” Originally released in ramp-up in December 2015

and in general availablity as of May 2016, the software has been deployed at thou-

sands of organizations around the globe. SAP adapted a new user experience, which

is streamlined and faster, and included numerous usability enhancements with Solu-

tion Documentation, Change Request Management, Test Suite, and application oper-

ations.

The upgrade process (described in Chapter 3) is a proven process that has been well

documented. Those customers with an existing SAP Solution Manager installation

might ask, “Why upgrade when it’s easier to perform a fresh installation?” We can

answer this in three words: SAP EarlyWatch data. If you have SAP EarlyWatch report-

ing active in your SAP Solution Manager system today, then we strongly urge you to

consider the upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 to preserve this data. The data used

in SAP EarlyWatch reporting includes statistics on transactions and programs (both
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standard and customer-created) that have been executed in your production envi-

ronment for as long as you’ve been running SAP EarlyWatch reports. This is valuable

data when it’s time to perform an upgrade impact analysis with Scope and Effort Ana-

lyzer (SEA; covered in Chapter 12). Now, you can analyze three, six, or twelve months

of production system usage against the target upgrade version and more accurately

define your test scope. SAP EarlyWatch data can also be used with Custom Code Life-

cycle Management (CCLM). You need to know what custom code is utilized in produc-

tion to really understand what custom code can be removed. Removing unused

custom code simplifies the upgrade process—including the migration to SAP S/

4HANA, as we’ll discuss next.

1.2    Supporting SAP S/4HANA Transformation

When an organization embarks on the migration to SAP S/4HANA, it has the oppor-

tunity to implement minimal enhancements or undertake true business process

transformation. Using SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP customers who choose the

path of business transformation will be supported by tools that can reduce project

timelines, avoid common change management mistakes, and deliver SAP S/4HANA

innovations in a transparent manner. It’s very difficult for any organization or per-

son to document requirements, link to test scripts, associate process models, and

relate each requirement to the transport or change required during the project. Per-

forming these tasks in Microsoft Excel or via a file share is nearly impossible—espe-

cially when SAP teams are geographically dispersed and in multiple time zones.

Enter SAP Solution Manager 7.2 with project and portfolio management tools that

link to Requirements Management, Test Suite, and Change Request Management

(ChaRM), thus providing true requirements traceability and the structure to prevent

unauthorized changes while supporting the implementation of approved require-

ments. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is a key component for any organization planning

the move to SAP S/4HANA.

Delivered exclusively with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has provided graphical

business process models for all core SAP S/4HANA business processes within Solu-

tion Documentation. Figure 1.1 illustrates this capability, but we’ll discuss it further

in Chapter 7. These process models jump-start the SAP S/4HANA migration by

enabling your IT business analysts to both view all business processes to be within

SAP S/4HANA and adapt those business process templates to your organization. SAP
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received constant feedback from customers that it was difficult to document busi-

ness processes using Transactions SOLAR01 and SOLAR02 in SAP Solution Manager

7.1, because they were text-based and limited to three process levels. With SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2, SAP has created more reusability with process documentation,

allowing customers to define a single process step once and reuse it in numerous

business processes. Process models include swim lanes to support SAP security role

development. You can easily define multiple business process versions using the

branch concept (more on this in Chapter 2).

Figure 1.1  SAP S/4HANA Business Processes Imported into SAP Solution Manager 7.2

In Chapter 4, we’ll cover the baseline configuration of SAP Solution Manager 7.2,

which includes setup and connectivity to SAP Best Practice Explorer (https://

rapid.sap.com/bp). Never before has SAP Solution Manager been able to dynamically

download SAP Best Practice content. In prior releases, content would only be updated

with system patching, which was typically done twice per year. Now, business ana-

lysts can explore SAP S/4HANA business process models online and in SAP Solution

Manager. Once they understand the SAP S/4HANA process, they can use the author-

ing tools provided by SAP to adapt to their own organizations’ processes. From here,

business processes can be associated with configuration or development within

ChaRM and eventually with test scripts residing within the Test Suite, providing real

end-to-end traceability for all processes being deployed with SAP S/4HANA.
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1.3    Processes Supported by SAP Solution Manager

As you read this book, keep in mind that you aren’t forced to adopt any single tool

within SAP Solution Manager, which has multiple tools that span multiple process

areas; Figure 1.2 provides some examples at a high level. However, remember that

many of the tools described in Figure 1.2 can be implemented individually or inte-

grated with each other. For example, Process Management and Test Suite can be

implemented without or with Change Control Management, and if your organization

desperately needs better monitoring of your SAP landscape, then you can choose to

deploy application operations before any other tool. SAP offers the flexibility to

deploy these tools when they provide real value to your organization.

Figure 1.2  Four Value Chains as Defined by SAP

We can categorize each SAP Solution Manager application within one or more of the

defined ITIL stages: service strategy, service design, service transition, service opera-

tion, or continual service improvement. For the purposes of this chapter, we’ve

aligned each of SAP Solution Manager tools with what SAP defines as value chains. In

our opinion, portfolio to project, requirement to deploy, detect to correct, and

request to fulfill more accurately describe the primary process areas faced by any

team supporting an SAP landscape. If your organization wants to improve the pro-

cess by which it collects requirements and deploys solutions, then the tools within

the requirement to deploy area defined in Figure 1.2 might be your focus area. If your

organization is facing issues with system downtime or defects related to configura-

tion finding their way to production, then the tools within the detect to correct row

might be your focus. The value chains in Figure 1.2 are meant to provide the first level
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of guidance for choosing which applications within SAP Solution Manager to deploy

first. There’s no template deployment of SAP Solution Manager applicable to every

organization; each organization’s requirements may be different.

1.4    A New User Experience

Within SAP Solution Manager 7.2, user interface improvements align with SAP’s over-

all user experience strategy (see https://experience.sap.com/ux-strategy/). The ST-UI

ABAP component included with any new installation or upgraded system contains

the SAP Fiori applications displayed in the new SAP Solution Manager work center

(Transaction SM_WORKCENTER). The default installation includes the SAP Fiori

launchpad and the SAP Fiori applications required to run the various SAP Solution

Manager applications. The ST-UI component can also be deployed on an SAP Fiori

frontend server to maintain a single SAP Fiori launchpad within an organization.

Setup of the SAP Fiori launchpad shown in Figure 1.3 is completed during the SAP

Solution Manager setup postinstallation tasks defined in Transaction SOLMAN_

SETUP (we’ll cover this more in Chapter 4).

Figure 1.3  SAP Fiori Launchpad Delivered with SAP Solution Manager 7.2
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As part of this baseline setup, SAP also delivers a mobile-optimized version of the sys-

tem and interface monitoring applications to enable access to monitoring informa-

tion from any device. In order to access these applications outside your firewall,

you’ll need a reverse proxy such as SAP Web Dispatcher or a similar software/hard-

ware solution. The SAP Fiori monitoring UI is responsive, as shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4  SAP Fiori System Monitoring Application on Mobile Device

The desktop UI for most application operations screens has been changed to the lay-

out shown in Figure 1.5. The new layout provides relevant information in the center

of the screen, with actionable items on either the left or right side of the screen. The

screen can be set to automatically refresh if it’s displayed on a large screen within a

network operations center (NOC).
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Figure 1.5  New UI Delivered with System Monitoring in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

Additional UI enhancements are delivered within Requirements Management,

Change Control Management, and IT Service Management. These UI improvements

are delivered via the upgraded SAP CRM 7.0 EHP 3 components included with core

SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Existing SAP Solution Manager users will find the new UI

easier to navigate, and customers that are completely new to SAP Solution Manager

should expect reduced training effort when deploying SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

1.5    SAP Solution Manager in the Cloud

Beginning in 2016, SAP began to offer preinstalled and semipreconfigured

instances of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 within Amazon Web Services (AWS) and

Microsoft Azure as part of SAP Cloud Appliance Library (http://cal.sap.com). Figure 1.6

provides a conceptual overview of the contrast between traditional on-premise deliv-

ery and the SAP Cloud Appliance Library. With a bring-your-own-license model, SAP

customers are free to leverage the application images provided by SAP and deploy

them within their own cloud environments (either AWS or Azure). Migration from

on-premise to cloud or a new installation with a cloud environment is supported by
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SAP. SAP Solution Manager does require network connectivity to on-premise sys-

tems to deliver the much of this functionality. This new, flexible delivery model is

especially useful for new SAP customers who want to save time preparing infrastruc-

ture, installing SAP Solution Manager 7.2, and performing the baseline configura-

tion.

Figure 1.6  Time Saved Using SAP Cloud Appliance Library for SAP Solution Manager 7.2

1.6    SAP Solution Manager Usage Rights

SAP continues to offer multiple support models, which have a direct impact on the

ability of an SAP customer to leverage specific applications within SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2. The two most common support models are referred to as SAP Enterprise

Support and SAP Standard Support. Most SAP customers we encounter have SAP

Enterprise Support, which entitles them to full use of SAP Solution Manager for man-

agement of the entire IT landscape (both SAP and non-SAP components). When SAP

customers purchase SAP Standard Support instead of SAP Enterprise Support, they’re

limited to the use of SAP Solution Manager for only SAP application components

within their IT landscape. Furthermore, the following SAP Solution Manager applica-

tions aren’t available to SAP Standard Support customers:
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� Custom Code Management

� Business Process Change Analyzer (BPCA)

� Scope and Effort Analyzer (SEA)

� Component-Based Test Automation (CBTA)

� Business Process Analytics

� SAP Best Practices for SAP HANA deployment

� End user experience monitoring

For those SAP customers that subscribe to SAP MaxAttention and SAP ActiveEmbed-

ded services, SAP has provided the following SAP Solution Manager add-ons for no

additional cost (for those SAP customers that do not subscribe to these services, these

add-on components can be purchased from the SAP Store on a user-by-user basis in

SAP Solution Manager):

� Focused Insights for SAP Solution Manager

Includes predefined dashboards and a framework to build new dashboards based

on over eight hundred KPIs that can blend real-time or historical data from multi-

ple SAP Solution Manager applications

� Focused Build for SAP Solution Manager

Out-of-the-box and integrated tool-supported methodology to manage require-

ments and software development in large, agile innovation projects, such as SAP

S/4HANA upgrades

Note

To find out more about SAP Solution Manager usage rights, go to https://support.

sap.com and navigate to SAP Solution Manager � Usage Rights. To see a demo of

Focused Insights for SAP Solution Manager or Focused Build for SAP Solution Man-

ager or to purchase either or both, go to https://support.sap.com and navigate to SAP

Solution Manager � Focused Solutions.

1.7    Summary

In this chapter, we covered value chains and, at a high level, which SAP Solution Man-

ager tools support each IT process. SAP Solution Manager is modular by design. Cus-

tomers can quickly deploy individual components and then integrate them when
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appropriate. In this book, we aren’t advocating for the full deployment of SAP Solu-

tion Manager to every customer environment. We encourage a commonsense

approach to deploying SAP Solution Manager and realize that one size doesn’t fit all.

Our no-nonsense practical guide will enable you and your team to deploy SAP Solu-

tion Manager components in days and weeks—not months or years. SAP Solution

Manager administration is a skillset that will need to be developed within your orga-

nization, much like SAP Basis, security administration, or change management.

Leveraging preconfiguration from SAP as part of the SAP Solution Manager setup

process and choosing to deploy ITIL-certified components out of the box will sim-

plify this skillset development. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 provides structure, over-

sight, transparency, and automation for deployment and support of SAP landscapes.

It’s an essential tool for efficient operation of SAP components and for minimizing

the total cost of support and/or implementation.
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Chapter 2 

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Concepts

New concepts must be mastered to fully understand and deploy the 

components within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. In this chapter, we’ll 

outline some new elements and explain how others have changed. 

This chapter provides a foundation for chapters to come.

With SAP Solution Manger 7.2, SAP has improved the configuration and capabilities 
of solutions and logical components as part of the larger system. SAP modified and 
simplified the layout and integration of the components we’ll describe in this chap-

ter. The concepts discussed in this chapter will be used throughout the book. Under-

standing the components and their importance will arm you with the information 
needed to deploy SAP Solution Manager within your organization. Instead of clicking 
through the defaults in SAP Solution Manager, we’ll explain why those defaults exist 
and why you might change them. SAP provides tools to set up your landscape within 
SAP Solution Manager so it closely matches the real world, in which you might have 
components within your landscape that are different versions—but logical compo-

nents in version 7.1 only allowed you to define one version. This has changed, and 
now SAP Solution Manager can be your single source of truth.

In this chapter, we’ll begin by defining a solution in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, which 
contains all of the systems, processes, and solution documentation related to the SAP 
systems in your landscape. After covering solutions, we’ll dive into logical compo-

nents groups. In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has greatly simplified the concept 
and configuration of logical component groups (LCGs). In most scenarios, you can 
configure one LCG for all the systems of the same basic component. From LCGs, we’ll 
transition to branches. A completely new concept in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, 

branches provide the ability to document versions of business processes, custom 

code, and/or systems within your landscape. SAP allows you to document a version 

of a business process in production and clearly define changes to that process in 

development without needing to change solutions or projects as in 7.1.
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After we review some of the new concepts, we’ll revisit some familiar components.

The System Landscape Directory (SLD) and Landscape Management Database (LMDB)

continue to play critical roles in your SAP Solution Manager landscape. In Section 2.4,

we’ll explore some age-old questions: How many SLDs do you need? Does SAP Solu-

tion Manager really need its own SLD? How do you get updated information in the

SLD?

For the LMDB, SAP simplified the component by removing the need for a product

system. In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, you only need the technical system; the product

system moves into the maintenance planner, which replaces the Maintenance Opti-

mizer. The maintenance planner is a tool hosted by SAP that customers are required

to use when patching or updating SAP systems moving forward. With the mainte-

nance planner, you no longer need to update Maintenance Optimizer, letting you

focus more on the updates from the SLD and LMDB sent to the maintenance planner.

2.1    What Is a Solution?

A solution within SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is the logical organization of all the SAP

components and their related interfacing systems within your organization’s land-

scape. If you have SAP ERP, SAP BW, SAP CRM, and SAP SCM, then all of those systems

will be part of one solution in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Do you have SAP Fiori front-

end servers and a few SAP Web Dispatchers? Then those are also part of your single

solution. Think of a solution as a logical grouping of all the SAP components that

make up your landscape. It should include all systems—from those in which trans-

ports or changes are created to those in which they are implemented. If you have a

sandbox that receives updates after they’re imported into production, it’s part of

your solution too. Do you have multiple sites with multiple production systems? All

of those development, test, and production systems are part of your single produc-

tive solution as SAP has introduced the new concept of sites. Why should you have an

all-in-one solution for all systems? Because a solution contains all solution documen-

tation. If you want to achieve process unification across systems and have a single

repository for process documentation, then you need a single solution for all SAP

components.

In SAP Solution Manager 7.1, the configuration of solutions was often neglected due

to complexity or lack of flexibility within the tool to reflect the real-world picture of

your landscape. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, this all changes. You can document
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an accurate representation of your landscape, including those non-SAP systems that

are related to it. In the past, SAP customers have always documented landscapes in

Visio or PowerPoint, but now you can document all systems within a solution. Why

spend time and energy documenting all interfacing systems in your solution? Solu-

tion Documentation: a single source of truth for all business processes supported by

SAP and related systems. By defining a solution that represents the SAP and non-SAP

components in your landscape, your project and support teams can use Solution

Documentation to define Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)-based busi-

ness process flows that include all systems. (See Chapter 7 for more on documenting

business processes.) For more information on BPMN, see http://www.bpmn.org/.

Administrating solutions is accomplished via Transaction SOLADM. Within this

transaction, you can create, update, and remove solutions from your landscape. It’s

important to know that before you can begin updating a solution, you need to com-

plete the SAP Solution Manager setup (see Chapter 4) and managed system configu-

ration (see Chapter 5) for any system that you want to add to your solution. Why did

we add this chapter at the beginning of the book? Because solutions drive the config-

uration of all tools within Solution Manager. When documenting business processes,

managing transports, or monitoring business processes in SAP Solution Manager 7.2,

you need a solution to get started.

Let’s look at a diagram of an example solution. In Figure 2.1, notice that logical com-

ponents are displayed left to right. In this example, you’ll see SAP ERP, SAP BW, and

SAP SCM.

Figure 2.1  Logical Diagram of Solution in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

Development Maintenance Production

DEV QAS REG DEV QAS PRD

SAP ERP DE2 QE2 RE1 DE1 QE1 PE1

SAP BW DB2 QB2 RB2 DB1 QB1 PB1

SAP SCM DS2 QS2 RS2 DS1 QS1 PS1

System
Role

Logical
Component
Groups

Branches
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These are the software components installed in the landscape. If you had SAP Web

Dispatcher, a content server, or any other component, those systems would be listed

here as well. Across the top, you’ll see divisions for branches: development, mainte-

nance, and production. Think of these as versions of systems or processes. We’ll cover

logical components and branches in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3.

When creating a solution, you first add the logical components, which are the soft-

ware components within the landscape, then configure branches. By default, you’ll

have a production and a maintenance branch for all solutions. Let’s explore the tabs

available within Transaction SOLADM (see Figure 2.2), as follows:

� System Landscape

This is the visual representation of the landscape. It’s blank when you start. You

first add LCGs and then assign the technical systems.

� Branches

Here, you define the branches to be used. It’s common for customers to have four

branches defined. Production and maintenance are defaults, then you might have

another branch for future enhancements or projects and another to contain SAP

Best Practices for business process examples.

� Change Control Landscapes

In this tab, you can define the logical components that will be controlled by

Change Request Management (ChaRM). For example, you could select SAP ERP

and SAP CRM to be under ChaRM control, but not SAP Web Dispatcher or a non-

SAP system.

� Document Types

Here, you can define the document templates for solutions. For example, your

organization might have a template for functional specifications, technical speci-

fications, or test scripts. You can load Microsoft Office–based file templates here.

� SAP Best Practices Packages

Within this tab, you can see any SAP Best Practices packages that have been down-

loaded to SAP Solution Manager. For example, SAP provides business process tem-

plates for SAP S/4HANA. These packages can be downloaded from the SAP Service

Marketplace via SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

� Properties

Here, you can see when the solution was created and last changed. More impor-

tantly, in this tab you can activate the sites functionality, which enables you to

define production systems by geographic locations.
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Figure 2.2  Solution Administration with SAP Solution Manager 7.2

Most organizations should be able to accomplish all of their goals in SAP Solution

Manager with one solution. Even if you have multiple production systems in multi-

ple business units or geographic locations, you can activate the sites concept in the

Properties tab to enable multiple production systems in multiple locations. If, for

example, you have one SAP ERP landscape for finance and logistics and another SAP

ERP landscape for SAP Human Resources and thus have two production SAP ERP sys-

tems in your data center, you can split the landscapes into two logical components

and still use one solution.

2.2    Logical Component Groups

One major advancement in the creation and maintenance of LCGs with SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 is the ability to have systems with different software versions in the

same LCG. In SAP Solution Manager 7.0 and 7.1, this wasn’t the case, and many

customers had numerous logical components supporting SAP EarlyWatch reports,

Business Process Monitoring, and ChaRM. In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has
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greatly simplified the process. Most customers will reasonably need one LCG for each

software component in your landscape.

Let’s dissect Figure 2.3. For this example, assume we’re in project mode. The DE1, QE1,

and PE1 systems are running SAP ERP 6 EHP 4 on an Oracle database and the DE2, QE2,

and RE1 systems are running SAP ERP 6 EHP 8 on SAP HANA. Using one LCG, we’ve

documented the real-world landscape. Maintenance transports are created in DE1

and sent to QE1 for testing before moving to PE1. Once transports are released from

DE1, you have the option to retrofit them to the DE2 project development system (see

Chapter 8 for more on Retrofit).

Figure 2.3  Example Project Landscape Configured within Solution

When you activate the sites concept within a solution, the LCGs will have an addi-

tional attribute that allows you to define the location for the systems in the LCG. In

Table 2.1, we’ve highlighted how this might look. Using one LCG, we’ve documented

the systems supported within a company’s landscape covering two countries. Each

business unit or country has its own SAP landscape with a production system.

Using features provided by SAP, you can realistically configure as few objects as pos-

sible when managing Solutions. This decreases complexity and maintenance. In the

past, you might have had three or four logical components based on the deployment

Branch

LCG Site Development Maintenance Production

SAP ERP United States DE2 QE2 RE1 DE1 QE1 PE1

Germany DE3 QE3 RE2 DU1 QU1 PU1

Table 2.1  Example Logical Component Group with Sites Activated

Development Maintenance Production

DEV QAS REG DEV QAS PRD

SAP ERP DE2 QE2 RE1 DE1 QE1 PE1

SAP BW DB2 QB2 RB2 DB1 QB1 PB1

SAP SCM DS2 QS2 RS2 DS1 QS1 PS1

Retrofit

Transports Transports
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of SAP Solution Manager. Now, you really only need one LCG for each major software

component in the landscape and one solution.

2.3    Branches

Branches can most easily be described as versions of a solution. By default, SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2 creates a production and a maintenance branch. Think of the

production branch as a copy of the systems, processes, and components that supports

productive operations. It’s closely tied to Solution Documentation so that organiza-

tions can document the production version of a process separately from the mainte-

nance or development version (if they so choose). The maintenance branch should be

used to track production support operations. When coupled with ChaRM, you can

restrict changes to production documentation without a change request.

Organizations that are ready to up their game when managing documentation

within SAP will find the branch concept’s support very intuitive. Within Solution

Documentation in SAP Solution Manager 7.1, documents were siloed by project and

nothing really was ever shared between teams. Promoting content between projects

in SAP Solution Manager 7.1 was complex. With branches, SAP has simplified the pro-

cess; working within the tool now is more natural. Figure 2.4 shows the relationship

between branches and systems. In it, a sandbox system is used to import SAP Best

Practices. The development and QA systems are used in both the maintenance and

development branches, with operations and production branches only using the pro-

duction system.

Figure 2.4  Highlighting Relationship between Systems and Branches

Production

Operations PRD

PRD

Maintenance

As-is Solution

To-be Solution

As-is Solution

To-be Solution

Fix and
Enhance Innovate

DEV

QAS

Development
DEV

QAS

Design SBX

Import SBX
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Returning to the example in Figure 2.3, there are three branches configured. The

development branch might be used for larger releases or a specific upgrade project.

The maintenance branch is used to support normal production support-type

requests (defects, master data changes, standard config, etc.). The production branch

is the highest level within the branch structure. All branches can have parent/child

branch relationships, except for production, which can only have children.

Figure 2.5 shows how branches are displayed in Solution Documentation. You’ll see

another branch listed here: Operation. This branch can be used for Business Process

Monitoring development and configuration separately from maintenance or devel-

opment, which allows teams to work independently and then migrate configuration

to the production branch. Branches can be added or removed as required from within

Transaction SOLADM or via the Solution Administration tile on the SAP Fiori launch-

pad for SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 2.5  Displaying Branches within Solution Documentation
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2.4    System Landscape Directory

The System Landscape Directory (SLD) is still a core component of managed system

information delivery to Solution Manager. If you’ve never heard of the SLD before,

think of it as the phone book for the systems in your landscape. It contains informa-

tion about the installed software components, clients, hosts, databases, and so on.

When systems are configured correctly, they periodically send their version and

installation information to the SLD. SAP Solution Manager then reads the SLD for

updates and processes this information by updating the technical system in the

LMDB, which then in turn sends the updated information to SAP for support and

reporting purposes. For the process to work correctly, there are some maintenance

steps you’ll need to perform to ensure a working environment. For example, SAP

Solution Manager needs to have all information about SAP software components to

correctly assign versions and text descriptions. If the SLD has software component

information from June 2017 and you install SAP S/4HANA 1709 (released in Septem-

ber 2017), then how will the SLD correctly know what SAP S/4HANA 1709 is? It won’t.

You’ll need to update the content within the SLD so it can assign information cor-

rectly. Let’s step through the process flow logical diagram in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6  High-Level Overview of SLD Data Flow

� All SLD Data
� Plus Agent Data
� Manually Added
   Technical Systems
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First, in the customer landscape, you have SLD data suppliers. These could be ABAP or

JAVA systems. Data suppliers also can include SAP BusinessObjects, SAP Web Dis-

patcher, SAP HANA, a content server, and so on. All on-premise SAP software compo-

nents have some type of SLD registration built into them. Once registered to the SLD,

the data supplier will send updated information to the SLD on a regular basis. Within

Transaction RZ70, for ABAP systems, the default period is every 720 minutes. Within

any SAP NetWeaver AS Java system, you can configure the SLD data supplier by navi-

gating to SAP NetWeaver Administrator (http://<host>:<AS JAVA Port>/nwa) then to

Configuration � Infrastructure � SLD Data Supplier Configuration. Each SAP software

component has its own method of registering to the SLD: SAP HANA does so within

lifecycle management; SAP Web Dispatcher has a command line tool. Visit the SAP

Help Portal (http://help.sap.com) and find your product, then search for “SLD regis-

tration”.

Next in line is the SLD. This application component is delivered with all SAP NetWea-

ver AS Java systems. For example, SAP Solution Manager 7.2 consists of SAP NetWea-

ver AS ABAP and SAP NetWeaver AS Java stacks. You can configure an SLD on the SAP

NetWeaver AS Java stack of SAP Solution Manager 7.2. In our opinion, this is the pre-

ferred method, because it offers maximum release independence; however, it does

increase overall IT effort, because you have another SLD to manage. If you have an

SAP landscape without SAP Enterprise Portal, SAP Process Orchestration (SAP PO), or

SAP NetWeaver development infrastructure, then your decision is easy! You need an

SLD on SAP Solution Manager. If you already have dedicated SLD servers deployed or

have active SLDs running on your SAP Enterprise Portal and SAP PO systems, then

you have a decision to make. SAP Solution Manager can read remote SLD servers to

get information into the LMDB, as shown in Figure 2.7.

You can also choose to set up links between your existing SLDs and the SAP Solution

Manager SLD that will then populate the LMDB; this is often referred to as an SLD

bridge. This SLD configuration is the least intrusive within your landscape. Every

time a managed system sends updated information to the development or produc-

tion SLD, as shown in Figure 2.8, the SLD system that received the updates will blindly

forward the information to SAP Solution Manager’s SLD. We use the use the word

blindly for a reason. If SAP Solution Manager is down or unavailable, updates are still

written to the development or production SLD, with no impact on normal produc-

tion operations. The SLD bridge will have a failure, but no operations are impacted.

On the next update to the SLD, it will try once again to forward to SAP Solution Man-

ager—and if its available, then the update will process.
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Figure 2.7  Example SLD landscape with SAP Solution Manager Reading from Central SLD

Figure 2.8  SLD Systems Forwarding Information to SAP Solution Manager SLD

If you think about the landscape described in Figure 2.7, you’ll recognize that SAP

Solution Manager has a dependency on the development and production SLDs. If, for

example, you need to update the SLD content to support updates from SAP, you’re

asking the other teams to support changes within their SLD landscapes. If you adopt

the SLD strategy in Figure 2.8, then SAP Solution Manager SLD content updates can
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occur independently without impact to other teams. For release maintenance, an

SLD on SAP Solution Manager also ensures that an upgrade to development or pro-

duction doesn’t impact SAP Solution Manager.

Note

These are just two of the many scenarios supported by SAP. For more information on

the System Landscape Directory and to read SAP’s landscape guide, head over to

https://www.sdn.sap.com/irj/sdn/nw-sld. For the latest information on updating

your SLD content, check SAP Note 669669.

2.5    Landscape Management Database

The LMDB is central to SAP Solution Manager. For those that used System Landscape

Management in SAP Solution Manager 7.0 and 7.1, LMDB is the System Landscape

Management replacement. For those new to SAP Solution Manager 7.2, note that the

LDMB is its heart. Without good data in the LMDB, all future SAP Solution Manager

tool deployments will be cumbersome and error-prone. The SLD and LMDB have a

symbiotic relationship; SAP Solution Manager can’t exist without both. This is detailed

in SAP Note 1701770 on synchronization. Based on your SAP Solution Manager patch

level (version of LMDB), you need to have specific CR content within the SLD. In the

previous section, we covered the SLD landscape and how to update content. In this

section, we’ll explore the LMDB and its importance in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

In Chapter 4, you’ll set up the LMDB within the SAP Solution Manager setup guided

procedures. SAP has provided step-by-step instructions for configuring the LMDB

once you define the SLD strategy. Once the LMDB is set up, the guided procedures

provided by SAP also will set up the maintenance background jobs to keep the LMDB

updated. Then, it’s up to you and your team to ensure the data stays updated by reg-

istering managed systems to an SLD and ensuring the diagnostic agents are regis-

tered to SAP Solution Manager (as we’ll cover in Chapter 5).

The LMDB made its first appearance in SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and required users

to validate and/or configure a technical system and product system. With Solution

Manager 7.2, SAP simplified the LMDB; it’s now responsible for the technical system

only. The product system has moved into the maintenance planner (covered in Sec-

tion 2.6). Using Transaction LMDB, you can view and modify LMDB settings or the
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technical systems within the LMDB. Figure 2.9 shows multiple types of information

stored about the system connected to SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 2.9  Initial Screen for the Landscape Management Database

From the navigation tree we see following the items:

� <SID> Application Server <Type>

At the highest level in the LMDB, you’ll see the system type, system ID (SID), host,

and product version information. You’ll perform most edits to technical systems

on this screen.

� Software

Here, you’ll find information about the products installed (e.g., SAP Fiori for SAP

S/4HANA) and their specific versions. If you have to edit any of these components

manually, that means your SLD content is out of date, the managed system isn’t

registered to the SLD correctly, or your LMDB isn’t synced to your SLD. Trouble-

shoot SLD and LMDB updates before editing anything here.
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� System Database

Here, you’ll find details about the database and the database host(s) supporting

the SID. Information reported here is based on the SLD and the diagnostic agents

(including the SAP host agent).

� Technical Instances

In this view, you’ll find information about the application, message, and central

services instances. For example, if you have a clustered Central Services Instance

(SCS) with multiple dialog application servers, you’ll find the details of those serv-

ers here.

� ABAP Clients

This area provides information on the configured ABAP clients if this is an ABAP

system.

� Hosts

In this view, you’ll see all physical or virtual hosts that support this technical sys-

tem (e.g., production SAP ERP).

� Destinations

Here, you’ll find information about the configured RFCs between the managed

system and SAP Solution Manager.

As we stated before, an updated and complete LDBM is critical to normal operations

within SAP Solution Manager. At the highest level within the navigation tree in the

LMDB for the technical system, click the More link next to the Last Change By Data

Supplier field. The More Information on Data Suppliers screen is displayed, as shown

in Figure 2.10. From this single view, you can quickly identify if the LMDB is missing

an operating system, a database, or application information. You want all status

lights in this screen to be green (but don’t worry about checking this screen until after

you’ve completed Chapter 4 through Chapter 6).

The data stored in the LMDB is automatically updated by the SLD or diagnostic

agents. Often, customers with bad LMDB information will attempt to manually cor-

rect data so they can move forward with an upgrade or system patch. We recommend

avoiding manual updates unless directed by SAP support. Resolve any registration or

automatic update issues before moving to manual remediation. Using the screen

shown in Figure 2.10 will guide you down the path of resolving any automated

update errors.
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Figure 2.10  Example System with No Missing Data Suppliers

Note

If you need to add non-SAP products to your LMDB manually so they can be part of

your solution, see Chapter 4, in which we cover Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. Once

you’ve completed that chapter, return to the transaction and navigate to Mandatory

Configuration � Infrastructure Preparation � Set Up Landscape Management � LMDB

Synchronization and then Choose Products � New and follow the guided procedure.

For more help, see SAP Note 1774444.

2.6    Maintenance Planner

Although the maintenance planner isn’t technically an SAP Solution Manager com-

As noted earlier, maintenance planner has replaced the Maintenance Optimizer 
delivered  with SAP Solut ion Manag er When planning and executing upgrades,
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customers must use the maintenance planner to define the software components

being implemented. The maintenance planner is an application that runs as part of

the SAP Support Portal and is accessible via the Internet. The maintenance planner

outputs an XML file used by the Software Update Manager (SUM) to perform what-

ever upgrade is being planned. Overall, the maintenance planner is a welcome

replacement for the Maintenance Optimizer. It’s removed the need for a product sys-

tem in the LMDB and lets SAP directly manage software interdependencies when

planning upgrades.

Back in Figure 2.9, there’s an SAP Support Portal tab. In that tab, you have the option

to click an Upload to SAP Support Portal button. Again, none of this will function until

you’ve completed Chapter 4 to Chapter 6, but it’s important to know how to update

the maintenance planner quickly at if you’re working within the LMDB (Figure 2.11).

The SAP guided procedures for SAP Solution Manager setup will schedule a back-

ground job that runs daily to update the maintenance planner automatically.

Figure 2.11  Updating SAP with Data from Landscape Management Database
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Although this book isn’t a manual on how to use the maintenance planner, we do feel

it’s important to connect the dots. If your SAP Basis team is struggling with the main-

tenance planner and with calculating the software needed for an upgrade, often it’s

because the data is incorrect in the LMDB or hasn’t synchronized with the mainte-

nance planner on a regular basis. Figure 2.12 highlights how the LMDB and mainte-

nance planner should display the same information. The LMDB is on the left and the

maintenance planner on the right. When encountering any issues with the mainte-

nance planner, first review the technical system in the LMDB to check for complete-

ness and for synchronization with the maintenance planner.

Figure 2.12  Data Synchronized between LMDB and Maintenance Planner
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2.7    Summary

The topics covered in this chapter will be referenced throughout the book moving

forward. When working with ChaRM, working with Test Suite, or configuring Solution

Documentation, you’ll be working with solutions, LCGs, and branches. We gave you a

sneak peek at some of the tools you’ll use, but keep in mind that none of them will be

fully functioning until you complete the SAP Solution Manager setup guided proce-

dures outlined in Chapter 4. The maintenance planner will be discussed in Chapter 12

on testing, because its required when performing an upgrade impact analysis. The

maintenance planner isn’t always owned by the same person who configures SAP

Solution Manager, so plan to work with a resource that has access to the maintenance

planner.

One key point we wanted to reiterate is the simplification of components within SAP

Solution Manager 7.2. You now have the ability to deploy a single solution for your

entire SAP landscape. SAP has provided the flexibility you need with LCGs and

branches to document real-world SAP landscapes. This will reduce the ramp up time

for new SAP Solution Manager administration resources and the long-term mainte-

nance of the solution. The SLD will require regular updates (every quarter is recom-

mended) but shouldn’t be burdensome. Updates typically can be processed within an

hour and are nontransportable.

When thinking about the LMDB, remember its close relationship to the SLD. Avoid

manual updates to the SLD or the LMDB; most issues can be resolved by fixing syn-

chronization issues, updating agents, and validating communication between all

components. Finally, remember that good data in SAP Solution Manager will elim-

inate problems down the road. Leverage one solution and the default branches

created by SAP to get started. Ensure system information is being reported, then

grow into more complicated scenarios as you progress through this book and with

SAP Solution Manager. In the next chapter, we’ll cover the SAP Solution Manager

7.2 upgrade. If you’re installing a new copy of SAP Solution Manager 7.2, skip to

Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3 

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Upgrade

Upgrading to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 provides access to new tools 

and functionality. This chapter will walk you through how to do so.

This chapter is designed to take you through the most important details of the

upgrade process. We’ll discuss the options available and how to decide if an upgrade

or a new implementation fits your specific scenario. This will be followed by coverage

of the technical details unique to the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 upgrade process, tech-

nical prerequisites that must be covered, and options available to complete the

upgrade. We’ll then cover the tools provided by SAP to execute the entire upgrade.

Finally, we’ll provide step-by-step instructions for the content activation process,

including the prepare activation and content activation guided procedures in SAP

Solution Manager 7.2.

3.1    Upgrade versus New Implementation

Now that you’ve decided to adopt the latest release of SAP Solution Manager, you

must determine which option fits your specific scenario: an upgrade of your current

SAP Solution Manager installation or a fresh implementation. The answer depends

entirely on which option fits your specific requirements, as we’ll discuss in the fol-

lowing sections.

3.1.1    Upgrade Planning and Considerations

Which upgrade option you choose will be based on your primary goal—either to

preserve either content or significant configuration. For preserving content, con-

tent is specific to the functionality in place and actively being used. The content can

range from ChaRM projects to business processes mapped in Solution Documenta-

tion. The specific content varies depending on the functional area in which it’s used.
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Understanding the content contained in your systems is an essential part of a suc-

cessful upgrade. During the upgrade, this content is activated to conform to the new

standards introduced with SAP Solution Manager 7.2. If you have content in any of

the areas listed in Table 3.1 that’s required for future use of SAP Solution Manager,

then you must upgrade to preserve that content for reuse in SAP Solution Manager

7.2.

Each area of SAP Solution Manager is impacted by varying degrees. The level of

impact is a critical consideration when performing an upgrade, from the technical

changes to those that impact end users. Table 3.1 lists the areas of SAP Solution Man-

ager and the level of impact to each area. High impact means the functionality has

been completely redesigned, requiring major changes; training will be required, and

the changes should be considered a major release. Medium impact means the func-

tionality has been enhanced; some training may be required and some configuration

changes are required, but overall medium impact changes should be considered a

minor release.

Beyond content, you must also consider the time and effort spent to configure your

current SAP Solution Manager landscape. With an upgrade, the configuration in

Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP essentially will be complete, with only a few areas that

need to be reexecuted. Considering the high number of man hours spent fully config-

uring a two-system landscape (development and production) and connecting it to

Area Impact

Business Process Monitoring High

Solution Documentation High

SAP Portfolio and Project Management (SAP PPM) High

Test Management High

Change Request Management Medium

Quality Gate Management Medium

Custom Code Management Medium

Application operations Medium

Table 3.1  Impact of SAP Solution Manager 7.2
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many managed systems, this fact alone may be reason enough to venture down the 
path of an upgrade. Even if you only have minimal functionality being used, yet have 
SAP Solution Manager connected to 20 or more managed systems, the effort to 
reconfigure these connections can exceed the time difference between an upgrade 
and a fresh install. If you have only the basic configuration completed, multiple sys-

tems connected, and your SAP Solution Manager installation is free of unused proj-

ects and solutions, the upgrade is simple compared to a system that has significant 
configuration that will be impacted by an upgrade. In that case, an upgrade can be the 
better option, because the time to upgrade is the primary factor of concern in this 
scenario.

3.1.2    Benefits of a New Implementation

The benefits of a new implementation are clear. First, it enables you to abandon mis-

configured elements or unused configuration and documentation. Over the years, 
some organizations have unsuccessfully attempted to introduce a solution and then, 
for various reasons, abandoned it. This can lead to defects and issues that are difficult 
to remediate. If your system has clutter from old, abandoned projects or solutions, a 
fresh install is the clear path to success. Another common scenario that leads to a 
new implementation is a result of SAP Solution Manager being neglected over the 
years due to lack of use and lack of available resources to maintain the system prop-

erly. In this scenario, the system is simply in poor condition, and the best option is to 
abandon it and start from scratch.

Another prime reason for a fresh install is if you’re currently running SAP Solution 
Manager 7.0. Currently, SAP hasn’t provided an upgrade path directly from SAP 
Solution Manager 7.0 to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. If you have ChaRM or some other 

functionality or solution critical to the business running on SAP Solution Manager 

7.0 and it must be preserved, you must first upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.1 

and then upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. In our experience, the number of 

hours required to perform both upgrades exceeds the number of hours to install 

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 from scratch and configure the functionality that needs to 

be preserved. The best path forward depends on how many solutions are being used 

actively in SAP Solution Manager 7.0 and how tightly integrated they are with the 

business. For most customers, a fresh install is the best path forward to achieve the 

goal of running SAP Solution Manager 7.2.
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3.2    Upgrade Process Overview

The upgrade process consists of four primary steps. First, you must prepare SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.1 from a technical perspective for upgrade. Second, there is a content

activation preupgrade procedure critical to the functional side of SAP Solution Man-

ager. Third is the actual upgrade and splitting of the dual stacks. The fourth and final

step consists of technical postupgrade activities and the postupgrade content activa-

tion procedure. In the following sections, we’ll walk through the upgrade and migra-

tion options and discuss upgrade planning and restrictions. We’ll then cover both

preupgrade and postupgrade activities.

3.2.1    Upgrade and Migration Options

The procedure for upgrading to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 consists of executing Soft-

ware Update Manager (SUM) to upgrade the dual stack to SAP Solution Manager 7.2, fol-

lowed by executing a dual-stack split with Software Provisioning Manager (SWPM).

These steps are all that’s required when the database and operating system stay the

same. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the SAP HANA database is now included in the

license. Many people are migrating to SAP HANA to save on database licensing costs,

but others may want to migrate to another database besides SAP HANA. This section

discusses the options available for executing a database migration with the upgrade.

Each procedure has its own pros and cons. The decision for each path depends on

your specific requirements and tolerance for extended downtime.

Migration Path Using Standard Procedure

The standard migration path consists of the same initial steps: upgrade with SUM

and dual-stack split with SWPM. The migration occurs after the split via SWPM. The

migration is executed for each SAP NetWeaver stack—the Java and ABAP stacks.

Within this standard procedure, there are two options: in-place migration or migra-

tion with parallel export/import. Each option has its own pros and cons, which we

will review, but essentially the primary difference is the order in which the system

copy steps are performed; one is a sequential procedure and the other is a parallel

procedure.

In an in-place migration, you execute the following steps in a sequential procedure

for each SAP NetWeaver stack, using a heterogeneous system copy (like the dual-

stack split procedure). First, you export the ABAP stack from the current database.
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Then, you uninstall the ABAP stack instance, leaving the database to allow for a Java

stack DB migration. Next, you install the new SAP system using the export, resulting

in a system using the same SID and hostname running on an SAP HANA Database.

Optionally, you can then follow the same steps for the Java stack to perform a hetero-

geneous system copy and install a new Java instance on SAP HANA.

The upside to the in-place migration is that it allows you to preserve the SID and host-

name, thus simplifying the procedure, but it does have a longer downtime than the

parallel option.

In a migration with parallel export/import, you execute the same steps in a different

order and in parallel. First, you install the new system on SAP HANA, preparing it for

the import. Then, in parallel, you execute the export of the ABAP stack from the old

database and import the data into the SAP HANA database already in place. Finally,

you switch to the new system and perform all post-system-copy activities, including

the uninstall procedure to remove the old system. This results in a new system with

a new SID and hostname running on an SAP HANA database. Optionally, you can

then follow the same steps for the Java stack to perform a heterogeneous system

copy and install a new Java instance on SAP HANA.

The upside to the parallel option is less downtime than the in-place option; however,

you must deal with the change in SID. You also have the benefit of having both sys-

tems available at the same time, allowing for a quick switch back to the original sys-

tem and/or comparison with the original if required.

Migration Path Using a New Simplified Procedure

The new simplified option incorporates the Database Migration Option (DMO)

within SUM. This option is best if you know already that you want to migrate to SAP

HANA or SAP Adaptive Server Enterprise (SAP ASE). This option executes the upgrade

to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and the database migration in a single step using SUM,

simplifying the upgrade and eliminating the extra step of migrating to SAP HANA

with SWPM after the upgrade. Once the upgrade and migration are complete, you

split the dual stack and optionally migrate the Java stack to SAP HANA using SWPM.

This simplified procedure has several upsides, including the least amount of down-

time, because the migration is performed during the uptime of the upgrade pro-

cesses. This eliminates the downtime required when using SWPM to perform the

migration. This option reduces the overall complexity of the upgrade and migration.
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The standard option is more complex, has more steps, and has a longer downtime,

but it has its own benefits. The primary benefit of the standard procedure is the abil-

ity to have an interim productive use between the upgrade and migration. Each

option should be thoroughly reviewed, looking at pros and cons of each, to find the

appropriate method that meets your specific requirements.

3.2.2    Upgrade Planning

The upgrade includes a variety of tasks to be performed to ensure a successful

upgrade. Planning each step to ensure you are prepared and fully understand the

consequences of each task is critical for the upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

First, you need to familiarize yourself with the new concepts and changes introduced

with SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Understanding these new concepts is an essential

part of the upgrade. The execution of the prepare activation preupgrade guided pro-

cedure depends significantly on your understanding of the current and planned

future use of SAP Solution Manager. You must ensure through this guided procedure

that all required content that currently exists in SAP Solution Manager 7.1 is migrated

to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 for it be activated and available for use.

SAP has also provided a significant amount of documentation on all the changes

introduced with SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This book covers the new concepts and

changes introduced with the upgrade and the content activation procedure, but SAP

continues to improve and enhance the content activation procedure. To ensure cus-

tomers are up to speed with changes to this procedure, SAP has provided a content

activation guide, which is updated on a regular basis. Reading this guide from cover

to cover is an important step in executing the content activation. Outside of the

upgrade activities described in this book, we have also outlined a few general plan-

ning tasks here. The following are best practices to ensure a successful upgrade:

� If you have development in progress on your development system, a temporary

dual landscape can be used to ensure that it isn’t hindered during the upgrade and

that emergency maintenance of production is available.

� Begin planning the upgrade now. Execute the prepare activation procedure as

soon as possible. Execute as many of the mandatory technical preupgrade activi-

ties as you can long before the upgrade is executed. This will allow for fewer tasks

to be executed during the upgrade.
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� Perform the upgrade in a development system first. This will ensure that any

issues confronted have known solutions and can be solved quickly when produc-

tion is upgraded.

� If you have a variety of solutions active and several end users actively using SAP So-

lution Manager, a temporary dual landscape can be used to train those end users so

that they’re prepared for the changes introduced in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

� As you upgrade development, take detailed notes on all steps performed, issues

that come up, and the solutions to those issues. If possible, implement those solu-

tions in production prior to starting the upgrade. Having solutions on hand while

upgrading production will ensure the quickest upgrade possible.

� If you chose to run SAP Solution Manager 7.2 on two separate databases, you must

ensure the host running the systems has adequate hardware capacity to handle

the databases. You must also decide if you’ll run the stacks on the same host or

separate hosts. The actual dual-stack split is performed after the upgrade is com-

plete via SWPM.

� Ensure the host has adequate memory, processing power, and disk space available

for the upgrade process. We usually start with a minimum of 24 GB of memory and

eight CPU cores. The amount of disk space will vary with the current size of your

SAP Solution Manager system.

� As always with any change to a system, backup the database and the OS host mul-

tiple times during the upgrade to ensure complete recovery of the system at any

time during the upgrade or partial recovery if only one stage of the upgrade needs

to be restarted due to an error.

3.2.3    Upgrade Restrictions

As of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SPS 03, if you have certain SAP software components

installed, you must take certain actions in each one to enable the upgrade to SAP

Solution Manager 7.2. This may change with later releases of SAP Solution Manager

7.2. As SAP releases new support packages, upgrade information may change; refer to

SAP Note 2227300 (Further Upgrade Information for SAP Solution Manager 7.2) to

ensure you have the latest information on these restrictions. The list of components

and required actions is as follows:

� ST-SPA: SAP Productivity Pak Adapter ST-SPA

– Must be uninstalled before upgrading. Review SAP Notes 2353441 and 1109650

for instructions.
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� Third-party test suite integration:

– You must upgrade to ST-TST 300 before the upgrade to SAP Solution Manager

7.2. Refer to SAP Notes 394616, 1733109, and 2364204 for additional information.

� One Service Toolset (ST-OST; previously incompatible):

– Download the installation package for ST-OST 200. This package is required by

SUM during the upgrade process in the IS_SELECT phase.

� SAP Adapter for Quality Center (ST-QCA) by HPE:

– Previously incompatible; ST-QCA can now be included in the upgrade.

– Can be uninstalled if no longer needed; review SAP Note 1109650 for instruc-

tions.

3.2.4    Preupgrade Activities

The upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 requires a variety of tasks to be performed

before the upgrade starts. This section describes the details of the current preupgrade

activities. These preupgrade tasks can change as new support packs for SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 are released. Please refer to SAP Note 2227300 (Further Upgrade Informa-

tion for SAP Solution Manager 7.2) for the latest information on upgrade tasks.

Prepare the System Landscape Directory

The System Landscape Directory (SLD) with which you currently sync the LMDB or

the SAP Solution Manager SLD must be prepared before the upgrade begins. Ensure

the following activities are performed:

1. Set the AutomaticSystemMove parameter to “1” under the datasupplier section, in

the Administration section of the SLD under Profile (see Figure 3.1; see SAP Note

1817310 [Double Stack System Automatic Move Functionality] for additional infor-

mation).

2. Import the latest versions of SAP’s CR content and CIM model. See SAP Note

669669 (Update of SAP System Component Repository in SLD) for additional

information about updating SLD CR/CIM content.

3. Set the Write Protection parameter to Read-Only in the Administration section of

the SLD under Profile (see Figure 3.2; see SAP Note 2068999 [Migrating an SLD] for

additional information).
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Figure 3.1  SLD AutomaticSystemMove Parameter Set to 1

Figure 3.2  SLD Write Protection Parameter Set to Read-Only

4. Confirm there are no pending changes that need to be synchronized between the

SLD and LMDB. Once the number of pending changes has reached 0, deactivate the

synchronization between the SLD and LMDB in Step 6.2 of the system preparation
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procedure within SAP Solution Manager. Figure 3.3 shows where to determine if

any changes are pending, and Figure 3.4 shows where to deactivate the synchroni-

zation.

Figure 3.3  Verify Number of Pending Changes to be Synchronized

Figure 3.4  Deactivate Synchronization between SLD and LMDB
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5. If you have data suppliers sending data to your SLD, then validate the SLD URL is

stable. You may need to recover the ports of the Java stack or the RFC services, if

required. Also, if the Java stack will be split to run on another host, ensure the data

suppliers are updated with this new SLD URL. See SAP Note 2068999 (Migrating an

SLD) for additional information.

Migrate Connection Method and Authentication Policy for All Diagnostic Agents

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 requires diagnostic agents to use the message server P4

(MS/P4) or the message server P4 SSL (MS/P4 SSL) ports to connect to SAP Solution

Manager via a certificate-based authentication policy. All diagnostic agents (DAAs)

must be migrated to these connection methods before the upgrade. The automated

migration method provided with SAP Solution Manager 7.1 will not be available for

SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Any diagnostic agents not migrated before the upgrade

will have to be manually updated via the OS-level commands or by reinstalling the

diagnostic agent. Follow these steps for migrating the DAAs:

1. If you are on SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP 11 or higher, you must first configure the

TrustedP4Port and the Trusted P4SPort before you can change the connection

method and authentication policy. Do so within SAP NetWeaver Administrator of

the Java stack; the process requires a restart of the Java stack. For SP 12 and 13, you

must also patch the J2EE Engine Core to be able to add the ports in SAP NetWeaver

Administrator. Please follow the instructions in the following SAP Notes to acti-

vate the ports and to see additional details about the steps:

– SAP Note 2013578 (Diagnostics Agent Cannot Connect to the Solman Using Cer-

tificate-Based Method—Solman 7.10 SP11/SP12/SP13/SP14)

– SAP Note 2187775 (TrustedP4Port and TrustedP4SPort Properties Missing from

Security Service of AS Java 7.0)

– SAP Note 2121375 (SMD Agents Cannot Connect After a SolMan Upgrade)

2. Update all diagnostic agents to use a certificate-based authentication policy by

activating the authentication method within the system preparation procedure

under Step 5.4, Set Authentication Policy for Agents (see Figure 3.5). If any agents

fail to migrate, navigate to the diagnostic Agent Administration portal via the fol-

lowing URL: http(s)://<SolutionManagerJavaHost>:<port>/smd/AgentAdmin. Nav-

igate to the Connected Agents tab and click the Credentials button.
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Figure 3.5  Configure Certificate Authentication Policy

3. Migrate the DAAs to use the MS/P4 or MS/P4 SSL ports via the diagnostic Agent

Administration portal. Navigate to the portal via the following URL: http(s)://

<SolutionManagerJavaHost>:<HTTPport>/smd/AgentAdmin. Navigate to the Agent

Connectivity Tab. Select the MS/P4 or PS/P4 SSL connectivity setting for each diag-

nostic agent, then click Apply change. Wait for the agents to update and validate

that they’re connected to SAP Solution Manager using the new port. Figure 3.6

show a diagnostic agent configured to use the MS/P4 port.

Figure 3.6  Migrate DAAs to New Connection Method
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Miscellaneous Activities

Prior to the upgrade, there are several miscellaneous activities that must be com-

pleted, as follows:

� Confirm that your database and host operating system meet the minimum

requirements for Kernel 7.45 or Kernel 7.49 and SAP NetWeaver 7.4 by using the

Product Availability Matrix (PAM) on the SAP Support Portal. If they do not, be

sure to patch/upgrade them as necessary before starting the SAP Solution Man-

ager upgrade.

� Confirm that your database and host operating system meet the minimum

requirements for executing SWPM to perform the dual-stack split. This informa-

tion can be found in the PAM under the SL Toolset guides on the SAP Marketplace

(see https://support.sap.com/sltoolset).

� Verify that all Transaction SPAU and SPDD modifications from previous upgrades

or SAP Note implementations have been completed and are in a green status.

� Verify that you don’t have any inactive objects within your SAP Solution Manager

system via Transaction SE80. If you do, consult your development team to activate

them.

� Verify that system preparation, basic configuration, and managed system config-

uration are completely executed and in a green status within your SAP Solution

Manager 7.1 system.

� Confirm that all logical components are in a consistent state in the LMDB.

� If ChaRM is active, be sure all systems that exist in a project that will be activated

are consistent in the LMDB. If a system was decommissioned from SAP Solution

Manager, then that system must be removed properly from SAP Solution Manager

and all ChaRM projects that will be activated in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

� Release all transports within your SAP Solution Manager system. This will ensure

that no objects are locked.

� If you’re upgrading development and have transports that must be moved to pro-

duction, make a complete list and have that list ready to provide to SUM. When

you upgrade production, SUM will implement any transports during the upgrade.

� Set the following parameter in the instance profile: AutoStart = 0.

� Clean up profile directory /sapmnt/<SID>/profile as follows:

– Create backup profile directory /sapmnt/<SID>/profilebackup.

– Move all unused and backup profiles to the new directory.
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� If acceptable, turn off archive logging on the database before starting the upgrade.

If you must keep archive logging on for the entire upgrade, then you must select

the option to do so within the configuration phase of the upgrade. Also, you must

ensure you have adequate disk space available for the logs that are generated.

Alternately, you can also increase the frequency of the transaction log backup.

� Before the downtime phase of the upgrade, you’ll need to execute Transaction

BTCTRNS1 to reschedule all scheduled and released jobs, effectively putting all jobs

on hold. Once the upgrade is complete, execute Transaction BTCTRNS2 to schedule

the jobs again.

� If required, implement SAP Note 1750162 (PHIOs Are Not Found by Full Text Search

Engine [TREX]). This is only required if you’re running a full-text search engine in

your SAP Solution Manager system.

� Now that the product systems are no longer maintained in SAP Solution Manager,

you must ensure they are all updated, verification checks are done, and they’re all

uploaded to the SAP backend. Confirm that all of this is done before upgrading to

SAP Solution Manager 7.2. We also recommend logging in to the maintenance

planner to confirm all systems are listed with up-to-date information.

� SAP Solution Manager 7.2 requires all components of the Java stack and diagnostic

agents to be running at least JVM 1.6 or higher. If they are not, then you must

upgrade them for them to be able to connect to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. You

must also upgrade the kernel; see SAP Note 1707141 (Diagnostics Agent—How to

Upgrade SAP Kernel) for additional information. Upgrade the DAAs first, long

before the actual upgrade, to decrease the time to go-live.

� Certain preupgrade measures may need to be taken to upgrading SAP BW to 7.4. If

you’re running SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP 11 or lower, you must implement SAP

Note 1879618 (Preupgrade Measures for Upgrade/Update to 7.4), including the

manual steps. Read this SAP Note carefully and follow all steps, if required. If

you’re on SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP 12 or higher, the corrections have already

been made—but you still must implement SAP Note 1983745 (Error in RSD_PREX-

PRA_TO_740). Then, execute program RSD_PREXPRA_TO_740 in Transaction

SE38 and verify that it executes successfully.

� If you’re running any version of Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager lower than

9.5.6, you’ll need to upgrade it as well. SAP recommends the latest version of Wily

Introscope Enterprise Manager, 9.7. This upgrade can occur before or immediately

after the SAP Solution Manager upgrade. All diagnostic agents must be upgraded

to run on JVM 1.6 or higher.
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3.2.5    Postupgrade Activities

With the upgrade to SAP NetWeaver 7.4 and the dual-stack split, there are several

tasks that need to be completed to ensure connectivity to application servers, diag-

nostic agents, and managed systems, as well as a variety of other postupgrade activi-

ties. Review the tasks discussed in the following sections to determine if any of them

apply to you, and implement them as required.

SAP Web Dispatcher Installation

Splitting the dual stack can require using SAP Web Dispatcher to handle the commu-

nication between SAP Solution Manager and other applications. SAP Web Dispatcher

is only required for the following reasons:

� The ABAP stack and Java stack are running on separate hosts.

� The Java stack was configured to use different ports during the dual-stack split.

� SAP Solution Manager has multiple ABAP and Java application servers.

If SAP Web Dispatcher is required, install it with kernel 7.45 patch 214 or higher.

Changing the Java ports and installing SAP Web Dispatcher will also cause the diag-

nostic agents to fail to connect to SAP Solution Manager. You have two options to

ensure the diagnostic agents can connect, as follows:

1. Manually reconfigure all the diagnostic agents on the OS level of each agent using 

the smdsetup script. (See the diagnostic agent install guide for the exact process.)

The command is as follows:

smdsetup managingconf hostname:"sapms://<fqdn>" port:"<J2EE MsgServer HTTP 

Port>" [optional user:"<...>" pwd:"<...>"]

2. Enable the following parameters in SAP Web Dispatcher to enable the diagnostic

agents to automatically connect to the Java stack that is now on a new host with-

out manually changing the connection settings on each agent:

– wdisp/system_0 = SID=<SID1>

– EXTSRV=<HTTP/HTTPS>://<Host of Message Server Java>:<HTTP/HTTPS Port of 

Message Server Java>

– SRCSRV=*:<original HTTP/HTTPS Port of Message Server Java>

– wdisp/system_conflict_resolution = 1

If SAP Web Dispatcher or another load balancer is required, be sure to configure the

connection within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP under the infrastructure guided

procedure (step 2.1, Define HTTP Connectivity, as shown in Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7  Define HTTP Connectivity for Web Dispatcher

General Postupgrade Activities

In this section, you’ll find other postupgrade activities that need to be executed. The

following activities don’t apply to any specific scenario:

� With the upgrade to SAP NetWeaver 7.4, the way memory is used has changed. You

need to follow the instructions in SAP Note 2148571 (Explanation for Higher

Extended Memory [EM] and Extended Global Memory [EG] Consumption after

Upgrade to SAP Kernel 7.4x) to confirm the system has enough memory to func-

tion properly.

� If you ran into an issue with the index on table COMC_ATTRIBUTE during the execu-

tion phase of the upgrade, be sure to recreate the index in table COMC_ATTRIBUTE and

run report ECRM_DEL_COMC_ATTRIBUTE_UPG.

� Change the profile in the SLD to make the SLD writable again using the Server Con-

figuration option within the Administration area of the SLD. Select Settings �

Server Configuration, then, under Write Protection, select Configure. You will have

the option to set the system to read-only, no write protection, or write protection

for all users except one. Select None and click OK (see Figure 3.8).

� Manually remove the old dual-stack entry for the old Java stack from both the SLD

and LMDB. Be careful when doing so if you have ChaRM in place for SAP Solution

Manager, as any associated projects will need to be adjusted properly.
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Figure 3.8  Turn Off Write Protection on SLD

� With SAP NetWeaver 7.4, SAP Gateway has additional security measures that will 
cause all managed systems to be unable to connect to the SLD. Review the follow-

ing SAP Notes and implement as required:

– 1444282 (gw/reg_no_conn_info Settings)

– 1525125 (Update #1 to Security Note 1408081)

– 1592493 (GW: Problems in "reginfo" Configuration)

– 1408081 (Basic Settings for reg_info and sec_info)

� You must install TREX if you aren’t migrating the database to SAP HANA. The latest 
compatible release is SAP TREX 7.10 revision 70. Refer to SAP Note 2318614 (TREX 
7.10: Revision 70) for more information about installation and configuration. 
Once installed, execute the embedded search guided procedure in Transaction 
SOLMAN_SETUP.

� Create the new Java system on the SAP Support Portal, then generate the perma-

nent and maintenance licenses. Finally, install the new licenses on the new Java 
system via SAP NetWeaver Administrator.

� Update the details for the ABAP stack on the SAP Support Portal, then regenerate 
the permanent and maintenance licenses. Finally, install the new licenses on the 
ABAP stack.

� Login to the Java stack and accept the ABAP certificate so that the Java stack will 
trust the ABAP stack.

� Create an S-user specifically for SAP Solution Manager to use to connect to SAP. Cre-
ate the user using the Support Hub Communication user application at https://apps.

support.sap.com/technical-user. This new user can only be used for communication 
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via the SAP Support Portal. The user must have superuser privileges and can only

be used for technical purposes. Follow the instructions in SAP Note 2174416 (Tech-

nical User for Data Transfer with the SAP Backbone System). Create this user early,

as it can take time. Figure 3.9 shows the page from the SAP Support Portal.

Figure 3.9  User for Support Hub Communication

� Execute all required modifications in Transactions SPAU and SPDD.

� If you didn’t generate all objects during the upgrade, you now need to manually

execute Transaction SGEN. Generate all objects for all components. Be sure to start

the execution at night or on the weekend; the process consumes significant

resources and runs for at least 16 and up to 24 hours.

� Manually import all the security authorization roles for the SAP Solution Manager

system users from the following SAP Notes:

– 2257213 (Authorizations for RFC Users as of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP 02)

– 2250709 (SAP Solution Manager 7.2: Roles and Authorizations Corrections as of

SP 01 and Higher)

� Whether or not you used the guided procedure to execute predowntime activities,

you can now use the postprocessing SAP Solution Manager software maintenance

guided procedure shown in Figure 3.10. Be sure to use only one instance of the

guided procedure. Here, you’ll perform the following activities:

– Disable maintenance mode for all diagnostic agents

– Enable extractor framework manager

– Activate DPC WS endpoint

– Reschedule all jobs using Transaction BTCTRNS2
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Figure 3.10  Postprocessing Maintenance Guided Procedure

3.3    Upgrade Tools

SAP has provided a set of tools for installing and maintaining SAP systems. These

tools collectively are called the Software Logistics Toolset (SL Toolset). The latest

release is SL Toolset 1.0 SPS 19. The toolset includes two primary tools: SUM is

provided by SAP for upgrading SAP systems, installing enhancement packs, and

applying support package stacks, and SWPM is used for installing new systems, unin-

stalling systems, migrating systems from one OS/database to another, and executing

dual-stack splits. This section describes these tools in detail and what they’re used for.

3.3.1    System Maintenance and Provisioning Activities

SWPM and SUM allow for a variety of activities to be performed. In this section, you’ll

find the most common maintenance activities performed with these tools. Refer to

the actual tool and SAP guides for a complete list of all available maintenance activi-

ties and additional information for executing each activity.
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SUM enables the following activities to be performed:

� System update via an enhancement pack (EHP) installation

� System upgrade via a major release installation

� Installation of support packages (SPs) and support package stacks (SPSs)

� Installation of Java patches

� DMO to SAP HANA

� Patch or upgrade and migrate to another database in one simplified process

� Conversions of SAP systems to SAP S/4HANA

SWPM enables the following activities to be performed:

� Installation of new systems and instances

� System copies of existing systems

� System transformations, such as a SID name change or a dual-stack split

� Deletion of systems, instances, and standalone engines

3.3.2    Best Practices When Using Software Logistics Tools

The following best practices are essential to help ensure the execution of a software

update is as smooth as possible. Following these best practices is always an essential

step in any enhancement or implementation. The following are the most widely fol-

lowed best practices (as always, refer to SAP’s documentation for the complete list of

best practices to be followed):

� Plan ahead! All successful implementations or enhancements are thoroughly

planned ahead of time. In-depth planning will ensure smooth and speedy execu-

tion.

� Use the latest releases of SUM and SWPM. Currently, the latest release is SL Toolset

1.0 SPS 19.

� Open your systems to SAP before the upgrade and ensure that SAP support users

are available. This will ensure that SAP has quick access if you require support.

� Read all SAP guides related to your specific activity; these guides can be found at

https://support.sap.com/sltoolset.

� Read the SAP Notes for the specific releases of SUM and SWPM before executing

maintenance. SAP updates these SAP Notes on a regular basis with known issues

and prerequisites. Composite SAP Notes for the current releases are as follows:
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– 2328500 (Central Note—Software Update Manager 1.0 SP 19)

– 1680045 (Release Note for Software Provisioning Manager 1.0 SP19)

– 2328517 (Database Migration Option [DMO] of SUM 1.0 SP 19)

– 1680045 (Release Note for Software Provisioning Manager 1.0 SP 19)

� Read all SAP Notes listed in the composite notes that apply to your specific activity

and your specific OS/database combination. Each OS/database has its own unique

requirements for compatibility with SAP NetWeaver 7.4. In the case of SAP Solu-

tion Manager, you must also review the following two SAP Notes:

– 1737725 (EHP 3 for SAP CRM 7.0 SP Stacks—Release and Information Note)

– 1751237 (Additional Info about the Update/Upgrade to SAP NetWeaver 7.4 

[including SPs and SRs])

� Verify the system meets minimum hardware requirements for successful execu-

tion of SUM.

� Use Maintenance Optimizer or the maintenance planner to create a stack XML for

use by SUM to ensure successful execution of SUM. SUM uses the XML to validate

that all software components to be installed are installed as planned.

� Implement the latest SLD CR/CIM content before the upgrade.

� Assemble a complete list of the managed systems connected to SAP Solution Man-

ager. Use this list to keep track of the systems and to verify that they all reconnect

to SAP Solution Manager after the upgrade.

Best practices for performing any activity are always different based on the specific

activity being performed and the tool being used. The list we have provided is just a

sample of the most often used best practices; there are additional best practices

beyond this list. They can also change with time. As with any technology, SAP is an

ever-evolving environment. It’s always essential to plan any major change in your

SAP environment. Be sure to think through your own process pragmatically to

ensure your upgrade is successful. Another sure way to ensure a successful upgrade

is to consult SAP’s current list of best practices.

3.4    Content Activation

The concepts of solutions, logical components, and projects have been completely

redesigned in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Before proceeding with the content activa-

tion, it’s critical to fully understand these new concepts. Fully review the chapters in
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this book that cover these concepts and review the SAP content activation guide. The

content activation procedure is essentially a path that will turn your current frag-

mented landscape into a consolidated landscape built in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

This is SAP’s concept of a single source of truth. During the content activation process,

you’ll select the content you want to be able to use in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Any

remaining content that isn’t selected will still exist, but it will be in display mode only

after the upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

However, you shouldn’t select everything; you don’t want to clutter SAP Solution

Manager with unnecessary content. On the flip side, you need to be sure to select all

the content you require; a miscalculation in this decision process could require you

to redocument your business processes. If your SAP Solution Manager installation

doesn’t contain any solution documentation that needs to be carried over to version

7.2, then you can opt out of the procedure in the first step of the content activation

transaction in 7.1.

With this major change, you must complete the content activation procedure out-

lined in the following sections, from installing the SAP Notes in SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.1 to activating your 7.1 content in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. The complete

content activation is performed over two guided procedures. The first guided proce-

dure is executed before the upgrade and requires you to redesign your current solu-

tions and logical components to meet the new requirements of SAP Solution

Manager 7.2, essentially mapping the actual activation process.

The second guided procedure is completed after the upgrade; the precalculated land-

scape is activated in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Alternatively, the preupgrade steps

listed in Section 3.4.1 can be performed after the upgrade, but this isn’t recommended

by SAP. We don’t recommend it either; it will extend the time after the upgrade for

which the system will be unavailable to end users. An even more critical flaw in per-

forming this procedure after the upgrade is that it can result in the loss of content,

because if any of the content in projects includes inconsistencies, you won’t be able

to resolve them; the transactions to fix them don’t exist in 7.2. Therefore, you must

perform the content activation in 7.1. Now, let’s jump into the first step in content

activation.

3.4.1    Install SAP Notes for Preupgrade Content Activation

To enable the first guided procedure to be executed in SAP Solution Manager 7.1, you

must install the SAP Notes listed ahead. These notes introduce several changes at
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once. Be sure to implement the notes in the exact order in which they’re listed and

ensure all manual steps are completed. Also, ST-PI and ST-A/PI must be updated to

the latest releases in SAP Solution Manager before implementation of the content

activation SAP Notes. Otherwise, syntax errors will occur during the implementation

of the SAP Notes. These same solution tools should also be updated in the managed

systems.

These SAP Notes provide the actual guided procedures and reports required to exe-

cute the preupgrade content activation steps, and they provide corrections to known

issues with the process. Each SAP Note may have other prerequisite SAP Notes; be

sure to read any additional SAP Notes that Transaction SNOTE prompts you to install.

As always, be sure to read the entire SAP Note in detail before implementing it and

follow any pre- or postimplementation manual steps as required by the SAP Note.

Finally, be sure to transport these SAP Notes into your production SAP Solution Man-

ager before beginning the actual upgrade process. You’ll find these SAP Notes in the

SAP guide for the content activation procedure. This guide is updated on a regular

basis with new notes and any changes introduced to streamline and perfect the pro-

cess. Review the following SAP Community Wiki page on a weekly basis while you’re

executing the upgrade: https://bit.ly/2p2yQdr.

If you run into issues implementing these SAP Notes, open a dialog with SAP; don’t

attempt to resolve the issues on your own. SAP also has a troubleshooting section in

the SAP Community Wiki that is helpful if issues occur with the guided procedure.

3.4.2    Modeling a Solution to Meet Your Specific Landscape Requirements

Before you begin the actual content activation procedure, you must take the time to

design your solution landscape. This will take both the knowledge an SAP Basis

admin has of your SAP landscape and the knowledge your functional teams have of

the business process documentation that has been built in your current SAP Solution

Manager installation. Both teams working together is the only path to success. The

first step is to understand how your current solutions and logical components are

built and which projects they’re included in.

SAP Note 2161244 (Overview Report for Projects and Solutions) introduced a new

report: RSOLAR_PROJSOL_OVERVIEW (see Figure 3.11). This report can be executed in

Transaction SE38. SAP designed this report to help simplify the process of remodeling
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your current solution landscape to be activated in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This

report helps you identify all the projects and solutions that exist in your SAP Solution

Manager. Figure 3.12 shows example results from the report.

Figure 3.11  Report RSOLAR_PROJSOL_OVERVIEW

Figure 3.12  Results from Report RSOLAR_PROJSOL_OVERVIEW

Once you’ve identified the solutions and projects that you need to activate, it’s time

to determine how to do so. During the development process, keep the following

ground rules in mind:

� Don’t create more than one solution. Solutions are now designed to contain all

your business processes. For the most part, only service providers require multiple

solutions. If you believe it’s necessary, consult SAP first.

� Don’t attempt to create a logical group for each of your logical components. You

only need one logical group for each application landscape.
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� Create one logical group for each application landscape that contains the same

productive system. This applies to application types as well ABAP or Java. One sys-

tem with multiple productive clients is still one system.

� Solution Documentation content is assigned to branches. When planning, con-

sider whether each type of project is considered productive use or maintenance.

� Consider your transport landscape configuration when placing systems into

branches.

� If you run an international corporation with logical components per country,

don’t create a logical component group per country. Instead, use custom branches

within a single logical component group to represent each country.

� All objects contained in a solution and all projects must use the same master lan-

guage.

3.4.3    Executing Preupgrade Content Activation

The steps outlined in this section allow for your current SAP Solution Manager 7.1

content that exists in your solutions and projects to be transferred into the new SAP

Solution Manager 7.2 Solution Documentation. Before beginning this procedure, you

need to ensure you’re completely prepared for the changes you’re about to make. The

best way to do this is to fully understand the new concepts introduced with SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2. You also need to work with your functional teams that work in SAP

Solution Manager to create your solutions and projects to help decide which projects

need to be transferred. We recommend working side by side with a functional

resource to ensure the procedure is executed as required.

Step 1: Clean Up Documentation

SAP has provided several reports that will help with this process, as well as a set of

programs and reports that will clean up your existing solution documentation to

help ensure a smooth transition to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. The first program is

used to clean process steps that aren’t assigned to a logical component. Use program

AI_DIR_STRUCTURE_NO_LOGCOMP to find the orphaned process steps. If any exist,

you must either assign them to a logical component or remove them entirely. The

steps are as follows:

1. Execute program AI_DIR_STRUCTURE_NO_LOGCOMP in Transaction SE38, as

shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13  Executing Program in Transaction SE38

2. Enter a Solution and a logical component (LOGCOMP), uncheck Simulate, and click

Execute, as shown in Figure 3.14. If no results appear, it’s because there are no

orphaned processes. If you find orphaned processes, then you need to decide if

they need to be activated. If they do, then they need to be assigned to a project that

will be activated.

Figure 3.14  Program AI_DIR_STRUCTURE_NO_LOGCOMP

Note

Knowledge warehouse documents have a variety of uses, from general documenta-

tion to configuration and training material. Always be sure to consult your functional

teams that manage this content to ensure the correct action is taken with each doc-

ument. Use these reports to ensure that Solution Documentation isn’t cluttered with

unnecessary knowledge warehouse documentation. The reports in the following

three steps allow you to manage your knowledge warehouse documents, including

archiving, deleting, and finding unused documents. Finding unused documents that
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aren’t assigned to a structured object is critical to ensure you don’t lose documenta-

tion that you may need, because any knowledge warehouse document that isn’t

used can’t be activated and won’t be accessible after the upgrade. Archiving and

deleting unnecessary documents is equally important for simplifying the manage-

ment of Solution Documentation in 7.2. Before proceeding with the next three

reports, if applicable, implement the following SAP Notes:

� 1360436 (Error in the Program SOLMAN_DOCU_VERSION_DEL)

� 1360988 (Error in the Program SOLMAN_DOCU_VERSION_ARCHIVE)

3. Execute report SOLMAN_DOCU_VERSION_ARCHIVE to archive any outdated

knowledge warehouse documentation. As shown in Figure 3.15, enter the details to

find the knowledge warehouse document, including Project, Target Category,

Document Status, or Documentation Type. Always execute a test run to be sure

you get the results you’re looking for; then, you can execute it for real.

Figure 3.15  Report SOLMAN_DOCU_VERSION_ARCHIVE

4. Execute report SOLMAN_DOCU_VERSION_DEL to delete any unused documenta-

tion or knowledge warehouse documentation that isn’t needed any longer. As

shown in Figure 3.16, enter the details to find the knowledge warehouse document,

including Project ID, Document Status, and Document Type. Always execute a test

run to be sure you get the results you’re looking for, then execute it for real.

5. Execute report SOLMAN_UNUSED_DOCUMENTS in Transaction SE38. This last

report for maintaining knowledge warehouse documents allows you to search for

knowledge warehouse documents that are unused, meaning they aren’t assigned

to a structured object within Solution Documentation. As shown in Figure 3.17,
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you can search for the documents created by a single user or multiple users or use

an asterisk (*) to search for any document created by any user. Enter a max num-

ber of documents as well.

Figure 3.16  Report SOLMAN_DOCU_VERSION_DEL

Figure 3.17  Report SOLMAN_UNUSED_DOCUMENTS

The results screen will list the documents found, giving you key information such as

Title, Documentation Type, Last Changed By, and Date. Take this information to the

functional team that manages Solution Documentation and confirm the next steps

that need to be taken. To save this documentation and activate it in SAP Solution

Manager 7.2, it must be assigned to a structured object.

Step 2: Select Scope for Content Activation

Now that you’ve finished cleaning up your Solution Documentation content and

you’ve decided how to design your new solution, logical groups, and the projects they

will include, you need to complete the preupgrade content activation process to map

the actual content activation that happens after the upgrade to 7.2. To simplify the

process, SAP has introduced Transaction PREPARE_ACTIVATION This transaction is a

new guided procedure that walks you through the process step by step. Proceed as

follows:
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1. Execute Transaction PREPARE_ACTIVATION.

2. Select Enter Guided Procedure to start the preupgrade content activation guided

procedure.

3. If you don’t have any content that needs to be activated, select Opt Out of Content

Activation. This action closes out the procedure, and it can’t be reopened without

assistance from SAP. If you select this option, you’ll need to create new solutions

and logical components/groups after the upgrade. If you have content that needs

to be activated, continue with the procedure.

4. Select the solutions and projects that need to be retained for SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2 in Step 1 of the guided procedure (Scope of Content Activation). The details

are as follows:

– The Rule-Based Scoping button allows you to filter the displayed projects and

solutions by the last time they were changed and how they’re used.

– If you make changes to the rule-based scoping options, you must select

Initialize List to refresh the list based on the scoping you selected. This step pro-

vides a variety of information about solutions and projects to help you decide

which ones need to be activated.

– The first column helps you determine which projects and solutions are in scope

for the activation process. The Type column lets you know the type of a project,

and the Solution Documentation Content column lets you know if any content

needs to be activated.

– Review each project and solution to determine which ones have content to be

activated, then select the content areas that need to be activated for each proj-

ect or solution.

– If a cell in the table doesn’t contain a checkmark, then no content exists for that

area. Click Save and Check Consistency to verify that no issues exist. Once the

consistency check has finished, you can move to the next step.

– If any warnings or errors are found, click the link for the number of issues and a

new window will show the issues. Select the message for each issue for more

information on the diagnosis and the procedure to resolve the issue. You must

resolve any issues found if you want the related content to be activated.

– Using the reports provided earlier in this chapter will ensure that much of the

cleanup should be done already; these checks are to confirm nothing was

missed. If you choose to ignore the issues with the content listed, that specific
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content won’t be activated. Any errors must be resolved before you can con-

tinue with the guided procedure. Once the issues have been resolved, execute

the check consistency and save again before proceeding. Figure 3.18 shows an

example of issues that can be found. You must execute the consistency check

before you can move forward.

5. Click Next to move to the next step (see Figure 3.19).

Figure 3.18  Results of Consistency Check

Figure 3.19  Step 1: Define Scope of Activation for SAP Solution Manager 7.2
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Step 3: Design the Future System Landscape

In Step 2 of the System Landscape for 7.2 guided procedure, you need to assign your

logical components to logical groups, as follows:

1. Use the LCG Overview button to consolidate the logical components that need to

exist in the same logical group. SAP has designed the process to allow SAP Solution

Manager to group the logical components, but it doesn’t always work properly.

You may need to perform this task manually. The LCG Overview button will open

a new window in which you’ll need to enter edit mode to make changes.

2. Click the New LCG button (see Figure 3.20) to create new logical component

groups, if required.

Figure 3.20  Step 2: System Landscape for 7.2

3. Click the Show Sources button to determine which project the logical components

are assigned to.

4. Use the Assign To column to reassign logical components to other logical compo-

nent groups. Once you’ve reassigned the logical components to their proper

groups, click Apply and recalculate to update the previous screen, as shown in

Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21  Logical Component Group Overview and Reassignment

Now that the logical components are assigned properly, you can design your land-

scape, as follows:

1. Click the Rename Group button to rename the logical component groups to reflect

the type of landscape. In this case, we have ECC, GRC, CRM, and SOLMAN.

2. Use the New button to create additional branches for use within logical compo-

nent groups. When you’ve created the required branches, use the Logical Compo-

nent column to determine how systems are assigned to roles within that logical

component. If you select another branch, the system listed in the parent branch

will be replicated to the child branch or logical component. For example, if you

select the Production branch (within the Logical Component column) in the

Maintenance branch row, the systems selected within the maintenance branch

will be identical to the selections within the production branch, therefore making

the maintenance branch a child of the production branch. If you want the mainte-

nance branch to have its own systems, you must select the Maintenance branch

within the Logical Component column. Once you’ve selected the option, select the

system selection (row) option, and you can enter systems for each system role for

that branch (shown in Figure 3.17).
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3. If you need to activate the use of sites because you have multiple production sys-

tems, click the Site Settings button to activate the option to have sites within your

logical component groups and solution. Once enabled, you can use the New but-

ton to create additional sites.

4. Click Save and Check Consistency to confirm no issues exist. Follow the same pro-

cedure as in the previous step to address any issues that are found. Figure 3.22

shows an example of some of the issues that can exist.

5. Once you’re ready, click Next.

Figure 3.22  Consistency Check Results for System Landscape Design

Step 4: Assign Projects/Content to Specific Branches

In Step 3 of the guided procedure, Target Branches and Remote Sources, you need to

assign solutions and projects to the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 infrastructure. Figure

3.23 shows an example of this step. In our example, the branch is development, main-

tenance, or production. If you’ve created additional branches, be sure to assign your

projects to the correct branch. Your team already will have determined which branch

is correct based on the content within those projects. The branch selected under the

Branch for Technical Objects & Test Cases column and System Role for Technical

Objects should be based on your team’s determination as well. Anything not consid-

ered productive needs to be assigned to a nonproduction branch.
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Figure 3.23  Step 3: Target Branches and Remote Sources

Technical objects fall under the categories of transactions, configuration objects, and

development objects, and the same rules apply to system role selection for these

technical objects. If you created additional sites in the previous step, you’ll need to

select the site for technical objects to be assigned to. Like before, you’ll need to select

Save and Check Consistency. Once the consistency check is complete, you must dis-

play the results and handle any issues found, just as in the previous steps. The same

rules apply: If you ignore the warnings, the content won’t be activated. When you’re

ready, click Next to move on to the final step.

Step 5: Close Preparation Guided Procedure

Step 4 of the guided procedure, Summary, outlines all the decisions made in the pre-

vious steps. Carefully review the selections to be sure the planned results are dis-

played. If you find any issues, use the Back button to make changes in previous steps.

When you’re ready, click Close Preparation (see Figure 3.24).

Keep in mind that even after the fourth step you can still go back and edit the deci-

sions you’ve made, up to Step 2 of the content activation in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Once you move past Step 2, you can no longer change your mind. Also keep in mind

that you can’t execute the content activation in 7.2 until you’ve selected Close Prepa-

ration in this guided procedure. Therefore, you must back up SAP Solution Manager

7.2 before content activation. Once Step 2 of the content activation procedure has

been executed, the prepare activation procedure is locked; you can then display the

steps by using Transaction DISPLAY_ACTIVATION.
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Figure 3.24  Step 4: Summary

3.4.4    Executing Content Activation in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

The actual content activation occurs within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This activation

is executed with another guided procedure that consists of three steps. Before you

execute those three steps, you must first complete system preparation, infrastruc-

ture preparation, and basic configuration. After that, you need to implement the SAP

Notes listed in the content activation guide that are applicable to SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2. These SAP Notes correct issues with the content activation process. Once the

SAP Notes are implemented, follow the instructions listed ahead that take you

through the process of activating the content selected in the prepare activation pro-

cedure. Be sure you fully understand what you’re doing before you execute this pro-

cess, and make another full backup of the system just in case you need to restore to

before the content activation.

Now, open the content activation guided procedure via Transaction SOLMAN_

SETUP. Under Related Links, within Postupgrade Activities, click the Solution Docu-

mentation Content Activation Guided Procedure link (see Figure 3.25).
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Figure 3.25  Open Content Activation Guided Procedure

You’re now ready to begin the steps detailed in the following sections.

Step 1: Check Prerequisites

The first step of the content activation is the prerequisites step, which contains sev-

eral activities that must be performed before the actual content activation—some

manual and some automatic. Figure 3.26 shows an example of this first step. Be sure

to fully read the documentation for each activity before executing. Once each man-

ual activity is completed, you need to manually set it to Performed. The activities are

as follows:
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� The first manual activity is optional, but highly recommended. Create a temporary

user with the following roles assigned; this user will be used for the content activa-

tion only:

– SAP_SOL_PM_COMP

– SAP_CM_ADMINISTRATOR_COMP

– SAP_QGM_ADMIN_COMP

– SAP_BPR_PPM (single role; not to be copied in namespace)

– SAP_SM_TWB_MIGRATION_72

– A custom Z role with the following authorization objects:

� Object: S_TCODE

Field: TCD

Value: SOLMAN_SETUP

� Object: SM_SETUP

Field: ACTVT

Values: 02 and 03

Figure 3.26  Step 1: Check Prerequisites
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� The second manual activity is to make a full backup of the system. Next, you

review the scope of the content activation again in Transaction PREPARE_ACTIVA-

TION. Ensure all content required is selected and all consistency checks have no

issues.

� In the final manual activity, you must review the list of customer attributes in the

scope of the content activation and generate the extension ID under which you

store any attributes that you want to keep. Some SAP standard attributes and

knowledge warehouse attributes are no longer part of the standard SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 model. If you want to continue working with these attributes in 7.2,

you need to set them to In Scope for content activation.

� The first automatic activity verifies that you’ve fully executed system preparation,

infrastructure preparation, basic configuration and managed system configura-

tion on systems in scope and that the latest solution tools are implemented in the

managed systems. This activity must be in a green status before you can continue.

If it’s red, read the logs at the bottom of the screen and resolve any issues.

� The second automatic activity checks the prerequisites for the conversion of Busi-

ness Process Operations-relevant objects into the Monitoring and Alerting Infra-

structure (MAI) of SAP Solution Manager. These objects comprise Business Process

Monitoring objects, including business process related interface monitoring

objects, as well as Business Process Analytics objects. Only after conversion of all

relevant objects into MAI format will the content activation process be able to

assign them to the new solution structure created during content activation. If any

errors appear in the logs, you must resolve them before you can continue. The

actual content activation will not allow you to execute it until all issues are

resolved.

� The final automatic prerequisite checker verifies whether your ChaRM content

can be activated. This step reviews the projects selected and the systems assigned

to be sure the content can be activated.

Once all activities are complete, click Next to continue to the next step. If any issues

or errors come up in the checks, they must be resolved before you continue to the

content activation step.

Step 2: Activate Content

The second step, shown in Figure 3.27, covers a variety of automatic activities that

work through the entire process of activating your organization’s content. The activ-

ities begin by creating the logical component groups, branches, and solution,
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followed by activating the data stored in your content repository. Select Execute All

and monitor the activities as they execute. If any of the activities run into an error,

read the logs at the bottom of the screen and resolve the error before continuing to

the next step. Use the documentation for each activity for help troubleshooting any

issues.

Figure 3.27  Step 2: Activate Content

Once all the activities are in a green status, click Next to move on to the final step of

content activation. (The SAP Community Wiki page for content activation contains a

Troubleshooting section that’s valuable for resolving known issues.)

Step 3: Close Activation

The final step of the content activation will permanently close the content activation

process, as shown in Figure 3.28, and signals all applications in SAP Solution Manager

7.2 that the system is ready to go. Click Execute All to close the content activation.

Once this is done, you need to delete the users you created for content activation in

the second activity of the first step.
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Figure 3.28  Step 3: Close Activation

With the content activation complete, you can move on to the remaining postup-

grade guided procedures, but only if required. Each guided procedure only needs to

be executed if the related functionality was active previously. You’ll find the guided

procedures in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP (shown in Figure 3.25). Once all guided

procedures are complete, you can move on to any of the other guided procedures as

required. We recommend executing full regression testing of the functionality

before handing it over to end users.

3.5    Summary

This chapter covers the critical areas of an upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. As

with most upgrades, planning is the most important part of the upgrade. Doing your

due diligence when it comes to planning will ensure the upgrade is successful. Take

your time when reviewing this chapter and take a look at all of the sources we

referred you to throughout the chapter to ensure that you have all your bases cov-

ered. In particular, be sure to review the SAP guide on content activation as the con-

tent activation process is where the most common mistakes are made. As always

read, read, and read some more. Taking shortcuts usually just leads to restoring and

starting all over again. Good luck!
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Chapter 4 

SAP Solution Manager Baseline 
Configuration

In this chapter, we’ll cover the baseline configuration of SAP Solution 

Manager 7.2. You and your team will need to be comfortable with this 

task; it needs to be performed after every support package installa-

tion. It’s not unusual to execute these tasks once or twice per year, 

based on your organization’s patching schedule.

SAP Solution Manager 7.1 introduced Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP to streamline and

simplify the configuration process in SAP Solution Manager. SAP continues this

trend with SAP Solution Manager 7.2; you’ll find more guided procedures with sup-

porting documentation built into the application. People often ask why the SAP Solu-

tion Manager configuration guide is only 12 pages, and it’s because SAP built the

documentation for SAP Solution Manager into the guided procedures. We think this

delivery mechanism is good: It ensures that configuration documentation is specific

to the version installed. In other SAP spaces, it’s too easy to have the wrong configu-

ration guide for your specific SAP component version. For SAP Solution Manager 7.2,

it’s all built-in and ready to use!

TREX is listed as optional in the SAP Solution Manager planning guide, but it’s any-

thing but. TREX supports the search mechanisms in Solution Documentation,

ChaRM, ITSM, and more. When documenting a business process, you want to search

the executable library for a transaction to add to the process model or the business

process step library to add a process step. This search functionality doesn’t work

without TREX, effectively making the process modeling tool unusable in the real

world. If you’re one of the SAP customers who chooses to run SAP Solution Manager

on SAP HANA, then you don’t need a separate TREX instance. When running SAP

Solution Manager on SAP HANA, SAP Solution Manager will leverage the SAP HANA-

provided search capabilities. Now that SAP HANA is free for SAP Solution Manager

customers, this does simplify the landscape by making it so that you don’t need to

install TREX when using SAP HANA.
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SAP Solution Manager 7.2 includes limited usage rights for Wily Introscope Agent.

Essentially, SAP and Wily have agreed to allow SAP customers to utilize SAP-devel-

oped dashboards and performance tools as part of SAP Solution Manager. This

requires the installation of Wily components (typically on the same host as SAP Solu-

tion Manager), so you need to account for this installation on your primary applica-

tion server for SAP Solution Manager. Wily Introscope Agent provides essential

monitoring information for the SAP NetWeaver AS Java-based systems in your land-

scape. It provides monitoring for SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP systems as well, but cus-

tomers typically rely on Introscope manager for its detailed Java monitoring. If you

have a requirement to proactively monitor SAP Enterprise Portal, SAP Process

Orchestration, or any other SAP NetWeaver AS Java application, then you need to

complete the Wily Introscope Agent deployment.

In this chapter, we’ll cover some of the postinstallation (or postupgrade) tasks that

people consider SAP Basis tasks, but which are important nevertheless for anyone

responsible for configuring SAP Solution Manager 7.2. These foundational items will

ensure that SAP Solution Manager guided procedures execute successfully and effi-

ciently. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, you no longer have an all-in-one dual stack-

system supporting all the components you need. With the current release, you have

one ABAP stack and one Java stack. They can be installed on the same host or on dif-

ferent hosts; it’s your choice. The sizing for the ABAP and Java stacks is additive. Per-

form the sizing for either system, then add the results together if you want to use one

host for both stacks. However, you need to plan for a few more components: TREX,

SAP Web Dispatcher, and Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager.

4.1    Postinstallation Basis Tasks

There are a few tasks to perform before starting Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. In this

section, we’ll describe tasks not performed by the guided procedures and other tasks

that you might perform on a typical SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP system, but won’t with

SAP Solution Manager. Keep in mind that the SAP Solution Manager ABAP stack con-

tains SAP NetWeaver 7.40, which includes a full version of SAP BW. It also includes

most of the components of an SAP CRM system. Tack on all the SAP Fiori UI compo-

nents, and that’s quite a lot installed. Let’s begin.
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Note

We’re going to assume that you already know how to execute Transaction SNOTE, a

common utility across all SAP ABAP systems—not just SAP Solution Manager. In

addition, the screenshots provided ahead are specific to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP

04. During the writing of this book, SP 05 was released, so some screens might have

additional fields. It’s not the intention of this chapter to provide detail on every step

(that would be a big book!) but to offer assistance and guidance on important tasks

during the baseline setup of SAP Solution Manager. As stated earlier, SAP has process

step documentation built into the guided procedures for every step. Our goal is to

provide more color and backstory for specific steps, which will help you better under-

stand how all these components link together.

A common task when installing a new SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP system is to create a

production client. An administrator would copy client 001 to another client (e.g., cli-

ent 100) to begin configuration. It’s important that you do not perform this step in

SAP Solution Manager. SAP delivers client 001 within the ABAP system for produc-

tion use by customers, and it contains all the preconfiguration you need to set up SAP

Solution Manager. It is still possible to create an additional client, but you’re only

increasing the amount of effort needed to configure SAP Solution Manager later. For

example, SAP Solution Manager needs an SAP BW client to configure objects for long-

term data storage. By default, this is set client 001. If you create another client, then

your SAP Solution Manager users will need to use an RFC to connect to the SAP BW

client to read and store data. We recommend using the SAP-delivered client 001

whenever possible.

Note

SAP officially recommends using client 001. See the Master Guide for SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 by visiting https://help.sap.com/viewer/p/SAP_Solution_Manager and

navigating to Master Guide � System Landscape � Planning Your System Landscape �

SAP Solution Manager Client Strategy.

An important component of the postupgrade or postinstallation process is installing

the central correction SAP Note for SAP Solution Manager. The Note Assistant facili-

tates this process by connecting to the SAP Support Portal and downloading the rele-

vant notes for your system and release. You’ll always need to perform this process, no

matter how recent the installation or upgrade media is labeled. SAP has SAP Notes to
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update the Note Assistant, too, and they’re important to apply before you apply the

central correction SAP Note for SAP Solution Manager. The Note Assistant update for

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is attached to SAP Note 1668882.

Using Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, we’ll define the SAP-OSS RFC required to con-

nect to SAP Support Portal via SAProuter. We’ll remind you to install SAP Note

1668882 later in this chapter, when we step through the Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP

guided procedures. Now, to download the corrective SAP Notes for Note Assistant,

you’ll need connectivity to SAP. The most common connectivity option is SAProuter.

This connectivity tool encrypts communication from your network to SAP’s support

tools. The setup of SAProuter isn’t specific to SAP Solution Manager and thus not cov-

ered in the guided procedures. We’ll assume you already have SAProuter in place and

connected to SAP; if not, then navigate to the URL in the following note to get started.

Note

SAProuter installation and configuration documentation can be found at https://

support.sap.com/en/tools/connectivity-tools/saprouter.html. If you’re setting up a

new connection, you must register the system and external IP address using the pro-

cess defined in SAP Note 28976.

Within SAP Solution Manager’s guided procedures, described in Section 4.2, there is a

step that automatically configures background jobs that are SAP Solution Manager-

specific. For the background jobs for spool reorgs, system log purge, and job log reor-

ganizations, you still need to run Transaction SM36 and click Standard Jobs. Then,

click the Default scheduling button, as shown in Figure 4.1. When you run this task,

the background jobs will be set up for the user you’re logged in as unless you define a

different Step User. You can wait to run this task until the SOLMAN_ADMIN user is

created as part of the guided procedures in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

Next, let’s look at the System Landscape Directory (SLD) content within the SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2 Java stack. In Chapter 2, we explained the role of the SLD and why we

still recommend a local SLD within SAP Solution Manager even though SAP Solution

Manager can connect to a central SLD used for SAP PO and SAP Enterprise Portal.

Updating SLD content can best be compared to updating the phonebook: SAP pub-

lishes updated SLD content on a regular basis, which provides updates to product sys-

tems and descriptions.
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4.1 Postinstallation Basis Tasks
Figure 4.1  Default Background Jobs Scheduled in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

If, for example, your SLD content is from May 2017, then it won’t include product

descriptions for SAP S/4HANA 1709 (released in September 2017). Thankfully, updat-

ing the SLD is an easy process: Follow the steps defined in SAP Note 669669. The fol-

lowing are the steps to verify your SLD content version:

1. Navigate to the SLD on your SAP Solution Manager Java stack by entering the

following URL with the variables changed to match your environment: http://

<Solution Manager JAVA Host>:<Port>/sld. In the example ahead, the URL is http://

solmanlab.nimblhq.com:54200/sld.

2. Login with a user that has the ABAP role SAP_J2EE_ADMIN. Remember, the SAP

Solution Manager Java stack leverages the SAP Solution Manager ABAP stack as its

user management engine (UME).

3. Click Administration, as shown in Figure 4.2.

4. Click Details, then select the Data tab, as shown in Figure 4.3.

5. Compare the versions installed—specifically, the Model Version and Content ver-

sion—to determine what updates are required. Per SAP Note 669669, SAP recom-

mends updating SLD content every six to eight weeks. We recommend two to

three times per year as a minimum.
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Figure 4.2  Navigating to Administration within SLD

Figure 4.3  Displaying Model and Content Version within SLD

Note

The key takeaways are as follows:

� You don’t need to create a new client. Client 001 can be used in SAP Solution

Manager for productive use.

� The Note Assistant must be updated so that the latest fixes are accounted for

with regard to the installation of the SAP Solution Manager central correction

SAP Note.

� Standard maintenance jobs are required (backups are required at this point in

case issues occur with the central correction SAP Note).

Next, we’ll dive into the details of how to set up SAP Solution Manager.
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4.2    SAP Solution Manager Setup

Before you deploy or configure any component in SAP Solution Manage, like techni-

cal operations, ChaRM, or Solution Documentation, you must complete the three

components of mandatory configuration labeled system preparation, infrastructure

preparation, and basic configuration. After these activities are completed, you move

on to managed system configuration, which establishes connectivity from SAP Solu-

tion Manager to the systems it will “manage.” The layout for the guided procedures

remains the same throughout the configuration of SAP Solution Manager. In future

sections of this and all other chapters, we’ll will reference the scenario menu, related

links, and content area, as shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4  Screen Layout for SAP Solution Manager Guided Procedures

Before you complete three mandatory configuration tasks (system preparation,

infrastructure preparation, and basic configuration), you first must define a user.

4.2.1    SAP Solution Manager Setup User

If you have a new system, you’ll need to define a user for yourself and other team

members to perform the SAP Solution Manager configuration. If you have an

upgraded system, then you probably already have a user named SOLMAN_ADMIN

from SAP Solution Manager 7.1 that can be used as well.

Scenario
Menu

Related
Links

Roadmap
with Steps

Help Tray with
Documentation

Content Area
with Activities

Log Area with
Long Text
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In the following steps, we’ll highlight what’s needed to create a configuration user

within SAP Solution Manager 7.2 without assigning the SAP_ALL profile. Although it

may be easier to assign yourself SAP_ALL, in SAP Solution Manager you need specific

roles to perform specific functions. Moreover, SAP_ALL isn’t really “all authoriza-

tions,” because it doesn’t include the S_RFCACL authorization object. To begin:

1. Log on to your SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system as DDIC and run Transaction SU01.

2. Enter a user ID in the User field and a Client, then click the Create button. In this

example, we created a user called SM_SETUP. You don’t need to use a specific

name.

3. Enter a First Name and Last Name, then click the Logon Data tab.

4. Enter a password in the New Password field and again in the Repeat Password

field.

5. Define number formats and date ranges in the Defaults tab.

6. Click the Roles tab and add the SAP_SM_S_RFCACL role to the user, as shown in

Figure 4.5. There is no need to assign SAP_ALL or SAP_NEW to the configuration

user or any user in SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 4.5  Assigning S_RFCACL Role Provided by SAP

7. Click the Save button and return to Transaction SU01.

8. Enter “DDIC” for the User ID and click the Change button.

9. Click the Roles tab and add the role SAP_CM_CONF_COMP to user DDIC. If your

organization doesn’t permit adding roles to DDIC, then you could create a tempo-

rary account with the SAP_CM_CONF_COMP role and the SAP_ALL profile.
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10. Click Save, then logout and login as DDIC again.

11. Run Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, and click Related Links � Configuration User

Management (see Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6  Accessing Configuration User Management from Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP

12. Click the Edit button and then click Maintain List of Users. A window will pop up

within Configuration Users.

13. Scroll down on the left side of the screen as shown in Figure 4.7 and select the ID

SOLMAN_ADMIN use case.

14. Within the table on the right (see Figure 4.7), enter the configuration user you cre-

ated earlier. (In our example, it was SM_SETUP.)

15. Click the Assign Users button, then click Close.

16. Next, highlight the user you assigned to SOLMAN_ADMIN. Several options will

appear in the lower portion of the screen.

17. Select Update User Roles under Action.

18. Validate the configuration user you defined earlier and click Execute in the lower

left, as shown in Figure 4.8. This will assign the required roles to that user for the

configuration of SAP Solution Manager.

19. Validate the role assignment results within the Log area. Close this window and

logout as DDIC.
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Figure 4.7  Assigning Users to SOLMAN_ADMIN Use Case

Figure 4.8  Creating Configuration User within SAP Solution Manager
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4.2.2    System Preparation

In this section, we’ll describe the required steps to complete system preparation as

part of Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. The most complex portion of this setup

includes the creation of two SAP Support Portal users for use by SAP Solution Man-

ager. One of them can only be created by a super administrator within your organiza-

tion. Why two users? SAP is migrating from the traditional support user used with the

SAP-OSS RFC to the new SAP Support Portal communication channels. The transition

doesn’t have a timeline as of this writing, so we need to create two SAP Support Portal

users (S-users). One of the users will require one business day to process by SAP. The

steps are as follows:

1. Log on to SAP Solution Manager via SAP GUI using the configuration user you cre-

ated in the previous subsection.

2. Run Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, which will open Internet Explorer.

3. Click System Preparation under Scenarios on the left. Click the Edit button.

4. For step 1, Define System Role, you need to select the role to be performed by this

SAP Solution Manager installation. Here are a few hints:

– Selecting any role other than production will execute the same configuration

steps covered in this section. If you select a production role, you will have a few

additional steps.

– Additional background jobs are scheduled if you mark this system as

production.

– One production SAP Solution Manager installation can manage multiple land-

scapes; the use cases for more than one production system are few.

5. Click Next once you’ve defined the role.

6. In step 2, Check Prerequisites, you must manually execute all activities within the

Manual Activities area. Each task is documented by SAP.

7. Click the Display link under the Documentation column and follow the on-screen

instructions, as shown in Figure 4.9.

8. Once you complete the manual activities, choose Performed in the dropdown for

Execution Status and click OK.

9. The Check Secure Web Browser Comm. (HTTPS) task will ask you or your SAP Basis

team to configure HTTPS in SAP Solution Manager. Note the following points:

– Depending on the scale of your deployment, it may be a good idea to get a

signed certificate from a certificate authority.
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– With a self-signed certificate, SAP Solution Manager users will get “unsecure

browser” warnings when accessing SAP Fiori apps for SAP Solution Manager.

– To get a signed certificate from SAP, visit https://support.sap.com/en/offerings-

programs/support-services.html and navigate to SAP Trust Center Services � SSL

Server Certificates.

Figure 4.9  On-screen Instructions Provided by SAP

10. After you’ve completed all manual activities, click the Execute All button under

Automatic Activities, as shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10  Executing Automated Activities and Confirming Results
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11. In Figure 4.10, you can see that the Log area provides details of the executed activ-

ities. Resolve any errors displayed and re-execute the failed activities if necessary.

12. In some cases, you might need to manually complete a task. To do so, click Start

Transaction or Open URL under the Navigation column. Remember to click the

Display link under the Documentation column if you need to execute the task

manually. When you’ve completed this step, click Next.

13. Step 3, Setup Connections to SAP, has two subtasks. Click Next again to advance to

step 3.1, RFC Connectivity.

14. If you haven’t already set up the connection to SAP-OSS via SAProuter, click the

Maintain RFC Destination for SAP Support Portal (SAPOSS) link. This will take you

to Transaction SM59 to edit the RFC. Two SAP Notes will be of help:

– See SAP Note 2000132 on configuring this RFC. The SAP Note details the SAP IP

addresses to be used.

– SAP Note 182308 provides the user OSS_RFC password to be used in the SAP-

OSS RFC.

15. Click the Check Service Connection button to validate the connection to SAP. A

green light means that connectivity is good. Errors will be displayed in the Log

area.

16. Under the User Logon Information section is the first of two S-users you’ll need to

create for SAP Solution Manager. When this S-user is created within SAP Support

Portal, ensure it has the ability to perform the following tasks for all installations

and customer numbers:

– Display All Incidents

– Send Incidents to SAP

– Report an Incident

– Close Incidents

– Service Reports & Feedback

– Edit System Data

– Manage Installations

17. The typical processing time for a new SAP Support Portal user is 24 hours. Once

you have the ID and password, enter the data into step 3.1 and click Maintain

Connections, as shown in Figure 4.11. This will generate multiple RFCs to be used

by other SAP Solution Manager components.
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If the S-user is locked by accident or you receive an on-screen message that the

user is locked by SAP, enter an incident with SAP support under the XX-SER-

SAPSMP-USR category and request that the user be unlocked. You won’t be able

to advance the SAP Solution Manager configuration until this step is complete.

Figure 4.11  Maintaining Service Connections in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP

18. After you’ve confirmed the results, click Next to advance to step 3.2, Support Hub

Connectivity. Creating the SAP Support Portal technical user can only be done by

the super administrator within your organization. The user ID creation requires

24 hours to process.

Create the user using the steps defined in SAP Note 2174416. Keep in mind, the

first step is requesting the user. After 24 hours, return to the technical user

administration and activate the user. If you don’t activate the user, as shown in

Figure 4.12 under the column Active for Data Transfer, the following tasks will fail.
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Figure 4.12  Activating SAP Support Portal User as Super Administrator

19. With the SAP Support Portal user and password secured, you can complete the

manual activities defined within step 3.2.

20. After completing the manual tasks, click Execute All under Automatic Activities.

The example shown in Figure 4.13 includes an error on the first execution. In such

a case, click the Show link under the Long Text column to see the steps to resolve

the error.

Figure 4.13  Displaying Long Text for Error during Configuration

21. After resolving the error, click the Execute Selected button; the Log area will

update with the correct results.

22. Click Next to advance to step 4, Apply Recent Corrections. In step 4.1, apply correc-

tions specific to the Note Assistant (discussed earlier). This is a critical step to
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ensure all other SAP Notes for SAP Solution Manager are installed correctly. As an

additional precaution, be sure that you have a good backup of SAP Solution Man-

ager at this point. We’ve seen interruptions during Transaction SNOTE cause

objects to become inactive or only be halfway updated.

23. The following buttons appear in step 4.1:

– Refresh: Under the Information section; this button will use the SAP-OSS RFC

to read the latest Transaction SNOTE updates.

– Start Download: Within the Download section; use this button to download

the Note Assistant SAP Note and all related notes.

– Start SAP Note Assistant: This will launch Transaction SNOTE in a new tab.

24. Click each button on the screen in order from top to bottom. In Figure 4.14, we

completed the SAP Note installation within the SAP GUI and returned to this

step. After clicking Refresh, the system recognized that the SAP Note was

installed.

Figure 4.14  Status Screen Showing Updated SAP Note Installed

25. Click Next to advance to step 4.2, Essential ABAP Corrections. SAP will update the

central correction SAP Note for your specific support package on a regular basis.
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We don’t recommend updating frequently; it would be an unnecessary effort. We

do recommend updating this SAP Note whenever you deploy a new component

within SAP Solution Manager, however, because the updates could contain fixes

that resolve common problems and that are included in the next support pack-

age.

26. Follow the same process as for the Note Assistant update. See the example in

Figure 4.15. Perform the following steps:

– Click Refresh to update the central correction SAP Note version.

– Click Start Download to begin the download process via the SAP-OSS RFC.

– Open Transaction SNOTE within SAP GUI to apply the note.

Figure 4.15  Updating Central Correction SAP Note for SAP Solution Manager
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Note

Multiple SAP Notes make up the central correction SAP Note. Many will include pre-

and postinstallation manual configuration steps. The number of manual steps

changes with each SAP Note update. Read the SAP Notes thoroughly for those that

prompt you to complete manual tasks.

27. In step 4.3, Java Corrections, you need to reference SAP Note 1595736 (SAP Solu-

tion Manager Release Information). Within this SAP Note, you’ll find a link to the

Release Information Note (RIN) for your specific support package version.

28. The RIN will define the specific patch levels required for the Java components. In

Figure 4.16, SAP has recommended seven additional patches for the Java stack to

be applied via Software Update Manager (SUM).

Figure 4.16  RIN for SAP Solution Manager Identifying Additional Java Component Patches

29. It’s acceptable to continue to the next step while you complete the Java compo-

nent patches in SUM.

30. In step 5, Maintain Technical Users, you first need to click the Advanced Mode but-

ton.
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31. Next, define a namespace for the guided procedure to copy the SAP-provided

security roles into. In Figure 4.17, we’re copying SAP-delivered roles and replacing

the SAP_ prefix with ZS_.

32. Click the Maintain Customer Namespaces link to define your role prefix, as

shown in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17  Replacing SAP_ with ZS_ for SAP-Provided Security Roles

33. Once you’ve entered your prefix under Customer Namespace, click Check Name-

space. If you see an error about the role name length, then you need to reduce the

number of characters in the prefix.

34. If this is your first execution of Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP after an upgrade or

new installation, click Create/Update all Users, as shown in Figure 4.18.

35. If the system already contains some technical users, you might need to select

each line with the checkboxes under Update Needed, then select Action Update

User Roles and click Execute.

36. Validate results within the Log area and click Next. You’ve now completed system

preparation. You can close the windows or continue.
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Figure 4.18  Status Screen after All Users Created

At this point, you’ve completed the first step in configuring SAP Solution Manager

for use. You need to plan for another two to three days of processing time to com-

plete the tasks in the next section. The next phase in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP

includes heavy background processing and additional software installation. As you

register systems to an SLD or create an SLD bridge to SAP Solution Manager, this data

will now be synchronized into the Landscape Management Database (LMDB). The

next phase will activate the SAP BW processes in SAP Solution Manager so that data

can be stored and aggregated for long-term analysis. Tasks will include baseline con-

figuration of SAP Gateway and SAP CRM and defining the Wily Introscope Agent

installation.
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4.2.3    Infrastructure Preparation

In this section, we’ll provide instructions for how to configure the third step within

the SAP Solution Manager guided procedure setup activities—infrastructure prepa-

ration. To begin:

1. Log on to SAP Solution Manager as your configuration user and run Transaction

SOLMAN_SETUP. Navigate to Infrastructure Preparation, and click Next until you

reach step 1.1, SLD Connections.

2. Define an SLD to be the source for LMDB data (Chapter 2 covered multiple SLD

strategies).

3. Create a user to be used by the systems (a.k.a., data suppliers) to send their data to

the SLD and for the LMDB to read SLD data. Using Transaction SU01, create the

SLDDSUSER user and assign the SAP_SLD_DATA_SUPPLIER role.

4. Do not change the role name; this role has a Java mapping within the Java UME.

Figure 4.19 shows an example of the Java role mapping to the ABAP role SAP_SLD_

DATA_SUPPLIER.

Figure 4.19  SAP-Provided Security Role with ABAP and JAVA Authorizations
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5. Once you have the SLDDSUSER user and password defined, click Create New

Connection and enter the following data, as shown in Figure 4.20:

– SLD Role: Select the source for the LMDB.

– Description: Enter your text description.

– URL: Enter the http(s)://<hostname>:port URL of the SLD server. Do not append

/sld; it’s added automatically.

– User Name: Enter the SLDDSUSER user.

– Password: Enter the password for the SLDDSUSER user.

Figure 4.20  Creating Connection between LMDB and SLD

6. Click the Test SLD Connection button to validate the entries, then click OK. Click

Next to move to LMDB Synchronization.

7. Click the Configure LMDB Object Sever button and enter a value for LMDB Object

Server Name. We recommend the SAP default value of “LMDB_<hostname>”.

8. Click OK.

9. Under the Synchronization Connections between SLD and LMDB section, click the

Add button. You’ll be prompted to select the SLD connection created in the previ-

ous step.
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10. Click OK and then click the Activate button. This will start the synchronization

process. In small environments, this can take six to eight hours. In large environ-

ments with lots of systems reporting to the SLD, the process can run for 24 hours.

11. Validate the process using the Log area, as shown in Figure 4.21. Click Next to

advance.

Figure 4.21  Step 1.2, Showing LMDB to SLD Sync Complete

12. In step 1.3, LMDB Content Check, the guided procedure checks the LMDB to ensure

that the SAP Solution Manager system (both ABAP and Java stacks) is reporting to

the SLD and LMDB correctly. Note the following:

– If you haven’t done so already, use Transaction RZ70 to update the SLD with

the ABAP system information.

– For the SAP Solution Manager Java stack, go to SAP NetWeaver Administrator

(http://<hostname>:port/nwa), then navigate to Configuration � Infrastructure �

SLD Data Supplier Configuration to update the SLD information.

13. Enter the Java stack system ID (SID) when prompted for Application Server Java.

Then, click Save and Execute. Validate the results, and click Next.
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14. In step 2 and subsequent substeps, the goal is to configure the Java stack to

receive information from the SAP diagnostic agents (installed by default with all

SAP NetWeaver systems).

15. Click Next until you reach step 2.1, Define HTTP Connectivity.

16. Enter the fully qualified hostname when prompted in this step. You’ll also need to

enter the URLs for both internal and external access to SAP Solution Manager, as

shown in Figure 4.22.

Figure 4.22  Entering URLs for ABAP and Java SAP Solution Manager Stacks

17. In step 2.2, Enable Connectivity, click the Execute All button to run the automated

configuration steps.

Note

The first step in 2.2 is labeled Update HTTPURLLOC Table. In this table, SAP stores the

fully qualified hostname and ports for the SAP Solution Manager ABAP and Java

stacks. If you move to SAP Web Dispatcher later or need to change the SAP Solution

Manager hostname, it also must be changed in table HTTPURLLOC. SAP allows custom-

ers to modify table entries within Transaction SE16.
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18. Validate the results within the Log area and click Next.

19. In step 2.3, Diagnostic Agent Authentication, generate the root certificate to be

used by diagnostic agents to authenticate with SAP Solution Manager (no more

locked diagnostic users because of mistyped passwords!).

20. In most scenarios, you’ll click Generate next, unless you want to click Upload and

provide an existing certificate. You don’t need to assign the certificate to agents

at this stage; you’ll do so in managed system configuration.

21. Click Next to advance to step 3, Setup SAP BW, and then step 3.1, Confirm SAP BW.

22. Click the Expand Tray button next to Advanced Settings and then select the Use

Standard SAP Solution Manager BW Environment radio button. This assumes

you’re using client 001 for both SAP Solution Manager and SAP BW; they can be

separated, but it increases configuration complexity.

23. Click Next to advance to step 3.2, Maintain Users.

24. Click the Create/Update All Users button and validate the results within the Log

area. Click Next.

25. In step 3.3, Enable SAP BW, click Execute All and validate the results within the Log

area. This step can take 10–20 minutes to complete. Click Next when it’s finished.

26. In step 4, Define CA Introscope, first you need to install Wily Introscope Agent on

your SAP Solution Manager host, following the instructions attached to SAP Note

797147 (Introscope Installation for SAP Customers). For SAP Solution Manager 7.2,

we recommend installing the latest version of Wily Introscope Agent, 10.1.

27. The connection between SAP Solution Manager and Wily Introscope Agent is

made via SAP Solution Manager’s own diagnostic agent. Once you have Wily

Introscope Agent installed and started, click the Discover Introscope EM button.

28. When prompted, select the diagnostic agent for SAP Solution Manager and enter

the installation path for Wily Introscope Agent from the operating system, as

shown in Figure 4.23.

Figure 4.23  Connecting Wily Introscope Agent to SAP Solution Manager
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29. After clicking Discover Installation, an entry will be created in the table shown in

Figure 4.24. Next, click the User Management button to provide SAP Solution

Manager with a Wily Introscope Agent user.

30. The default password for Admin is Admin89. Type the password in the provided

fields as shown in Figure 4.24, and click OK, then Save.

Figure 4.24  Providing SAP Solution Manager with Wily Introscope Agent Access

Note

If you don’t click Save immediately after, the password is blanked out.

31. At this point, you’ve provided connectivity to Wily Introscope Agent from SAP

Solution Manager. Click the Refresh button to validate. The Status column should

have a green light.

32. Click Next to advance to step 5, Set up Email Communication.

33. On this screen, enter the following information:

– Host: Hostname of the SMTP forwarder

– Port: Port for the SMTP forwarded

– SMTP Active: Box checked

– Domain: * to enable all domains to be accessed from SAP Solution Manager

– Email for User: The email address to be used as the sender

34. Once the fields are complete, click Save, and then Next.

35. In step 6, Configure CRM Basics, you have two manual tasks and several auto-

mated tasks. For the first manual task, run report COM_PRODUCT_UPGRADE in

Transaction SA38.
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36. For the second manual task, use Transaction SMW3_00 to add the following

entries with the Do Not Snd checkbox checked, as shown in Figure 4.25:

– BUPA_MAIN

– BUS_TRANS_MSG

– CRM_IBASE_MESS

– PRODUCT_INDOBJ

– PRODUCT_SRV

Figure 4.25  Disabling Creation of BDocs in SAP Solution Manager

37. Once the entries have been added and saved, return to Transaction SOLMAN_

SETUP, go to step 6, and click Execute All under Automatic Activities. Validate the

result in the Log area.

38. Click Next to advance to step 7, Enable Gateway Services.

39. In this step, you’ll activate the SAP Gateway services for multiple SAP Fiori appli-

cations within SAP Solution Manager. This step essentially automates activating

services using Transaction /IWFND/MAIN_SERVICE.

40. Activating all applications doesn’t increase system workload; it only makes the

services available for use. Perform the manual activity shown in Figure 4.26 by

clicking the Display link under Documentation and then the Start Transaction

link.

41. Once you’re done with the manual activities, check the Select/Deselect all Gate-

way Services box and then click the Prepare Activation button.
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Figure 4.26  Activating Gateway Services in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

42. Validate the results within the Log area, then click Next to complete this portion

of Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

4.2.4    Basic Configuration

The third and final step in the required configuration before you can move on to

managed system configuration and configuring SAP Solution Manager applications

is basic configuration, which includes both automated and manual setup tasks. The

steps related to SAP BW content activation can take up to eight hours to process,

depending on hardware resources. It’s important that all automated tasks in this sec-

tion complete without errors. Manually moving past an error can have significant

downstream effects. You want a well-configured system with no defects; ensuring all

steps are completed here will support that goal. To begin:

1. Log on to SAP Solution Manager as your configuration user and run Transaction

SOLMAN_SETUP. This will open a browser.

2. Navigate to Mandatory Configuration � Basic Configuration.
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3. In step 1, Configure Basic Functions, select Execute All. This step can run for several

hours. Do not advance to the next step until it’s complete. Figure 4.27 shows an

example of this step being completed.

Figure 4.27  Completion Screen Showing All Automated Tasks Complete

4. Click Next to advance to step 2, Schedule Jobs.

5. You’ll see multiple background jobs to be scheduled. In the Planned State column,

you can adjust specific jobs to be Scheduled or Not Scheduled.

6. Two buttons on the screen will help with this process. Restore SAP Recommenda-

tions will return the schedule to SAP defaults, and Schedule Jobs as Planned will

schedule the jobs required.

7. All jobs will run under user SOLMAN_BTC, which was created during step 5 of sys-

tem preparation. Validate results in the Log area after you click Schedule Jobs as

Planned.

8. Click Next to advance to step 3, Configure Manually.

9. In step 3, you have several important tasks to perform. Everything should be com-

pleted. Here are a few notes on some important tasks:
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– Business Partner for Scenario Users: Here, you need to set up a background job

to generate business partners for SAP Solution Manager users. This is a

requirement if you plan to use Incident, Service Request, or Change Manage-

ment. We’ll walk through the variant setup a little later in this section.

– Service Content Update Configuration: In the past, you needed to update the

ST-SER component to get the latest updates for SAP EarlyWatch reporting.

When this step is completed, SAP Solution Manager will download SAP Early-

Watch reporting updates via HTTP.

– Schedule Application Log Cleanup: In this step, you link to SAP Note 1911102

(SAP Solution Manager Application Logs Reorganization). It’s very important

to schedule this job on a regular basis to remove application logs (of which SAP

Solution Manager generates a ton!).

10. As mentioned previously, you want to schedule business partner generation as a

regular background job to streamline the new user process for ChaRM, Incident

Management, and Service Request Management. To do so, run Transaction BP_

GEN as your configuration user.

11. Click the Save button to create a new variant. When presented with the Variant

Attributes screen (see Figure 4.28), enter a new variant name.

Figure 4.28  Creating Variant for BP_GEN Background Job
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12. For the Users valid on field name, enter “D” in the Selection Variable column.

Next, select Current Date for the Name of Variable (Input Only Using F4) column.

The goal here is to generate business partners for only those users which are cur-

rently valid.

13. Click the Save button and then click Back.

14. Set RFC Destination to NONE to look locally for users.

15. Under the Users section, select the User Name or Email Address radio button to

set the identifying attribute for unique business partners (we recommend using

the email address).

16. Uncheck the Test Mode and Display Details boxes, as shown in Figure 4.29. Click

the Save button again to save your new variant.

Figure 4.29  Recommended Settings for Generating Business Partners

17. Next, click Program � Execute in Background. When prompted, schedule this job as

recurring every day at a minimum. The job runs quickly and can be scheduled

every ten minutes.

18. Return to basic configuration, then set this manual task as Performed, as shown

in Figure 4.30.
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Figure 4.30  Marking Tasks as Performed in SAP Solution Manager Configuration

19. Now, perform each tasked described within step 3. Click the Display link under the

Documentation column to access the SAP-provided step-by-step instructions.

20. After completing all tasks in step 3, click Next to advance to step 4, Create Basic

Dialog Users.

21. In this step, you’ll create two accounts to be used by SAP services, as follows:

– SAPSUPPORT: This account is used by SAP to perform diagnostics in SAP Solu-

tion Manager to help resolve errors in your landscape.

– SAPSERVICE: This account is used to perform go-live analysis and verification

or any of the SAP Enterprise Support services covered under your SAP support

agreement.

22. Click the Create All Users button and validate results within the Log area.

23. Click Next to complete basic configuration.

Congratulations! You’ve completed the baseline configuration of SAP Solution

Manager. You now have a system configured as the foundation for deployment of

other SAP Solution Manager tools. At this point, you have a system with regular
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maintenance jobs running. You should make a special backup before moving onto

additional configuration.

4.3    Configuring SAP Web Dispatcher

There are a few scenarios in which SAP Web Dispatcher is required with SAP Solution

Manager 7.2. If your environment is large enough that it requires multiple applica-

tion servers (ABAP and Java), then you’ll want to load-balance requests for users and

diagnostic agents. If you decide to move the Java stack to a new host during the stack

split as part of the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 upgrade, then you really don’t want to

manually update all diagnostic agents with a new target SAP Solution Manager host.

You can use SAP Web Dispatcher to redirect connections from the diagnostic agents

connecting on the old host name to the new SAP NetWeaver AS Java host using the

following four configuration lines within the SAP Web Dispatcher profile (this

assumes you installed SAP Web Dispatcher on the original SAP Solution Manager

host):

� wdisp/system_0 = SID=<SID>

� EXTSRV=<HTTP/HTTPS>://<Host of Message Server Java>:<HTTP/HTTPS Port of Message 

Server Java>

� SRCSRV=*:<original HTTP/HTTPS Port of Message Server Java>

� wdisp/system_conflict_resolution = 1

The other use case for SAP Web Dispatcher is specific to exposing SAP-provided SAP

Fiori applications for SAP Solution Manager outside the firewall. As you’ll see in

future chapters, SAP has done away with the native iOS and Android applications for

system monitoring and change management approvals. These functions are now

built into mobile-ready SAP Fiori applications installed with SAP Solution Manager

7.2. When using SAP Web Dispatcher in the DMZ, you can securely enable external

access to SAP Solution Manager over HTTPS end to end. If an organization’s security

policy permits, SAP Solution Manager users can connect to the SAP Fiori launchpad

using their mobile devices or tablet Internet browsers and can authenticate with

their SAP Solution Manager user IDs and passwords, which are encrypted by SSL.

Imagine accessing SAP Fiori applications for SAP Solution Manager anywhere in the

world! This is especially useful once you configure application operations.

The installation process for SAP Web Dispatcher is well-documented and straight-

forward. The master note for SAP Web Dispatcher is SAP Note 908097. As of this
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writing, the recommended version of the SAP Web Dispatcher is 7.49. You’ll need

three main software components to perform SAP Web Dispatcher installation: SAP

Web Dispatcher SAR archive, SAP host agent SAR Archive, and Software Provision-

ing Manager (SWPM). All three can be downloaded from the SAP Support Portal

(https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/softwarecenter). Once you have all the me-

dia downloaded and extracted, execute SWPM per standard SAP documentation;

you’ll find the option to install SAP Web Dispatcher under Generic Options � SAP

Web Dispatcher. The installation only takes a few minutes and no database is re-

quired. All configuration, logs, and binaries are stored on the file system. To learn

more about the installation process, go to https://service.sap.com/installnw75 and

navigate to 3—Installation—Standalone Engines � Installing Web Dispatcher for

SAP NetWeaver 7.1 or Higher.

Note

For even more detailed configuration guides for SAP Web Dispatcher, go to https://

help.sap.com and search for “SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP 7.51 innovation package”.

Next, select SAP NetWeaver Library: Function-Oriented View � Application Server

Infrastructure—ABAP � Components of SAP NetWeaver Application Server for ABAP �

SAP Web Dispatcher.

4.4    Installing and Configuring TREX

In this section, we’ll discuss the installation of TREX for search and indexing of con-

tent within SAP Solution Manager. This essential component of SAP Solution Man-

ager provides the ability to search project documents, business processes, and

documents in ITSM. The sizing for TREX is additive and can be installed on the same

host as SAP Solution Manager. We typically see a 2–4 GB index as sufficient for com-

panies with thousands of documents loaded over the life of a project. The size of the

TREX index (the memory consumption) can be monitored and increased over time if

hardware resources exist. TREX can also be moved to a new host should your require-

ments exceed an all-in-one installation on the SAP Solution Manager host. Those of

you operating SAP Solution Manager on SAP HANA can skip Section 4.4.1 and fast for-

ward to executing Transaction ESH_ADM_TREX_DEST in Section 4.4.2. Within this

transaction, you can define SAP HANA as the search mechanism. Everyone else needs

to complete the following steps.
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A common mistake when installing TREX for SAP Solution Manager is using SWPM

for the installation. For SAP Solution Manager, TREX has a special command line

installation, detailed in SAP Note 1249465 (TREX 7.10: Installing TREX for Embedded

Search). Use this SAP Note to find the command line installation syntax for your

environment, as shown in Figure 4.31. Supported on both Windows and Linux, the

TREX installation is similar for either platform. The installation does default to the

standard SAP installation path, /usr/sap. You’ll need to ensure you have sufficient

disk space available within that path. See SAP Note 1266024 for detailed sizing

requirements specific to embedded search.

Figure 4.31  Example Command Line Installation of TREX

In the next sections, we’ll walk through the setup activities to enable search capabili-

ties within key scenarios of SAP Solution Manager. Depending on your organization’s

current setup and requirements, this may involve TREX configuration or configura-

tion of the embedded search functionality; we’ll show you how to set up both.

4.4.1    TREX Configuration

After the installation is complete, you’ll receive an on-screen notification in your

command prompt or SSH terminal. TREX should be started after installation. If not,

you can use the TREX start and TREX stop commands when logged in as <SID>ADM.

Once TREX has started, complete the configuration steps defined by SAP, as follows:
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1. On the TREX host, navigate to the installation folder, /usr/sap/TRX/TRX<instance>.

2. If you’re on Linux, export your display using Xming, Hummingbird, or another X-

windows client.

3. Run the ./TREXAdmin.sh command for Linux (or TREXAdmin.bat for Windows).

4. This will open the TREX administration console. Navigate to Landscape � Ini in the

toolbar, as shown in Figure 4.32.

Figure 4.32  Navigating to TREXIndexServer.ini File

5. Modify the following settings in the following configuration files:

– In TREXIndexServer.ini:

– use_cache should be set to no.

– merge_deltas should be set to yes.

– In TREXPreprocessor.ini:

– unescape_url should be set to no.

– In TREXExecutor.ini:

– max_pop_threads= must be set to the number of CPU cores on the server.

6. After you’ve made all needed changes, navigate to Landscape � Configuration and

click the Deploy button, as shown in Figure 4.33.

7. Now, navigate to Landscape � Connectivity and click the Connection button next to

Create. Note that you need to assign the SAP-provided role SAP_BC_TREX_ADMIN

to the user you define in the connection here. We recommend using the SOLMAN_

BTC user.
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Figure 4.33  Deploy Saved Configuration within TREX Administration Console

8. Choose Connection Type A, as seen in Figure 4.34.

9. Enter the System Name (SID), System Number, and Application Server Host.

10. Enter an SAP Solution Manager user for the connection.

Figure 4.34  Configuring New Connection in TREX
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11. Click OK when you’re done. If the status light under Configuration Status is yel-

low or red, then click the Repair All button. This generates the connection and reg-

istered server program for the ABAP system.

12. Next, click the button RFC Destination (sm59) next to Create.

13. Select Local for Gateway and enter the RFC Destination name “TREX_<SID>”, as

shown in Figure 4.35.

Figure 4.35  Creating RFC to SAP Solution Manager

14. Click Save.

You can now exit the TREX administration console.

4.4.2    Embedded Search Configuration

Now that you have an understanding of how to configure the TREX infrastructure,

we’ll walk through the steps to enable the embedded search configuration if you’re

leveraging the SAP HANA infrastructure within SAP Solution Manager. Proceed as

follows:

1. Return to SAP Solution Manager. Log on as your configuration user and run Trans-

action SOLMAN_SETUP. Navigate to Embedded Search.

2. Each task in this window is performed manually. Perform the following tasks:

– Activating UI Services: These services were already activated in during basic

configuration in Section 4.2.4.

– Check HANA or TREX Installation: We completed the TREX installation in Sec-

tion 4.4.1.
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– Connect TREX to Solution Manager System: We also completed this task in Sec-

tion 4.4.1.

– Check HTTP Proxy Settings: Manually configure settings in Transaction SM59.

– Set HANA or TREX Destination: See Figure 4.36 for details.

– Configure Extraction User for Indexing: Here, define user SOLMAN_BTC as the

extraction user.

– Assign Real-Time Indexing Authorization: You can skip this step because your

configuration user can schedule jobs.

– Adjust Search Timeout: This is an optional step. The default is 15 seconds, which

should suffice.

3. In the Set HANA or TREX Destination task, run Transaction ESH_ADM_TREX_DEST.

Select the Use TREX radio button and enter the RFC created earlier, which follows

the format TREX_<SID> (see Figure 4.36).

4. Check the Generation of ESH roles box, then click the Execute button or press (F8).

Figure 4.36  Defining Connection to TREX in SAP Solution Manager

5. Run Transaction ESH_EXTR_USER to define the extraction user.

6. Check the Set Extraction User box, then select the Other User radio button.

7. Enter the SOLMAN_BTC user that has the SAP role SAP_ESH_LOCAL_ADMIN

assigned.

8. Click Execute.

9. Return to the Embedded Search screen of Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP and vali-

date that all tasks have been completed.

You’ve completed the setup of embedded search with TREX.
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4.5    Summary

Our goal for this chapter was to assist you with the baseline configuration of SAP

Solution Manager so that you can move onto connecting systems and deploying

other SAP Solution Manager tools. The activities completed in this chapter provide

the foundation required to leverage the value-adding tools provided by SAP. SAP

Solution Manager is a unique installation; it requires both an ABAP and a Java stack,

an installation of TREX (if not using SAP HANA), and the installation of Wily Intro-

scope Agent to perform complex monitoring. The system is truly unique, and SAP

has done a good job of documenting the setup within the guided procedures. This

chapter is meant to guide you through the “gotchas” and provide details on some

steps performed outside of the guided procedures. In future chapters, we’ll move

onto connecting systems to SAP Solution Manager and then deploying tools. You’ll

need to complete managed system configuration for any system to be managed by

SAP Solution Manager, which we’ll discuss in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5 

Managing Systems with 
SAP Solution Manager

In this chapter, we’ll cover connectivity between SAP Solution Man-

ager and the systems it manages, including tasks performed when you 

remove, add, or upgrade systems in your landscape. Your team will 

need to know how to perform these tasks whenever a system is added 

or removed.

Now that you’ve completed the baseline configuration of SAP Solution Manager, it’s

time to connect the other systems in your landscape to it. This will enable SAP Early-

Watch reports and the end-to-end diagnostics and will let you move into the config-

uration of Technical Monitoring, Change Request Management, Custom Code

Management, or any other tool within SAP Solution Manager you want to configure.

The managed system configuration process essentially connects SAP Solution Man-

ager to other applications, operating systems, and databases. You need administra-

tive access to all levels of your SAP system to establish connectivity. If SAP’s Central

User Administration (CUA) is active, you’ll have some special conditions to follow, as

described later in this chapter. CUA limits the automated creation of SAP users and

roles that SAP Solution Manager requires.

Many SAP customers will ask, “How often do I need to execute managed system con-

figuration?” The answer is simple: Any time your landscape changes from a technical

perspective, you’ll need to execute some activities in managed system configuration.

The next question from SAP customers is usually, “What SAP systems does SAP Solu-

tion Manager support?” The answer is all SAP systems. This includes the SAP Busi-

nessObjects family of products and, with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the family of

cloud-based products offered by SAP. Although SAP Solution Manager may not be

technically “managing” your SAP Cloud Platform tenant, it does need to be aware of

it. The same goes for peripheral SAP NetWeaver components deployed in SAP cus-

tomer landscapes, such as SAP Web Dispatcher, your document management system

of choice, TREX, SAProuter, and so on.
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The system and information displayed in managed system configuration comes

from the LMDB discussed in Chapter 2. If this information is incorrect, then subse-

quent steps in managed system configuration will fail. You’ll want to validate the

technical system within the LMDB before starting managed system configuration. A

technical system is a collection of the applications-level components (e.g., SAP ERP

and SAP NetWeaver) installed on a single host or distributed across multiple hosts. A

technical system is all of the software and hardware that make up an SAP system. For

example, your production SAP S/4HANA system might include two SAP HANA data-

bases (one for failover), one central instance, three dialog servers, and one back-

ground process server. All of these servers and databases, SAP NetWeaver, and SAP

S/4HANA components can be part of a single technical system. When introducing

SAP Fiori frontend servers and the SAP Web Dispatcher to this SAP S/4HANA techni-

cal system, you can define dependencies between all of these components. In SAP

Solution Manager 7.1, the LMDB was important—and it continues to be in SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2.

In this chapter, we’ll dive into the technical details of how to set up and include your

managed systems so that SAP Solution Manager can manage them. First, you’ll dis-

cover what’s required within each managed (target) system. Then, we’ll walk you

through the managed system configuration requirements included within the SAP

Solution Manager guided procedure. Finally, we’ll show you how to activate SAP Ear-

lyWatch reports so that you can proactively receive critical, timely updates from the

managed systems you configured.

5.1    Target System Requirements

SAP Solution Manager can connect to all systems currently under standard support,

as defined by the Product Availability Matrix (PAM; http://support.sap.com/pam). We

know that some customers are running SAP R/3 or SAP ECC 5.0; unfortunately,

there’s no good news for these customers, because their systems are now covered

under customer specific maintenance. SAP is not regularly releasing the SAP add-ons

required by SAP Solution Manager for these older systems. If you’re running one of

these older application versions, you can generate SAP EarlyWatch alerts using SAP

Solution Manager 7.2 and can connect diagnostic agents for SAP Support. However,

functionality within all other SAP Solution Manager components is not supported on

these older releases (essentially, any system based on SAP NetWeaver 6.40 or below).
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For the remainder of you running SAP components based on SAP NetWeaver 7.x or

above or SAP BusinessObjects 3.x or above, you have lots to deploy—so let’s get

started!

Next, we’ll provide detailed information for how to enable the requirements needed

within the target systems. We’ll cover setting up the connectivity, installing the Data-

base Shared Library (DBSL) for monitored databases, installing SAP support tools, and

installing diagnostics agents.

5.1.1    Connectivity Setup

The first task for connecting SAP systems to SAP Solution Manager is to ensure we

have network connectivity between SAP Solution Manager and the managed sys-

tems. If all of your systems are within the same datacenter and/or network, then this

shouldn’t be an issue. We sometimes see issues when customers have an SAP Web

Dispatcher or SAP Process Orchestration Advanced Adapter Engine (AAE) deployed

within a demilitarized zone (DMZ) and the communication ports are blocked inside

to outside or for reporting by the agent to SAP Solution Manager outside to inside.

Table 5.1 provides a general reference for ports used by SAP Solution Manager, diag-

nostic agents, and SAP Support. Replace <nn> with your instance number on either

SAP Solution Manager or the managed system.

From Hosts/

Source Host

To Host/

Destination Host

Destination Service Format 

(Example)

SAP Support All SAP Solution 

Manager instances

J2EE engine (HTTP) 5<nn>00(50100)

SAP Support All SAP Solution 

Manager instances

ITS (HTTP) 80<nn>(8000)

SAP Support All SAP Solution 

Manager instances

Introscope Manager 

(HTTP)

Default: 8081

Diagnostics Server All SAP Solution 

Manager instances

IGS (HTTP) 4<nn>80(40180)

Diagnostics agent 

(managed system host)

All SAP Solution 

Manager instances

J2EE engine (P4) 5<nn>04(50104)

Table 5.1  Example Source and Target System Ports Used by SAP Solution Manager
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Note

For more information on the ports used by SAP Solution Manager and all SAP com-

ponents, including SAP NetWeaver, SAP BusinessObjects, and the various database

vendors, please see the guide located at http://service.sap.com/security under

Infrastructure � TCP/IP Ports Used by SAP Applications.

Next, you need to understand how the data from the managed systems will be

reported to SAP Solution Manager. After all, you won’t have any systems to select in

managed system configuration if the technical systems in the LMDB don’t exist. In

Chapter 4, we set up the background jobs in SAP Solution Manager that synchronize

the SLD and LMDB on a regular basis (every 15 minutes by default). In Table 5.2, we

highlight some of the system types you can connect to SAP Solution Manager and

how their information is reported to it. Program SLDREG was covered in Chapter 2.

Diagnostics agent 

(managed system host)

SAP Solution Man-

ager Java message 

server

Message server 

(HTTP)

81<nn>(8101)

Diagnostics agent 

(managed system host)

Relevant Wily Intro-

scope Enterprise 

Manager host

Wily Introscope 

Enterprise Manager 

(TCP/IP)

Default: 6001

Diagnostics agent 

(managed system host)

SAP Solution Man-

ager single instance

Web service via ICM 

(HTTP)

80<nn>(8000)

SAP Support All managed 

systems

J2EE engine (HTTP) 5<nn>00 (50200)

SAP Support All managed 

systems

ITS (HTTP) 80<nn> (8000)

All SAP Solution Man-

ager instances

Managed systems’ 

database servers

Oracle, MSSQL, DB2, 

SAP HANA

From Hosts/

Source Host

To Host/

Destination Host

Destination Service Format 

(Example)

Table 5.1  Example Source and Target System Ports Used by SAP Solution Manager (Cont.)
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Note

For a more detailed listing of all software component types, versions, and diagnostic

relevancy, visit the SAP Solution Manager Setup Wiki page at https://wiki.scn.

sap.com/wiki/display/SMSETUP, under Configuration of SAP Solution Manager Sys-

tem 7.1 � Maintenance of Product in the System Landscape. The material is titled SAP

Solution Manager 7.1, but it’s still relevant for SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Technical System Type Source Notes

.NET system Manual creation No installed application product infor-

mation.

Apache Tomcat server SLD data supplier No installed application product infor-

mation.

AS ABAP SLD data supplier Updates via Transaction RZ70 from AS 

ABAP.

AS Java SLD data supplier Updates via SLD data supplier in SAP 

NetWeaver Administrator.

SAP BusinessObjects 

cluster

SLD data supplier Uses SLDREG.

Database system SLD data supplier, 

outside discovery

Outside discovery enhances system 

information of SLD data suppliers.

Diagnostics agent SLD data supplier Built into diagnostics agent.

External service Manual creation or 

download

You can create technical systems of the 

external service type for external sys-

tems that host SAP Cloud Services.

IBM WebSphere 

application server

SLD data supplier No installed application product infor-

mation.

SAP liveCache SLD data supplier 

(AS ABAP)

Updates via RZ70 from AS ABAP.

SAP NetWeaver Master 

Data Management server

SLD data supplier Uses SLDREG.

Table 5.2  Components’ Means of Registration with SAP Solution Manager
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Microsoft Internet 

Information Services

Outside discovery No installed application product infor-

mation.

SAP Web Dispatcher SLD data supplier Uses SLDREG.

SAP HANA database Either SLD data 

supplier

Register from SAP HANA Administrator 

Cockpit.

SAP Mobile Platform 

(formerly Sybase 

Unwired Platform)

SLD data supplier Uses SLDREG.

TREX system SLD data supplier Uses SLDREG.

Technical System Type Source Notes

Table 5.2  Components’ Means of Registration with SAP Solution Manager (Cont.)

Now that you know how managed system application, OS, and database version 
information is reported to SAP Solution Manager, you need to understand how mon-

itoring data is reported. There are three basic paths via which monitoring data is 
received or pulled by SAP Solution Manager. In the first, SAP Solution Manager 

leverages an RFC to an ABAP system. This requires the SAP service tools to be in-
stalled on that ABAP system. Using this method, SAP Solution Manager can pull 

real-time application performance information. In general, the SAP service tools are 

required for most SAP Solution Manager usage scenarios, such as Test Manage-
ment, ChaRM, Custom Code Lifecycle Management (CCLM), and so on. We cover the 

installation of these service tools in later sections.

The other two paths by which SAP Solution Manager receives or pulls monitoring 

data are via the SAP diagnostic agent and the SAP database client. For the latter, 

you’ll need the database client for any database you want to monitor included in 

your SAP Solution Manager kernel. For example, say that SAP Solution Manager

is running on SAP Adaptive Server Enterprise (SAP ASE) and your SAP S/4HANA 

system is running on SAP HANA. In that case, you’ll need the SAP HANA client

installed on SAP Solution Manager and the correct DBSL installed with the SAP 

Solu-tion Manager kernel. Confused? You don’t need to be; just remember that 

SAP Solution Manager needs the database kernel and database client to connect to 

the database being monitored. If the database supporting SAP Solution Manager is 

the same as the database supporting the system to be monitored, then no 

additional libraries or database clients are needed.
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5.1.2    Installing Database Shared Library for Monitored Databases

Now, we’ll walk you through the steps for installing DBSL for your monitored data-

bases, as follows:

1. To download and install the most recent DBSL, go to https://launchpad.support.

sap.com and log in with your SAP Support user ID.

2. Follow the menu path Software Downloads � Support Packages & Patches � By

Category � SAP Technology Components � SAP Solution Manager � SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 � Solution Manager ABAP Stack � SAP Kernel <your version>.

3. Select the OS for your SAP Solution Manager system, then select the database ver-

sion for the database to be monitored if that database is different than SAP Solu-

tion Manager’s.

4. Select and download the file that begins with lib_dbsl_<patch level>.sar as shown

in Figure 5.1. This compressed file contains the DBSL to install with the SAP Solu-

tion Manager kernel.

Figure 5.1  Download DBSL File for Oracle Database to be Monitored
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5. Extract the contents of the SAR file using SAPCAR into your kernel directory. In

Figure 5.2, this SAP Solution Manager system has DBSL installed for SAP HANA,

DB2, Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, and SAP ASE. The names of the DBSL files begin

with the letters db.

Figure 5.2  DBSL Files within SAP Kernel

6. Restart the SAP Solution Manager ABAP stack for the changes to take effect.

5.1.3    Installing SAP Support Tools

Now that you know how to install DBSL for monitoring databases, we’ll walk you

through the steps to install the SAP support tools, as follows:

1. SAP support tools are required for any ABAP stack that you want to monitor, and

SAP has made them tremendously easy to find. To start, go to https://support.

sap.com/supporttools.

2. On this page, you can find the following:

– The downloads for both ST-PI and ST-A/PI, including new installations,

upgrades, and support packages

– Links to SAP Notes defining the release strategy for each add-on, useful for fig-

uring out what version to install
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3. Download and install the latest version of each component in each of your man-

aged systems:

– If you’re installing a new ABAP add-on or an upgrade to an older version of the

add-on, use Transaction SAINT in client 001.

– If you’re patching the current version of SAP support tools, use Transaction

SPAM in client 001.

4. Once the installation is complete, log on to the productive client within the system

for which you just completed the add-on installation (or update).

5. Execute Transaction SA38 and enter program RTCCTOOL. Click Execute or press

(F8).

6. At this point, the program uses the connection to SAP via SAProuter to validate

installed SAP Notes and configured functions. You’ll see a screen like the one in

Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3  Output from Report RTCCTOOL in Managed System
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7. The items in red and yellow require action, and the action might be different for

each system. In the example in Figure 5.3, we need to activate digital content veri-

fication. The instructions for everything you need to execute are on the screen (see

the Implementation areas).

8. For any task listed with manual steps, click the Set->Green button to let the system

know you completed the steps.

9. The SAP support tools are now set up and ready for SAP Solution Manager.

5.1.4    Installing Diagnostic Agents

SAP diagnostic agent installations are well documented by SAP with screenshots.

Therefore, instead of documenting an installation, we’ll provide some key points and

lessons learned from prior installations. Diagnostic agents are installed with the Soft-

ware Provisioning Manager (SWPM); at the time of writing (May 2017), the current

version of SWPM was 1.0 SP 20. Here are a few facts to remember when planning your

SAP diagnostic agent deployment and maintenance strategy:

� SAP diagnostic agents can be deployed via SWPM individually or using an unat-

tended mode. See the SWPM documentation for unattended installations at

https://support.sap.com/en/tools, under Software Logistics Toolset (SL Tools) �

System Maintenance.

� SWPM requires the latest SAP host agent, as does the SAP diagnostic agent. Keep-

ing your SAP host agent up-to-date on a regular basis is always a good idea. You can

find instructions about the automated update capabilities at https://help.sap.com;

there, search for “SAP host agent”. Select a version, then navigate to SAP Host

Agent Upgrade.

� You never really need to upgrade an SAP diagnostic agent; it gets the updates it

needs from SAP Solution Manager when registered correctly. You can uninstall an

existing diagnostic agent using SWPM. Now, you can also easily install a new diag-

nostic agent by using downloaded archive files with SWPM 1.0 SP 20. In the past,

you had to extract the kernel and install from the archive files. See SAP Note

2253383 (Diagnostics Agent—SWPM Archive-Based Installation).

� When installing the SAP diagnostic agents, you have two options to register an

agent with SAP Solution Manager:

– Registration with the P4 port is preferred, because it connects the agent directly

with SAP Solution Manager. The agent becomes immediately available within

managed system configuration to associate with a host.
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– SAP diagnostic agents can also be registered to an SLD, and then SAP Solution

Manager can discover them later. This potentially adds another step that can

fail, but it’s useful if you don’t have an SAP Solution Manager system available

yet.

� Need to find SAP Solution Manager’s P4 port? In your browser, go to http://<host-

name>:81<J2EE SCS Instance No>/msgserver/text/logon. For example, say that the

SAP Solution Manager Java SCS instance is 43. Therefore, you would connect to

http://solmanlab.nimblhq.com:8143/msgserver/text/logon to get the P4 port, as

shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4  Finding SAP Solution Manager Java Stack P4 Port

� If you’re working with an existing SAP diagnostics agent and want to manually

register with SAP Solution Manager without uninstalling and reinstalling, the fol-

lowing command line options are available:

– Navigate to the /usr/sap/SMD/SMDAxx/script directory (where xx is the SAP

diagnostics agent instance; the default is 98).

– Execute the following script to force a manual registration to SAP Solution

Manager:

/smdsetup managingconf hostname:"sapms://<solution manager JAVA FQDN" 

port:"81XX" user:"SMDAGENT_<SID>" pwd:"<account password".

For example:

./smdsetup managingconf hostname:"sapms://solmanlab.nimblhq.com" 

port:"8143" user:"SMDAGENT_SML" pwd:"Password1"

� To find out what agents are registered with SAP Solution Manager, open the SAP

Fiori launchpad (Transaction SM_WORKCENTER) and click the Agent Administra-

tion tile under Solution Manager Administration. Next, click Agent Admin � All

Agents. This will open the Connected Agents tab, as shown in Figure 5.5, which

shows the currently registered SAP diagnostic agents.
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Figure 5.5  Agent Administration in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

Note

For more information on SAP diagnostic agent planning, installation, and maintenance,

visit the SAP Community Wiki at https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SMSETUP.

5.2    Managed System Configuration

In managed system configuration, you connect technical systems, databases, hosts,

and cloud services to SAP Solution Manager. This process is the final prerequisite

before you can use other tools within SAP Solution Manager. The guided procedures

are well-documented by SAP for managed system configuration. You have to make a

decision on the very first screen that will drive the connectivity and services imple-

mented by SAP Solution Manager on that system. When you click the Configure Sys-

tem button, you’ll see two options. Minimum Configuration without Service

Delivery/EWA is the first one. You generally use this option when connecting to non-

production systems such as a sandbox or development system. Using this option

allows Test Management and ChaRM to govern and use these systems, but you don’t

need to worry about diagnostic agents or SAP EarlyWatch reports.

In general, most customers don’t understand the amount of data collected by SAP

Solution Manager when selecting the second option, Full Configuration Including
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Service Delivery/EWA. When using the second option, you configure the managed

system and SAP Solution Manager so that all SAP support services can be delivered to

that system—for example, if you order go-live verification services as part of SAP

support agreements or if you enter an incident with SAP support and SAP wants to

leverage end-to-end diagnostics to troubleshoot the issue. You must select Full Con-

figuration when connecting to production systems. We generally recommend per-

forming Full Configuration with Quality Systems as well. Let’s walk through the setup

of a full configuration with a managed system in SAP Solution Manager:

1. Logon to SAP Solution Manager with your configuration user in SAP GUI. Run

Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

2. Navigate to Managed Systems Configuration within Scenarios.

3. Highlight the row of the system you want to connect. Click Configure System � Full

Configuration Including Service Delivery/EWA. Remember, if you don’t see the sys-

tem you want to manage here, then you need to check your SLD registration and

the technical system in Transaction LMDB.

4. In step 1, Assign Product, identify what type of system this is. For example, is it an

SAP S/4HANA system or SAP Enterprise Portal?

5. Click Edit, then click Set Automatically, as shown in Figure 5.6. If you have the sys-

tem registered in the SLD, your SLD content is up-to-date (SAP Note 669669), and

the diagnostic agent is deployed and registered, this step should automatically

define what type of system you’re trying to manage. If the step is returned with a

red light, then you can manually resolve the issue by clicking Edit Assignment.

However, we recommend returning to your SLD and LMDB to ensure all informa-

tion is being reported correctly.

Note

Each step in Managed System configuration needs to be complete with a green light

on each tab. Complete each step before moving onto the next.

6. Click Next to advance to step 2, Check Prerequisites.

7. Under Automatic Activities, click Execute All, and validate the results in the Log

area.

8. Within step 2, you should have a manual task to create the SAP Solution Manager

monitoring user at the database level. In Figure 5.7, the SAP S/4HANA system uses

SAP HANA. Click the Display link and follow the instructions for your database.
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Figure 5.6  Defining Product for New System in Managed System Configuration

Figure 5.7  Task Execution in Managed System Configuration
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9. Click Next when complete. In step 3, Maintain RFCs, you’ll generate the required

connectivity to the managed system for all future SAP Solution Manager tools.

10. The options you select in this step can vary based on the system being managed.

For example:

– If the system being connected is the transport management system (TMS)

domain controller, then you’ll want the RFC for read access and RFC for change

manager set up for client 000.

– If the preceding condition isn’t applicable, then you only need to configure

connections to the productive client within that system.

– Figure 5.8 through Figure 5.12 show a QA system with multiple SAP clients con-

figured. We configured RFCs to all clients for a specific test suite use case. Let’s

quickly explore the RFC types being configured within this step:

� RFC for read access

This RFC will read system information such as installed versions, monitor-

ing data, application usage data, and so on. This is a mandatory RFC required

for any SAP Solution Manager scenario.

� RFC for change manager

This RFC is used by ChaRM to read information about transports, transport

contents, cross-system object lock (CSOL) checks, retrofits, and performing

actual imports.

� Trusted system RFC

This RFC enables users within SAP Solution Manager to seamlessly transi-

tion from SAP Solution Manager tools to the target system so long as they

have valid user IDs, passwords, and roles assigned in both systems. This RFC

requires the authorization object S_RFCACL to be assigned to the user in both

source and target systems. The configuration user or system account used

in this step will also need this authorization object to be assigned and active.

� RFC for SAP Solution Manager

This is set by default to the trusted RFC if it’s been created. If not, then it will

be defined as the read RFC.

� RFC for destination and user to SAP Solution Manager

This RFC is used to send SAP EarlyWatch alert data from the managed sys-

tem to SAP Solution Manager.
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11. In the Communication RFCs between <SAP Solution Manager> and <Managed

System> section, under Action, select Create RFCs with Generated Users and Pass-

words. The following considerations should be taken into place when performing

this step:

– Check the box next to each RFC type discussed earlier for a configuration that

supports all tools with SAP Solution Manager.

– We generally recommend typing in a password so that you can test RFCs man-

ually later. If you let SAP Solution Manager generate the password, you won’t

see it or be able to log on as that service user.

12. In the Dialog RFCs between <SAP Solution Manager> and <Managed System> sec-

tion, check all boxes for the recommended configuration.

13. In the Administrator Users section, enter the following users and passwords:

– SAP Solution Manager Administrator

This is an administrative user in SAP Solution Manager with the S_RFCACL

authorization object and the ability to create users, assign roles, and modify

RFC connections.

– Managed System Setup User

This is an administrative user in the managed system that has the S_RFCACL

authorization object and the ability to create users, assign roles, and modify

RFC connections.

14. Click the Execute button when all items are checked and passwords entered. Val-

idate the results in the Log area, as shown in Figure 5.8.

15. Click Next once you’ve resolved any errors. If you have an error, you can click

Execute again for only those RFCs that weren’t created. The most common error

occurs during the trusted RFC setup and is often related to an incorrect assign-

ment of the S_RFCACL authorization object.

16. For step 4, Assign Diagnostics Agent, you need to have a diagnostics agent

installed and connected to SAP Solution Manager (via SLD or J2EE SCS). Any diag-

nostic agent installed on the same host as the application server or database

server will be displayed. In Figure 5.9, the application server and database are on

the same host. Click the Auto Assign button.
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Figure 5.8  Successfully Created RFCs within Managed System Configuration

Figure 5.9  Diagnostics Agents Assigned to the Managed System
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17. Click Next when you’ve verified results within the Log area. In step 5, Enter System

Parameters, you’ll define more connection parameters for the managed system.

18. Under Common Parameters, select the following options:

– Introscope EM

Select the EM host that should be used for this managed system to report its

data. Earlier, you installed Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager on the same

host as SAP Solution Manager.

– Load Balancer Host and Load Balancer Port

This is typically the central instance used for logon load balancing if there are

multiple application servers.

– RCA Extractor level

Leave the default Level 3 set unless otherwise instructed by SAP.

– Activate EWA Alerts in Alert Inbox

If you want to see SAP EarlyWatch warnings and alerts in the alert inbox, check

this box. This is useful for production systems.

– Enable System Recommendations

This setting allows you to use the System Recommendations tool to proac-

tively define missing security and performance SAP Notes from the managed

system. This is highly recommended.

19. If you have CTS+ active in the landscape, then enter the parameters within the

CTS+ Reporting section.

20. In the ABAP Parameters section, select the SAP Solution Manager user you cre-

ated in the previous step.

21. In DB Parameters, enter the User Name and Password for the database user you

created in step 2, Check Prerequisites.

22. Click the Save button when you’re done and validate results in the Log area, as

shown in Figure 5.10.

23. In step 6, Enter Landscape Parameters, you need to provide SAP Solution Manager

with some more details about the SAP software installation paths. In the Status

column, look for any item requiring parameter input, click it, and enter the

parameters on the right, as shown in Figure 5.11. Click Save when you’re done.
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24. If the managed system has multiple application servers, SAP Solution Manager

will want to know the installation path for each host.

25. Validate results within the Log area and click Next.

26. In step 7, Maintain Users, update the previously created technical users with the

required diagnostics roles. Click Action Update User Roles, then click Execute.

Figure 5.10  Defining Additional Users and Connection Settings for Managed Systems
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Figure 5.11  Entering Landscape Parameters for Managed System

27. Validate results in the Log area and click Next.

28. In step 8, Finalize Configuration, you have both automated and manual activities

to complete. All activities must be completed as shown in Figure 5.12. All tasks in

this step are straightforward. If you have any questions, click the Display link

under the Documentation column.

Congratulations—you’ve completed managed system configuration! In the example 
we walked you through, we connected an SAP S/4HANA system, the process would 
be the same for SAP ERP, any other SAP Business Suite component, or any SAP Net-

Weaver AS ABAP system. The guided procedure steps will be different for an SAP Net-

Weaver AS Java, SAP Web Dispatcher, or SAP BusinessObjects system, but the same 
principal applies: Leverage the guided procedures to understand the tasks to be per-

formed and execute any automated activities. You want green status lights on each 
step of the process to ensure the correct configuration and usability when deploying 
other SAP Solution Manager tools. If you run into errors or issues with the guided 
procedures, enter an incident with SAP Support using the SV-SMG-INS-CFG software 
component.
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Figure 5.12  Final Step in Managed System Configuration Completed

5.3    SAP EarlyWatch Report Activation

SAP EarlyWatch reports can be described as the best tool for high-level system analy-

sis and diagnosis. An SAP EarlyWatch report answers questions like the following:

How is my system performing compared to SAP recommendations? What is the age

of my software components? How fast is my system growing? What is the general

performance of the system? Does SAP have any recommendations I should apply to

my system? Included as part of both standard and enterprise support agreements

with SAP, these reports have been available for over 10 years and continue to add

value. It’s true that you’ll never see an SAP EarlyWatch report saying you’ve done

everything correctly. SAP will highlight older kernel versions or missing patches,

which will trigger a yellow rating. That said, the report does add tangible value to SAP

ERP, SAP S/4HANA, SAP BW, or any SAP Business Suite system. Within the past few

years, SAP has added the ability to generate SAP EarlyWatch reports for SAP Business-

Objects systems. To configure SAP EarlyWatch reports for an SAP S/4HANA system,

proceed as follows:
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1. Log on to SAP Solution Manager via SAP GUI with your configuration user. Enter

Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. Under Scenarios, navigate to Application Opera-

tions � EarlyWatch Alert Management.

2. Another option is to use Transaction SM_WORKCENTER to open the SAP Fiori

launchpad for SAP Solution Manager. Under SAP Engagement and Service Deli-

very, add the SAP-provided tile for Configuration SAP EarlyWatch Alert, as shown

in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13  Accessing SAP EarlyWatch Alert Configuration from SAP Solution Manager Work 

Center

3. In step 1, Define Scope, select a system to configure. In Search Criteria, for System

Type, select Application Server ABAP, as shown in Figure 5.14. Click the Search but-

ton.

4. Select the line for the system you want to configure and click Next.

5. In step 2, Activate EWA, select the checkbox for Activate and then enter your

desired Automation Period and Retention Period:

– The Automation Period is the frequency of reports. We’ve never seen a need to

change this from the default setting, 7.

– Retention Period should be set to 12 months for Production Systems. This allows

you to analyze one year of performance and usage data in other tools. For all

other systems, select a retention period based on your requirements, as shown

in Figure 5.15. Two months is most common for nonproduction systems.
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Figure 5.14  Selecting System to Configure SAP EarlyWatch Reporting

Figure 5.15  Entering Retention Period for SAP EarlyWatch Reports
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6. Click Save and Next to advance to step 3, Check Software Component Level.

7. In this step, SAP Solution Manager checks the version of the ST-PI and ST-A/PI

ABAP add-ons. If the add-ons are out of date, you’ll see an error like the one dis-

played in Figure 5.16.

Figure 5.16  Validating Support Tools Add-Ons in ABAP System

8. Resolve any errors and click the Update All button. Click Next when the status is

green.

9. Step 4, Display Diagnosis, validates what you completed during managed system

configuration. The most common failure here occurs when the Service Data Con-

trol Center fails to activate in the managed system. If this happens, run Transac-

tion SDCCN in the managed system and click Utilities � Activate.

10. Click Next to advance to step 5, Maintain Recipients.

11. Click the Add button to add someone or a group of people to receive the SAP Ear-

lyWatch reports. The possible recipients are based on business partners or the

global recipients list.

12. To add a single person or external list, click Add and search for that person or

external list.
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13. Click in the field under Extended System ID to select the system for the SAP Early-

Watch report, as shown in Figure 5.17. Then, select the report format and check the

box to see Red Reports Only. Yellow and green reports are good; checking this box

will ensure that you only see reports when something is bad.

Figure 5.17  Reports Being Sent to Distribution List

14. If you need to add a distribution list to SAP Solution Manager, click the Maintain

Global Recipients button and navigate to the External tab. Click Add Recipients, as

shown in Figure 5.18.

15. The external list you add within Maintain Global Recipients will now be available

when you click the Add button and search for alert recipients.

Figure 5.18  Adding Email Distribution List to SAP Solution Manager
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16. Return to step 5, click the Save button, then click Next.

17. Step 6 has three substeps, all of which are optional.

18. In step 6.1, Maintain Peak Business Hours, you can define the hours of the day

your system is most used. Figure 5.19 provides an example of this setting. For pro-

duction systems only, define the peak hours. A common definition of peak hours

is 9 to 11 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m.

Figure 5.19  Defining Peak Business Hours for System in SAP Solution Manager

19. In step 6.2, Business Process Analysis, you can enable SAP Solution Manager to

collect data about the business processes in your production system (see Figure

5.20). SAP has added KPIs into the SAP EarlyWatch report for specific standard

SAP transactions. Check the Activate Data Collection box and click the Save but-

ton.

20. In step 6.3, Data Volume Management, you can activate the data collection so that

SAP EarlyWatch reports can report on data growth and recommendations for

archiving. Select the productive client and click the checkbox in the DVM Active

column, as shown in Figure 5.21, then click Save.

21. Click Next to advance to step 7, then click Finish. You’ve completed SAP Early-

Watch reports configuration!
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Figure 5.20  Activating Business Process Data Collection in SAP Solution Manager

Figure 5.21  Activating DVM for Managed Systems in SAP Solution Manager
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5.4    Summary

After completing baseline configuration and connecting to a managed system, you

now have a sense of the guided procedures within SAP Solution Manager. In the first

part of this chapter, we covered the connectivity requirements for managed systems.

These will vary in complexity depending on the system to be managed. In general,

the connectivity to SAP Solution Manager shouldn’t be considered invasive within

your landscape. When deploying SAP support tools on ABAP systems, remember that

your installed component versions between development, QA, and production

might differ for a time, which will require you to set Ignore Component Version Mis-

match when performing ABAP transports.

In terms of planning, we generally estimate four hours per system for managed sys-

tem configuration. If you or your team needs to plan the effort to deploy SAP Solu-

tion Manager within your landscape, then this estimate can help. Some systems will

go more quickly, especially if you’re using the minimum configuration for non-

productive systems. However, we use the four-hour estimate to cover diagnostic

agent troubleshooting, SAP host agent upgrades, registration to the SLD, running

RTCCTOOL, and resolving any errors within the LMDB. Once you’ve connected a sys-

tem to SAP Solution Manager, you can move on to the next logical step: configuring

monitoring within application monitoring, the topic of the next chapter. Completing

the steps in this chapter and the previous chapter will enable error-free deployment

of proactive monitoring within your SAP landscape.
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Chapter 6 

Monitoring with Application 
Operations

Monitoring the key components of your business applications is criti-

cal for keeping a business running at peak performance and efficiency. 

This chapter reviews monitoring tools provided by SAP that help 

ensure your systems are up and running always with minimal issues.

Application operations tools are an essential support for the primary goals of applica-

tion lifecycle management. They support an organization’s ability to streamline its

administration and monitor the health of an IT landscape via a standard platform

with integrated tools. Application operations tools are designed to ensure that the

day-to-day operations of an SAP landscape run at peak efficiency with minimal

issues. The overall design of application operations allows an organization to auto-

mate and be proactive about day-to-day operations, which results in reduced opera-

tional costs, improved IT service quality, and, thus, improved business satisfaction.

Each tool is designed to tackle a specific set of pain points within an SAP landscape.

Whether a problem lies in the response time of a specific functional transaction or in

whether or not a database backup has successfully run, application operations has a

tool to address the issue.

This chapter will cover the key areas of application operations, helping you to better

understand the available monitoring options within each tool and allowing you to

make informed decisions.

The configuration of the application operations tools is completed via guided proce-

dures within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, under the Application Operations sec-

tion. To access the tools covered in this chapter, execute Transaction SOLMAN_

WORKCENTER to display the new SAP Fiori home screen and navigate to the System

and Application Monitoring section (see Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1  SAP Fiori, System and Application Monitoring

This chapter covers all the areas of application operations. In SAP Solution Manager

7.1, this area was commonly called technical monitoring, but in SAP Solution Manager

7.2 this area has been rebranded application operations. Application operations cov-

ers all the monitoring tools provided by SAP that will be covered in this chapter, from

the Monitoring and Alerting Infrastructure (MAI), which is the backbone of the mon-

itoring tools, all the way down to the basic tool system recommendations.

6.1    Monitoring and Alerting Infrastructure

Before focusing on each tool, let’s first look at the backbone all these tools run on, the

MAI. We won’t cover every aspect and detail of the MAI here, but a basic understand-

ing will be key to your understanding of how the application operation tools collect

data, process that data, and then generate alerts.

Activating any application operations tools can’t begin without the execution of

managed system configuration, covered in Chapter 5. The baseline configuration

required for MAI begins there. During managed system configuration, several tools

are configured and created.

Before we continue, it’s important to understand extractors. There are two types of

extractors: push and pull. Extractors are contained in the extractor framework and

are created specifically for each managed system. Pull extractors are created based on
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the running version of an application defined in the Landscape Management Data-

base (LMDB) as diagnostically relevant and on the type or version of the database and

operating system. These pull extractors are triggered by SAP Solution Manager to

pull data from the managed system at a predetermined interval via remote function

calls (RFCs) and the database cockpit connections.

Push extractors are used by diagnostic agents and Wily Introscope Agent to automat-

ically collect data and send it to SAP Solution Manager. This pushing of data is an

autonomous action based on a predetermined configuration pushed by SAP Solution

Manager out to diagnostic agents during the configuration of an application opera-

tions monitoring tool. These extractors are a part of the core infrastructure of MAI. If

they aren’t functioning correctly, then the application operations tool that depends

on them will be missing data.

The primary tools used by extractors within MAI for collecting data are core compo-

nents of application operations. Without them, the application operations monitor-

ing tools will not function. The core tools for collecting data from a managed system

include the following:

� RFCs

� Solution tool plug-ins:

– Service Tools for Applications Plug-in (ST-A/PI)

– Solution Tools Plug-in (ST-PI)

� Database cockpit connections

� Diagnostic agents

� Host agents

� Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager and Wily Introscope Agent

Each tool has a specific function. RFCs pull data from a variety of locations within an

SAP NetWeaver Application Server ABAP (SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP) stack. They are

used by MAI to collect a variety of datasets, including the current status of an alert in

the Computing Center Management System (CCMS) monitoring tree element (MTE),

as well as collected statistical data provided by ST-PI and ST-A/PI. You can also moni-

tor the availability of a system by executing a connection test against the RFC.

The solution tool plug-ins are another critical piece of the MAI architecture. ST-A/PI

allows for collection of data from Transactions ST14 and ST12. It also provides the ser-

vice preparation check tool, RTCCTOOL, and the application-specific Service Data

Control Center (SDCC) data collectors that also enable and support the creation of

SAP EarlyWatch Reports. ST-PI includes several applications called by SAP Solution
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Manager to collect data, as well as other tools that are used by SAP’s support services,

such as go-live checks.

The database connections established in the Database Administrator Cockpit (DBA

Cockpit) of SAP Solution Manager provide specific datasets related to the health of a

database, whether the database is used by an application or is standalone. This con-

nection provides various data, from backup history to the amount of available trans-

action log space.

Diagnostic agents are a critical piece of the MAI architecture. They are installed on

every host in your entire SAP and non-SAP landscape. The diagnostic agent replaced

the old CCMS agents and provides SAP Solution Manager with a local view of the

managed system from both the perspective of the application running and the oper-

ating system the application is running on. The diagnostics agent includes several

applications, each of which is designed to collect a different piece of data, including

data on different types of applications, both SAP and non-SAP. The diagnostic agent

has direct control over another vital tool, the host agent.

The host agent provides SAP Solution Manager with root or administrative access to

the operating system to read operating system-level statistical data, read log files,

and even execute custom scripts that can be used to monitor any requirement. The

host agent is also a key piece of the outside discovery required for many tools in SAP

Solution Manager. Outside discovery functionality provides information about a

managed host system and lets SAP Solution Manager know exactly what is installed

on an operating system, including applications, database version, and kernel release,

as well as host name, OS version, and IP address.

The final piece to the puzzle is the Wily Introscope Agent and Wily Introscope Enter-

prise Manager, third-party tools included in the license for SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager is the central tool installed on the SAP Solution

Manager host and is connected during the system preparation guided procedure. The

Wily Introscope Agent reports directly to this tool and doesn’t function without it.

The Wily Introscope Agent is deployed in two variations: The first form is part of the

applications built into the diagnostic agent and is called Wily Autoprobes. The second

form is the Java Byte Code Adapter, which is installed automatically on Java stacks

only during the execution of managed system configuration. The Java Byte Code

Adapter allows SAP Solution Manager to monitor SAP applications running on an

SAP NetWeaver Application Server (AS) Java stack.

All this background information in MAI is critical for a complete understanding of

application operations, both how they’re used and how they function, allowing you
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to activate and run applications operations tools with confidence. Figure 6.2 illus-

trates the flow of data collection from managed systems into SAP Solution Manager

and the processing of that data. This diagram is from Jereme Swoboda’s article “An

Advanced Lesson on Technical Monitoring within Solution Manager 7.1,” published

by SAPinsider on the SAP Professional Journal website.

Figure 6.2  Data Extraction and Processing in SAP Solution Manager (Reprinted from SAP 

Professional Journal with Permission from WIS)

6.2    System Monitoring

System monitoring is the first tool that most organizations activate. It is the optimal

gateway monitoring tool for an SAP Basis team to start with. This tool is designed to

enable an organization to monitor almost every aspect of a system and covers both

SAP and non-SAP applications. It allows you to monitor various databases and hosts
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as well. This collection of capabilities allows for the in-depth monitoring required for

a successful operations center to keep a detailed eye on the health of an SAP land-

scape. This also means it’s the most complex and involved tool within the application

operations space. Its innate design requires it to be incredibly complex, because it

must cover the widest scope of all the monitoring tools within application opera-

tions. It must be implemented with attention to detail and foresight. Without com-

plete attention to detail, you can easily end up with a tool that doesn’t provide the

return on investment you need. This section will provide tips and tricks we have

developed over time to help you exceed your expectations.

To fully attain your return on investment, it’s essential to understand all the compo-

nents of system monitoring. This section covers all information critical to the activa-

tion and day-to-day use of the tool, starting with how metrics, alerts, and events are

included in a template, which is assigned to a managed object, and then moving to

how all these alerts are managed using dashboards, notification management, and

the alert inbox for a complete overview.

6.2.1    Managed Objects

Each component of a system is called a managed object. This concept is used in a vari-

ety of locations, but it’s first introduced within both the LMDB and application oper-

ations. During the first step of managed system configuration, the applications that

can be monitored are set as diagnostically relevant; this in turn allows you to activate

system monitoring templates for those managed objects. Figure 6.3 shows the man-

aged objects of a technical system within the LMDB.

Figure 6.3  Managed Objects within LMDB
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6.2.2    Templates

A template is designed to contain all the components necessary for monitoring a

managed object; it is the who, what, where, when, why, and how of system monitor-

ing. Within system monitoring, there are four primary types of managed objects, as

shown in Figure 6.4: a technical system, a technical instance, a host, and a database.

The alerts that pertain to the entire application exist in the technical system. Within

the technical instance reside alerts that pertain to each specific application server (or

dialog instance) within a system. The host and database are for each individual data-

base and host within a system. Each type of managed object has its own template to

be assigned. These templates consist of all the key components required to monitor

a managed object, including the metric, event type, and alert, which we will cover in

detail ahead. To customize alerts, you must copy the standard SAP template to a cus-

tom template.

Figure 6.4  Templates Assigned to Managed Objects within System Monitoring

Let’s start with the database templates (see Figure 6.5). System monitoring allows you

to monitor a variety of databases, and the database templates contain alerts specific

to a type and version of a database. These alerts are unique to each database and

cover a large variety of areas, from available table space to the standard health checks

executed within DBA Cockpit. You can also monitor a standalone database if

required. The complete list of templates is as follows:

� IBM DB2 version 8.2, 9.5, 9.7, 10.1, and 10.5

� IBM DB2 for I, z/OS 9/10/11, and 390 8.1

� Microsoft SQL Server

� MaxDB

� SAP HANA (both database instances and replication groups)

� Sybase SQL Anywhere

� Sybase ASE and IQ
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Figure 6.5  Database Templates

System monitoring also covers the hosts of your landscape. The host templates (see

Figure 6.6) contain alerts specific to a type and version of a host. They monitor every-

thing from available disk space and performance of the CPU to available memory on

the host. You can also monitor a standalone host if required. The complete list of

templates is as follows:

� AIX

� HP-UX

� Linux

� OS/400

� Solaris

� Windows

� z/OS
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Figure 6.6  Host Templates

Figure 6.7  Technical Instance Templates

Next, the technical instance templates (see Figure 6.7) cover the dialog servers within

an application. These templates contain alerts created for specific types of applica-

tions. They cover a variety of applications, from SAP to non-SAP. The alerts span a

vast array of areas unique to a specific application. For more detailed information on

any alert, look directly in the templates. The complete list of instance application

templates is as follows:

� Agentry Server

� Adobe Document Services 7.31, 7.40, 7.50

� BI Accelerator 7.00 and higher

� BOE BI Workspace Service and Analytics 4.0

� Business Objects BOE components:

– Exploration

– Indexing
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– Master

– Search

– Predictive analytics

� CPS 8.0 Full Scheduler Instance and on CPS on SAP NetWeaver

� BOE CR Cache, Processing and Scheduling Services

� BOE CR Report Application and Processing Servers

� BOE Central Management

� BOE Dashboard Design Cache and Processing

� Business Objects BOE Services

– Data Federator

– File Repository

– Event Services

– Platform Processing

– Platform Scheduling

– WebApp Container

– Webl Processsing

– Conn32

– Connectivity

� Business Objects BOE Applications Servers

– Adaptive Processing and Job Servers

– Central Management Server

– Connection Server

– Crystal Reports

– Desktop Intelligence Server

– Destination Job Server

– Event Server

– Output/Input File Repository Servers

– Multidimensional Analysis Server

– Program and Publishing Job Servers

– Web and Server Intelligence Report Servers

� Data Services Access and Job Servers
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� IBM WebSphere Application Server

� Microsoft SharePoint 2010 and higher

� Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 and higher

� Microsoft IIS 6.0 and higher

� Nakisa for SAP 3.0 and higher

� SAP Productivity Pak

� SAP NetWeaver ABAP 4.6C and higher

� SAP ABAP Central Services

� SAP BOFC Application Server 10.1 and higher

� SAP BPA 9.0 by Redwood

� SAP CPM BPC 7.5 and 10.0 for Microsoft

� SAP CPM BPC for NetWeaver

� SAP CPM BPC ABAP 7.5 and 10.0

� MS SQL Server Analysis, Integration, and Reporting Services

� SAP Convergent Charging 4.4 and 4.5+

� SAP NetWeaver J2EE 6.40 and higher

� SAP NetWeaver J2EE Central Services

� SAP MDM servers

– Import servers

– Syndication servers

� SAP Mobile Platform 3.0

� NW IDM IC 7.2

� SAP PCM and PSM By Opentext

� SAP PI Adapter Engine 7.00 and higher

� SAP POS RA, Store Data, and Store Servers

� SAP Portal Platform 7.00 and higher

� SAP Store Device Control by GK 4.0.1 and higher

� SAP TREX

� SAP xMII 12 and higher

� SAP Information Steward Application Service Version Group
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� SAP Information Steward Cleansing Package Builder Core Service Version Group

� SAP Information Steward Data Cleansing Advisor Service Version Group

� SAP VMC

� SAP Lumira

� Server Intelligence Agent 4.X

� Sybase Afaria Server

� Sybase Unwired Server 2.X

� Vertex SIC 6.0

Figure 6.8  Technical System Templates

Technical system templates cover the entire application (see Figure 6.8). These tem-

plates contain alerts designed for specific types of applications and cover a variety of

applications, from SAP to non-SAP. The alerts span a vast array of areas within each

application. To find more detailed information on alerts, look directly in the tem-

plates. The complete list of system application templates is as follows:

� Apache Tomcat

� Data services

� SAP SCM 5.0 and above—Forecasting and Replenishment

� Hybris Commerce, Datahub, and SAP Integration 5.3

� IBM WebSphere Application Server

� Microsoft SharePoint 2010 and higher
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� Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 and higher

� Microsoft IIS 6.0 and higher

� SAP NetWeaver ABAP 4.6C and higher

� SAP BOFC Application Server 10.0 and higher

� SAP BPA 9.0 by Redwood

� SAP BPC ABAP 7.5, 10.0, and 10.1

� SAP Business Connector 4.8 and above

� SAP CONTENT SERVER Win 6.40

� SAP Convergent Mediation 3.0 and above

� SAP Data Services

� SAP Enterprise Services Repository 7.1 and higher

� SAP NetWeaver J2EE 6.40 and higher

� SAP HANA System

� SAP LiveCache

� SAP NetWeaver CE 7.2 and higher

� SAP NetWeaver Gateway Core

� SAP NetWeaver Gateway Foundation

� SAP NetWeaver PI ABAP 7.10 and higher

� SAP PI Adapter Engine 7.00 and higher

� SAP PI Integration Directory 7.00 and higher

� SAP Productivity Pak

� SAP Router

� SAP SLT

� SAP Web Dispatcher 7.1 and higher

� SAP TREX

� SAP BusinessObjects BI platform

� BOE Web Applications Java and 3.1 (Tomcat)

� Sybase Afaria Server

� Vertex Central 6.0

� Virtual Directory Server 7.2 
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6.2.3    Metrics

Metrics set parameters and thresholds for the data collected by the extractors, as

shown in Figure 6.9. Each metric has its own unique set of parameters for the specific

datasets it’s responsible for. These parameters can be adjusted to meet an organiza-

tion’s requirements and can be found in the Data Collection tab under Metrics. The

collection interval for these parameters can also be adjusted. Metrics are created by

SAP and are assigned to alerts.

Figure 6.9  System Monitoring: Metrics

Metrics also have predefined threshold types and threshold values. When the mea-

sure value of a metric exceeds a threshold, an alert can be triggered depending on the

event type and the alert settings. These threshold values are preconfigured by SAP

and usually need to be adjusted to meet an organization’s requirements. Multiple

types of thresholds are available. The threshold type must match the type of data

being collected; not all threshold types work for all types of data. Thresholds follow a

standard three-color rule: Green means the measured value is below the yellow
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threshold and within normal parameters, yellow represents a warning threshold and

indicates that attention should be given to a potential issue, and red stands for the

max threshold when a serious issue exists and action must be taken. The complete

list of available thresholds are as follows (the thresholds can be found under the

Threshold tab within a metric):

� Already Rated

� Already Rated (since last best measurement)

� Counter Threshold

� Delta Threshold

� Info Only

� Numeric Threshold

� Range Threshold

� Text Threshold

6.2.4    Event Rule

The event rule assigned to an alert controls how an alert is triggered. Because multi-

ple metrics can be assigned to a single alert, you must have the ability to control

whether a single metric can trigger an alert or if multiple metrics are needed to trig-

ger an alert. This is controlled by the event rule assigned to each individual alert. The

event type can be found under the Metrics, Events, Alerts Hierarchy tab, as shown in

Figure 6.10. To see this tab, you must be in expert mode. There are four types of rules

that control an event, as follows:

� Bestcase Rule

All metrics assigned to an alert must exceed their thresholds before an alert is trig-

gered.

� Worstcase Rule

A single metric exceeding its threshold assigned to an alert will trigger an alert.

� Worst rating of last N best Events

All metrics assigned to an alert must be exceeded for the past X number of data

collections in order to trigger an alert.

� Averagecase Rule

More than half of the metrics assigned to an alert must exceed their thresholds to

trigger an alert.
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Figure 6.10  Event Rules

6.2.5    Alerts

Alerts determine a variety of actions taken when the thresholds of the assigned met-

rics have ratings that have exceeded their thresholds. If an alert is active, then an alert

is generated in the alert inbox. If notifications are active for that alert, then the people

assigned to receive notifications will receive emails. Notifications can be sent for yel-

low and red alerts, only yellow alerts, or only red alerts. Alerts also can generate tick-

ets in IT Service Management (ITSM) within SAP Solution Manager, as configured

under the ITSM tab. A ticket can only be generated if ITSM is activated within SAP

Solution Manager. Alerts can also send an SNMP (simple network management pro-

tocol) trap to a third-party ITSM system to generate a ticket, as configured under the

Third-Party Components tab. These settings can all be configured in three locations:

globally, at the template level, and within each individual alert.

Figure 6.11 shows an example of an alert. The notification settings can also be config-

ured in a notification variant. These variants can be created by selecting the link in

the Notifications tab. Notification variants allow for quickly updating notification

settings for an alert.
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Figure 6.11  System Monitoring: Alerts

6.2.6    Notification Management

The notification management application allows for the creation of recipients for

any alert within the monitoring tools in application operations. These recipients are

configured in the global recipient pool (see Figure 6.12). Once a recipient is created, it

can be assigned to an alert. There are five types of recipients:

1. SAP Solution Manager Users

2. Managed System Users

3. SAP Solution Manager Business Partners

4. Managed System Business Partners

5. External
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Figure 6.12  Global Recipient Pool

6.2.7    Work Mode Management

Work modes are created to determine start and end dates for managed objects. Work

modes can be used in a variety of ways to change the configuration of an alert or met-

ric for the time specified for a managed object. Work modes are created and sched-

uled in the event planning IT calendar (see Figure 6.13).

Figure 6.13  Work Mode
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When a work mode is activated for a metric, you can change the threshold for an

assigned period for a metric. For example, if you know that the response time of

dialog transactions exceeded normal parameters between 2:00 and 3:00 p.m., Mon-

day through Friday, you could create a work mode for your ECC system for that

period and set the work mode threshold hold higher for the metric that monitors

that datasets. This would prevent false alarms during that period.

When a work mode is active for an alert, you can change the notification settings for

a specific period—for example, if you had an offshore team that you wanted to be

notified only during the hours when they’re online.

Finally, work modes can be used to define a period for known maintenance windows.

This allows you to turn off monitoring for a specific managed object or all managed

objects during a specific window of time.

6.2.8    Unified Alert Inbox

The alert inbox logs all alerts generated across all the monitoring tools within appli-

cation operations (see Figure 6.14).

Figure 6.14  Alert Inbox

The alert inbox allows for tracking of alerts over time and provides detailed informa-

tion on each individual alert generated, when it was generated, how many times,

which metrics were triggered, and the values of the metrics when the alert was gener-

ated. This tool is vital in the process of eliminating false alarms, giving you historical

data on the alerts that are generated. It also provides the current status of each alert.
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Stored alerts can be confirmed when an issue is resolved, but they are also automati-

cally confirmed after a predetermined period and then completely deleted thereaf-

ter. These settings are configured during configuration of each monitoring tool.

6.2.9    System Monitoring Dashboard

The system monitoring dashboard has been completely redesigned in SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 and is now based on SAPUI5, giving it an enhanced look and feel. SAP has

also provided a mobile-optimized version of the SAP Fiori system monitoring app to

allow for easy use and display on a mobile device. The dashboard allows for quick

analysis of all the metrics and alerts activated for a system. The dashboard has two

views: an overview and a detailed system view. It also can be configured to refresh as

frequently as needed. The dashboard is designed to be used in an operations center

on a large screen to provide the entire team with a live view of the health of all sys-

tems in scope. The tool can also be used to display the historical data for an individual

metric to allow for the analysis of a system over time. You also have options to navi-

gate directly to the alert inbox, open a ticket for a person in ITSM, and generate an

email to request assistance with an open issue.

The Overview tab shown in Figure 6.15 provides a high-level view of the current status

of all the systems that are selected to be in scope. It displays the status of each cate-

gory of alert: Availability, Performance, Configuration, Exception, and Self-Monito-

ring. It also shows the number of alerts that have been generated that are still in the

alert inbox. The Alert Ticker shows the top five alerts that have been generated the

most recently.

Figure 6.15  Overview Tab of System Monitoring Dashboard
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The system View (see Figure 6.16) provides a detailed view of all the metrics and alerts

active for a specific system. On the left, it displays a hierarchy view of the system,

showing the distribution of the system across each managed object, where each

application and database is installed, and the status of the connections between

those managed objects. The right side displays the alerts and metrics in a tree view,

allowing you to drill down into each managed object, the categories within them, and

the alerts and metrics within those categories. By selecting a specific metric, you can

also display the historical data of that metric over time. This can be used for trouble-

shooting or for finding the optimal threshold values for a metric to eliminate a false

alarm.

Figure 6.16  System Tab of System Monitoring Dashboard

6.2.10    Recommendations and Best Practices

Over the years, we have implemented system monitoring for numerous clients and

have come up with several recommendations and best practices that will help ensure

the success of implementing system monitoring:

� Review all thresholds of the metrics to be activated and adjust them for your spe-

cific environment before activation.
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� Start slow: Only activate the most critical alerts at first. As with all monitoring

tools, the metric thresholds will need to be adjusted to meet a specific system’s

unique requirements. Activating too many alerts at once will generate unneces-

sary work for SAP Basis team members when false alarms are generated and

thresholds adjusted. Also, trust in the tool can be lost when too many false alarms

are generated, filling up a team member’s email with false information.

� Create a responsibility assignment matrix (RACI matrix) to map and track active

alerts and the people responsible for them.

� Create only one custom template for each managed object type, using that tem-

plate to make a baseline template that meets the minimum requirements of all its

applicable managed objects. Only after using that template for a couple of months

should you then create a template for each managed object. The idea is that if you

have multiple templates that require the same adjustments to be made, the work

can be too time-consuming to be handled by an SAP Basis team already low on

available time.

� Create templates for nonproduction and production systems. This allows addi-

tional business-specific alerts to be active for production systems only and elimi-

nates alerts that are unnecessary for nonproduction systems.

� Use the historical data within the system monitoring dashboard to find the opti-

mal threshold value for a metric. If you raise or lower a threshold too far, you will

either generate false alarms or eliminate the effectiveness of an alert.

� Use the counter threshold type on a metric generating false alarms at a random

frequency, especially those alerts triggered on performance metrics monitoring a

dataset that occasionally spikes for a split second and then returns to normal val-

ues. The counter threshold allows you to decide that a threshold must be exceeded

multiple times over a set period before an alert is generated.

� If a metric continues to trigger false alarms on a regular basis and it’s one of two or

more metrics assigned to a single alert, then set the event rule for that alert to best

case. This will force an alert to be generated only if all the assigned metrics exceed

their threshold values.

� Refining system monitoring alerts can be a time-consuming process; use the flow-

chart in Figure 6.17 to help guide you through it. This flow chart provides the ques-

tions to ask and the steps to take each time a false alarm is detected.
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Figure 6.17  Flow Chart for Refining System Monitoring Alerts

6.3    User Experience Monitoring

User Experience Monitoring, formally called end user experience monitoring, is

designed to monitor the performance and availability of a system from the user’s

perspective. This tool is very good at eliminating the blame game. Often, when an
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end user experiences a problem it’s very hard to track down the actual root cause,

because there are many possible points of failure between one specific end user’s

location and the system that user is calling. The problem could be with the user’s

workstation, the network, the application, or even the database. The process of iden-

tifying the root cause is labor-intensive and can easily take significant time if no sin-

gle team can find an issue in its specific area of responsibility. This is where User

Experience Monitoring can bring significant insight to an issue. By using the end-to-

end trace analysis capabilities within SAP Solution Manager, User Experience Moni-

toring can tell you exactly where a point of failure exists, whether in the network,

application, or database, thus eliminating the blame game and speeding up the reso-

lution of an end user’s problem.

The entire process of configuring User Experience Monitoring starts with the careful

selection of a critical business process that needs to be monitored on a regular basis.

The execution of the process occurs in real time, so it must be a read-only process. If

you record the script while creating a service order, then it will create the service

order every time the script is executed. User Experience Monitoring will allow you to

monitor the performance of each step of the business process and see whether each

step can be executed successfully. The next step requires recording a script, either

with SAP GUI or with Internet Explorer (HTTP). Once a script has been recorded, it

must be edited in the script editor application. Once prepared, the script is uploaded

to SAP Solution Manager and then deployed to a robot (diagnostic agent).

This section describes the process of configuring User Experience Monitoring and

reviews the dashboards available. User Experience Monitoring is an incredibly versa-

tile tool with many capabilities. For in-depth troubleshooting, available parameters

for executing scripts, and additional configuration information, the SAP Community

Wiki (https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/EEM/Home) is a vital tool.

6.3.1    Recording an SAP GUI Script

When recording a script in SAP GUI, there are a few guidelines to remember:

� Record a maximum of 10 steps.

� Use the latest release of SAP GUI from SAP.

� Record the execution of a transaction with a read-only option.

� Don’t make any changes when recording; the script will be executed exactly as it’s

recorded.

� Take notes and screenshots of each step of a script.
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This information is vital to the script editing process and the general knowledge of

what the script is executing for other team members.

To enable the ability to record a script on an SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP stack, you must

activate the following profile parameter and set it to TRUE: sapgui/user_scripting_

per_user = TRUE. This profile parameter activates script recording for only the users

with the authorization object S_SCR with activity 16. Once this is done, you’ll have

access to the options shown in Figure 6.18.

Under the Options... menu, select Script Recording and Playback.... This will open a

new, small window, with Record, Play, and Stop buttons and a location for saving the

script file. Simply press Record, execute the steps, and press Stop to create a file to

upload to the script editor.

Figure 6.18  Recording SAP GUI Script

6.3.2    Recording a Script with the End-User Experience Monitoring Recorder

The EEM HTTP script recorder can be found in step 3.1, Create Scripts, part of the User

Experience Monitoring configuration guided procedure available within Transaction

SOLMAN_SETUP or via the following SAP Community Wiki page: https://wiki.scn.

sap.com/wiki/display/EEM/EEMDownloads. The end-user experience monitoring (EEM)

recorder (see Figure 6.19) allows you to record steps performed within a variety of ap-

plications, including Internet Explorer, Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Outlook, MS Project,
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and SAP Business Client. Most often, it’s used to record scripts that execute a busi-

ness process in Internet Explorer against an SAP NetWeaver AS Java stack or SAP Busi-

nessObjects. Once you’ve launched one of the applications with the recorder, you

perform each step, using the New Step button after each step to separate the actions.

Once you’re done, a script file is created, which is then edited in the script editor.

Figure 6.19  EEM Script Recorder

6.3.3    Editing a Script

The script editor is required to edit a script and prepare it for deployment to SAP Solu-

tion Manager. We recommend placing the script editor on the same remote host to

which the script will be deployed. This way, during testing you’ll know that the script

will function where it will be executed by the robot. The primary tasks involved will

vary depending on the type of script you’ve recorded. An SAP GUI script has fewer

variables to adapt and will be simpler to edit overall. An HTTP script recorded using

Internet Explorer records every action performed by the browser, which means that

a person editing an HTTP script must be well-versed in how the backend application

is called by Internet Explorer. Therefore, we recommend starting with SAP GUI, then

graduating to a more complex HTTP script once you fully understand the monitoring

tool.

The first task for any script is to name it. The name of the script in the editor will be

the name of the script in the EEM dashboard. Next, rename each step within the

script recording. This is essential to help the end user reviewing the data in the dash-

board fully understand the action performed in each step. Therefore, we recommend

taking notes about and screenshots of each step. This information can be used to
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name each step and can then be used by the end user for context to fully understand

the action taken in each step of the script.

Next, execute the script at least one time in the remote location it will be deployed to.

This way, you know the script will function properly; this action will also automati-

cally set the performance threshold values based on the actual execution times, giv-

ing you a baseline and allowing you to streamline the configuration process and

threshold refinement.

Finally, all parameters and variables must be reviewed and edited as required. The pri-

mary variables are the user name and password to be used by the script. We recom-

mend creating a user for each remote location (host) where the scripts will be executed

from. This will help you with troubleshooting on the managed system, because each

location will have its own user. There also are several parameters critical to the proper

functionality of all types of scripts. A complete list of all parameters can be found on the

SAP Community Wiki at https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/EEM/Parameters.

Figure 6.20  User Experience Monitoring Script Editor

Once the script has been fully edited, it can be uploaded to SAP Solution Manager.

This upload can be performed manually by exporting the script from the editor and

manually uploading it in step 3.1 of the User Experience Monitoring guided pro-

cedure in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. You can also configure the script editor to
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connect directly to SAP Solution Manager and upload the script automatically. Either

option is acceptable. Figure 6.20 shows an example of an SAP GUI script fully edited

in the editor. You can see the name of each step and the response time for each step

when the script was executed from the editor.

6.3.4    Activating User Experience Monitoring

The activation and configuration process for User Experience Monitoring consists of

four primary steps:

1. Create and upload the edited scripts under step 3, Script Management. Once the

scripts are uploaded to SAP Solution Manager, they can be assigned to a robot

(diagnostic agent) on a remote location (host). A diagnostic agent must be

installed in a remote location from which to execute the scripts. When installing

this diagnostic agent, it’s best to leave the Hostname field blank; this way, you can

rename each agent with a name that provides context about its physical location.

The host that the agent runs on must also have the application that the script will

use to run. For example, if the script is running SAP GUI or Internet Explorer, then

the host must have those applications installed. Once the agent is connected and

named, you’re ready to deploy the scripts, so assign the scripts to each location

and deploy them. A green status light under the Deployed column and on the

same row as the robot means the script was successfully deployed (see Figure 6.21).

Figure 6.21  Step 3.4: Distribute Script
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2. Step 4, Monitoring (see Figure 6.22), allows you to edit scripts after they’ve been

deployed. This step has a variety of configuration options, spanning from global

configuration of robots to the log view to display logs. This step is used most often

for editing the parameters of a script as needed, including the frequency of execu-

tion of a script on each robot. These options are especially important with an HTTP

script running Internet Explorer. If you have issues with the script running suc-

cessfully, many of the available parameters can assist you in resolving them.

Figure 6.22  Step 4: Monitoring

3. Step 5, Alerting (see Figure 6.23), is used for editing the thresholds of each script, for

both performance and availability. These performance thresholds should be

adjusted gradually, only when you feel there is no real issue and that the solution

to a false alarm is to increase the threshold. This step also allows for setting notifi-

cations, allowing you to send an email notification of the failure of a specific step

to a specific team responsible for the business process you’re monitoring.

4. Finally, you can configure SLA thresholds under step 6, Reporting. These reporting

thresholds allow you to provide a historical view of the health of your business

systems, giving management a high-level view of the availability and performance

of the systems being monitored by User Experience Monitoring.
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Figure 6.23  Step 5: Alerting

6.3.5    User Experience Monitoring Dashboard

The User Experience Monitoring dashboard has been completely redesigned in SAP

Solution Manager 7.2. Like the other application operations dashboards, it’s based on

SAPUI5, streamlining the learning process for an end user. SAP also provides a

mobile-optimized version of the SAP Fiori app to allow for easy use and display on a

mobile device.

Across the top of the screen, you’ll see options for selecting the scope based on date

and time or on the robots in scope, as well as the ability to set an automatic refresh

rate for the data displayed. On the left-hand side of the screen, you’ll see several

actions you can take, including manually sending an email notification to someone

and opening a ticket in ITSM for an issue. Across the top, you’ll see five different

views available. The first view is a high-level overview of the current status of all the

scripts and the locations they’re deployed to. The statuses follow SAP’s usual green,

yellow, red, and grey pattern. Availability thresholds are always going to be either

green or red. For performance, thresholds that signify an issue are yellow and those

that denote an error are red. Grey means that there was an issue with data collection

and no data is available to display. Figure 6.24 shows the Overview display in the User

Experience Monitoring dashboard.
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Figure 6.24  User Experience Monitoring Dashboard: Overview Display

The SCRIPT and ROBOT displays (see Figure 6.25) show the same data but sort it based

on either the script or the robot. In the script display, you can see the script and its

status on all the robots it is deployed to, whereas the robot display lists all the robots

and then all the scripts assigned to each one. These are simply two different ways of

looking at and sorting the same data. Use the script display if you want to see the

health of the script across all locations, or use the robot display to find the overall

health of one specific location (robot).

Figure 6.25  User Experience Monitoring Dashboard: Script Display
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Next, you can dive into each script and look at the execution times of each step

within a single script execution. You also can turn on tracing, which will give you

detailed information on each execution of a script, including information on the

actual steps performed in the back end—even details about how long it took for the

data to transfer across the network, be processed by the application, and recorded in

the database. These critical details about the execution can help you perform root

cause analysis of an issue.

The PERFORMANCE display (see Figure 6.26) allows you to view the performance data

of scripts and robots over a long period. This data can be used to discover a trend and

determine if an issue is gradually becoming worse over time.

Figure 6.26  User Experience Monitoring Dashboard: Performance Display

The AVAILABILITY display (see Figure 6.27) allows you to view the availability of each

script over a long period. This data can be used to discover a trend and determine

how often the systems have been up and running over time.
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Figure 6.27  User Experience Monitoring Dashboard: Availability Display

6.4    Integration Monitoring

Integration monitoring consists of three separate tools, but they all revolve around a

similar theme: They all focus on the connections and flow of data between systems.

Process integration monitoring focuses on SAP PI and SAP PO monitoring and all the

components that application uses to function. Interface monitoring focuses on the

connection points between different types of systems in real time, from queued RFCs

(qRFCs) and business documents (BDocs) to SAP Cloud Platform. Message flow mon-

itoring allows you to monitor application-to-application message flows, enabling

you to verify that an order was received by your business partner. This section

focuses on these three tools and their capabilities.

6.4.1    SAP Process Integration Monitoring

SAP Process Integration (SAP PI) monitoring allows for in-depth monitoring of all the

specific aspects of an SAP PI or SAP PO system, enabling the proactive monitoring of

multiple SAP PI domains in a single dashboard and allowing a team to quickly under-

stand the overall health of an SAP PI landscape. It includes the ability to monitor the

availability of all the critical components, the central adapter engine, Enterprise
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Services Repository, Integration Directory, Mapping Runtime, Business Process

Engine and the central integration engine. SAP PI monitoring monitors the status of

channels and statistics of message statuses, and it provides the ability to search for

specific messages and trigger notification alerts for SAP PI message alert rules config-

ured in SAP PI.

The available tools are the Component Monitor, Channel Monitor, Message Monitor,

Message Search Monitor, and message-based Alerts, all of which are included in a uni-

fied dashboard covering all areas of an SAP PI landscape. This new dashboard is built

on SAPUI5 and has the same look and design as the other application operations

dashboards. As SAP PI has been enhanced, SAP Solution Manager has also been

enhanced to use the new capabilities introduced with new releases of SAP PI. Table 6.1

lists the monitoring capabilities available for releases of SAP PI and SAP Solution

Manager.

7.1 SP 01 7.1 SP 05 7.1 SP 06 7.2 SP 03

SAP PI 7.11 � Central SAP 

PI Monitoring

� Component 

Monitor

� Channel 

Monitor

� Message 

Monitor

� Exclude 

Channels 

from 

Monitoring

� Component 

Self-Test

� New 

SAPUI5 UI

� Support for 

multiple SAP 

PI domains

� Personalized 

dashboards

SAP PI 7.30 Status Details 

for Errors

Channel Ping

SAP PI 7.31 Central User 

Define Search

Component-

based Message 

Alerting

BPM in included 

in SAP PI Moni-

toring

SAP PI 7.4 BPM monitoring

SAP PI 7.5 Monitoring of 

SAP PI integra-

tion gateway

Table 6.1  SAP PI Monitoring Capability Chart
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The Component Monitor provides the overall status of an entire SAP PI domain or

across multiple SAP PI domains, including the availability of all critical components,

such as the adapter engine or Integration Directory. This dashboard also allows you

to trigger the execution of the ping or the SAP Process Integration (PI) self-test for all

components and the status of those tests.

The Channel Monitor monitors the overall health of the SAP PI channels across the

selected SAP PI domains, providing the current status of each channel, such as

whether they are stopped or started. It also provides a process log for additional trou-

bleshooting, including the ability to start, stop, and ping any channel remotely from

SAP Solution Manager. This ability requires the user executing the action to have suf-

ficient access in the SAP PI landscape to perform these actions.

The Message Monitor provides message statistic information for the selected SAP PI

domains, providing essential insight into the health of SAP PI via the history of the

messages. Here, you can filter message status data based on the sender or receiver

component and interface, allowing for in-depth analysis of how many messages are

in an error, scheduled, cancelled, forwarded, or successful status across all compo-

nents and interfaces and thus providing an overall trend of the health of these com-

ponents in a graphical view over time. You can also see the number of messages in

error or in the backlog, providing historical trend data of those messages over the

past seven days. This tool also allows you restart or cancel messages that need atten-

tion.

The alerting capabilities of SAP Solution Manager are also extended by SAP PI’s mes-

sage alert rule functionality. Any SAP PI message alert rules that have been config-

ured can trigger an alert notification from SAP Solution Manager. This capability

allows SAP Solution Manager to use the large variety of alerts available in SAP PI alert

rules. If the payload from the message is included in the SAP PI alert rule, then SAP

Solution Manager can also consume this payload and deliver it with the email notifi-

cation, providing further details on the nature of the failure and giving a team addi-

tional insight into the issue.

Finally, SAP has provided message search functionality, enabling users to search the

payload of SAP PI messages across SAP PI domains and granting a team the ability to

analyze SAP PI messages in detail.

The technical prerequisites for activating SAP PI monitoring include the standard

requirement of executing managed system configuration for a satellite system,

including specific security roles required by the Java Admin user and the user created

for the diagnostic agent SM_COLL_<SID of SOLMAN>. You must also configure the
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SAP PI SLD to sync with the LMDB in step 1.1, SLD Connections, of the infrastructure

preparation guided procedure (see Figure 6.28). This SLD connection is required for

SAP Solution Manager to collect the SAP PI business domain information for each

domain. There are also several SAP Notes to be aware of, including the composite SAP

Note 2336597 (PI Monitoring—Solution Manager 720 SP03), which lists all technical

corrections, and a setup note that should be reviewed to ensure proper configura-

tion, SAP Note 1816997 (Setting Up Process Integration Monitoring in Solution Man-

ager 7.2 SPS01, SPS02, SPS03, and Onwards).

Overall, the SAP PI monitoring tool can be essential for any SAP Basis or SAP PI team

looking for a way to enhance its ability to manage an SAP PI landscape more effi-

ciently. It provides insight into an SAP PI landscape that no other tool can.

Figure 6.28  SAP PI SLD Configuration

6.4.2    Interface and Connection Monitoring

Interface monitoring allows you to monitor a variety of types of interfaces or connec-

tions between various types of systems, enabling for the granular monitoring of the

critical communication between essential business systems. With SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2, the dashboard has been redesigned and is now based on SAPUI5, just like

other application operation dashboards. In addition, some datasets are now inte-

grated with Business Process Monitoring, allowing for a more business focused view

of the data. The monitoring abilities of interface and connection monitoring are

extensive; this section covers the most frequently used interfaces, helping you

understand the capabilities of interface and connection monitoring for each inter-

face type.
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In the following sections, you’ll find the available metrics for the interfaces and con-

nection types. SAP continues to enhance interface and connection monitoring with

each new release of SAP Solution Manager. For a complete, up-to-date list of all the

available monitoring options and additional details on metrics and thresholds,

please see the SAP Community Wiki at http://bit.ly/2f0AdJd.

Interface and Connection Monitoring Dashboard

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the dashboard for interface and connection monitor-

ing (see Figure 6.29) has been significantly enhanced and modeled using the new uni-

fied dashboard design. The dashboard provides a graphical view that displays the

interfaces between the systems in scope, providing the ability to quickly understand

the current health of the connections between critical systems, as well as the status of

the system monitoring alerts active for each managed system in scope. It also pro-

vides a historical view under the MONITORING tab and an analytics view that shows

the historical view of the data in a graph, allowing for the analysis of the connections

over time.

Figure 6.29  Interface and Connection Monitoring Dashboard
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Remote Function Calls

RFCs of the ABAP or TCP/IP connection type can be used for monitoring. To use this

functionality, you need a system based on SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP 7.0 or greater and

ST-PI 2008_1 SP 06 or higher. There are metrics available in three categories: avail-

ability, exception, and performance. A few of the metrics have specific requirements

to be aware of. If a metric is using the threshold of already rated, this means the rating

is determined somewhere else and the threshold can’t be changed in interface mon-

itoring. To activate the RFC channel available metric, you must have already activated

User Experience Monitoring with a script. For the number of app log errors, you must

enter an object and subobject, including a technical system, to ensure you’re moni-

toring the correct logs. Finally, for the RFC destination availability and the RFC latency

metrics, you must specify a single RFC. Table 6.2 provides a complete list of the avail-

able metrics for RFCs.

Metric Category Description

RFC channel available Availability Measured by user experience script

RFC destination available Availability Measured by connection test

RFC destination available with 

logon

Availability Measured by connection test with logon; 

logon must be successful for successful 

test

Number of ABAP dumps Exceptions Number of short dumps per RFC in target

Number of app log errors Exceptions Number of application log errors

Number of exceptions via ABAP 

instrumentation platform

Exceptions Number of exceptions via ABAP instru-

mentation platform

Average response time Performance Average response time in milliseconds

Average response time per 

instance

Performance Average response time in milliseconds 

per instance

Number of executions Performance Number of executions

Number of executions per 

instance

Performance Number of executions per instance

RFC latency Performance Measures latency of ABAP RFC destina-

tion in milliseconds

Table 6.2  Remote Function Call Metric Types
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Web Service Calls

Web service call monitoring includes two types of monitoring templates. The first is

based on monitoring within an SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP–based application, and the

second is based on using Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager in a non-ABAP applica-

tion.

The monitoring of web service calls within an SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP-based appli-

cation requires a minimum release of 7.0 or greater and a minimum release of ST-PI

2008 SP 05 or greater. In addition, you must enable web service monitoring; follow

SAP Note 1639329 (Web Service Monitoring) for the specific details. Currently, only

synchronous web service calls can be monitored from within an SAP NetWeaver AS

ABAP application; the SAP PI web services protocol can’t be monitored at this point.

Table 6.3 provides a complete list of the available metrics for web service calls within

an SAP NetWeaver ABAP application.

Metric Category Description

Web service channel available Availability Measured by user experience script

Number of app log errors Exceptions Number of application log errors

Number of web service 

exceptions

Exceptions Number of web service exceptions from 

Transaction SRT_UTIL

Average response time Performance Average response time in milliseconds

Average response time per 

instance

Performance Average response time in milliseconds 

per instance

Number of executions below 

threshold

Performance Number of executions below threshold; 

threshold rated in milliseconds

Number of executions Performance Number of executions

Number of executions per 

instance

Performance Number of executions per instance

Percentage of executions 

below threshold

Performance Number of executions (in percent) of the 

configured web services in last hour are 

below the configured threshold

Table 6.3  Web Service (ABAP) Metric Types
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A few of the metrics have specific requirements to be aware of. To use the web service

channel available metric, you must have already activated User Experience Monitor-

ing with a script. For the number of app log errors, you must enter an object and sub-

object and include a technical system to ensure you are monitoring the correct logs.

Keep in mind that not all web service calls generate application logs; don’t use this

functionality unless you know the exact object the logs are generated under. Wild

cards aren’t accepted.

Web service calls from a non-ABAP application can be monitored using Wily Intro-

scope Enterprise Manager. This option is only supported for an SAP NetWeaver AS

Java–based application or for Apache Tomcat. Managed system configuration must

be completed to ensure a Wily Introscope Agent is installed and data is being col-

lected by and stored within Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager. Keep in mind that

only outgoing web service calls can be monitored.

SAP Process Integration Channel and Messages

SAP Process Integration includes two sets of available monitoring templates, for

either a dual-stack SAP PI system or a standalone Java stack. The second template is

for an ABAP-only SAP PI system with no adapter engine. Each scenario offers differ-

ent monitoring capabilities. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the monitoring template

for monitoring SAP PI channels was consumed by the other templates.

The dual stack or Java-only monitoring template contains metrics that require a min-

imum release of SAP PI 7.11 SP 06 or higher, managed system configuration com-

pleted, and the SAP PI SLD in sync with the LMDB of SAP Solution Manager. The

metrics available are listed in Table 6.4. Keep in mind that the metrics for the number

of channels in critical status must have the SAP PI party, SAP PI service, channel

name, and activation status specified.

Metric Category Description

Number of cancelled SAP PI 

messages

Exceptions Monitors the number of SAP PI messages in 

a canceled status for a specific period

Number of erroneous SAP PI 

messages

Exceptions Monitors the number of SAP PI messages in 

an erroneous status for a specific period

Number of SAP PI channels 

in critical activation status

Exceptions Monitors for SAP PI channels in a critical 

activation state

Table 6.4  SAP PI Monitoring Template (Dual Stack/Java Only)
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The SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP only monitoring template has a minimum requirement

of SAP PI Basis 6.40 or higher and ST-A/PI Version 01L or higher installed on the SAP

PI system. Also, managed system configuration must have been completed for the

SAP PI system. The available metrics are shown in Table 6.5.

The available SAP PI message statuses are as follows:

� 1: Recorded

� 16: Manual restart

Number of SAP PI channels 

in critical channel status

Exceptions Monitors for SAP PI channels in a critical 

channel state

Number of intermediate 

SAP PI messages

Performance Monitors the number of SAP PI messages in 

an intermediate status for a specific period

Number of successful SAP PI 

messages

Performance Monitors the number of SAP PI messages in 

a successful status for a specific period

Metric Category Description

Number of critical SAP PI 

messages (delta)

Exceptions Monitors the status or status group for 

the number of SAP PI messages created 

since the collector was last run

Number of critical SAP PI 

messages (total)

Exceptions Monitors the status or status group of 

SAP PI messages for a specific number of 

days

Number of uncritical SAP PI 

messages (delta)

Exceptions Monitors the number of SAP PI messages 

created since the collector was last run

Number of uncritical SAP PI 

messages (total)

Exceptions Monitors the number of messages in the 

system with a specific status or status 

group for a certain number of days

Table 6.5  SAP PI Monitoring Template (ABAP Only)

Metric Category Description

Table 6.4  SAP PI Monitoring Template (Dual Stack/Java Only) (Cont.)
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� 9: Automatic restart

� 12: Recorded for outbound processing

� 29: Transfer to process engine

� 3: Processed successfully

� 10: Message branched

� 20: Canceled—since already processed

� 22: Acknowledgement message stopped

� 14: System error—manual restart possible

� 23: System error—restart not possible

� 18: System error—after automatic restart

� 17: Application error—manual restart possible

� 24: Application error—restart not possible

� 25: Application error—after automatic restart

� 11: Ended by pipeline without errors

� 21: Canceled manually

� 19: Changed manually

The available SAP PI message groups are as follows:

� 1: Processed successfully

� 3: Scheduled

� 4: Errors

� 5: Application Error

� 6: System Error

SAP Gateway Services

Monitoring the SAP Gateway services of an SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP application

requires both the SAP component GW_CORE and ST-PI 2008 SP 07 or higher to be

installed on the SAP NetWeaver stack. The available metrics are listed in Table 6.6.

Metric Category Description

Number of exceptions Exceptions Number of SAP Gateway exceptions 

retrieved from /IWFND/ERROR_LOG

Table 6.6  Gateway Service Metrics
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Flat Files: Files on the OS Level

Flat file interfaces are monitored using three different methods that use three differ-

ent monitoring templates: a diagnostic agent; an SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP stack; and

the SFTP protocol, to monitor files in remote locations.

The diagnostic agent monitoring method uses a diagnostic agent installed on the

host of a managed system or any host. You must install this agent, which can be

installed on any host, no matter the application installed on it. The available metrics

are listed in Table 6.7. When entering the folder name, you must use the full path;

wild cards are not accepted. When providing the file name, you must use a regular

expression. Always quote the entry, starting with a “\Q” and ending with a “\E”.

Average response time Performance Average response time in millisecond

Number of service executions Performance Number of executions of an 

SAP Gateway service

Metric Category Description

Number of files available Availability Number of files that match the 

configured pattern

File content scanner (average) Exception Average number of files in a specific 

folder that match a specific search 

pattern

File content scanner (total) Exception Total number of files in a specific folder 

that match a specific search pattern

Age of file Performance Age in minutes since the last modifi-

cation

Last folder update Performance Measures the time in minutes since the 

last modification of the configured 

folder

Number of entries within a file Performance Number of entries (lines) within a file

Table 6.7  Flat File Interface Metrics (Diagnostic Agent)

Metric Category Description

Table 6.6  Gateway Service Metrics (Cont.)
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The monitoring method using SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP has a minimum requirement

of SAP Basis release 6.40 or higher, as well as ST-A/PI version 01K or higher installed

on the application server. For the metrics to function properly, the managed system

and the SIDADM user must have OS-level access to the files and folders to be moni-

tored. This can be confirmed using Transaction AL11 in the managed system. The

TMW RFC user must also have specific authorization objects for access; see SAP Note

1267908 (BPMon: File Monitor [Application Monitoring]) for additional details. Table

6.8 lists the available metrics for this type.

The final flat file interface monitoring option uses the SFTP protocol to monitor files

on a remote host. To allow the remote connection to function properly, you must run

an (S)FTP server on the remote host and you must configure an (S)FTP endpoint for

this server in SAP Solution Manager. Create an endpoint in SAP Solution Manager

with Transaction S2S_SETUP. Once the endpoint has been created, you’ll find a

Number of pattern matches 

within a file

Performance Number of entries within a file that 

match a specific search pattern

Size of file Performance Total size in bytes of the configured file 

or files; if more than one file fits the 

pattern, total size of all files is returned

Metric Category Description

Creation time of file Exceptions Monitors for the existence of a specified 

file in a specific directory at the time of 

the data collection or at a specified point 

in time

Number of pattern matches 

within a file (XML)

Performance Counts how often a pattern occurs 

between certain tags in an XML file

File content scanner (XML) Exceptions Calculates aggregates (e.g., MIN, 

MAX, AVG) of values occurring between 

specified tags in an XML file

Table 6.8  Flat File Interface Metrics (ABAP)

Metric Category Description

Table 6.7  Flat File Interface Metrics (Diagnostic Agent) (Cont.)
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system in the LMDB of type unspecified, and you’ll see an ID created for the endpoint.

This ID is needed when configuring the remote flat file metric. Table 6.9 lists the avail-

able metrics for a remote flat file interface alert.

Intermediate Document

Interface monitoring has two monitoring templates available for monitoring inter-

mediate documents (IDocs): real-time monitoring and analysis. Real-time monitor-

ing is meant to be used as a monitoring solution when email alert notifications are

required to monitor critical scenarios that must be resolved quickly. The analysis

option is meant to be used to collect statistical data on the flow of IDocs between sys-

tems, allowing for the analysis of the health of IDocs for both exceptions and perfor-

mance.

The minimum required release for managed systems is SAP Basis 7.0 or higher. We

recommend installing the latest release of ST-A/PI on the managed system as well.

Both sets of monitoring templates require an understanding of IDoc flows—specifi-

cally, the directions between systems, partner number, partner port, and partner

type. Depending on the metric, additional information may be needed to ensure you

are monitoring the IDocs required. Monitoring critical IDocs can eliminate alerts for

noncritical IDocs. Table 6.10 provides a complete list of the available metrics for real-

time monitoring, and Table 6.11 provides a complete list of the available metrics for

analysis monitoring.

Metric Category Description

Size of file Performance Monitors the total size in bytes of the configured file

File exists Availability Monitors the existence of the configured file

Age of file Performance Monitors the time in minutes since the last modifi-

cation of the configured file occurred

Table 6.9  Flat File Interface Metrics (Remote)

Metric Category Description

Current number of IDoc 

exceptions (delta)

Exception Monitors the number of IDocs in the managed 

system since the last data collection; depend-

ing on statuses selected, alerting can be set up 

for situations involving errors or backlogs

Table 6.10  IDoc Interface Metrics (Real Time)
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Current number of IDoc 

exceptions (total)

Exception Monitors the number of IDocs in the managed 

system for the number of hours specified; 

depending on the statuses selected, alerts can 

be set up for situations involving errors and/or 

backlogs

Current number of pro-

cessed IDocs (delta)

Performance Monitors the number of processed IDocs since 

the last time data was collected

Current number of pro-

cessed IDocs (total)

Performance Monitors the total number of processed IDocs 

for a specified window of time in hours

Metric Category Description

Total number of IDoc 

exceptions

Exceptions Monitors the total number of IDocs that were 

created in a specified time range and currently 

match a specified status

Current IDoc exceptions Exceptions Monitors the number of IDocs created either 

yesterday or today that currently match a 

specified status

Average time to process 

IDocs

Performance Monitors the average time to process IDocs 

that meet the specified criteria within a 

specified window of time

Maximum time to pro-

cess IDocs

Performance Monitors the maximum time it took to process 

a single IDoc that matches the selection crite-

ria in the selected time frame

Percentage of IDocs in 

total

Performance Monitors the number of IDocs matching the 

selection criteria and compares it against the 

total number of IDocs created the same day for 

the same interface

Total number of 

processed IDocs

Performance Monitors the total number of processed IDocs 

created within a specified window of time

Table 6.11  IDoc Interface Metrics (Analysis)

Metric Category Description

Table 6.10  IDoc Interface Metrics (Real Time) (Cont.)
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Queued RFC

Interface monitoring has two monitoring templates available for monitoring queued

RFCs (qRFCs): qRFC monitoring and qRFC reporting. qRFC monitoring is meant to be

used as a monitoring solution when email alert notifications are required to monitor

critical scenarios that must be resolved quickly. The reporting option is meant to be

used to collect statistical data on qRFC throughput for inbound and outbound

queues between systems, allowing for the analysis of the health of qRFCs based on

throughput.

The minimum required release for managed systems is SAP Basis 6.40 or higher with

ST-A/PI 01K or higher. When configuring qRFC alerts, you must have a list of the

queue groups that need to be monitored—for example, XBTS* or R3AD*. These

groups must be defined within the interface section of the metric. You can also spec-

ify direction, RFC destination, and statuses to be monitored outside the standard crit-

ical or interim status groups.

SAP has predefined qRFC statuses that fall into two groups: critical or interim. Critical

queue statuses are as follows: for inbound queues, ANORETRY and SYSFAIL; for out-

bound queues, ANORETRY, SYSFAIL, and VBERROR. Interim queue statuses are as follows:

for inbound queues, ARETRY, CPICERR, MODIFY, NOEXEC, RETRY, RUNNING, STOP, WAITING, and

WAITSTOP; for outbound queues, ARTRY, CPICERR, EXECUTED, MODIFY, NOSENDS, RETRY,

RUNNING, STOP, SYSLOAD, WAITING, WAITSTOP, and WAITUPDA. Table 6.12 provides a complete

list of available metrics for the qRFC monitoring template, and Table 6.13 lists the

available metrics for qRFC reporting.

Current number of 

processed IDocs

Performance Monitors the number of IDocs created either 

yesterday or today that currently match a 

specified status

Percentage of current 

IDocs

Performance Monitors the number of IDocs matching the 

selection criteria and compares it against the 

total number of IDocs created in the same time 

range for the same interface; only IDocs for 

which the current IDoc status matches the 

specified status values are considered

Metric Category Description

Table 6.11  IDoc Interface Metrics (Analysis) (Cont.)
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Metric Category Description

Age of oldest critical 

status in group

Exceptions Calculates the age of the oldest queue within a 

queue group in a critical state

Age of oldest critical 

status in group (combi-

nation with number)

Exceptions Calculates the age of the oldest queue within a 

queue group in a critical state; shares a com-

mon event with the number of qRFC entries 

with critical status in group (combination 

with age) metric

Number of app log errors 

(qRFC)

Exceptions Calculates the number of app log errors

Number of qRFC entries 

with critical status in 

group

Exceptions Calculates the number of entries within a 

queue group in a critical state

Number of qRFC entries 

with critical status in 

group (combination with 

age)

Exceptions Calculates the number of entries within a 

queue group in a critical state; shares a com-

mon event with the age of oldest critical status 

in group (combination with number) metric

Age of oldest entry Performance Measures the age of the oldest queue entry 

within the monitored queue group

Age of oldest entry 

(combination with total 

number)

Performance Measures the age of the oldest queue entry 

within the monitored queue group; shares a 

common event with the total number entries 

in all queues (combination with oldest entry) 

metric

Age of oldest interim 

status in group

Performance Calculates the age of the oldest queue within a 

queue group in an interim state

Age of oldest interim 

status in group (combi-

nation with number)

Performance Calculates the age of the oldest queue within a 

queue group in an interim state; shares a com-

mon event with the number of entries with 

interim status in group (combination with 

age) metric

Table 6.12  qRFC Interface Metrics (Monitoring)
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Average number of 

entries per queue

Performance Measures the average number of entries in all 

queues that belong to the monitored queue 

group; calculated as total number of entries in 

all queues of group divided by number of indi-

vidual queues in group

Maximum number of 

entries per queue

Performance Measures the number of entries in the largest 

queue of the monitored queue group

Number of entries with 

interim status in group

Performance Counts the number of queues in a queue group 

in an interim state

Number of entries with 

interim status in group 

(combination with age)

Performance Counts the number of queues in a queue group 

in an interim state; shares a common event 

with the age of oldest interim status in group 

(combination with number) metric

Number of individual 

qRFC queues

Performance Counts the number of individual queue names 

in the same monitored queue group

Total number entries in 

all queues

Performance Measures the total number of all entries in all 

queues that belong to the monitored queue 

group

Total number entries in 

all queues (combination 

with oldest entry)

Performance Measures the total number of all entries in all 

queues that belong to the monitored queue 

group; shares a common event with the age of 

oldest entry (combination with total num-

ber) metric

Metric Category Description

qRFC throughput 

inbound

Performance Used to measure the throughput of qRFC 

inbound processing

qRFC throughput 

outbound

Performance Used to measure the throughput of qRFC 

outbound processing

Table 6.13  qRFC Interface Metrics (Reporting)

Metric Category Description

Table 6.12  qRFC Interface Metrics (Monitoring) (Cont.)
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Transaction RFC

Interface monitoring has only a single monitoring template available for monitoring

transaction RFCs (tRFCs), but the monitoring requirements and capabilities are very

similar to those for qRFCs.

The minimum required release for managed systems is SAP Basis 6.40 or higher with

ST-A/PI of release 01L or higher. When configuring the tRFC alerts, you must have a

list of the RFC destinations for the tRFCs that need to be monitored. These RFCs must

be defined within the interface section of the metric. You can also specify client, func-

tion module, user name, and statuses to be monitored outside the standard critical or

interim status groups.

SAP has predefined tRFC statuses that fall into two groups: critical or interim. The fol-

lowing status codes are considered critical: ANORETRY, ARETRY, CPICERR, RETRY, SYSFAIL,

and VBERROR. The following status codes are considered interim: AFINISH, CONFAIL,

DEBUG, EXECUTED, MAILED, READ, RECORDED, SENDED, SYSLOAD, VBRECORD, and VXRECORD. Table

6.14 provides a complete list of available metrics for the tRFC monitoring template.

Metric Category Description

Age of oldest critical 

state

Exceptions Measures the age of the oldest tRFC entry that 

has a critical status code

Age of oldest critical 

state (combination with 

Number)

Exceptions Measures the age of the oldest tRFC entry that 

has a critical status code; shares a common 

event with the number of tRFC entries in 

critical state (combination with age) metric

Number of tRFC entries 

in critical state

Exceptions Calculates the number of app log errors

Number of tRFC entries 

in critical state (combi-

nation with age)

Exceptions Measures the number of tRFC entries that have 

a critical status code; shares a common event 

with the age of oldest critical state (combina-

tion with number) metric

Age of oldest entry in 

interim state

Performance Measures the age of the oldest tRFC entry that 

has an interim status code

Table 6.14  tRFC Interface Metrics
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Background RFC

Interface and connection monitoring can also monitor background RFCs (bgRFCs).

This monitoring solution eliminates the need to use Transaction SBGRFCMON to

manually monitor bgRFCs. SAP Solution Manager performs this monitoring in two

different ways: either based on transaction units or based on the number or age of

units for a specific destination. A transaction unit represents a single execution of a

unit. The second method is based on queue units and based on the number or age of

units within a queue. This queued unit is the execution of a series of units within a

group or queue executed in a specific order, one time. The statuses these units are

monitored for are grouped into two categories: error states and lock states. The min-

imum required release for the managed system is SAP Basis 7.0 or higher and a min-

imum release of ST-A/PI 01M. Table 6.15 provides a complete list of the available

metrics for bgRFCs.

Age of oldest entry in 

interim state (combina-

tion with number)

Performance Measures the age of the oldest tRFC entry that 

has an interim status code; shares a common 

event with the number of tRFC entries in 

interim state (combination with age) metric

Number of tRFC entries 

in interim state

Performance Measures the number of tRFC entries that have 

an interim status code

Number of tRFC entries 

in interim state (combi-

nation with age)

Performance Measures the number of tRFC entries that have 

an interim status code; shares a common 

event with the age of oldest entry in interim 

state (combination with number) metric

Metric Category Description

Age of oldest unit in 

error state

Exceptions Measures the age (in minutes) of the oldest 

unit with errors within either bgRFC queues 

(for queued units) or bgRFC destinations (for 

transactional units), according to the selection 

criteria

Table 6.15  bgRFC Interface Metrics

Metric Category Description

Table 6.14  tRFC Interface Metrics (Cont.)
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Age of oldest unit with 

a lock

Exceptions Measures the age (in minutes) of the oldest 

unit locked within either bgRFC queues (for 

queued units) or bgRFC destinations (for trans-

actional units), according to the selection crite-

ria; all bgRFC lock types taken into account

Number of erroneous 

queues/destinations

Exceptions Measures the number (according to the selec-

tion criteria) of individual bgRFC queues (for 

queued units) or bgRFC destinations (for trans-

actional units) that contain at least one unit in 

an erroneous state

Number of queues/desti-

nations with locked units

Exceptions Measures the number (according to the selec-

tion criteria) of individual bgRFC queues (for 

queued units) or bgRFC destinations (for trans-

actional units) that contain at least one locked 

unit; all bgRFC lock types taken into account

Total number of errone-

ous units

Exceptions Measures the total number of units in an erro-

neous state within either bgRFC queues (for 

queued units) or bgRFC destinations (for trans-

actional units), according to the selection crite-

ria

Total number of locked 

units

Exceptions Measures the total number of locked units 

within either bgRFC queues (for queued units) 

or bgRFC destinations (for transactional units), 

based on the selection criteria

Age of oldest unit Performance Measures the age (in minutes) of the oldest 

unit within either bgRFC queues (for queued 

units) or bgRFC destinations (for transactional 

units), according to the selection criteria; all 

units taken into account when the backlog is 

measured (not just units with errors or locks)

Metric Category Description

Table 6.15  bgRFC Interface Metrics (Cont.)
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Business Documents and SAP CRM Middleware

Interface monitoring has three monitoring templates available for monitoring

BDocs: real-time monitoring, analysis, and SAP Customer Relationship Management

(SAP CRM) middleware. Real-time monitoring is used as a monitoring solution when

email alert notifications are required to monitor critical scenarios that must be

resolved quickly. The analysis option is used to collect statistical data on the flow of

BDocs between systems used with Business Process Operations, allowing for analysis

of the health of BDocs for both exceptions and performance. SAP CRM is designed to

monitor for errors in the underlying SAP CRM middleware infrastructure, providing

an additional focus on the communication between SAP CRM applications and

mobile clients and thus reducing the need to use common transactions such as

Transactions SMWMQUEUES, SMWMFLOW, and CMWQ.

The minimum required release for managed systems is SAP CRM 3.0 and higher. For

additional detailed information, you must have SAP CRM 4.0 installed on the man-

aged system. The minimum release of ST-A/PI 01Q is required to be installed on the

managed system as well. All three sets of monitoring templates require an under-

standing of the flow of BDocs—specifically, BDoc types, flow context, and sender site

names. Depending on the metric, additional information may be needed to ensure

you are monitoring the required BDocs. Table 6.16 provides a complete list of the

available metrics for real-time monitoring, and Table 6.17 provides a complete list of

the available metrics for analysis monitoring.

Total number of individ-

ual queues/destinations

Performance Measures the number of individual bgRFC 

queues (for queued units) or bgRFC destina-

tions (for transactional units) that contain rele-

vant units, according to the selection criteria; 

all units counted when the backlog is mea-

sured (not just units with errors or locks)

Total number of units in 

all queues/destinations

Performance Measures the total number of units within 

either bgRFC queues (for queued units) or 

bgRFC destinations (for transactional units), 

based on the selection criteria; all units 

counted when the backlog is measured (not 

just units with errors or locks

Metric Category Description

Table 6.15  bgRFC Interface Metrics (Cont.)
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The BDoc message states considered critical are E01, E02, E03, E04, E05, E06, E07, E08,

E09, R01, and T01. The intermediate BDoc message states are D01, I01, I02, I03, I04,

and O01. Keep in mind that this information may vary based on the SAP CRM release.

The BDoc message states considered final are F01, F02, F03, F04, F04, and F05.

Metric Category Description

Age of oldest BDoc 

message in error state

Exceptions Measures the age in minutes of the oldest 

BDoc message in error state, based on the 

configured selection criteria

Age of oldest BDoc 

message in error state 

(combination with 

number)

Exceptions Measures the age in minutes of the oldest 

BDoc message in error state, based on the 

configured selection criteria; shares a common 

event with the number of BDoc messages in 

error state (combination with age) metric

Number of BDoc mes-

sages in error state

Exceptions Measures the number of BDoc messages in 

error state, based on the configured selection 

criteria

Number of BDoc mes-

sages in error state 

(combination with age)

Exceptions Measures the number of BDoc messages in 

error state, based on the configured selection 

criteria; shares a common event with the age 

of oldest BDoc message in error state 

(combination with number) metric

Age of oldest BDoc 

message in intermediate 

state

Performance Measures the age of oldest BDoc message in 

intermediate state, based on the configured 

selection criteria

Age of oldest BDoc 

message in intermediate 

state (combination with 

number)

Performance Measures the age of oldest BDoc message in 

intermediate state, based on the configured 

selection criteria; shares a common event with 

the number of BDoc messages in intermedi-

ate state (combination with age) metric

Number of BDoc 

messages in intermedi-

ate state

Performance Measures the number of BDoc messages in 

intermediate state, based on the configured 

selection criteria

Table 6.16  BDoc Interface Metrics (Real Time)
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The minimum required release for managed systems is SAP CRM 6.40 and higher.

The minimum release of ST-A/PI 01N must be installed on the managed system as

well. The complete list of SAP CRM middleware metrics is provided in Table 6.18.

Number of BDoc 

messages in intermedi-

ate state (combination 

with age)

Performance Measures the number of BDoc messages in 

intermediate state, based on the configured 

selection criteria; shares a common event with 

the age of oldest BDoc message in intermedi-

ate state (combination with number) metric

Metric Category Description

Number of BDoc 

messages in critical 

status

Exceptions Measures the number of BDoc messages in 

error state, based on the configured selection 

criteria

Number of BDoc mes-

sages in uncritical status

Performance Measures the number of BDoc messages in an 

uncritical state, based on the configured selec-

tion criteria; measured value is the sum of 

selected BDoc counts

Table 6.17  BDoc Interface Metrics (Analysis)

Metric Category Description

Number of MW Cockpit 

nodes in critical state

Exceptions Measures the number of nodes in a warning or 

error status; also visible in Transaction SMWP 

in the managed system

Number of mobile sites 

with overdue synchroni-

zation

Exceptions Measures whether there are any mobile sites 

for which synchronization has been overdue 

for a specified time; also see report RSMWM_

QUEUE_INFO and Transaction SMWMQUEUES 

(Queue Information for Mobile Client Sites)

Table 6.18  SAP CRM Middleware Interface Metrics

Metric Category Description

Table 6.16  BDoc Interface Metrics (Real Time) (Cont.)
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SAP Public Cloud Communications

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 includes significantly enhanced interface and connection

monitoring, with new capabilities for cloud platforms. Interface and connection

monitoring allows for monitoring the connection between your on-premise systems

and your cloud platforms for a variety of thresholds. For example, for SAP Cloud Plat-

form Integration, you can monitor erroneous messages; for SAP SuccessFactors, you

can monitor the number of errors in the employee data error logs; and for SAP Cloud

Platform, you can monitor the number of exceptions detected. This new integration

with additional cloud platforms further enables a client to monitor new advances in

the cloud. For a complete list of available metrics for each platform, review the docu-

mentation on the SAP Community Wiki pages for interface and connection monitor-

ing. The following cloud platforms can be monitored:

� Dell Boomi

� SAP Cloud Platform Integration

� SAP SuccessFactors

� SAP Hybris Cloud for Customer

Number of R&R queues 

in status HOLD

Exceptions Measures whether any queues are in status 

HOLD; also see Transaction SMOHQUEUE 

(Monitor R&R Queues)

Number of mobile sites 

with import failures

Exceptions Measures how many mobile sites have import 

failures; also see Transaction CMWQ (Mobile 

Client Import Failures)

Average processing time 

for BDoc messages

Performance Measures the average processing time of BDoc 

messages processed yesterday; also see Trans-

action SMWMFLOW (Message Flow Statistics)

Number of BDoc mes-

sages processed

Performance Measures how many BDoc messages were 

processed yesterday; also see Transaction 

SMWMFLOW (Message Flow Statistics)

Number of entries in 

R&R queues

Performance Measures how many entries are in the selected 

queues; also see Transaction SMOHQUEUE 

(Monitor R&R Queues)

Metric Category Description

Table 6.18  SAP CRM Middleware Interface Metrics (Cont.)
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6.4 Integration Monitoring
� SAP Business ByDesign

� SAP Cloud Platform Integration for data services

� SAP Cloud Platform

� SAP Sales and Operations Planning (SAP S&OP)

6.4.3    Message Flow Monitoring

Message flow monitoring is designed to track SAP PI messages end to end, allowing

users to monitor PI messages and their payloads and to be alerted when a specific

message has failed. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the dashboard has been com-

pletely redesigned, giving you the ability to track the entire flow of a message visu-

ally, and the mobile-optimized version of SAP Fiori allows for easy use and display on

a mobile device. Reporting functionality enables management to determine the

overall health of the SAP PI messages. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 makes it possible to

monitor messages between on-premise systems and the cloud.

To enable message flow monitoring, you must have an SAP PI domain reporting and

connected to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. The minimum requirements include having

the integration visibility component installed on your SAP PI system, a part of SAP PI

7.31 SP 7 and higher. Once the component is installed, you must configure the SAP PI

search and discovery functionality. You must also have ST-PI 2008_1 SP08 or higher

installed in the ABAP stack. Once the SAP PI SLD is connected to the SAP Solution

Manager LMDB, you must complete managed system configuration for the SAP PI

systems within SAP Solution Manager.

Configuration of message flow monitoring is handled in Transaction SOLMAN_

SETUP, under Application Operations and Integration Monitoring. Configuration

requires the activation of a connection to the SAP PI integration visibility compo-

nent. Once this is done, the remaining configuration can be completed and alerting

activated. The available metrics are as follows:

� Erroneous Flow Instances exceeding threshold

� Scheduled Flow Instances exceeding threshold

� Flow Instances exceeding E2E Processing Time

� Flow Instances with negative acknowledgement received

� Flow Instances with pending acknowledgement exceeding threshold in the last

24hr

� High number of Canceled Instances in the last 24 hr
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� High number of Canceled Instances in the last 60 mins

� High number of Erroneous Instances in the last 24 hr

� High number of Erroneous Instances in the last 60 mins

� High number of Instances in the last 24 hr

� High number of Instances in the last 60 mins

� High number of Scheduled Instances in the last 24 hr

� High number of Scheduled Instances in the last 60 mins

� Low number of Successful Instances in the last 24 hr

� Low number of Successful Instances in the last 60

6.5    SAP HANA and Business Intelligence Monitoring

This section of the chapter covers two primary tools: business intelligence monitor-

ing (BI monitoring) and data readiness. BI monitoring has been around for a while

now and hasn’t significantly changed in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Data readiness is

a completely new tool released with SAP Solution Manager 7.2. It enables a client to

monitor how up-to-date data is, introducing a completely new concept in the world

of SAP Solution Manager monitoring.

6.5.1    Business Intelligence

BI monitoring allows for monitoring a variety of job types in a variety of types of sys-

tems. BI monitoring is capable of monitoring ABAP jobs, SAP BusinessObjects jobs,

SAP Data Services jobs, BI process chains, and BI queries. The types of systems avail-

able for monitoring include SAP BusinessObjects web systems, SAP BusinessObjects

server systems, SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW) systems, SAP Data Services sys-

tems, SLT systems, SAP HANA systems, and SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP systems. BI

monitoring is tightly integrated with system monitoring and job monitoring, and BI

monitoring and job monitoring have nearly identical core functionality. The primary

difference between the two is BI monitoring’s capability to monitor BI reports,

including SAP Business Explorer (SAP BEx) queries and templates. Within the SAP

BusinessObjects BI Monitoring Dashboard, you can see the status of the system

monitoring alerts for each managed system in scope. Like the rest of the application

operations dashboards, the SAP HANA and SAP BusinessObjects BI Monitoring Dash-

board is now based on the unified design based on SAPUI5 (see Figure 6.30).
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6.5 SAP HANA and Business Intelligence Monitoring
Figure 6.30  SAP HANA and SAP BusinessObjects BI Monitoring Dashboard

BI monitoring capabilities cover several threshold types, including the status of the

job (failed, active, cancelled, released) and several scheduling metrics such as dura-

tion (e.g., if the job runs for too, long send an alert). The availability of each metric

type is different for each type of job. Table 6.19 provides a list of available metrics per

job type. Each metric has yellow and red threshold ratings; when those thresholds are

exceeded, an alert is triggered. If a chain hasn’t run, it will appear grey on the dash-

board.

The performance of these reports is monitored by analyzing the average run time of

each report. Statuses of yellow and red are set for each report, based on the thresholds

configured, which can be customized to meet your requirements. If a report hasn’t

run within a set period, then it appears grey in the dashboard.

6.5.2    Data Readiness

Data readiness is a completely new monitoring tool introduced with SAP Solution

Manager 7.2. This new monitoring tool allows users to determine whether data from

different sources is up-to-date at a specific point in time. Source systems cover a vari-

ety of system types, including SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP, SAP BW process chains, SAP

Data Services, and SAP BusinessObjects. Data readiness supports two requirements:

the current status of data readiness (if you want to check the current or recent state

of the data) and monitoring SLA (if you have a service level agreement to check the

data at a mentioned point of time). The specific datasets that can be monitored are
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pulled from other monitoring scenarios configured in other monitoring solutions

within application operations—specifically, all job types, business processes, BI mon-

itoring scenarios, job monitoring scenarios, and job document scenarios.

6.6    Job Monitoring

The job monitoring tool allows for centralized monitoring of critical jobs spanning a

variety of applications. It enables users to monitor job statuses without direct access

or authorization to the managed system itself. Job monitoring allows for monitoring

multiple types of jobs, including jobs running on any SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP stack,

SAP BW process chains, jobs running on SAP BusinessObjects, SAP Data Services jobs,

and SAP Solution Manager Scheduling Enabler jobs.

Each type of job has a specific set of available threshold types, listed in Table 6.19. Job

monitoring includes a set of powerful monitoring capabilities covering a large vari-

ety of threshold types. From the standard set of thresholds such as status and dura-

tion, to more powerful thresholds such as time window (did the job run within a

specified window of time?) or even the ability to monitor for specific content within

the job log. For example, if a job finishes successfully, it still may contain an error that

can only be found in the logs. This job log content threshold can monitor the content

of a job log for a specific keyword. If that keyword is found, then an email notification

is sent.
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ABAP Jobs              

SAP BW Process Chains              

Table 6.19  Available Jobs and BI Monitoring Thresholds
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6.6 Job Monitoring
The list of available jobs to be monitored can be collected in three different ways.

First, you can manually enter the job information. Second, job information can be

collected automatically from the managed system, including data such as schedul-

ing, steps, and the user the job runs under. This capability to pull from the system is

available via managed system configuration. Third, the job information can be col-

lected from a job scheduler such as SAP Business Process Automation by Redwood.

Additional configuration will need to be completed if an external job scheduler is

used and you want to pull job information from that system. If you use the job sched-

uling capabilities within SAP Solution Manager, it will be much simpler. Once the jobs

have been selected, the thresholds must be configured for each job, and then they can

be applied and activated.

The technical prerequisites for activating job monitoring include the standard

requirement of executing managed system configuration for a satellite system.

There are also a variety of job monitoring SAP Notes that must be implemented,

including the composite SAP Note 2351141 (SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP 03—Central

Note for BI and Job Monitoring).

The job monitoring dashboards have also been completely redesigned in SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2. They are based on SAPUI5 just like the other dashboards. The job

monitoring dashboard has three views: overview, jobs, and analytics.

SAP BusinessObjects BI 

Jobs
             

SAP Data Services              

Jobs from CPS/BPA              
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Table 6.19  Available Jobs and BI Monitoring Thresholds (Cont.)
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6 Monitoring with Application Operations
The OVERVIEW page shows the overall high-level view of the status of each system

that has been selected to be in scope (see Figure 6.31). You can see the number of jobs

for each system and their current statuses: Error, Warning, OK, or No Data. Selecting

a system will take you directly to system monitoring, if active. This screen is ideal for

a scenario in which you want to monitor a variety of systems and their health. If an

issue arises, you can move to the jobs view for a detailed analysis.

Figure 6.31  Job Monitoring Dashboard: Overview

The JOBS page allows you to analyze the jobs in a detailed view, displaying a variety

of information—from the steps taken by the job to the amount of time for which it

ran. The initial view of the page gives you the ability to sort through the jobs config-

ured to be monitored; systems can have hundreds of jobs to be monitored, so it’s

essential to be able to filter them to find the specific job you need to analyze. As you

can see in Figure 6.32, you have a variety of filter options. You can filter by job type,

job name, system type, or client. You can also filter by the current overall status of the

job or even by the status of a specific type of metric if you have multiple types of

threshold types configured in the metrics for each job. Select the filtering options

required and click Apply to see the results.

Once you’ve filtered the jobs, you can review the results. As shown in Figure 6.33, you

can open a job and display all its data, including the overall status of each threshold

type configured for that specific job and the status of each metric for the past five

data collections.
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6.6 Job Monitoring
Figure 6.32  Job Monitoring Dashboard: Jobs

Figure 6.33  Job Monitoring Dashboard: Jobs Detailed View
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If you select the job, you can also see detailed information, as shown in Figure 6.34,

including the program and user the job runs under, the schedule of the job, and any

documentation created for this specific job.

Figure 6.34  Detailed Job Information

The final view available in the job monitoring dashboard is called ANALYTICS. This

view shows you the job data at a high level over time. The time interval can be

adjusted to meet your requirements; it’s set to the past week in Figure 6.35. The page

provides two sets of data to display: the Status Overview, showing the number of job

failures per day for the past week, and the Performance Overview, showing the per-

formance of the jobs over the past week.

Overall, job monitoring is an essential tool for any team that needs to continuously

monitor the status and health of the jobs running in the SAP landscape. Its capabili-

ties allow a team to monitor a vast array of options, providing a complete monitoring

solution that can’t be beat by any other solution.
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Figure 6.35  Job Monitoring Dashboard: Analytics

6.7    Self-Monitoring

Due to the complex nature of monitoring all the different scenarios, it can be difficult

to manage all the core components of application operations. Self-monitoring is a

monitoring tool that focuses on SAP Solution Manager’s ability to collect data and

monitor managed systems. It helps simplify the day-to-day management of applica-

tion operations. Self-monitoring lets users monitor a variety of areas, including but

not limited to diagnostic agent availability, performance of event calculation engine

background jobs, and the status of push and pull extractors in the extractor frame-

work. This way, you can monitor the health of the entire MAI.

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, self-monitoring has been expanded to be available

for each managed system separately. SAP has created self-monitoring templates that

can be customized to fit a specific scenario for each managed object. This provides

greater flexibility when configuring, activating self-monitoring, or enabling the

option to activate self-monitoring for production systems only. This allows users to

eliminate additional alerts that aren’t required for nonproduction systems.

Figure 6.37 shows an example of assigning a unique self-monitoring template to a

single managed object. The self-monitoring templates that can be created for man-

aged systems are maintained at http://<solution_Manager_Host>:<port>/sap/bc/

webdynpro/sap/wda_config_wizard?SCENARIO_TYPE=SELF_MON&sap-language=EN#.
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6 Monitoring with Application Operations
Self-monitoring also has its own guided procedure in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

This area contains the configuration required to activate self-monitoring for the core

components of SAP Solution Manager, as shown in Figure 6.36.

Figure 6.36  Self-Monitoring Alerts

The following are a few of the most used alerts that are available within self-monitor-

ing (for an example of the self-monitoring template, see Figure 6.37):

� Data Supplier for Technical System is Missing or Outdated

� DPC Database Extractor Status

� DPC ST_PI Extractors Status

� DAA Configuration XML is Outdated

� Connection from DAA Agent to Host Agent Failed

� Diagnostic Agent for Technical System Monitoring Unavailable

� Errors for RFC Connection Status Detected

� Errors in Last Monitoring Configuration

� Extractor Framework Performance

� Data Provider Connector Performance

� Errors Raised during Event Calculation

� Event Calculation Engine Performance

� Critical Exceptions in Alert Consumer Connector
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6.7 Self-Monitoring
Figure 6.37  Managed System Self-Monitoring Alerts

The ability to activate self-monitoring alerts for each system means that the alert sta-

tuses are now found within each system within the system monitoring dashboard.

Figure 6.38 shows self-monitoring alerts activated for a managed system. The techni-

cal requirements are the same as those for system monitoring (complete managed

system configuration for a system in scope).

Figure 6.38  Self-Monitoring in System Monitoring Dashboard

The self-monitoring activated to monitor SAP Solution Manager has its own dash-

board, found in SAP Solution Manager’s SAP Fiori home screen, within the

Administration section (see Figure 6.39).
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Figure 6.39  Self-Monitoring Dashboard

Self-monitoring also has its own Alert Inbox, used exactly like the other alert inboxes

in application operations (see Figure 6.40).

Figure 6.40  Self-Monitoring Alert Inbox
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6.8    Root Cause Analysis

Over the last decade, IT landscapes have become increasingly complex, using ever-

increasing types of systems to support a business. Root cause analysis in SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2 is meant to simplify the analysis of problems in these increasingly

complex environments. Root cause analysis allows for the analysis of system data

across multiple types of systems for timely resolution of issues. It provides the IT

team with a variety of essential tools to determine where and why a problem

occurred. These tools are designed to reduce the number of resources required to

find the root cause of an issue. An IT team member with a general knowledge of the

IT landscape and an expert in a key component can use these tools to narrow the

issue down to a specific area of the landscape and identify the root cause. Root cause

analysis is an effort by SAP to simplify the troubleshooting process and reduce the

cost of maintaining the IT landscape.

The technical requirements to activate root cause analysis for a system are identical

to those for system monitoring. Simply complete managed system configuration for

a system, and root cause analysis will be activated. SAP Note 2248724 (Root Cause

Analysis in SAP Solution Manager 7.2) provides detailed information about the types

of systems and applications that can be analyzed with root cause analysis.

Root cause analysis has its own section within the new SAP Fiori home screen of SAP

Solution Manager 7.2 (see Figure 6.41). You can also see several of the root cause

analysis tools provided by SAP. The traditional end-to-end analysis tools still exist in

the root cause analysis work center.

Figure 6.41  Root Cause Analysis in SAP Fiori Home Screen
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The primary troubleshooting tools provided by root cause analysis allow for the

analysis of data across many types of systems. We will cover a few of these tools in

this section. The primary tools available are as follows (see Figure 6.42):

� End-to-end analysis

� System analysis

� Host analysis

� Database analysis

� Exception management

� Configuration validation

Figure 6.42  Root Cause Analysis Work Center

In this section, we’ll discuss the first four of these tools. The final two have similar

functionality but are less commonly used and therefore outside of the scope of this

chapter.

6.8.1    End-to-End Analysis

Within end-to-end (E2E) analysis, you’ll find four tools: trace analysis, workload

analysis, change analysis, and exception analysis. Figure 6.43 shows the end-to-end

analysis tools available. Simply select a system and select an analysis to be per-

formed.
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Figure 6.43  End-to-End Analysis

Trace Analysis

Trace analysis is one of the most powerful tools available within root cause analysis.

Trace analysis allows for the isolation of a single user’s interaction with a system via

Internet Explorer. An SAP client is used to record the actions performed from any

windows PC, followed by uploading that transactional data to SAP Solution Manager

for analysis. The SAP client can be downloaded from SAP Note 1435190 (SAP Client

Plug-In).

The latest version of this tool allows for the identification of long-running user

requests, including functional errors that occur during the request. This tool pro-

vides detailed analysis of the complete interaction between the end user PC and the

application, including details such as network time, client rendering time, client

time, server time, and the time spent on each server, data that’s essential for trouble-

shooting a performance issue.

Figure 6.44 shows the HTTP analysis summary of a step, with a detailed analysis of

the time it takes to launch the SAP Fiori logon screen within an SAP Solution Manager

system. Figure 6.45 shows the detailed execution times provided by the HTTP mes-

sage graphics section of an end-to-end trace analysis, providing critical information

that can eliminate the blame game between IT technical teams. It shows exactly

where a performance bottleneck is occurring during the execution of a transaction

with an application server.
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Figure 6.44  HTTP Analysis Summary of E2E Trace Analysis

Figure 6.45  HTTP Message Graphics of E2E Trace Analysis

Workload Analysis

Workload analysis is a tool designed to provide historical performance data for an

application. This data is collected daily by SAP Solution Manager in a variety of ways,

depending on the application type. Data for SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP systems is
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collected via RFCs, using the data collected by ST-PI and ST-A/PI, and using Transac-

tion ST03N data. Data for other types of applications is primarily collected by diag-

nostic agents and the Wily Introscope Enterprise manager. The data collected ranges

from the top dialog work processes to user load to work process load. The average

response time for dialog and batch work processes is displayed in the Overview sec-

tion in the form of a graph, as shown in Figure 6.46. This data can also be displayed in

a table form for each area based on the type of application selected. Each application

type has its own datasets, determined by the available extractors for that application.

This is called diagnostic relevance within the LMDB.

Figure 6.46  Workload Analysis: Overview

The detailed analysis shown in Figure 6.47 allows for immense granularity for all

sorts of data types. In this case, we’re reviewing the top dialog transaction response

times. You can see the following datasets for each transaction: total response time,

average response time, average CPU time, average DB time, and number of dialog

steps per transaction. The data displayed can be filtered by time range at the top of

the screen to allow for the analysis of specific periods of time. Further analysis can be

achieved by right-clicking a transaction, selecting Drilldown, and selecting another

dataset to drill into. Here, we’ve selected Server and then User, so now we can see the
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response times of each transaction for each server and the users who executed the

transaction. There are even more datasets available, as shown in Figure 6.47. Once the

data has been displayed, it can be exported for additional analysis or to be shared

with other team members.

Figure 6.47  Workload Analysis: Details for Top Dialog Transactions

Change Analysis

Change analysis uses the same UI as workload analysis to display data but includes

different datasets. Change analysis lets users review changes that have taken place

for specific applications over time. Specifically, it displays the following types of

changes: security, software maintenance, parameters, transport requests, SAP Notes,

and miscellaneous. This capability allows for comparing the time an issue occurs to

when a potential change was made that could have triggered the issue. Change analy-

sis could also be used for auditing purposes, because it allows you to review each indi-

vidual change in detail, including the user that made the change and the exact time it

was made. All this data is stored in the central configuration and change database

(CCDB). Figure 6.48 shows the number of changes that have occurred in a sample sys-

tem over the past year.
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Figure 6.48  E2E Change Analysis

Exception Analysis

Exception analysis uses the same UI as change analysis to display data but includes

different datasets. Specifically, on the ABAP level, it shows the number of ABAP sys-

tem log messages, ABAP short dumps, and ABAP update errors. Additionally, on an

RFC level, it shows the qRFC inbound and outbound errors, as well as transaction and

queued bgRFC errors. Each set of available exceptions depends on the type of applica-

tion. This allows for detailed analysis of the errors that occur in an application. This

analysis tool provides the basis for statistical analysis of exceptions in an application

landscape.

6.8.2    System Analysis

System analysis is specifically useful for troubleshooting issues in Java applications.

System analysis includes tools such as the Log Viewer, which allows you to analyze

the logs within a Java application to narrow down the root cause to an issue, and the

thread dump analysis and change reporting tools, which allow for analysis of Java

applications, including the changes made to a Java application. Figure 6.49 shows the

system analysis tools available within the root cause analysis tools.
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Figure 6.49  System Analysis Tools

Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager, which is included in the license for SAP Solution

Manager 7.2, has significant data collection capabilities for all areas of a system. With

the latest release of Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager, version 10.1, SAP has intro-

duced a new dashboard that is significantly easier to use than previous versions. The

data provided by Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager can be extremely useful when

troubleshooting issues with an application or host. Figure 6.50 shows the triage dash-

board for a Java application, and Figure 6.51 shows the triage dashboard for an ABAP

application.

Figure 6.50  Java Triage Dashboard
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Figure 6.51  ABAP Triage Dashboard

6.8.3    Host Analysis

The host analysis tool allows for detailed analysis of any host connected to SAP Solu-

tion Manager via a diagnostic agent. It uses the same UI as workload analysis but dis-

plays detailed information for a host, such as CPU, memory, paging, network, and

disk/file system. It also provides advanced tools such as filesystem browser, which

allows central read-only access to predefined directories on the host without having

to log on to the OS level of the host. Similarly, it is also possible to execute OS-level

commands with the OS command console, which allows you to execute predefined

commands that can’t make changes, such as a ping or netstat command. Both tools

ensure that even when access to the host is granted, no changes can be made and no

business data can be accessed. Figure 6.52 show the options available within the host

analysis in the root cause analysis work center.

The Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager dashboard is available for hosts as well, pro-

viding detailed statistics such as CPU utilization and disk utilization in an easy-to-use

interface. Figure 6.53 shows the triage dashboard for hosts in the Wily Introscope

Enterprise Manager dashboard.
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Figure 6.52  Host Analysis Tools

Figure 6.53  Host Triage Dashboard

6.8.4    Database Analysis

The database analysis tools include the DBA Cockpit, which provides detailed infor-

mation about the health of a database, including recent backups, logs, and health

checks. Database analysis also displays data, just like workload analysis. These tools

are shown in Figure 6.54 in the Database Analysis section of the Root Cause Analysis

work center. You can filter for data that pertains to databases only, such as size, I/O,
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and workload. Each dataset is specific to a type of database. For example, the data

available for an SAP HANA database displayed in Figure 6.55 shows the SAP HANA ser-

vice memory used, SAP HANA component memory used, and host memory. This his-

torical data allows for in-depth analysis of databases.

Figure 6.54  Database Analysis Tools

Figure 6.55  SAP HANA Service Memory Analysis
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6.9    System Recommendations

System recommendations is a tool that is easily overlooked and not well known by

the SAP community. This tool is extremely powerful and easily configured. System

recommendations provides a list of notes and patches available for your system,

allowing you to proactively implement the latest corrections and changes that will

keep your systems secure, at peak performance, and operating within the latest legal

requirements. We recommend reviewing system recommendations for your most

critical systems on a monthly schedule—or quarterly at the very least.

Configuration is as simple as executing managed system configuration for a satellite

system. Within step 5, Enter System Parameters, there is an Enable System Recom-

mendations checkbox. Select it, and move ahead to step 8, Finalize Configuration, and

execute the automatic activity called Apply Settings for System Recommendations.

You also must ensure that the SM: System Recommendations job is scheduled in

basic configuration. Managed system configuration must be completed for any sys-

tem that for which you want system recommendations to be available. Figure 6.56

shows the step in managed system configuration in which system recommendations

is configured.

Figure 6.56  Activate System Recommendations
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Once you’ve activated system recommendations, you can access the dashboard from

the new SAP Fiori home screen, under the Change Management section of tiles. This

dashboard will list and categorize the available notes in four categories: Security

Notes, Hot News, Performance Notes, and Legal Change Notes. Security notes provide

advice from security experts about important patches and actions to ensure your

system is secure. Performance notes contain information and corrections to

improve performance of SAP systems. Legal change notes allow you to respond to

requirements caused by changes in legal regulation. Hot news provides corrections

with priority 1 (very high priority status), allowing an SAP customer to resolve or

avoid problems that can cause SAP systems to shut down or lose data. The ability to

quickly become aware of these corrections can be essential to ensuring your SAP sys-

tems continue to run at peak efficiency and performance.

You can further prioritize different systems with your own priority settings or set

systems as favorites to allow you to filter out systems that don’t need to be displayed.

The system recommendations dashboard is shown in Figure 6.57.

Figure 6.57  System Recommendations Dashboard

Once you’ve selected a section of notes for a system, you’ll see the screen shown in

Figure 6.58. This screen lets you perform a variety of actions. You can sort the dis-

played dates by Technical System, Release Date, Note Type, or Status. Status is manu-

ally driven and can also be customized by creating custom statuses if needed. By

default, the notes initially have their status set to New, but as they are implemented

they must be set to another status, such as Implemented, to allow you to sort them.

You can also sort notes by Application Component, Priority, Category, and Correction

Types. If you only want to see changes that affect the kernel, then set the Kernel field
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as well. You can sort by release-dependent and release-independent as well. These

advanced search and sorting capabilities are essential to efficient use of the tool.

Once you’ve made your selections, you also can save the search criteria as a variant to

allow for reuse. If the search criteria need to be used repeatedly, the entire screen and

search criteria can be saved to an SAP Fiori tile to allow for ease of use directly from

the SAP Fiori dashboard.

Figure 6.58  SAP Notes within System Recommendations Dashboard

Beyond these basic capabilities, system recommendations is made even more power-

ful by being integrated with Change Request Management (ChaRM) and change

impact analysis. Once you’ve selected a specific note, there are three options under

Integrated Desktop Actions. First, you can download the note. Second, if you have

ChaRM active, you can create a request for change for the notes selected. Finally, you

can execute change impact analysis to allow you to fully determine how a change will

affect the system and the business processes it touches.

Under the standard actions, you can also show some of the detail displayed in the

detailed note screen (Show Object List and Show Prerequisite Notes). You also can

change the status of a note. There are five statuses available by default, and you can
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enter notes as well. The available statuses are To Be Implemented, New Version Avai-

lable, New, Irrelevant, and Postponed.

If you have a change that needs detailed analysis, select the note and you will see two

options: display the note on the SAP Service Marketplace or show the detail page in

SAP Solution Manager. Figure 6.59 shows a sample details page. You have the same

integrated desktop options, as well as the standard action (change status). The screen

provides three areas for analysis. For logs, anytime a status is changed or an analysis

is changed, the log is updated with the action and who performed the action on what

date and at what time. The object list provides a complete list of all the objects the

change will affect. System recommendations is also integrated with the Usage and

Procedure Logging (UPL) data that SAP Solution Manager can collect from managed

systems. The object list will tell you how many times an object is used by the business

in the managed system, allowing you to determine the impact a change could bring

to the system and business.

Figure 6.59  Details Page within System Recommendations

In addition to notes, system recommendations allows you to display the Support

Package patches available for the systems selected. From the main screen, select a

system. Then, under the Action options, you can chose to display the patches avail-

able (see Figure 6.60).
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Figure 6.60  Support Package Patch Overview Screen

6.10    Summary

Application operations covers a massive variety of monitoring scenarios. We recom-

mend starting with system monitoring. Once you’re familiar with how SAP Solution

Manager collects data and how to manage the tools, you can move on to activating

other monitoring solutions. The key to a successful monitoring solution is to ensure

you aren’t overwhelmed by it. A tool that consumes more time than the application

itself is hard to justify to a business. Taking your time to plan monitoring require-

ments and solutions will ensure that you have a successful implementation of appli-

cation operations.
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Chapter 7 

Business Process Documentation

A process is a set of logically related activities performed to achieve a 

defined business outcome.

—Davenport and Short, 1990

SAP has revamped Solution Documentation and Business Process Management in

SAP Solution Manager 7.2: no more three-tier hierarchal business process structures,

no need to build process modeling integrations (although supported by open APIs),

and no need to create and maintain multiple projects to document your “to-be” busi-

ness processes.

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 has introduced the concept of reusability via libraries to

support lean and optimized business process documentation. Processes and process

variants can be documented to detail using the unrestricted columns structure in

the new web interface. Business processes can also be defined graphically using the

new BPMN 2.0 standards-based graphical modeling tool, which is now built in and

free to use.

Business process lifecycle management is simplified with the new architecture of

solutions and branches, which facilitate documentation of your current productive

landscape and definition of the next generation of processes that you want to imple-

ment in a staging area (branch).

The biggest improvement from a solution documentation perspective is the

strengthening of the integration between ChaRM and Solution Documentation,

which now supports the release of processes and all assigned documentation hand in

hand with technical objects seamlessly all the way into production. The result is that

the business documentation and the system reality are always synchronized.

In this chapter, we’ll first walk through some of the configuration before diving into

the architecture, setup, lifecycle, and best practices for usage of the new Solution Doc-

umentation in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. We’ll also look at the new Business Process

Modeling tool and discuss specific use cases for downloading and utilizing the SAP

Best Practice packages.
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7.1    Solution Documentation Configuration

Now, let’s jump into the configuration options for Solution Documentation in SAP

Solution Manager 7.2.

7.1.1    Prerequisite Steps

SAP has done an excellent job with the guided procedures in Transaction SOLMAN_

SETUP, as shown in Figure 7.1. The following are some of the important configuration

steps:

1. Check Service Activation

Here, check whether the Transaction SICF services relevant for SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2 were activated in the basic configuration scenario (see Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1  Prerequisites for Solution Documentation

2. Check Content Activation Status

Check if the Status of Solution Documentation content activation is Finished.

Note

Regardless of whether your SAP Solution Manager system was upgraded from version

7.1 or freshly installed, it’s important to complete or opt out of content activation.

3. Check Solution Manager Central Correction Note

Check if the central correction SAP Note has been implemented in the SAP Solu-

tion Manager system.
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4. Check LMDB Configuration

Check whether the full content synchronization between the SLD and LMDB has

finished.

7.1.2    Authorizations

This configuration section is about restricting a user’s activities to certain areas and

functions from a Solution Documentation perspective. In SAP Solution Manager 7.2,

you can restrict authorization to subtrees of a solution. You can define an authoriza-

tion area, assign top-level structure nodes to it, and create authorizations for these

authorization areas. You also can restrict authorization by element or attribute types

by defining an authorization group and then assigning element or attribute types to

it, as we’ll discuss next.

7.1.3    Authorization Groups

In Solution Documentation, SAP uses a concept known as authorization groups to

allow authorization checks on object or attribute type levels. Authorization groups

are solution-dependent. They have technical names that are checked in authoriza-

tion object SM_SDOC in field SMUDAUTHGR.

The default authorization group is always available. It contains all Solution Docu-

mentation objects and attribute types that aren’t assigned to any named authoriza-

tion group. As soon as you assign an object or attribute type to a user-created

authorization group, it isn’t assigned to the default authorization group, because an

object or attribute type can only be assigned to one authorization group. This allows

for defining authorizations on “all other objects” or “all other attributes” that you

don’t want to name explicitly. These other objects or attributes are assigned virtually

to the default group.

For example, if you want to create a role for users that are allowed to see all objects

but can only maintain test cases, then you create an authorization group for test

cases. You maintain the authorizations so that you give display authorization for the

* authorization group and maintenance authorization for the test cases only authori-

zation group.

For another role, say you want to allow users to see and maintain everything but

technical objects. Therefore, you give display and maintenance authorization for the

default and test cases authorization groups and define a new authorization group,

technical objects, which you don’t include in the role. For these users, technical
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objects are invisible. It isn’t possible to add the same object or attribute to different

authorization groups. Authorization groups must always be disjointed. However, the

technical names for authorization groups are thirty characters long, so it’s possible to

give them hierarchical names—for example:

� OBJ_LIB_TECH_DEV_CLAS for a group containing the classes in the library

� OBJ_LIB_TECH_DEV_PROG for a group containing the programs in the library

� OBJ_E2E_TECH_DEV_CLAS for a group containing classes in the end-to-end business

process area

This would allow for the use of OBJ_LIB_TECH_* in authorizations for all technical

objects in the library without listing all single groups explicitly. Now that we under-

stand the use of authorization groups, let’s dive deeper into the maintenance and

usage of authorization groups.

Maintenance of Authorization Groups

You maintain authorization groups with View Cluster Maintenance (Transaction

SM34) for view cluster SMUD_AUTHG. Select the solution for which you want to create

authorization groups (see Figure 7.2), then define them as shown in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.2  Authorization Groups
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Figure 7.3  Defining Authorization Groups

Now that authorization groups are defined, you need to assign them to Solution Doc-

umentation attribute types and object types to make them usable while defining and

documenting your business processes.

Authorization Groups for Attributes

Use the value help or Transaction SMUD_MODEL_BROWSER to find the attribute

type IDs.

To assign a single attribute type and a certain object type only, fill both key fields, as

follows:

� To assign an attribute type for any object type, fill the Attribute Type field.

� To assign any attribute type for a specific object type, fill the Object TypeValue

field.

� Pressing (Space) in a key field stands for all types.

As an example, imagine that you define authorization groups CNTRY1 and CNTRY2, as

shown in Figure 7.4. For attribute COUNTRY in a scenario or process, the authorization

check would be performed on CNTRY2. For attribute COUNTRY in all other objects, it

would be performed for CNTRY1. If no matching authorization group is found for an

attribute value, the DEFAULT group is checked.

Note

You can’t prevent the visibility of certain attributes. Only the maintain activity is

checked on an attribute level.
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Figure 7.4  Authorization Groups for Attributes

Authorization Groups for Objects

To assign authorization groups for objects or to assign Solution Documentation

object types, use the value help or Transaction SMUD_MODEL_BROWSER to find the

object type IDs, as follows:

� To assign a single object type for a certain group type only, fill both key fields.

� To assign an object type for any group type, fill the Object TypeTo field, and to

assign any object type for a group type, fill the Group TypeValue field; pressing

(Space) in a key field indicates all types. If an object-group combination matches

more than one entry, this sequence is relevant.

If you want only selected people to be allowed to delete a document, for example,

then you can maintain the table as shown in Figure 7.5 and give only those people

delete authorization for this authorization group.

Figure 7.5  Authorization Groups for Objects

A user with the following authorizations can perform these activities for all objects

except documents:
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� AUTHGRP: DEFAULT

� ACTVT: Create/Change/Display/Delete/Lock

For all document activities except deleting, users need the following authorizations:

� AUTHGRP: DOCUGRP

� ACTVT: Create/Change/Display/Lock

To delete and unlock a key, a user would need the following additional authoriza-

tions:

� AUTHGRP: DOCUGRP

� ACTVT: Delete/Unlock

Authorization Areas

Authorization areas can protect subtrees of the solution structure. An administrator

can assign an authorization area to a structure element. Then, only users that have an

authorization for the Solution Documentation authorization object (SM_SDOC) with

this authorization area name in the Authorization Area field (SMUDAREA) for this autho-

rization area are allowed to perform activities for this structure element and its chil-

dren.

Authorization areas are solution-specific. The default authorization area doesn’t

need to be defined. The solution documentation root element and all elements with-

out assignments have the implicit authorization area assignment of default by defi-

nition. When no authorization areas have been assigned to the elements of a solution

yet, every element has authorization area default.

The assignment of a structure element to an authorization area is valid for all

branches of a solution in which the assigned element exists. The authorization area

explicitly assigned to a structure element is valid for the whole subtree rooted by the

element, excluding all nested subtrees rooted by elements with their own authoriza-

tion area assignments. Nonstructure elements always inherit an authorization area

from their structure parents.

The authorization area determination is branch-specific, because the inheritance

hierarchy is branch-specific; if an element is moved, it may inherit a new authoriza-

tion area from the new parent, so in this case the authorization area of an element

may differ in different branches.
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You maintain authorization areas in Transaction SM34 for view cluster SMUD_AUTHG.

Select the solution for which you want to create authorization areas first.

Select Assign Authorization Areas to assign an element of a solution to an authoriza-

tion area. Click the New Entries button to add a new entry in the detail screen of the

view. Enter an authorization area ID or select it in the value help provided. Select the

Select Structure Element button. In the search help, you can preselect by element

type and by description.

To give a practical example, access to any branch (e.g., maintenance or development)

can be limited with authorization objects SM_SDOC and SM_SDOCADM, which are part of

the SAP_SM_SL_* authorization roles.

To start, copy the SAP_SM_SL_ADMIN role to a customer namespace to adjust the

authorization. Remember, the role is one of the major roles when working with the

new Process Management application, Transaction SOLADM, and allows for cre-

ation/administration actions in the solution landscape and the solution/process

documentation.

The authorization object SM_SDOC can be used to provision access to functionalities of

Solution Documentation for a specific solution and a specific branch of a solution, as

shown in Figure 7.6.

Figure 7.6  Restricting Access to Solution Documentation

Authorization object SM_SDOCADM can be used to provision access to functionalities of

Solution Administration for a specific solution and a specific branch of a solution, as

shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7  Restricting Access to Solution Administration

Authorization object SM_SDOCADM is used in combination with SBRA in the Aspect field.

This object controls all administration activities in the Solution Administration UI

(Transaction SOLADM or SLAN) and some in the Solution Documentation UI (Trans-

action SOLDOC). The scope of an activity can be controlled with the Aspect field. An

activity like create can control the creation of a solution when the aspect is SLAN, or

it can control the creation of a branch when the aspect is SBRA. There are also some

cross-solution documentation-type maintenance operations that are controlled by

the SM_SDOCADM object. These checks ignore the SLAN field.

7.1.4    Template Users

To make initial setup easy, SAP has created template users for Solution Documenta-

tion in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Typical user recommendations (also shown in

Figure 7.8) are as follows:

� Display-only user

� Execution user

� Admin user

The Solution Documentation administration user, for example, can execute all ad-

ministration activities in the administration UI. This user type typically would be as-

signed to a project manager or change manager who might be responsible for project,
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release, and change management in the organization. With the SAP-recommended

roles, such a user will have access to the following:

� Implementation work center and SAP Fiori launchpad

� Process documentation setup

� Road map editing

� System landscape information editing

� Training materials editing

� Incident creation

� Use of cProject integration

Figure 7.8  Template Users

7.1.5    Generate Library

To help jumpstart your documentation, SAP has provided a tool to help capture the

transactions and executable programs being utilized in your managed production
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system in the library of a solution. The Library Generation Cockpit, which you start

for a selected solution in Solution Administration (Transaction SLAN or SOLADM),

lets you schedule jobs that identify the entities in managed systems that can be exe-

cuted and store these entities in the library for the solution. A distinction is made

between standard entities delivered by SAP and custom-developed entities. Standard

entities are programs and transactions, whereas custom-developed entities include

classes and other objects. These entities are stored in the Executable Library and the

Development Library, respectively.

Two methods are used to pull in data from the production-managed system to gen-

erate library content, detailed as follows:

1. The system can use the SAP BW interfaces of SAP Solution Manager.

2. As a fallback solution, the system can use RFC connections to the managed sys-

tems.

To activate data extraction and collection, in SAP Solution Manager configuration

(Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP), you must have completed the basic configuration

and managed systems configuration scenarios without errors. In addition, you must

have activated the SAP BW extractors in the Custom Code Management scenario (see

Figure 7.9).

Figure 7.9  Custom Code Management
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Next, under Managing System Preparation, choose Scope Selection for the system

and Client Selection for the client. In step 6.2, Activate Extractors, choose Scope and

Effort Analyser from the Selection column, as shown in Figure 7.10; the necessary

extractors are automatically added to the group for activation.

The extractor jobs will run overnight and data should be available in SAP Solution

Manager for running the library generation jobs. We recommend capturing at least

three months of data to assume a good set for identification of executables and pro-

grams.

Figure 7.10  Scope Selection for Extractors

Now, from Solution Administration, click the link at the top-right corner and select

Library Generation Cockpit, as shown in Figure 7.11. Here, you can create a job that fills

the Solution Documentation library with executables or development elements in a

branch for a logical component group, as shown in Figure 7.12. This can be a periodic

job; the job is always executed immediately, but if you’ve determined a period, then

after the job has been executed, a new one is created in status released in the future

(per the period defined).
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Figure 7.11  Library Generation Cockpit

Figure 7.12  Library Generation Jobs

You can check the existence of a periodic job in the released status via Transaction

SM37. Additional options—Extend Library and Refresh Library—should be used to

keep the Executable and Development Libraries updated with newly released objects.
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7.1.6    Configure Digital Signature

Digital signatures are used by SAP Solution Manager to provide an approval proce-

dure for documents to ensure that only authorized persons can affect further pro-

cessing of a document. If you want to use digital signatures within SAP Solution

Manager documents, you must perform the configuration steps discussed in the fol-

lowing sections.

Activate Personal Security Environment

At startup, each SAP system is supplied with a public-key pair, which includes a public-

key certificate stored in its own system’s personal security environment (PSE). The

SAP system therefore can produce its own digital signatures using the public-key

information contained in its PSE. Other systems can then verify the system’s digital

signature, which guarantees the integrity and authenticity of a document that has

been digitally signed by the system. To use digital signatures, the PSE must be active,

as shown in Figure 7.13.

Figure 7.13  Personal Security Environment

Define Basic Settings for Digital Signatures

To be able to create a digital signature in an application, some settings are required.

The digital signature is in the Secure Store and Forward (SSF) SAP Basis component of

the SAP system. Make the following settings:
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� The SSF digital signature settings, which depend on the signature method you use

(see the define signature strategies activity)

� The complete name of the signatory and his or her time zone

The name of the signatory and his or her local time appear in the signed document.

For user signature SSF settings, you must perform the following steps:

1. Perform the Specify Application-Specific Parameters for SSF Functions activity,

under Document Management � Digital Signature � Basic Digital Signature Set-

tings.

2. Capture the SSF information for the signatory.

3. Choose Administration � System Administration � User Maintenance � User.

4. Define the user ID and choose Change.

5. Choose the Address tab.

6. Choose Other Communication, and double-click SSF (Secure Store & Forward).

7. Enter the user information; the structure of the entries depends on the security

product used.

8. Choose Copy and save your entries.

For system signature SSF settings, check and maintain the standard settings if neces-

sary. Perform the following activities under Document Management � Digital Signa-

ture � Basic Digital Signature Settings:

1. Specify application parameters for SSF functions

2. Specify system security settings

Define Authorization Groups

In this activity, you define the authorization group that can provide a specific indi-

vidual signature when executing signature strategies.

Use user groups if individual signatures are to be executed in succession by different

groups of users, such as production operators, shift managers, and QM employees,

and this process is to be implemented with a signature strategy. The advantage of

this option that an individual signature is only executed when the system has veri-

fied that the correct user group was assigned to the user for this individual signature.

Use authorization groups to restrict the authorization for executing digital signa-

tures in applications, shown in Figure 7.14, as follows:
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� Define different authorization groups for users with different areas of responsibil-

ity.

� In the user master record, assign authorizations for the authorization group that

corresponds to the user’s area of responsibility (authorization object C_SIGN_BGR).

Depending on the application, it may also be necessary to assign the authoriza-

tions for the C_SIGN authorization object.

� Define individual signatures that must be created by the user of a specific authori-

zation group and use them in the signature strategies for the relevant application.

Figure 7.14  Signature Strategy

7.1.7    Customize Document Handling

In this activity, you maintain the service for HTTP access for repositories on the SAP

NetWeaver Application Server. The service is /default_host/sap/bc/contentserver.

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 also uses the Knowledge Provider functionality available in

every SAP NetWeaver 740 system with SP 11 or higher. To store documents in an

external SAP NetWeaver system, connect this system to the SAP Solution Manager

system.

Note

SAP Solution Manager document storage is client-dependent. However, it isn’t possi-

ble to choose different remote systems for different clients.

7.1.8    Define Document Values for Documents

In this step, you can create and maintain customer-specific values for status, priority,

and sensitivity attributes.
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When defining document status values, you can create additional document status

values beyond those delivered by SAP, as shown in Figure 7.15.

Figure 7.15  Document Statuses

Note

If you use a remote system for document storage, this step must be performed in the

remote system.

When defining document status schemas, you specify the status values and their

sequences when you edit documents. You can make the following settings, as shown

in Figure 7.16:

� Assign a digital signature strategy that you specified in the define signature strat-

egies activity to a status schema.

� Lock documents with a specified status, such as released, against changes. Only

users in the corresponding authorization group in the define authorization

groups activity can change documents with this status.

� Specify the End Status. The system sets the document to this status when the last

authorized signer in a signature strategy has signed the document digitally.

� Specify the cancellation status. The system sets the document to this status when

the signature process is canceled.

� Status values with a signature strategy assigned must be marked as Locked; status

values marked as Initial Status must not be marked as Locked.
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Figure 7.16  Document Status Schemas

Note

If you use a remote system for document storage, this step must be performed in the

SAP Solution Manager system. After maintaining status schemas in view cluster

SMDDOCSTATUS, Report SMDSCHEMATRANSFER must be run to transfer the status

schemas to the remote system.

7.1.9    Define Document Attributes

In Solution Documentation, you can extend the governance reporting capabilities of

an application by defining additional customer attributes. This capability adds a lot

of value in terms of extensibility and use of the tool; let’s dig in deeper.

The guided procedure in the setup helps you to create all necessary objects (attribute

type, extension, UI settings). The entry screen allows you to add an attribute to your

entire Solution Documentation model—to All Element Types of Process Manage-

ment or to three subsets of Process Management elements, as follows:

� All Structure Element Types

� All Non-Structure Element Types (Assignments)

� All Element Types of Selected Assignment Groups (*)

If you need to add only a specific attribute to an element of the current model, go to

the Advanced Model Settings. Then, add an attribute as shown in Figure 7.17; for

example, to describe if a process or process step is relevant for documentation, create

a ZDOCUMENT attribute with Documentation Relevant short text.
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Figure 7.17  Adding Customer Attributes

Note

When choosing the reference data element for the attribute, you can use an existing

data element that has the required defined values or you can create your own data

element with a value help containing input values.

Back on the Define Attributes screen shown in Figure 7.18, click Model Extensions and

select ZCUSTOMER_EXTENSION, as shown in Figure 7.19. If the extension doesn’t

exist, then you need to create it.

In the next step, assign the attribute to the elements of Solution Documentation by

double-clicking Assign Attribute Types to Element Types, as shown in Figure 7.20, and

adding the element types you want your attributes to be used for. In this example, we

need the attribute to be available for a process and for process steps, including their

reference elements.
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Figure 7.18  Defining the Attribute

Figure 7.19  Model Extensions

Figure 7.20  Assign Attribute Types to Element Types

Note

The attribute can be set as a single- or multivalue attribute.
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Finally, to assign the attribute to an attribute group, go to Advanced UI Settings and

add it to the list shown in Figure 7.21.

Figure 7.21  Assign Attribute Group

The attribute should be visible in the Process Management application (Transaction

SOLDOC). You can assign the attribute value in the Attribute pane, in the Customer

Attributes section of the structure elements.

7.1.10    Configure Embedded Search

The prerequisite for the configuration shown in Figure 7.22 is the successful comple-

tion of the embedded search configuration, part of the initial mandatory setup of SAP

Solution Manager. You will also need to ensure that TREX is correctly installed and

connected to your SAP Solution Manager system, that the extracting user has the

needed authorization, and that other configuration (activation of UI services or

proxy setting) is performed.

Figure 7.22  Embedded Search
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Note

You need the SAP_ESH_ADMIN authorization role.

Embedded search is now a very important feature in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and 
modules such as Solution Documentation, Change Control Management and IT Ser-

vice Management rely heavily on the enhanced search capabilities. So, let’s dive a lit-

tle deeper into the usage configuration for embedded search.

Create Search Models

The search models are a prerequisite for searching the Solution Documentation con-

tent in all SAP Solution Manager application areas.

Note

The search models for Solution Documentation have changed substantially with SAP

Solution Manager 7.2 SP 03. After upgrading the system, you must delete the existing

search connectors to make the creation of the new search models possible. To do so,

execute Transaction ESH_COCKPIT. If your system is new and you’ve never set up

search before, then you won’t find any connectors to delete.

A system administrator creates the search models either after system installation or

after activation of SAP Solution Manager content. Afterwards, the search models

must only be created again if object types or attributes types have been changed or

added to the Solution Documentation model.

The search models can be displayed in Transaction ESH_MODELER. The search mod-

els for Solution Documentation are assigned to the software component Solution

Documentation: Core Model.

Create Search Connectors

After the search models are created, you need to create the search connectors, as

shown in Figure 7.23. In the Connector Administration Cockpit screen, select the

ZSMUD_CORE software component (Solution Documentation: Core Model). Select

the connectors and press the button Create Connector.
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Figure 7.23  Create Search Connectors

Adjust Exceptional Package Size

The connectors and the connector items will be added to the connector models.

Before you proceed with indexing, you need to maintain the package size of the

indexing activities. Click the hyperlink next to the activity and execute the following

steps (see Figure 7.24):

1. Select your Logical System (SAP Solution Manager system).

2. For Object Type, select SMUDKW_INFO_OBJECT.

Figure 7.24  Index Package Size
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3. Set Package Size Initial Indexing and Package Size Delta Indexing to “1000”.

4. Click Execute.

Schedule Initial Indexing

Now you can start the initial indexing of the Solution Documentation content and

objects, as shown in Figure 7.25 and Figure 7.26, by clicking Actions � Schedule

Indexing.

Figure 7.25  Schedule Indexing

On the screen shown in Figure 7.26, choose your Start Time (Start Immediately or a

specific date/time), Recurrence Period (Real-Time Indexing or an interval in Months,

Weeks, Days, or Hours), and Indexing Mode.

Now, let’s look at the documentation process, the new Solution Documentation

architecture, business process modeling, and the best practice usage of this toolset.
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Figure 7.26  Indexing Options

7.2    Documenting a Solution

Solution Documentation in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 was designed to capture busi-

ness processes from the business’s and the IT team’s perspective. The new Process

Management capabilities make it easier for business process experts to be involved

in the process of documenting business processes in a solution, and SAP recom-

mends their involvement.

When documenting a solution, the following aspects should be considered:

� Operational processes help with knowledge transfer, consistency, and efficiency

improvement initiatives.

� In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, in addition to the folders and column definitions,

customers can leverage process modeling capabilities to create Business Process

Model and Notation (BPMN) process diagrams. Relationships between processes,

such as predecessor and successor processes, can also be modeled to define pro-

cess relationships.

� The libraries functionality helps with lean and efficient process documentation,

allowing customers to capture processes or process elements in a reusable format
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to facilitate reusability in process documentation. The reusable elements also can

be leveraged for testing, monitoring, or training.

� The system landscape provides a different perspective on the company. It pro-

vides a view into application modules and goes further, to the level of technical

components and physical systems, as described in the LMDB.

Now, let’s dive into Solution Documentation. To begin, execute Transaction SOLDOC.

Right away, you’ll notice two primary folders: Libraries and Business Processes. The

libraries are the reusable components (puzzle blocks, if you will) leveraged in the con-

struction of the process definitions (the business processes; see Figure 7.27).

Figure 7.27  Reuse Libraries

7.2.1    Libraries

In the following sections, we’ll look at the different types of libraries, examine their

elements, and discuss best practices for their use.

Process Step Library

The process step library shown in Figure 7.28 is the software component–indepen-

dent inventory of business functions, or process steps, that a company performs

when running its business. Every business process step executed to operate the busi-
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ness should be represented by one process step regardless of whether there’s an

application or IT system applicable. Our recommendation is that manual or policy

steps and steps supported by non-SAP environments also should be documented in

the process step library to facilitate complete documentation of business processes.

Figure 7.28  Process Step Library

Note

In the process step library, every process step should exist only once. The process step

library should follow your organizational structure and, for ease of use, shouldn’t use

more than five to seven levels.

The process steps available in the process step library are called process step originals.

When you reuse one of the process step originals in a process, you add a process step

reference to your process, which references the original and can have a different title

than the original. For instance, a process step original with the name Sales Order can

be added to a process as Order Entry because that might be how it’s known to the

business.
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The references and originals have their own sets of attributes and assignments. For

instance, you can add a functional specification document to a process step original

while you add occurrence-specific specification documents to the reference. With

this approach, you can add documentation at the right place and avoid having to per-

form dual documentation maintenance.

To deal with process step variances, we recommend defining multiple process step

references pointing to a single process step original. You can accumulate multiple

usages in one or multiple processes on one original.

Note

Document functional specifications, end user training material, functional test cases,

or TBOMs at the process step originals so that they’re available for maintenance at

all references.

Structure your process step library like your organizational structure to make identifi-

cation easier.

Executable Library

The Executable Library is a structured collection of executable objects that users can

call directly—for example, transaction codes or SAP Fiori applications that can be

called by a user.

The Executable Library shown in Figure 7.29 contains originals and is supposed to

have no duplicates. If an executable is used in a process step, you add it as a reference

to the process step.

Document every executable only once. A technical specification should be added to

an executable, because the technical design is shared and brings together the require-

ments of all business use cases. If you have documentation specific to an individual

occurrence, you can add it to the references.

The Executable Library should be structured by logical component groups first, as

shown in Figure 7.29. Next, follow the software systems’ internal structures. For

instance, SAP applications are structured according to the application component

hierarchy (e.g., SD, FI, HCM, etc.). Non-SAP applications can be represented according

to their software structures.
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Figure 7.29  Executable Library

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 provides the library generation tool so that you don’t need

to build the Executable Library manually. For ABAP-based systems, you can generate

and refresh the library based on actual production usage data. Custom executables

are sorted into library folders that correspond to the development packages of the

executable.

Development Library

The Development Library shown in Figure 7.30 is a structured collection of custom

development objects, such as custom classes, programs, function modules, or modi-

fications.

Like the Executable Library, the Development Library is also structured by logical

component groups on the first hierarchy level. Next, the documentation structure

should follow the software system structure.
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Figure 7.30  Development Library

Note

From a documentation perspective, we recommend maintaining a technical design

document in the Development Library.

To jumpstart the creation of the Development Library, it’s possible to reverse-generate

its contents. This generation will lead to an application component hierarchy struc-

ture for ABAP-based systems. Custom objects are sorted into library folders that cor-

respond to the development packages of the development objects, as shown in

Figure 7.30.

Configuration Library

The configuration library shown in Figure 7.31 is the central location for reusable con-

figuration units—for example, Business Configuration Sets (BC Sets), IMG activities,

or Web Dynpro ABAP application configuration and other configuration units.
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Figure 7.31  Configuration Library

It’s possible to store or associate configuration units on almost all levels in the Solu-

tion Documentation structure. For SAP applications, because modules such as FI,

MM, and SD are self-contained units, it’s best practice to define folder structures for

these self-contained units and document the respective configuration units.

Note

For cross-system scenarios, you should define configuration unit folders according to

the business scenarios and then reference the configuration units from the affected

process structure.

Interface Library

The interface library shown in Figure 7.32 is a structured collection of technical inter-

faces, which can be directly used and referenced during process definition.

In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, each interface can be detailed by a set of attributes.

These interface details define the technology type, the communication profile, and

the technical settings of the interface using a set of predelivered interface attributes

that can be enhanced by custom content, as shown in Figure 7.33.
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Figure 7.32  Interface Library

Figure 7.33  Interface Details
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Interfaces in some instances are complex composite interfaces. In SAP Solution Man-

ager, you can use composite interfaces (see Figure 7.34) to depict how multiple inter-

faces work together and to explain the logical interface steps that make the

integration happen.

Figure 7.34  Composite Interface with Interface Steps

Note

Best practices for interface library buildout and usage are as follows:

� Interfaces should be organized partly by integration scenarios and partly by func-

tional scenarios.

� Reusable interfaces should be structured into functional domains following the

organizational structure.

� Interfaces built for specific integration scenarios should be placed accordingly in

folders that correspond to those integration scenarios.

With the where-used function, you can list all business processes an interface is

assigned to. This makes it easy to identify all affected business processes in case an

interface runs into problems.
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Alerting Library

In SAP Solution Manager, SAP has provided customers with a tool called Business

Process Monitoring to help monitor business processes via proactive alerting for

potentially disruptive issues. The alerting library is a collection of these alerting

objects.

The environment in SAP Solution Manager is designed to automatically collect data

on all alerting objects assigned to processes, process steps, interfaces, and interface

steps. Although you can create alerting objects in the library, we recommend creating

them in the Business Process section, because information for alerting objects can

only be consumed if the objects are assigned to a process element.

The alerting library shown in Figure 7.35 becomes the central place to maintain the

alerting objects and their configurations. It allows you to organize the alerting

objects by creating folders and distributing the alerting objects within these folders.

For example, you can structure the alerting library by managed system, monitoring

responsibility, organizational unit, or geographical region.

Figure 7.35  Alerting Library

We’ll discuss alerting objects in more detail in Chapter 6.
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Analytics Library

Analytics means analyzing managed system business data to identify and resolve the

root cause of business issues to improve customer processes. The analytics library is

a collection of analytic objects that retrieve unfiltered and unevaluated data from the

managed systems for later analysis.

The analytics library is the central place to maintain the analytics objects and their

configurations. To set up analytics, you need to define analytics data collection

objects in the analytics library. These analytics objects correspond to the actual data

collection objects in the managed systems and make the business data available for

further analysis in SAP BW InfoCubes in SAP Solution Manager. The actual data analy-

sis is performed in SAP Solution Manager’s Business Process Analytics application.

7.2.2    Business Processes

The Business Processes area in Solution Documentation is where both IT and the

business can define their perspectives on business processes. This area is specifically

designed for organization of processes and related content.

A process definition consists of a set of referenced process steps and interfaces. In

general, these can be either end-to-end processes or modular process definitions. We

recommend using a blend of both to fulfill your business process definition needs

from various perspectives.

Note

There is no wrong or right way to define your business processes. Downstream utili-

zation is what should drive the strategy and best practices in your organization.

End to End Processes

These are mostly operational processes focused on end-to-end integration. Typical

use cases for such process documentation are from an IT perspective for integration

or regression tests. However, these can also be used for publishing documentation or

to discuss business requirements with business users.

End-to-end processes don’t stop at the boundaries of a process area or an organiza-

tion. Typically, an end-to-end process involves multiple functional domains and rep-

resents a comprehensive flow of activities needed to solve large business matters.
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Order-to-cash and procure-to-pay are very prominent examples of end-to-end pro-

cesses. An order-to-cash process typically starts with a customer interaction with a

sales clerk or an online store and then invokes functions belonging to production,

supply chain management, and finance.

End-to-end processes are usually complex, because they involve a relatively high

number of process steps and embed multiple modular processes, as shown in Figure

7.36. The fact that there is no single responsible person for all functions used in the

end-to-end process increases the effort needed to align and integrate all involved

functions and parties.

Figure 7.36  End-to-End Processes

End-to-end processes deliver high value, however, and represent the most critical

business scenarios a company must fulfill. When documenting your business solu-

tion, we highly recommend identifying the most critical business scenarios and

defining end-to-end processes in a very detailed fashion down to the process step

level.

Depending on the use case, different documentation should be assigned to the pro-

cesses. Because these processes are executed across functional areas, documentation

examples can include integration test cases and end user training materials. In addi-

tion to the chain of process steps or subprocesses, end-to-end processes also should

include interfaces and manual or policy steps.
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Note

Structuring of end-to-end processes should follow your operational process organi-

zation and your business value chains. We recommend organizing processes by using

no more than five to seven levels. End-to-end processes are built from process steps

across functional domains.

Modular Processes

Modular processes, as shown in Figure 7.37, are processes that typically do not exceed

the functional domain of an organization. These processes should be grouped by

functional domains, which often correspond to organizational structures. Within

this structure, processes can be also grouped into process variants under scenarios.

Figure 7.37  Modular Processes

Typical documentation associated with modular processes includes documents spe-

cific to a process step and its elements.
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Note

Structuring of modular processes should follow your company’s structural organiza-

tion. We recommend organizing modular processes by using no more than five to

seven levels.

7.3    Definition and Lifecycle of a Solution

The solution is the central concept for managing process content in SAP Solution

Manager 7.2. A solution is the sum of a company’s systems, applications, and pro-

cesses. It acts as a container for versions of solution documentation, one of which is

the productive version. In this section, we’ll walk through the best practices for defin-

ing and maintaining your solution.

7.3.1    Defining a Solution

Best practices dictate that a solution should be shared among multiple business

units, connected companies, and project teams. It also should be used singularly

across geographies and locations as a single source of truth and the container for all

process definitions and solution documentation.

Note

An exception to this recommendation exists for service providers who manage sev-

eral independent customers. In this case, a separate solution can be created by the

customer.

Let’s dive into defining a solution. We do this in Solution Administration by execut-

ing Transaction SOLADM and then using the link at the top-right corner to create a

new solution, as shown in Figure 7.38.

Figure 7.38  Create Solution
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7.3.2    System Landscapes and Change Control Landscapes

The system landscape comprises the set of a customer’s applications and systems.

Many customers have landscapes with a lot of systems that serve different needs. To

make documenting your landscapes easier, SAP Solution Manager 7.2 offers a power-

ful and flexible grouping mechanism called logical component groups. These groups

allow customers to categorize systems according to purpose and kind, which makes

it easier for non-technical users to link processes to systems or sets of systems—for

example, SAP S/4HANA, SAP ERP, or SAP CRM.

The logical component group name is used in Solution Documentation to refer to the

high-level application that’s supposed to execute a process step. You don’t need to

decide which system and application version this process step is executed by. Defin-

ing the logical components (now grouped by logical component groups) refers to the

system role (e.g., development system, quality assurance system, and production

system).

A logical component has no dependency to any product or application or product

version. The technical systems are maintained in the LMDB and linked into logical

components.

In a classical five-system landscape for an SAP ERP system, you may have one logical

component group (SAP ERP) and three logical components—one for production sys-

tems, one for the maintenance landscape, and one for the next major release in a

development landscape.

Let’s look at defining the logical component groups (LCGs), as shown in Figure 7.39,

and logical components (LCs), as shown in Figure 7.40, in a solution. Continuing with

the creation of the solution in Solution Administration, while in the System Land-

scape tab, click the Maintain Logical Component Groups link and then create an LCG,

defining the technical system type.

Figure 7.39  Create Logical Component Group
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Figure 7.40  Logical Components

You’ll notice that, by default, a solution contains two branches: production and a

child maintenance branch (a key concept we’ll dive into next). To define the logical

components for each branch, click the Assign Technical Systems link, and in the pop-

up define the relevant systems by system role, as shown in Figure 7.41.

Figure 7.41  Define Logical Components
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The logical component group is not directly connected to any technical information.

It’s a placeholder only. This enables the creation of any non-SAP or SAP system that’s

part of your solution definition of end-to-end business process structures and docu-

mentation.

Another advantage of logical component groups is that different SAP Solution Man-

ager content consumers can use them in a uniform way. The same logical compo-

nents group can be used for documenting a solution and for setting up ChaRM to

control the transport management system called the change control landscape, as

shown in Figure 7.42, which is a combination of logical component groups to be con-

trolled by a common release cycle.

Figure 7.42  Define Change Control Landscape

To create a change control landscape, click the Change Control Landscapes tab shown

in Figure 7.43 and define a Name and a Technical Name.

Figure 7.43  Change Control Landscape
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7.3.3    Branches

A branch represents a version of the solution documentation containing processes,

libraries, applications, and systems. Branches are the key concept for the content

lifecycle in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and are used for versioning solution documen-

tation content within a solution. Branches ensure that changes in Solution Docu-

mentation follow changes made in the actual systems.

While creating a solution, SAP Solution Manager automatically creates a production

and a child maintenance branch. These two branches always team up and offer the

option to separate unchangeable productive content visible in the production

branch from content in the maintenance branch, which can be changed. Documenta-

tion content, once changed, can be released from the maintenance branch and is

then available in the production branch. This setup allows you to clearly differentiate

between Solution Documentation content that is productive versus work in prog-

ress.

In addition to production and maintenance branches, you can define further

branches and sub-branches as required for project system landscapes (see Figure

7.44). For instance, in a five-system landscape, you may have an additional develop-

ment system track in which you prepare the next major release. In this scenario,

you’d add another branch that corresponds to the development system track and

reflects its solution documentation.

To create a development branch for a solution, while on the Solution Administration

screen, navigate to the Branches tab, highlight the parent node, then click the Create

link. Give the new branch a Name and define its usage, as shown in Figure 7.44.

Figure 7.44  Create Branch

A branch always contains the content of its parent branch. The same element always

has the same identity in all branches. As a result, all changes released into the produc-

tion branch become automatically visible in all child branches (maintenance and
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development). To release a change made to solution content, right-click the node and

select Release Changes. The node itself can be released via the Element Changes

option, or all subnodes can be released via the Subtree Changes option (see Figure

7.45).

Figure 7.45  Release Changes from Child Branch

All solution documentation elements have a lifecycle status, which is dependent on

the branch. Solution Documentation elements may be in a status of unchanged, cre-

ated, changed, or deleted, or they can be in conflict. Conflicting elements are changed

in the current branch but changed in parallel in the parent branch. Therefore, you

need to resolve the conflicting elements by deciding to release or to discard the

changes made. Alternately, you may want to mark the conflict as resolved, which

simply marks the element as conflict-free so that the element can be released to the

parent branch.

When working with Solution Documentation, we recommend turning on the Change

Tracking Mode from the settings to make the element status visible (see Figure 7.46).

The production branch always has a close relationship with the maintenance branch,

because the maintenance branch is the natural change environment for the produc-

tion branch. For this reason, the maintenance branch has priority over all other sib-

ling branches. Due to the special role of the maintenance branch, conflicting changes

performed in sibling branches to the maintenance branch lead immediately to the

maintenance conflict status. You need to resolve maintenance conflicts right away,

because the changes made in the maintenance branch usually go first.
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Figure 7.46  Change Tracking Mode Setting

Note

Define as few branches as possible. All emergency corrections and minor release

changes should be managed in the maintenance branch.

Multiple project teams should share the same branch for their work. This brings the

advantage that conflicts are detected early and project teams are forced to align their

work, as shown in Figure 7.47.

Figure 7.47  Branch Definition Strategy
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There are situations in which it makes sense to introduce additional branches; for

example, SAP Solution Manager 7.2 supports the implementation of SAP S/4HANA by

providing a medium to import SAP Best Practice packages from SAP Service Market-

place, which contain rich process content describing the SAP S/4HANA processes and

configurations in detail.

Customers might not want to implement all processes that come with the best prac-

tice packages at once but may want to explore and scope the best practice content

first and design the packages before handing them over to build. For this purpose, it’s

possible to use an import branch for content import and scoping, a design branch for

fit/gap and definition of the customer process landscape to-be, and a development

branch to build the actual solution, as shown in Figure 7.48.

Figure 7.48  Solution Branches

Another example is found in Business Process Monitoring, which requires a dedi-

cated operations branch. This operations branch will contain productive processes

and systems only. Processes and process diagrams shouldn’t be changed by monitor-

ing experts but only instrumented and activated. These activities shouldn’t interfere

with the development of minor or major releases and should be independent but

integrated.

7.3.4    Sites

SAP customers sometimes operate multiple production systems because regions or

plants have special requirements and set up their own system landscapes. For the

most part, the systems will be very similar; for example, an SAP ERP system build
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may use a global template, but the local system instances will be different from code,

configuration, and usage perspectives. To handle this situation, SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2 has introduced a site concept. A site classifies systems according to locations,

entities, or any other named elements they belong to.

To manage the different systems in one common solution, you need to be able to dif-

ferentiate the affected systems by sites and eventually make clear which documenta-

tion is valid for a particular site only and which documentation is valid globally.

Because the site is like a built-in standard attribute available for almost all Solution

Documentation elements, you can also use it to classify Solution Documentation

content. After you’ve tagged content as site-relevant you can use the site attribute for

reporting or generation of process documentation handbooks.

The site functionality is disabled by default. To enable it, go to the Solution Adminis-

tration screen. Then, navigate to the Properties tab and enable the Landscape with

Sites setting, as shown in Figure 7.49.

Figure 7.49  Enable Sites

After doing so, you can define sites in the System Landscape tab through the new

Maintain Sites link, shown in Figure 7.50.

Figure 7.50  Create Sites
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7.4    Document Types

A common issue we’ve encountered at multiple customers is that they have a lot of

documentation about their business processes and configuration, but these docu-

ments, spreadsheets, presentations, and other kinds of documentation are stored in

an unstructured format in some documentation repository (SharePoint, network

directory, etc.). SAP wants its customers to leverage these documents from an organi-

zational build and run perspective, so SAP Solution Manager provides a full-fledged

documentation repository with version management, which allows the assignment

of these documents to the defined business process structure and to the elements

assigned to the structure.

In SAP Solution Manager, you can classify these documents by defining document

types. For example, for Test Management, you can define a functional test document

type and store a template for it. The IT team can use the template to define test cases,

which can then be utilized in test plans.

To work with document types in SAP Solution Manager, first go to Solution Adminis-

tration. Click the link at the top-right corner and choose Document Type Administra-

tion, as shown in Figure 7.51. Now, you can define a new document type (as shown in

Figure 7.52) or adjust existing document types. SAP provides some standard docu-

ment types and templates, which also can be copied and leveraged.

Additional capabilities for documentation involve creating additional status values.

This can be done from Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, under the Process Management

guided procedure, step 5.4 (see Figure 7.53).

Figure 7.51  Document Type Administration
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Figure 7.52  Defining Document Type

Figure 7.53  Defining Additional Status Values

The assignment of custom statuses to a document type is handled via document sta-

tus schemas, as shown in Figure 7.54. For a status schema, you specify the status val-

ues and their sequence when you edit documents. The system only shows the status

value, which the user can now set. Additional capabilities shown in Figure 7.55 include

the following:

� Assigning a digital signature strategy, which you specified in the define signature

strategies activity, to a status schema.

� Defining the locking of documents with a specified status. For example, in the

released status, the document is locked and only users in the corresponding

authorization group (set in in the define authorization groups activity) can change

the status of the documents.
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� Specify the end status. The system sets the document to this status when the last

authorized signer in a signature strategy has signed the document digitally.

� Specify the cancellation status. The system sets the document to this status when

the signature process is canceled.

Figure 7.54  Custom Documentation Status Values

Figure 7.55  Status Schema

7.5    Best Practice Packages

To accelerate the consumption of SAP software, SAP introduced rapid-deployment

solutions (RDS). An RDS essentially is a preconfigured application aided by step-by-

step implementation guides and other accelerators and knowledge transfer materi-

als, which can enable customers to deploy software faster in their landscapes.
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SAP Solution Manager 7.2 makes good use of this concept. Customers now can down-

load and import SAP Best Practice packages, each of which includes process defini-

tions, process diagrams, process steps, executables, and configurations.

To import a content package, first log into the SAP Best Practice Explorer (https://

rapid.sap.com/bc/) using your S-user and download the desired package, as shown in

Figure 7.56.

Figure 7.56  Download SAP Best Practice Packages

Next, access Solution Administration via Transaction SLAN or SOLADM, click the link

at the top-right corner, and select Import. You’ll need to define which branch the con-

tent will be imported into, as shown in Figure 7.57 and Figure 7.58.

Figure 7.57  Import SAP Best Practice Packages
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Figure 7.58  Branch Selection for Import

After the import job completes, the content will be visible in Solution Documenta-

tion (Transaction SOLDOC), as shown in Figure 7.59.

Figure 7.59  SAP Best Practice Packages: Process Documentation

Click one of the diagrams available in the Elements section of a process to view the

process models built in the new BPMN 2.0-compliant process modeling interface (see

Figure 7.60).
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Figure 7.60  SAP Best Practice Packages: Process Models

7.6    Graphical Process Modeling

One of the major enhancements of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 lies in the graphical

modeling environment, which is fully embedded in and integrated with all SAP Solu-

tion Manager processes. This environment allows you to extend the reach of SAP

Solution Manager in implementation projects, from the technical realization phase
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to the earlier phase of process definition. Process experts who in the past used stand-

alone graphical tools to describe the company’s core process flows now can use SAP

Solution Manager. Costly integrations with third-party modeling tools are no longer

needed. The graphical environment strengthens SAP Solution Manager’s position as

the single source of the truth for customer solutions.

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 gives customers the ability to define processes graphically

using BPMN 2.0 process and collaboration diagrams. BPMN is a universally accepted

standard for business process modeling and thus serves as a unified language to

communicate processes.

In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, you can create multiple diagrams for a single process.

Essentially, the diagram is only a graphical representation of the process, so if multi-

ple diagrams exist for a single process, all diagrams share the same process defini-

tion—but each diagram can use a different subset of process steps and can use a

different visualization. You can define one diagram that’s appropriate for discussions

with business departments, as shown in Figure 7.61, another that has more details

and therefore is appropriate for implementation and configuration purposes, and

yet another diagram tailored to technical process monitoring.

Figure 7.61  Process Model by Role

System
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From an operations perspective, diagrams are enriched with monitoring decorators

indicating the alert monitoring results, as shown in Figure 7.62. If you click these dec-

orators, you can immediately access the details of the alert monitor and can navigate

to the managed system to resolve issues.

Figure 7.62  Process Model by System

In addition to BPMN diagrams, you can also visualize value chain diagrams with SAP

Solution Manager 7.2 (see Figure 7.63). Value chain diagrams are often used to show

grouped entities—for example, processes or scenarios that belong together.

A process variant is a fundamental flow variant of a business process that uses the

same input and delivers the same measurable outcome. If you deal with only small

and insignificant differences in the process flow (e.g., a decision point before an

approval step), you should stick to the same process definition and you should model

the variation using diagrams. Variations can be modeled using gateways, which you

can use to indicate that certain activities are only executed under certain circum-

stances. In addition, a variation could be modeled by creating a dedicated diagram for

the variation.

Alert
Decorators
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Figure 7.63  Value Chain Diagrams

Let’s look at some specific considerations and features for Business Process modeling

in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, as follows:

� For lanes, you should consider the following:

– In diagrams by roles, lanes should define positions or roles within the organiza-

tion. SAP Solution Manager uses the SAP CRM 7.0 platform, and a lot of the stan-

dard roles are already defined.

– In diagrams by systems, lanes are defined by logical component groups.

– The free groups logical component group can be leveraged if no referenceable

technical system can be mapped (see Figure 7.64).

Figure 7.64  Free Group

Predecessor
Process

Successor
Process
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� Process steps, as defined earlier, are tasks executed during a process. It’s good prac-

tice to add additional detail to each process step by defining the type of task, as

shown in Figure 7.65.

Figure 7.65  Task Type

� Define data objects (e.g., quotations, sales orders) and data stores (SAP HANA, SQL)

to provide additional information about your business processes.

� Use gateways as shown in Figure 7.66 to control how multiple process flows inter-

act as they converge and diverge within a process. Parallel (AND) and exclusive

(XOR) are usually the main types of gateways.

Figure 7.66  Gateways

� Start events are used to indicate the start of processes. The trigger or the predeces-

sor processes should be defined for the start event, as shown in Figure 7.67.
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Figure 7.67  Start Events

� Intermediate events (see Figure 7.68) are used for “something” that happens in a

process—for example, when messages, emails, or delays are expected. Interfaces,

interface documentation, and diagrams can be associated with intermediate

events, too.

Figure 7.68  Intermediate Events

� End events (see Figure 7.69) indicate where a process ends. It’s possible to define

the type of end event and define the successor processes to the current process.

Figure 7.69  End Events
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� Collapsed subprocesses (see Figure 7.70) are used to show embedded processes

executed during a process. A max of one process can be linked to a collapsed sub-

process.

Figure 7.70  Collapsed Subprocesses

7.7    Integration with Change Management

A major improvement in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 from a Solution Documentation

maintenance perspective lies in its close integration with change management. With

this integration, it’s now possible to align the lifecycle of technical objects with the

documentation changes performed in Solution Documentation.

Once you specify the solution documentation scope in a request for change or

change document, the processor of the change document can update scoped content

while making corrections in development or customizing. All changes made to cus-

tomizing or coding will be recorded in a transport request and automatically

assigned to a change document. All changes performed on the solution documenta-

tion in context of this change document will be recorded in a solution documenta-

tion log and attached to it. After the changes have been completed, they’ll be
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transported into the test system, where they can be validated. After successful test-

ing, the change document will be released and the changes will be imported into the

production system. Simultaneously, all changes made to the solution documenta-

tion will be released automatically into the production branch. This behavior guaran-

tees that maintenance of solution documentation is performed together with

software updates.

The configuration for this functionality is found in the guided procedure for ChaRM

from Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, as shown in Figure 7.71.

Figure 7.71  ChaRM Integration

7.8    Summary

The documentation of your system landscape and your business processes in SAP

Solution Manager 7.2 form the basis for additional usage of the comprehensive appli-

cation lifecycle management functions provided by SAP.

Documented business processes are used in many application lifecycle management

phases; for example, in a project, template management is leveraged in the imple-

mentation and rollout phases, the Test Workbench and Business Process Change

Analyzer (BPCA) are leveraged during testing, and the monitoring environment is

used in Business Process Monitoring. In addition, there are obvious advantages to

documenting your business processes, such as knowledge transfer and training.

SAP has provided the tools to jump-start your documentation process, but as with

anything, planning is key. Predefining how the toolset will be leveraged from usage,

standards, naming convention, and governance perspectives is vital.
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Chapter 8 

Change Control Management

Change Control Management in SAP Solution Manager is instrumen-

tal for ensuring that all changes made to your systems are planned, 

tracked, and consistent and thus support a stable environment. To 

provide these benefits to both IT and the business, tools such as Qual-

ity Gate Management, Change Request Management, and Retrofit are 

available in SAP Solution Manager.

In this chapter, we’ll explain how SAP Solution Manager leverages the Change and

Transport System (CTS) and its extensions to provide various tools to support

change, release, and transport management processes across the entire system

landscape. This chapter discusses the technical layer required to achieve these

efficiencies and provides a detailed overview of each tool available within SAP

Solution Manager’s Change Control Management technical portfolio: Release

Management, Change Request Management, Quality Gate Management, Central

Transport Management, CTS, Retrofit, and Transport Analytics/Change Diagnos-

tics. We’ll provide an overview of each piece of the pyramid shown in Figure 8.1, its

features, and how it provides benefits to your organization; in most cases, we’ll

also walk you through the steps to set each area up. We’ll also discuss downgrade

protection, which, though not part of the pyramid, is an important part of Change

Control Management.

Note

See Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 for important technical activities required to leverage

the Change Control Management tools described in this chapter. The setup and con-

figuration steps described in this chapter assume that the baseline configuration

and managed systems setup has been completed by the technical (SAP Basis) admin-

istrators.
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Figure 8.1  Change Control Management Pyramid (Technical Portfolio)

Before we jump into the chapter, let’s quickly discuss the motivating factors behind

the Change Control Management offering. It’s important to understand these pieces

at a high level before we dive into the details. Typically, most (if not all) medium to

large SAP customers have faced some challenges with respect to change and release

management. These challenges can be felt across IT and business teams and even at

the top within leadership. Challenges can be associated with downgraded changes,

visibility into what’s being changed, inconsistent landscapes, reporting, IT complex-

ity, and so on. These challenges can occur at any point in the software development

lifecycle. In other words, you can feel the pain of these challenges whether you’re

starting a greenfield (net new) SAP implementation, performing an upgrade, or in

production support mode with ongoing parallel development activities.

Especially with scenarios involving cloud components, on-premise solutions, or a

hybrid approach involving each, there is a need to align change and release manage-

ment activities across the IT organization. Expanding your SAP footprint can often

lead to the expansion of complexity across your IT infrastructure. With expansion

and complexity comes new requirements and therefore massive amounts of new

changes. These changes must be tracked, outages must be reduced to minimums,
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8.1 Quality Gate Management
and the timeline for development and testing can’t be compromised. Let’s not forget

traceability and audit requirements that must be fulfilled to avoid unnecessary dis-

ruptions.

The objective of the Change Control Management solution from SAP is to help

resolve these challenges by providing a toolset that can be incrementally adopted

and integrated (if required) with other scenarios within SAP Solution Manager and/or

other third-party tools if applicable.

Let’s begin by discussing how the Quality Gate Management (QGM) scenario can help

address these challenges via a low-impact, flexible, yet controlled effort.

8.1    Quality Gate Management

In this section, we’ll provide an overview of the QGM scenario within SAP Solution

Manager. We’ll discuss the key features and functionalities, a description of the qual-

ity management process as handled in SAP Solution Manager, and the roles and

responsibilities both recommended and provided to operationally leverage the capa-

bilities. In addition, we’ll explain the setup process, including the mandatory prereq-

uisite activities and the QGM-specific configuration requirements. Finally, we’ll

discuss functional usage—that is, how QGM is used from a functional and opera-

tional perspective once it’s fully set up and configured.

QGM is part of the overall Change Control Management technical portfolio. QGM is

built upon the CTS technical layer, which is required to handle transport logistics. In

other words, QGM provides an option for customers to extend upon their existing

CTS infrastructure and take advantage of the quality processes provided by SAP Solu-

tion Manager. QGM also can be used independently of other Change Control

Management tools (e.g., ChaRM, Retrofit, Release Management, etc.). On the other

hand, QGM can be combined with these offerings to further enhance your Change

Control Management processes and take full advantage of the entire suite of tools.

For example, QGM can be combined with Transport Analytics to identify opportuni-

ties for improvement in your TMS process, or you can combine QGM with Change

Diagnostics to compare changes across systems in an effort to better harmonize the

system landscape.

It’s important to note that QGM is built upon and leverages the technical CTS layer.

As represented in Figure 8.1, the CTS technical layer is foundational to not only QGM

but also ChaRM and Release Management. Your CTS requirements and strategy are
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dynamic and unique to your scenario. Moreover, they will depend on the systems in

your landscape (i.e., ABAP, Java, SAP, non-SAP, etc.). We’ll discuss the technical layer

of Change Control Management further in Section 8.4.

8.1.1    Overview

QGM is a key component of Change Control Management. QGM is no stranger to the

SAP Solution Manager suite; it was offered in earlier versions. However, as of version

7.2, QGM provides much more flexibility and also provides similar technical capabil-

ities as ChaRM (something that customers have been longing for). We’ll discuss

what’s new in version 7.2 in a moment.

QGM allows both innovation and maintenance related changes to be identified, ana-

lyzed, and tracked. Transport analytics are available that provide the data required to

understand which changes are occurring, what systems they impact, and who is

approving them.

Milestones, defined by your quality management process owners, align with dead-

lines and specifications explicit to your scenario. These aspects are technically

defined in a QGM scenario in the form of Quality Gates (Q-Gates). These Q-Gates are

monitored by a quality manager and a quality advisory board, together responsible

for the planning and approval of changes across different phases of the software life-

cycle. The players in QGM ultimately are on the hook for driving a consistent process

for changes and ensuring that the changes that reach the production (PRD) system(s)

meet the organization’s quality standards.

From a product perspective, QGM is positioned as an out-of-the-box solution. Once

you review and complete the setup requirements listed in Section 8.1.2, you’ll see

how straightforward the setup is and that little (or zero) transportable configuration

is required. You’ll also understand how much functional benefit quickly is available

from little setup and zero customization.

The fact that QGM is designed to be fully operational out of the box differentiates it

from its more robust counterpart, ChaRM. ChaRM is available out of the box, but it

certainly has the potential to be expanded with customization. To continue the dis-

cussion of the positioning of QGM, let’s briefly cover the motivation behind QGM

and some key differences between it and ChaRM. Table 8.1 will identify these differen-

tiators quickly to provide a better understanding of the product positioning. We’ll

take a deep dive into ChaRM in Section 8.2.
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As you can gather from Table 8.1, QGM is positioned as a tool for customers to take

full advantage of the technical infrastructure that ChaRM offers (e.g., bundling trans-

ports and leveraging best practices for transport management) without having to

configure and deploy an end-to-end change control tool. QGM is isolated within a

small group of roles, so there is little organizational change management impact.

Finally, it’s quickly available out of the box without having to plan for, configure, and

test unique configuration requirements.

Now, let’s take a closer look at QGM in more detail. In the subsections that follow,

we’ll identify some key features that are fundamental to QGM. Then, we’ll discuss the

concepts of phases and cycles as they relate to QGM. Finally, we’ll provide an over-

view of the QGM process and the roles and responsibilities delivered with the stan-

dard scenario.

Key Features

We’ll discuss several important features of QGM in this section—but if there is one

key takeaway for this tool, it’s that QGM manages software distribution in a flexible

and low-impact manner, for any technology stack, in a central view that’s transparent

for the key roles in the quality management process.

Quality Gate 

Management

Change Request 

Management

Out-of-the-box solution X X

May compliment third-party change control tools X

Can accommodate complex workflow requirements X

Can accommodate individual customization X

Minimal impact to the organization X

Ability to leverage CTS, CTS+, and/or central Change 

and Transport System (cCTS) infrastructure
X X

Integrates into other SAP Solution Manager 

functions
X

Transport bundling and handling only X

Table 8.1  QGM and ChaRM: Key Product Positioning Differentiators
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Software changes in the form of transport requests are bundled and flow from source

system(s) to target system(s) as critical project milestones are met. QGM controls the

flow of these changes by way of Q-Gates. Q-Gates can represent project milestones

that provide measurable guidelines for completion (defined by your quality process).

From a technical perspective, it’s the Q-Gate that defines if and when a bundle of soft-

ware changes can be imported into the downstream target system(s). For the down-

stream system (i.e., quality assurance system [QAS]) to receive the changes from the

development (DEV) system, a quality manager and/or the quality advisory board

must pass or lower the Q-Gate, enabling transports to flow from system to system.

Passing the Q-Gate should be limited to either or both of these roles. According to the

segregation of duties functionality in QGM, it’s typically required that the quality

manager and quality advisory board both approve and therefore pass the Q-Gate.

However, there is a way to disable the segregation of duties if this dual approval isn’t

needed for your organization. We’ll show you how in Section 8.1.2.

Note

Although you can specify important project milestones for your QGM scenario, they

don’t control the flow of changes like a Q-Gate does. A milestone is simply a defined

ending step in which outputs and results can be measured against and checked. The

milestone doesn’t control whether changes are imported to the target systems.

All these activities, including the overview of each quality scenario, the status of the

changes, the approvers, the timelines, and so on, are transparent and fully visible in

SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 8.2 provides a conceptual overview of how changes are controlled and flow in

a QGM scenario. QGM follows Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL)

v3 framework standards for how transports are managed across each phase. You’ll

notice in this example that several systems are included within the build (develop-

ment) phase and the test phase. Ideally, your build phase is planned so that develop-

ment can be built together for the test activities to be performed together and so on.

Transports can be moved individually and clustered based on the system in which

you model in cCTS. On the other hand, they can move via normal CTS routes because

cCTS activation is an option. Transport of copies (ToC) allows for the continual devel-

opment and retesting of changes should you find a scenario in which testing fails and

changes need to be reapplied in the development system. ToC is one example of how

QGM leverages the same technical capabilities that ChaRM uses.
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Figure 8.2  Quality Management Process

ToC is based on the objects in the original transport request. You release the ToC from

the DEV system. A scheduled job can import the ToC to the QAS, or the import can be

triggered manually from QGM. Although the ToC hasn’t been released, the original

transport remains in a modifiable status and isn’t released.

The ToC is just a copy of the original transport. Many practitioners may be unaware

that in addition to customizing transport requests and workbench transport re-

quests, there is a third transport request type, which is the ToC.

Example

A tester must test a change passed to QAS four times. This is because each time the

developer sent the change from DEV to QAS, it was rejected for one reason or

another. In this scenario, there will be a total of five transport requests: the original

transport request and four ToCs.

The original transport request is left in the modifiable status and therefore not

placed into the QAS buffer. The four ToCs have been released and imported into the

QAS. When the tester is satisfied with the results, they pass the test and the original

transport request is consolidated.
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Even if the change was rejected 100 times, there would be only one transport request

that ultimately goes to production. This functionality protects your production buffer

and significantly reduces the number of transports on your final cutover list. All of

this happens behind the scenes and is automated by the tool.

As shown in Figure 8.3, the ToCs ultimately “die” in the QAS. They will never reach the

production buffer. Only the transports intended for production (i.e., the final version

that passed at testing) is imported to production. This is the original transport

request that contains the latest versions/copies of the objects from the ToC. Finally,

repository objects are locked for as long as possible in DEV when using this function-

ality. This prevents conflicts and helps developers work together to avoid such con-

flicts. We’ll discuss the use of ToCs further in Section 8.2.

Figure 8.3  Transport of Copies

Another key feature of QGM is the ability to upload and attach documentation across

all the phases. For example, the development lead can upload test results during the

test phase of the change cycle. If acceptable, then the quality manager can approve

that document. If the quality advisory board doesn’t find the documentation accept-

able, for example, it can reject the documentation. Once everyone agrees that the

documentation can be accepted, then the Q-Gate is closed and all documentation

uploaded for that Q-Gate is frozen and can’t be changed. Like most Change Control

Management functionalities in SAP Solution Manager, these activities are tracked at

a detailed level with a name, date, and time stamp, so you know exactly what was

changed within each Q-Gate.

Now that you have a general idea of the main features of QGM, let’s discuss some of

the mechanics of the tool and how it uses phases to manage your change manage-

ment scenario.

DEV QAS PRD PRD

Transport of Copies

Original Transport
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8.1 Quality Gate Management
Phases in Quality Gate Management

There are four phases delivered with the standard QGM scenario. Prior to the first

phase (scope), in between each phase, and after the final phase (deploy), there are Q-

Gates. Figure 8.4 illustrates the standard scenario (phases and Q-Gates) delivered

from SAP Solution Manager. You’ll see that at the end of the deploy phase, there are

two options for Q-Gates:

1. Deploy to scope: To be used if there is more than one change cycle in the deploy-

ment (we’ll discuss change cycles in the next section).

2. End of deployment: To be used when the scenario is complete. This Q-Gate isn’t

used until there are no further change cycles.

Figure 8.4  Phases in Quality Gate Management

Note

In addition to the standard Q-Gates, you have the option of defining your own as

well. We’ll discuss how to do this in Section 8.1.2.

Table 8.2 provides a breakdown of a description of each phase delivered in the stan-

dard QGM scenario, as well as some example activities that occur during each of

these phases. The Q-Gate shouldn’t be passed until all the defined criteria for that

phase have been completed. Once completed and approved, the flow of the changes

can be approved to the follow-on system. Keep in mind that the items listed in the

Example Activities column highlight only some key examples.
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8 Change Control Management
Next, let’s discuss how we can use a cyclical approach to repeat these phases by intro-

ducing change cycles.

Cycles in Quality Gate Management

Change cycles are used to divide the lifecycle of a QGM scenario. When you com-

plete a change cycle, you have the option to start a new one so that development and

Phase Description Example Activities

Scope The scope phase is intended for planning the 

required activities to complete the implemen-

tation. Typically, the system landscape, techni-

cal prerequisites, and functional scope are 

defined.

� Complete the functional and 

technical design

� Gather requirements

� Gap analysis

Build The build phase represents the implementa-

tion of each system in scope (and each func-

tional area) for the scenario.

� Configuration and develop-

ment activities

� Assignment of workbench 

and customizing objects to 

transport requests

� Unit testing

� Sequencing and importing 

of transport requests to the 

follow-on systems

� Test planning

Test In the test phase, the transport requests that 

were imported are activated and validated in 

the QAS (and any other follow-on system, 

such as pre-production) to ensure that the 

business functions that were configured/

developed remain stable once moved to a sep-

arate system in sequence.

� Integration testing

� User acceptance testing

� Defect management 

(adjustments in DEV system)

� Reimporting and retesting 

of required corrections to 

defects

Deploy In the deploy phase, all changes and correc-

tions are imported into the production system 

in the appropriate sequence.

� Go/no-go decision

� Cutover checklist completed

� Import of transports to PRD

� Validation

� Handover to business

Table 8.2  Standard QGM Phases and Example Activities
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configuration can continue. If at the end of a change cycle there are open transports

(or changes), those elements can be transitioned to a new change cycle. The Change

Control Management tools in SAP Solution Manager can move these changes and

transports to a new cycle without manual intervention. In most cases, the changes

and transports are technically de-coupled and reattached to support the handover

to the subsequent change cycle. This handover is safeguarded by the deploy to scope

Q-Gate.

On a similar note, rather than using the end of deployment Q-Gate to complete a sce-

nario, the deploy to scope Q-Gate can be used to initiate a new change cycle. Depend-

ing on the release and deployment strategy for your scenario, you can have many

change cycles as part of your overall scenario. Figure 8.5 illustrates a scenario that

uses the deploy to scope Q-Gate to transition from Change Cycle 1 to Change Cycle 2.

Because this scenario includes only two change cycles, the end of deployment Q-Gate

is used to complete the scenario.

Figure 8.5  Change Cycles in Quality Gate Management

Now that we’ve reviewed the high-level guidelines for how the standard phases in

QGM are structured, let’s discuss the quality management process that governs and

drives how to leverage the QGM functionalities.

Quality Management Process

The quality management process is the governing body the QGM tool in SAP Solu-

tion Manager abides by to drive systematic activities that manage and control

changes across your entire landscape. Typically, for each Change Control Manage-

ment tool in SAP Solution Manager, there is a process that must be defined, agreed

upon, and enforced for the tool to execute or carry out the functions. Harmonization

between the governing process and the setup/execution of the tool is critical for suc-

cessful operations.
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8 Change Control Management
SAP Solution Manager provides (out of the box) the framework, structure, guidelines,

and processes from a best practices standpoint. It’s up to your organization to under-

stand these processes, determine if they map to your specific requirements, and

decide how to address gaps if you have unique requirements that can’t be met via the

tool (e.g., change your own process or change the setup of the tool to meet your

requirements).

The example in Figure 8.6 shows a standard best practice process for the scenario of

software development. If this process doesn’t meet your requirements (e.g., you

require an additional Q-Gate or phase), then that must be addressed in the tool’s

setup. Fortunately, additional Q-Gates and phases are supported, as we’ll discuss in

Section 8.1.2.

Figure 8.6  Quality Management Process

The quality management process in Figure 8.6 brings together all of the important

features and terminology we discussed in the QGM overview. In this image, the point

of QGM is straightforward. If all the activities within the white boxes are completed,

then an agreement must be made by the quality manager and/or quality advisory
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8.1 Quality Gate Management
board to pass the respective Q-Gate and begin the following phase of the change

cycle. These are the guidelines. The criteria, standards, activities, milestones, approv-

als, and so on can and must be defined specific to your organizational requirements.

If you’re just building your change management body, then it makes the most sense

to use this quality management process as the standard and build your processes

around what’s already delivered by SAP.

We mentioned the roles of quality manager and quality advisory board a few times in

the overview. Let’s now take a closer look at these roles, as well as a couple of other

roles relevant in this scenario.

Roles and Responsibilities

If you recall from our discussion earlier, one key differentiator between QGM and

ChaRM is that QGM has a much lower impact on the organization from an organiza-

tional change management perspective. On one hand, a ChaRM implementation

impacts a wide range of roles across both IT and the business. Depending on how far

you decide to take your ChaRM solution, business users, testers, developers, change

managers, and other roles will need to buy into and adapt to the ChaRM process. We’ll

discuss this further in Section 8.2.

On the other hand, because QGM is not so workflow-driven and is more flexible with

respect to how changes flow through the landscape, it has less impact from an orga-

nizational change management perspective. However, the quality manager and the

quality advisory board provide the segregation of duties necessary (from an approv-

als perspective) so that checks and balances can occur throughout the quality man-

agement process.

Table 8.3 describes some example responsibilities for each end user role delivered

with the standard QGM scenario. Keep in mind that the responsibilities identified are

specific to their main responsibilities from within the QGM tool. Obviously, each role

will have many responsibilities pertaining to its specific area of the quality manage-

ment process.

Role Responsibilities

Development lead � Creates and releases transports

IT operator � Triggers the import of the transport requests to the QAS and 

PRD systems

Table 8.3  Quality Gate Management Roles and Responsibilities
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8 Change Control Management
Understanding the roles and responsibilities delivered as part of the standard QGM

scenario may play an important part in the motivation to adopt this tool as part of

the Change Control Management portfolio. These roles and responsibilities support

a leaner method to implement change control with SAP Solution Manager via the fol-

lowing benefits:

� Little to no impact on developers and configurators

� Reduced training effort because the responsibilities required are limited to a small

group

� Easier to rollout

� Different approval roles ensure segregation of duties

Now that you have an overview of QGM, its key features and benefits, and the roles

and responsibilities required, let’s walk through the setup process.

8.1.2    Setup

In this section, we’ll walk you through the activities required to setup up QGM in SAP

Solution Manager. The setup activities include completing the guided procedure con-

figuration in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, setting up some master data, confirming

some prerequisite activities, and finally establishing the QGM scenarios.

This sounds like a lot of work, but it’s very straightforward. As you walk through the

following sections, you’ll find that QGM is readily available for use out of the box.

Before you begin, however, you should make sure that you have completed the

required Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP activities.

Quality manager � Performs quality checks across each Q-Gate and milestone

� Supports the quality advisory board in providing approval to 

begin a subsequent phase

Quality advisory board � Manages and supervises risks that may arise throughout the 

change cycle(s)

� Supports the quality manager in defining and monitoring 

quality standards across the implementation

Role Responsibilities

Table 8.3  Quality Gate Management Roles and Responsibilities (Cont.)
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Confirm Master Data Prerequisites

When you create a QGM scenario (dicussed later in this section), you’ll be prompted

to enter a business partner number for the quality advisory board or quality man-

ager. Any member of the quality advisory board with the appropriate authorizations

can then approve the Q-Gate. Therefore, you must create a quality advisory board

business partner, as follows:

1. Execute Transaction BP.

2. Click the Organization button (see Figure 8.7).

Figure 8.7  Create Organization

3. Maintain the details for the quality advisory board (see Figure 8.8).

Figure 8.8  Maintain Business Partner Details

4. Click Save.

Now that the organizational unit is created, you need to build a small organizational

model so that you can add approvers to it. As mentioned earlier, only those persons
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8 Change Control Management
assigned to the quality advisory board organizational unit can pass the Q-Gates. To

begin:

1. Log onto the Web Client UI via Transaction SM_CRM.

2. Select Service Operations � Organizational Model from the navigation pane.

3. If you haven’t created an organizational model yet, you’ll need to first create a

root (e.g., SAP COE). To do so, click the Create Root Organizational Unit button.

4. Maintain some basic information (see Figure 8.9).

Figure 8.9  Maintain Organizational Unit Details

5. Click the Save button.

6. Now, you need to create the quality advisory board to assign to the root you just

created. Click the Organizational Unit button.

7. Maintain details about the new organizational unit (see Figure 8.10).

8. Click Save.

9. Now, continue to build your quality advisory board. Use the Position button to

maintain two positions: Quality Gate Manager and Quality Advisory Board Mem-

ber. Your organizational model should now look like that in Figure 8.11.

10. Finally, you need to assign individual users to each position depending on the

users’ roles in your organization. Use the Employee button to do so. Figure 8.12

will give you a good idea of what a completed organizational model for QGM

looks like. Feel free to expand the model based on your own requirements.
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Figure 8.10  Maintain Quality Advisory Board Details

Figure 8.11  Organizational Model with Positions

Figure 8.12  Completed Quality Advisory Board Organizational Structure

Create the Solution and Required Components

In this section, we’ll walk through the activities required to create the solution and its

related components (such as logical component groups, branches, and change con-

trol landscapes). To begin:

1. Execute Transaction SLAN.

2. Select the Create Solution option from the Menu icon, as shown in Figure 8.13.
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Figure 8.13  Create Solution

3. Enter some identifying information in the Create Solution window (see Figure

8.14) and click OK.

Figure 8.14  Provide Solution Naming Conventions

4. The Maintenance and Production branches are created automatically, as shown in

the Solution Administration screen (see Figure 8.15). Click the Maintain Logical

Component Groups link.

Figure 8.15  Solution Administration Page
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5. In the Maintain Logical Component Groups window, click the Create button.

6. The Create Logical Component Group window will appear, as shown in Figure 8.16.

Provide a technical name in the Logical Component Group field.

Figure 8.16  Create Logical Component Group

7. Maintain the appropriate setting for the Technical System Type field and click OK.

8. Back on the Solution Administration screen, click the Assign Technical Systems

link.

9. In the Assign Technical Systems window, select the Maintenance option under

Branch, as shown in Figure 8.17.

Figure 8.17  Assign Maintenance Systems

10. Maintain entries for Development System and Quality Assurance System.

11. Repeat the exercise, this time selecting Production under Branch and assigning

the respective system (see Figure 8.18).
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Figure 8.18  Assign Production System

12. Ensure your settings have been saved.

13. You can now view your completed system landscape, as shown in Figure 8.19.

Figure 8.19  System Landscape Setup Complete

As we mentioned earlier, the production and maintenance branches are created

automatically for you. Now, let’s walk through how to create the development

branch:

1. On the Branches tab, click the Create icon (see Figure 8.20).
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Figure 8.20  Create New Branch

2. Maintain the following details, as shown in Figure 8.21 (they should all be set to

Development):

– Usage

– Name

– Technical Name

Figure 8.21  Assign Development Branch Details

3. Click OK.

4. Your development branch is now created, as shown in Figure 8.22.

Figure 8.22  Development Branch Created
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5. Assign the technical systems as you did for the production and maintenance

branches.

Figure 8.23 shows the completed system landscape with all three branches.

Figure 8.23  System Landscape with All Branches

Now, let’s create the change control landscape that will be leveraged by QGM:

1. Select the Change Control Landscapes tab, as shown in Figure 8.24.

2. Right-click anywhere in the table and select New.

Figure 8.24  Create Change Control Landscape

3. Provide a Name and Technical Name for your change control landscape as shown

in Figure 8.25, and click OK.

4. Select the row that contains your change control landscape. It should become

highlighted, as shown in Figure 8.26.
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5. On the right, select all the logical component groups in scope for this change con-

trol landscape. Because you’ve only created one, there is only one available.

Figure 8.25  Change Control Landscape Details

Figure 8.26  Confirm Change Control Landscape Created

6. Ensure that your work has been saved. You’ve now finished setting up the follow-

ing solution components:

– System landscape

– Logical component group(s)

– Production, maintenance, and development branches

– Change control landscape

Now, you’re ready to set up the QGM scenario.

Set Up the Quality Gate Management Scenario

Now that the master data and solution details have been created, we can move on to

the QGM-specific setup activities. Setup of the QGM scenario is performed via the

SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager. Proceed as follows:

1. Execute Transaction SM_WORKCENTER.

2. Select the Quality Gate Management tile from the Change Management work cen-

ter (see Figure 8.27).
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Figure 8.27  Change Management Work Center

3. Click the Scenario button in the Quality Gate Management Overview screen

(Figure 8.28).

Figure 8.28  Create Quality Gate Management Scenario

4. In step 1 of the guided procedure (Define Header Data and Milestones), maintain

the following information, as shown in Figure 8.29:

– Scenario

Enter a concise technical name for your QGM scenario.

– Description

Enter short but descriptive text.

– Quality Manager

Enter a user who can approve the quality gates.

– Quality Advisory Board

Enter the organizational unit that contains users who can approve the Q-Gate.

– Milestone Planned Start dates

Maintain according to your project milestones.
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– Disable Segregation of Duties

Optional setting if you do not require a four eyes principle for approvals of Q-

Gates.

Figure 8.29  Define Header Data and Milestones

5. Click the Next button to advance to step 2, Define System Landscape.

6. Select the Change Control Landscape you created in the previous steps, as well as

the Maintenance Branch (Figure 8.30).

Figure 8.30  Define System Landscape

7. Click Next to advance to step 3, Preview Transport Track.

8. As shown in Figure 8.31, the transport track is based on your TMS setup.
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Figure 8.31  Preview Transport Track

9. For now, skip the following steps in the guided procedure:

– Step 4, Assign Retrofit Systems (Advanced): We’ll discuss this in Section 8.5.

– Step 5, Assign cCTS Cluster (Advanced): Be sure to deselect the Activation option.

10. You should now be at step 6, Assign Quality Gates to System Roles.

11. As shown in Figure 8.32, select the following options (keep in mind that these are

optional; enable them or not according to your requirements and scenario):

– Enable Transport of Copies Import in Build Phase

– Disable Transport Release in Scope Phase

12. Assign the Q-Gates to system roles (see Figure 8.32).

Figure 8.32  Assign Quality Gates to System Roles

13. Click the Next button to arrive at the final step, step 7, Confirm Data.

14. As shown in Figure 8.33, you’ll now see your transport track aligned to your Q-

Gates and phases. This alignment includes the quality manager and quality advi-

sory board maintained previously.
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Figure 8.33  Transport Track for Quality Gate Management

15. Click Finish.

Perform the Configuration Check

We recommend that you run the automated configuration check prior to working

with your QGM scenario, as follows:

1. Return to the Quality Gate Management Overview screen by selecting the Quality

Gate Management tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad.

2. Highlight the QGM scenario you created in previous steps.

3. Select Actions � Configuration Check, as shown in Figure 8.34.

Figure 8.34  Perform Configuration Check
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4. Ensure that you have green lights across all checks, as shown in Figure 8.35. If you

encounter warnings or errors, you must analyze them in the application log and

resolve them prior to continuing. You can drill down within each area to confirm

that all nodes have a green light.

5. Click OK to close the window.

Figure 8.35  Configuration Check Results

Administer Change Cycles

Now that your configuration checks out, you’re ready to set up the change cycles, as

follows:

1. Return to the Quality Gate Management Overview screen.

2. Select Actions � Set Up Cycle.

3. The Set Up Cycles of Scenario window will appear.

4. Select the second row (Cycle2) and click the Save button, as shown in Figure 8.36.

Figure 8.36  Create Cycle
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You’ve now completed the setup for QGM. You can see your results either in the cal-

endar view (see Figure 8.37) or landscape view (see Figure 8.38).

Figure 8.37  Calendar View

Figure 8.38  Landscape View

8.1.3    Functional Usage

Now that you have a solid understanding of what QGM is and how to set it up within

your SAP Solution Manager system, let’s walk through the steps to leverage its func-

tionality. In the subsections ahead, we’ll take you through key steps to provide some

hands-on experience with the features we discussed previously. These activities will

help you have a better understanding of how QGM works out of the box, with regard

to the standard end-to-end process.

Creating Changes

First, let’s create a QGM change to kick off the process:

1. Access your QGM scenario.

2. Click the Create Change button. You can also create an urgent change.
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3. In the Create Change window, enter a Description of your change, as shown in

Figure 8.39, and click OK.

Figure 8.39  Create QGM Change

4. Your change will appear in the table as shown in Figure 8.40. It will receive a

numerical identification. Click the corresponding link to maintain further details

about the change.

Figure 8.40  QGM Changes

Maintaining Changes

After you’ve created a QGM change, you can maintain it in the Update Change win-

dow (Figure 8.41) with additional data about the change—for example:

� Change Description or Owner

� Link to External Reference

� Change Status

The default status is set to Open. The Change Manager will have the authorization

to update the status to Completed or Withdrawn when necessary.

� Documents

� Comments

Click Save to return to the overview of QGM changes.
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Figure 8.41  Update QGM Change

You can also reassign a change to another QGM scenario. To do so, the QGM change

must have the status open. In addition to the status being set to Open, the following

criteria must be met for reassigning a change:

� The same development systems for any linked transports must be the same in the

scenario to which you reassigning the change.

� Both scenarios (target and source) must be either activated for cCTS or deactivated

for cCTS.

� If you’re reassigning changes that have released transports, then both scenarios

must be enabled for cCTS.

Before proceeding, please perform due diligence to confirm that any reassigned

changes (and associated transports) do not create dependency issues across the

source and target systems, as follows:

1. Select the change that you would like to reassign.

2. Select Actions � Reassign Change.
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3. The system will display a green checkmark, as shown in Figure 8.42, indicating that

the change can be reassigned. If the system doesn’t meet the requirements for

reassignment, you’ll be stopped at this point.

Figure 8.42  Select Scenario for Reassignment

4. Choose the scenario the change should be reassigned to, then click Save.

5. Confirm the reassignment of the change by clicking the Yes button in the resulting

pop-up window that shows the following message: Reassigning transport request

from one scenario to another may lead to dependency issues in source and target

scenario. Are you sure you want to reassign the selected change?

If you want to delete a QGM change, you can do so if there are no transports assigned

to it, as follows:

1. Select the row containing the change you want to delete.

2. Select Actions � Delete Change to carry out the deletion.

Transporting Changes

Once a change has been created and maintained, you can begin to assign transports

to it. For normal changes, the appropriate Q-Gate must be passed by a member of the

quality advisory board before transports can be released and imported into the fol-

low-on systems. Urgent changes, on the other hand, can be created at any point. To

begin:

1. Create a transport by selecting the row and choosing Actions � Create Transport 
Requests.

2. In the Create Transport Request window (see Figure 8.43), you have several options 
to maintain information about the transport. All fields are defaulted, but you have 
the option to maintain them (except for the Scenario and Change fields). You’ll 
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notice that the Description field populates the scenario ID and the number of the

QGM change. We recommend that you do not overwrite this nomenclature,

because it provides important traceability from the transport back to the QGM

change.

Figure 8.43  Maintain Transport Details

3. Click the OK button to return to the list of changes.

4. All transports are visible within the Transport Requests table, as shown in Figure

8.44. Just as within the Changes table, the Transport Requests table has an Actions

button that you can use to perform all necessary and actions associated with the

transport directly from QGM.

Figure 8.44  Transport Actions

Within the QGM scenario itself, the Changes table and Transport Requests table pro-

vide a one-stop shop for all activities related to the migration of transports from the

source to target system.
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Transport requests that have been created outside of QGM or have been de-coupled

from a CTS project can be assigned within this window. Imports can also be per-

formed here. To import all transport requests for the scenario, choose Scenario Trans-

port � Import Transport Requests to perform the import. To import individual

changes, perform the same action, but at the change level. The lowest level changes

can be imported as is at the change level. In other words, you can’t import individual

transports, because doing so would introduce a risk of sequencing and potential

downgrading. Keep in mind that the appropriate Q-Gate must be passed in order for

these actions to be visible and executable.

If a Retrofit system has been included in the change control landscape for the QGM

scenario, then the option to synchronize the change to the dual development system

will also be available. The transport(s) to be retrofitted must be in the released status.

Calendar and Landscape Views

When you select a scenario in QGM, you have visibility into the calendar and land-

scape, which provide scheduling, logistical, and technical details. To access this infor-

mation, choose a QGM scenario and click the Calendar View tab at the bottom of the

screen. As shown in Figure 8.45, the calendar for the QGM scenario appears. This data

is based on what you defined when you set up the QGM scenario.

Figure 8.45  Calendar View for Quality Gate Management Scenario

You have the option to scroll, zoom, and hover over the calendar to view various

details about the scheduling. You can also click on the Q-Gates themselves to pass

them, enter more information, upload documents, etc.

You’ll notice that the Q-Gates will have different colors, based upon their states in the

QGM scenario. Table 8.4 describes each color.
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If you click on the Landscape View tab, you’ll see that your Q-Gates are visually

aligned to the related transport track of your QGM scenario (see Figure 8.46).

The landscape view also provides up-to-date information about the software distri-

bution across your transport path. You can also use this view in an interactive man-

ner to view transport risks, downgrade information, and perform specific activities

(such as creating and releasing transports, importing transports, etc.) by simply hov-

ering over each area of the landscape. Finally, as an IT operator or administrator, you

can lock target systems for import even if the Q-Gate has passed. The lock can be dis-

abled at any time thereafter.

Figure 8.46  Landscape View for Quality Gate Management Scenario

Task Lists in Quality Gate Management

A task list handles all transport-related activities across all systems in your change

control landscape. Your IT operators (i.e., SAP Basis team) and administrators are the

only ones that typically have access to the task list activities. In general, the activities

in the task list are the same as those that you would perform directly in the managed

system (prior to implementing Change Control Management in SAP Solution Man-

ager). Implementing SAP Notes and support packs, creating transports, releasing

Q-Gate Color Status

Gray Initial

Yellow Started

Green Passed

Red Overdue

Table 8.4  Quality Gate Colors and Status
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transports, performing imports, and logging on to systems are just a few examples of

what you can do centrally in SAP Solution Manager from the task list.

We discuss task lists throughout this chapter, so you’ll become more familiar with

them as you continue reading. With QGM, a task list is generated automatically when

you first set up the scenario. The following are unique aspects of the QGM task list

that differ from how task lists are handled in ChaRM (which we’ll discuss in the next

section):

� The Status and Phase buttons do not apply, because all related phase activities are

administered from the QGM UI.

� All tasks are unlocked by default.

� The scope of the tasks is restricted to just those related to QGM.

You can execute Transaction SCMA to view the task list associated with your QGM

scenario.

Now that you understand Quality Gate Management, including the key setup activi-

ties and how to leverage the capabilities from an operational standpoint, let’s dive

into ChaRM.

8.2    Change Request Management

ChaRM in SAP Solution Manager provides the framework, workflows, and capabilities

to manage change across your entire system landscape. ChaRM includes the govern-

ing body that guides your change and release management procedures, down to the

technical mechanics for how physical transport requests are promoted from one sys-

tem to another. Resource management, project planning, and release coordination

are all integrated with out-of-the-box functionalities based on best practices.

Major releases, minor releases, ongoing maintenance, and emergencies are likely

occurring at any given point. Often, changes associated with these scenarios are trig-

gered in parallel across development landscapes or perhaps isolated in a single track.

With varying timelines, site locations, and system requirements come potential risks

to the production landscape if these changes aren’t properly planned and controlled.

ChaRM provides the necessary functionalities to help control these changes from a

central platform, SAP Solution Manager. ChaRM leverages SAP CRM business transac-

tion functionality to deliver best-of-breed document handling, with a web-based UI

that’s both attractive and intuitive for your end users.
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Within this platform, your day-to-day practices for handling change will be process-

oriented. Depending on the type of change, the workflows and processes are compli-

ant with recommendations provided by the Information Technology Infrastructure

Library (ITIL). Although you have the flexibility to configure the system to meet your

organization’s requirements, these processes and workflows also are delivered out of

the box with little to no configuration required for you to run effectively.

In this section, we’ll provide an overview of ChaRM, including some of its key func-

tions. We’ll discuss each individual process in detail and show you how to deploy the

standard workflows with minimal configuration. Finally, we’ll walk you through a

typical request to deploy scenario by showing you how a request for change evolves

into the production system.

8.2.1    Overview

In the following sections, we’ll discuss three key components of ChaRM that are

imperative to understand before we dive into the deeper details. To frame the overall

discussion of ChaRM, we’ll discuss the architecture of this tool, with some light com-

parisons of what’s new in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Also, we’ll discuss some updates

to the user experience. Finally, we’ll provide some understanding of how change

cycles have replaced the concept of projects, used in the prior version.

Change Control Management Architecture

In Chapter 2, we provided key information on how the underlying infrastructure and

architecture has changed significantly in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. If you haven’t

read Chapter 2, we highly recommend taking the time to understand these changes

and how they’re pertinent to the way your landscape is defined and modeled for var-

ious SAP Solution Manager scenarios.

In this section, we’ll take the fundamentals from Chapter 2 and hone in on them as

they relate to defining a change control landscape for your various ChaRM scenarios.

As shown in Figure 8.47, SAP has moved away from the project and solution architec-

ture that has been familiar in each SAP Solution Manager release prior to 7.2. In a typ-

ical 7.0 or 7.1 SAP Solution Manager environment, there would be many different

solutions and many different projects. Each of these components would have sys-

tems assigned, business processes defined, and documents uploaded. There were

even some basic project management capabilities available.
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Figure 8.47  New Architecture in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

The objective of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 was to split up the project and solution

architecture, renovate it, and introduce the concept of a single solution with different

components that made much more sense in how they were used and reused. The idea

behind a single solution is to replace the multitudes of projects and solutions that

you currently may have with one solution for your entire organization. From there,

branches support the versioning of your solution by providing flexible landscape

assignment.

The legacy project concept that you’re likely familiar with (e.g., project administra-

tion via Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN) is being replaced with SAP Portfolio

and Project Management (SAP PPM). Previous versions of SAP Solution Manager pro-

vided certain project management capabilities, such as tracking team member

assignments to projects, providing visibility into milestones, aiding scope identifica-

tion, and so on, but the fact is that these capabilities didn’t provide enough value to

make SAP Solution Manager a single source for project management activities. With

SAP Solution Manager 7.2, this isn’t the case. SAP Solution Manager did have portfolio

and project management capability in 7.1, but in 7.2 the integration and functional-

ities have been enhanced to provide benefits with ChaRM as well as Solution Docu-

mentation. (For further information on the power behind SAP PPM, see Chapter 11.)

In addition to a single solution and integration with SAP PPM, how we plan, define,

and manage our landscapes for Change Control Management must be considered as

we shift from the solution and project mindset. If you used ChaRM in 7.1 or earlier,
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Real Project
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SAP Solution
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Manager 7.2
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you’re familiar with how a project was created, logical components were assigned,

and a task list was generated based on the system landscape. Because of the new

architecture in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, we’re establishing central landscape defini-

tion with logical component groups and change control landscapes. The objective is

to make life easier when it comes to defining, maintaining, and reusing SAP systems

throughout change processes.

Let’s take a closer and more detailed look at how the new architecture in SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 will impact the way you define your change control landscapes and

release tracks. Figure 8.48 illustrates how each component in the new architecture

integrates with another and eventually makes up the change control landscape you’ll

use in ChaRM.

Figure 8.48  Change Control Landscape Definition

The complete landscape definition is made up of all logical component groups and

logical components. Logical component groups include all systems that have both

the same productive system and the same stack type. For example, you would create

a logical component group for your SAP CRM systems in the solution. The logical

component group simply bundles all logical components related to the same produc-

tion system. In the example in Figure 8.48, the SAP ERP logical component group
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would include the development system, quality system, and production system for

your SAP ERP systems. Also, that same logical component group could include your

N+1 systems that support dual-track development (retrofit).

The logical component, on the other hand, is represented as one path of technical

systems and their roles. In the example we just used (with the SAP ERP logical compo-

nent group), we would split the maintenance/production and development tracks

into two logical components. Another option would be to break the SAP ERP logical

component group into three logical components:

� Maintenance: Development and quality systems that are source systems to your

production system

� Production: The production system only

� Development: The development and quality systems in your N+1 environment

Tightly related to logical components are branches. Branches are simply environ-

ments in which different versions of your solution documentation are stored and

integrated into your landscape. A branch represents the purpose or objective of the

change control landscape. These concepts are integrated tightly with Solution Docu-

mentation, but we need to think about them slightly differently for Change Control

Management. For example:

� A production branch will consist of a single system, which is the production system

for a specific logical component group.

� A maintenance branch could contain development and quality systems that are

used for maintenance or operational support purposes and that feed the produc-

tion branch.

� A development branch could be contained and reserved solely for new innovations

or an N+1 concept.

These branches will be driven by transport tracks, which are activated based on the

configuration established for your transportation management system (TMS). (We

discussed the concept of branches in more detail and how they relate to other SAP

Solution Manager components in Chapter 2.)

The change control landscape is simply a stripped-down filter of the logical compo-

nent groups that you want to activate for a release. You can think of the change con-

trol landscape as a stencil for deployment control and release tracks. Large, complex

landscapes can be stripped down to be more manageable, consistent, and reusable.
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In summary, the branch and the change control landscape are two different dimen-

sions when it comes to defining release and/or change tracks. As depicted in Figure

8.49, the branch defines which role a specific part of your landscape plays. The change

control landscape defines which products or systems are in place within the overall

solution. With the new architecture in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, leveraging the dual

dimension aspect allows you to more easily combine the branch and change control

landscape to better plan how changes will be managed. Keep in mind that this is rele-

vant not only for ChaRM, but also for QGM, Release Management, and so on.

Figure 8.49  Two Dimensions: Branch versus Change Control Landscape

As discussed earlier (and in greater detail in Chapter 2), the overall architecture when

it comes to defining the solution all the way down to the change control landscape in

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 has been given a significant facelift. Rather than having the

project and solution and assigning all kinds of technical elements (such as logical

components) to them without much organization or ability for reuse, we now have a

meaningful and much more flexible way of defining how landscapes will be modeled.

Less maintenance, reusability, flexibility, and transparency are all critical objectives

when it comes to the new architecture in 7.2.

In addition to the new architecture, let’s look at the UIs pertaining to ChaRM and how

they have been updated with release 7.2.
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User Experience

In this section, we’ll discussing three different user experiences as they relate to the

Change Control Management functions in SAP Solution Manager. With the release of

SAP Solution Manager 7.2, we’re introduced to two brand-new UIs, and another one

receives a simple facelift.

First, Transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER no longer invokes the Web Dynpro ABAP-

based transaction as in the previous releases of SAP Solution Manager. Today, Trans-

action SOLMAN_WORKCENTER is still used, but now it opens the SAP Fiori launch-

pad, which is the new starting point for role-based and scenario-based functions.

Although Transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER is still available, you can also access

the launchpad via Transaction SM_WORKCENTER. The launchpad, as shown in Figure

8.50, is a one-stop shop for all activities and capabilities housed within SAP Solution

Manager. Different tiles are available depending on the activity, capability, or report

that you want to access. Figure 8.50 shows the Change Management tiles.

Figure 8.50  Change Management Launchpad

The SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager provides role-based access to sce-

narios relevant to individual users. Depending on the user’s role, the launchpad pro-

vides direct access to the various tools within SAP Solution Manager. In other words,

the functionalities that can be reached from the launchpad include those that span

from requirements to deploy.

Organizations that rely heavily on SAP Solution Manager for multiple scenarios will

find the launchpad to be especially valuable. Rather than end users having to access

and remember several transactions, they can log on to the launchpad and have a

common view of the tiles related to their interests and/or job roles.
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The introduction of the SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager is an exciting

and streamlined way to access all key functions specific to your user. The new launch-

pad is role based, intuitive, and common across all end users. Be sure to read up on

how to assign security roles pertaining to the SAP Fiori launchpad in Chapter 14.

In addition to the SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager, the administration

cockpit is a brand-new user experience allowing change managers, release managers,

and IT operators to perform and analyze activities across Change Control Manage-

ment. The administration cockpit, which is a tile in the Change Management section

of the SAP Fiori launchpad, replaces several transactions that were used in SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.1 and prior releases, including the following:

� /N/TMWFLOW/LOCKMON, to view cross system object locks

� /N/TMWFLOW/CMSCONF, to manage critical objects

� /N/TMWFLOW/REPORTINGN, to analyze your landscape and transports

� SM37, to monitor scheduled import jobs

� SCMA, to manage task list activities

These are just a few examples of the many transactions that are no longer needed

(and, in many cases, now obsolete) due to the integration and central management

capabilities of the administration cockpit. The administration cockpit provides a sin-

gle, central entry point for all things related to the administration and reporting of

your Change Control Management scenario.

Figure 8.51 show the Task Lists section of the administration cockpit. This area

replaces the legacy SAP GUI view that was administered in Transaction SCMA. In the

new administration cockpit, task lists are organized by transaction type (i.e., contin-

ual cycle, phase cycle, etc.). In addition, the cockpit provides a streamlined and attrac-

tive HTML5 view of all things related to the task list, including the status, daily

overview, associated transport requests, and configuration checks. Most impor-

tantly, you can execute operational and background activities for distributing

changes throughout your landscape via a cleaner UI than that in prior releases of SAP

Solution Manager. These activities include (but extend far beyond) the following:

� Creating, releasing, and importing transport requests

� Displaying information about the TMS

� Synchronizing urgent changes in parallel systems

� Displaying transport analysis

� Deactivating CTS status switches
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Figure 8.51  Administration Cockpit

In addition to the task list view, there are other areas within the administration cock-

pit, as described in Table 8.5, including what information and activities can be found

in this new, improved, and central platform.

Tab Description

Landscape Overview Displays information about the managed systems connected 

to SAP Solution Manager and used in change control activities

Critical Objects Define and edit critical objects

Cross-System Object Locks Administer (i.e., display, manage, remove) lock entries for 

transport requests in development landscapes activated by 

cross-system object locks (CSOLs)

Transport Analysis Offers different views for analyzing transport requests related 

to your change control landscape

Table 8.5  Administration Cockpit Tabs
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Now, you should have a better understanding of the two brand-new UIs associated

with Change Control Management in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Before we move to

the next section, let’s highlight the UI that received a minor facelift with the latest

release of SAP Solution Manager.

The Web Client UI, accessible via Transaction SM_CRM, provides all the functions

your end users need to perform their responsibilities as change requesters, develop-

ers, testers, and so on. Depending on these roles, various links and functions will be

displayed in this view. Figure 8.52 provides an image of the Change Request Manage-

ment main page within the Web Client UI.

Figure 8.52  Web Client UI

Search Search for various objects (e.g., change transactions, transport 

objects, transport requests, etc.) based on several criteria

Scheduled Import Jobs Provides an overview of all scheduled jobs independent of 

task lists, change cycles, and managed systems

Tab Description

Table 8.5  Administration Cockpit Tabs (Cont.)
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In the Web Client UI, your end users create requests for change and/or change docu-

ments. They search for documents according to specific criteria. They can mark doc-

uments as favorites or even create saved personalized searches. They have worklists

and calendars that also contain data specific to their group or to them as individuals.

For administrators, import setup activities relating to master data are also enabled in

this view.

It’s important to mention that the Web Client UI is based on SAP CRM 7.0 EHP 3. This

is to say that within SAP Solution Manager lies an SAP CRM infrastructure used for

transaction processing, messaging, and this particular UI. This is important because

it enables a means to simplify buy in from the organization (from an end user per-

spective) and relieves a lot of the tension of end user training, because the end user

experience is clean, intuitive, web-based, and highly personable. Finally, the Web

Client UI is certified by Pink Elephant (a globally recognized leader in ITIL and IT Ser-

vice Management [ITSM]) and fully compliant with the ITIL framework.

Now that we’ve explained the user experience associated with the Change Control

Management functions, let’s look at the new and improved change cycles.

Change Cycles

A change cycle is a transaction type in Change Control Management to which changes

are assigned. The change cycle determines how the change will be processed in terms

of flexibility and control. How the request for change and its related change docu-

ments are deployed is directly related to which change cycle is assigned.

The handling of the transport requests is also related to the change cycle. The logis-

tics of the individual change cycle will dictate how and when the transport requests

will be imported to the downstream system(s). Depending on the assigned change

cycle, phases of the cycle may dictate the timing for when it can be exported to fol-

low-on systems. Each change cycle is activated so that a transport track (see Figure

8.53) is assigned to it. Depending on how your change control landscape and branch

setup has been determined, systems following that definition along with the TMS

setup will form the track.
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Figure 8.53  Task List

Cycle transactions have existed in prior releases of SAP Solution Manager. Before

release 7.2, maintenance cycle and project cycle change transactions were in the

picture. With this scenario, we had two cycle transactions for maintenance (one was

a variant of the other that excluded urgent changes from remaining in the produc-

tion buffer after import) and one for the project cycle. As Figure 8.54 shows, these

cycle transactions are no longer relevant in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Now, we have
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three new cycle transactions, depending on the branch and change control landscape

you’re managing.

Figure 8.54  Cycle Types in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

The new change cycles delivered with SAP Solution Manager 7.2 offer a much more

simplified and practical way to process changes and their transports through your

landscape. As you’ll soon read when we discuss each cycle in detail, with these new

change cycles it’s much more straightforward and clear to choose a path. Most

importantly, SAP realizes that many customers may not be ready for a phase-driven

or release-driven approach to processing changes. In SAP Solution Manager 7.1, we

had to use workarounds or “force” the process in ChaRM to achieve flexibility. In

release 7.2, maximum flexibility is available with the continual cycle. Also, phases

and releases are supported with the other change cycle transaction types, as follows:

1. Continual cycle (transaction type SMAI)

This offers the most flexibility of the three change cycles. You can leverage the

continual cycle for development and configuration that doesn’t require any time

of phase control, bundling of changes, release management, and so on. Imports

are handled individually and are triggered for import as soon as they’re ready. In

Maintenance Cycle
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Project Cycle
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other words, there is no import window predefined by Release Management, sim-

ply because there are no phases in the continual cycle. There are, however, status

values associated with this change cycle, as follows:

– Created

– Active

– Withdrawn

– Completed

Because the continual cycle provides ultimate flexibility, normal changes techni-

cally can’t be assigned to this change cycle. Urgent changes, general changes, and

administrative changes can, however. We discuss these in Section 8.2.3.

2. Phase cycle (transaction type SMIM)

This is like the concept of a maintenance project in the prior version of SAP Solu-

tion Manager. When using a phase cycle for your change and release management

activities, all changes are bundled and transported together using the tp import

project all method in the backend STMS. In other words, all changes assigned to a

specific cycle will be bundled, sequenced, and imported together once the import

is triggered. SAP Solution Manager sequences the changes according to the appro-

priate release order as well as object type. With the phase cycle, you can plan waves

of deployments in a project-type approach. All change types are relevant in the

phase cycle. We recommend this for routine production support efforts, including

major and minor release activities (depending on your organizational require-

ments). The phase cycle uses the following status schema:

– Created

– Scope

– Build

– Test

– Go-live

– Being completed

– Completed

3. Release cycle

This is used in Release Management and is based on release planning according to

the ITIL framework. Specific timeframes, dependencies between release, and mile-

stones (for example) must be defined when taking the release cycle into consider-

ation. Please refer to Section 8.3 for more information on the features of the

release cycle and its respective phases.
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8.2.2    Key Functions

In this section, we’ll go over some of the key functionality available within the ChaRM

documents. We discuss the document types and individual workflows in Section

8.2.3; these features will help you understand the capabilities offered when leverag-

ing ChaRM as your change and release management tool.

Approval Management

ChaRM uses approval procedures to reduce the risk of changes that aren’t authorized

to go forward. Approval management, out of the box, is available for the request for

change only. Depending on your organizational requirements for approving changes

that will affect your system landscape, different steps performed by one or more roles

may be required before the change can go forward. In ChaRM, you can customize

approval procedures specific to your requirements. Alternatively, you can choose to

leverage the standard ChaRM approval procedure which is available out-of-the-box.

With the out-of-the-box approval procedure, the change manager sets the request for

change to the approved status. Depending on your approval procedure, you can

quickly identify who approved the change and when. Comments can also be entered

directly in the Approval assignment block on the request for change. If you’ve cus-

tomized the approval procedure to include multiple steps (or approvals), the request

for change can only reach the approved status once all of those steps have been exe-

cuted by the appropriate parties.

The approval procedure must be selected in the Change Planning area of the Details

assignment block. The standard procedure is shown in Figure 8.55. If you create new

procedures, they will be available in the Approval Procedure dropdown for selection.

Also shown in Figure 8.55 is the Approval assignment block. When the request for

change is released for approval (i.e., waiting the change manager’s approval), the

approval can be set here.

Figure 8.55  Approval Management
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Configuring Approval Procedures

You can choose to default to the out-of-the-box approval procedure, modify the

standard approval procedure, or create your own directly in the customizing IMG of

SAP Solution Manager, via Change Control Management � Transactions � Approvals �

Define Approval Settings.

Email Notifications

Mail forms are an easily configurable solution for sending notifications throughout

the ChaRM process. In a ChaRM process, there are handovers between the various

roles in your workflow. For example, if a developer has completed the implementa-

tion of a change, he or she will set a status value indicating that the change is ready

for testing. Following these activities, an alternate developer or business tester will

need to validate the change in the quality assurance environment. Rather than rely-

ing on the subsequent processor to monitor his or her own queue in SAP Solution

Manager, we can enable email notifications for specific status values. When a status

value is set, a corresponding mail form is set to the specified business partner.

As shown in Figure 8.56, email templates are configured by the administrator in the

Web Client UI via the Service Operations link. These email notifications are based on

the HTML mail functionality of SAP CRM. The configuration of mail forms is very

straightforward and offers many benefits over the classic smart forms used in prior

versions of SAP Solution Manager.

Out-of-the-box email actions and conditions are delivered with SAP Solution Man-

ager. Please refer to the standard configuration settings for each action definition for

your ChaRM transaction types to see which email actions are delivered; you can do so

in Transaction CRMC_ACTION_DEF. If needed, you can copy or adjust these email

actions to meet your specific requirements for notifications during specific handoffs.

If you have a custom partner function or custom mail form, these settings will need

to be maintained in your action definition configuration.

In addition, please ensure that you have completed the required Transaction SOL-

MAN_SETUP activities for setting up the email notifications and mail form frame-

work. You can perform these setup activities via Change Control Management �

Change Request Management � Define Change Process � Set Up Email Notifications.
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Figure 8.56  Mail Forms

Text Management

In the Text assignment block in ChaRM, you can record various information

according to its Type. For example, the following text types will apply to the ChaRM

scenario:

� Description of Change

� Reason for Change

� Test Instructions

� Test Results

ChaRM users can freely enter this information in the Text box with no limitations on

characters. After they’ve chosen a text type, recorded information, and saved, the

text is stored in the log. The user’s ID, date, and time stamp is recorded. This function-

ality aids in thorough documentation and supports strict audit guidelines.

In addition, ChaRM actions are automatically recorded here. For example, if a user

sets the ChaRM document to in development, the relative information is stored. Who

tested the change, who approved the change, and so on are all recorded automatically

in a concise and organized audit log. Detailed information about software logistics is

also captured behind the scenes, such as which transports have been created, re-
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leased, and imported into follow-on systems. Figure 8.57 shows where text is entered

and what a text log looks like once it starts to populate with more information.

Figure 8.57  Text Management

In addition to freely defined text, users can also leverage templates to enter perti-

nent and recurring information about a change. Text templates are used to rapidly

insert information about a change. Using text templates enables setting standards

for how information is captured. They also enable completeness and thoroughness

in regard to a well-documented trail of information throughout the lifecycle of a

change. There are two different types of text templates that can be enabled in SAP

Solution Manager:

� User templates are created and maintained by the individual users involved in the

ChaRM process. The settings are stored locally (i.e., personalized). A common

example of a user template is an email signature block. Because signature details

are specific to individual users, they are created as user templates.

� System templates are created by the administrator. Unlike user templates, system

templates are created globally across all the ChaRM transaction types. System

templates provide standardization across a change and release organization in

regard to what information should be captured at the document level.

The Insert Text Template and Maintain Text Templates buttons within the Text

assignment block enable these features. Further, configuration of system templates
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can be achieved quickly in the SAP Solution Manager IMG via Change Control

Management � Transactions � Text Management � Create System Text Templates.

Configuring Text Types

It’s important to know that if you configure your own text types or modify the text

determination procedure, the text object related to ChaRM is CRM_ORDERH.

Attachments

In the Attachments assignment block, you can upload documents from a local hard

disk or link to existing documents that may have been uploaded as part of Solution

Documentation. Furthermore, URLs can be maintained if documents or other rela-

tive information is stored on your company’s intranet or in external document man-

agement software (e.g., SharePoint). Figure 8.58 shows two documents and a URL link

that have been uploaded or assigned to the Attachments assignment block.

Figure 8.58  Attachments

The Attachment and URL buttons are self-explanatory. The Advanced button will

open a new window that provides additional features for attachment of files or links:

� Ability to create folders to organize your attachments

� Check in and check out functionality

� Perform where-used analysis

� View previous versions of the document(s)

Multilevel Categorization

Multilevel categorization enables your users to categorize and report on up to four

levels of information. A categorization schema, configured in the Web Client UI by

the administrator, defines the values within each of these fields/levels. A standard
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schema is provided by SAP out of the box. Although these values are a design consid-

eration for the organization, the standard example schema is important because it

provides the following elements:

� A baseline set of design considerations to start the thought process for how these

values can be best used within your organization

� A standard configuration example for an idea of how these fields are configured

� A set of category values that can be activated during the design/build phase of

ChaRM to show the capabilities and flexibility for reporting while demonstrating

the overall functionality

As shown in Figure 8.59, the category schema can evolve from the out-of-the-box set-

tings to your own values after you’ve determined how you should be reporting at the

change document level. In our example, we even changed the labels to make them

easier for our users.

Figure 8.59  Multilevel Categorization

Because multilevel categorization is configured via a schema and not standard table

values, each field will depend on the prior field. For example, if a value of Incident is

available in Level 1, then the Level 2 values that are selectable will be types of inci-

dents (e.g., SAP application, network, hardware, etc.). Level 3 will also be dependent

on Level 2, and so on.

You may have existing tools that are being consolidated, replaced, or integrated with

SAP Solution Manager. In this case, most likely you have key field values that are

included somewhere in existing tools. It’s up to the organization to determine how

existing reporting requirements can be met in SAP Solution Manager. This involves
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the exercise of mapping these key fields from legacy systems over to SAP Solution

Manager. Multilevel categorization provides the flexibility and scalability to provide

key reporting and analytics from SAP Solution Manager.

Logging Capabilities

We briefly mentioned the fact that ChaRM automatically logs important activity

behind the scenes as your users work through the process of creating, approving,

implementing, testing, and deploying a change. The text log captures important

details, such as who performed the action, at what time, and on what date. Additional

logging capabilities are also available to track at a lower level and at a system level.

The documentation and logs available in ChaRM help reduce if not eliminate the risk

of audit compliance issues, risk, and undocumented changes.

Figure 8.60  Logging Capabilities

As shown in Figure 8.60, ChaRM provides the following logs in addition to the text

log:

� Processing log

This is the lowest level of tracking that ChaRM provides. The processing log keeps

a detailed record of which fields were changed, who changed them, what the origi-

nal value was, and what the new value is, among other details. Monitoring the
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transaction history at the most granular level occurs in this log. All actions, status

changes, and movements throughout the ChaRM documents are tracked here.

� Application log

This provides key information about automatic actions that occur behind the

scenes. For example, if a transport request is created, then the status of that activ-

ity is displayed in the application log. The application log can be further analyzed

in Transaction SLG1 if necessary, but it shows essentially the same data. With the

application log, the user enjoys the benefit of being able to analyze and trouble-

shoot errors that may occur as part of technical activities themselves or can have

the information readily available to communicate to the IT operator or adminis-

trator.

� Scheduled action

This log provides an overview of the status of each action. These are the manually

scheduled actions that are required to progress through the workflow. The action,

status, and user are just a few examples of data tracked at this level.

Time Recording

You have the option of recording the time spent on various activities when approv-

ing, implementing, or testing a change. Time recording allows you to select activity

types (configured specifically to your requirements) and record time against them.

You can enter free text information to describe the activity. The processor informa-

tion, such as who entered the time activity and when, is automatically recorded.

Figure 8.61 shows the Time Recording assignment block with various activity types

recorded for the effort spent on the change. Keep in mind that there are no out-of-

the-box templates or settings for time recording. You must determine which activity

types will be used and configure them yourselves in customizing. Once time is

recorded, the effort can be analyzed in the reporting functions of ChaRM.

Figure 8.61  Time Recording
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ALM Integration

SAP Solution Manager is fundamentally an integrated and centralized toolset. Inte-

gration occurs externally with its hooks into remote SAP systems and non-SAP sys-

tems. Further, integration occurs within SAP Solution Manager itself, as each

component across the application lifecycle is designed to work cohesively and har-

moniously together to support related implementation and operational activities.

For the topic at hand, ChaRM is integrated into multiple SAP Solution Manager com-

ponents. Let’s look at some high-level examples:

� Changes often originate from service requests, problems, or incidents. This pres-

ents the opportunity and ability to integrate with ITSM. This integration occurs as

part of a follow-on document procedure. If one of the ITSM document types

should require a change to the overall solution, a request for change can be

“spawned” from the ITSM ticket. Traceability is ensured, and close coupling across

the scenarios is ensured with copy control activities.

� When changes occur in ChaRM, they require testing. For this purpose, the Test

Management block is available. If you’ve activated Solution Documentation and

certain pieces of the Test Suite, those components can be easily integrated with

your ChaRM process. Test plans and test packages can be assigned to your normal

changes and urgent changes to create, track, document, and execute tests in a cen-

tralized and integrated manner.

� Changes to your solution require development, testing, and deployment activi-

ties. Coordination of these activities, including their execution, require resources

to fulfill their requirements. Scheduling constraints, resource constraints, and

budgetary constraints always play a role in certain release management activities.

For these reasons, ChaRM provides integration into both SAP PPM scenarios and

Solution Documentation. You can use the features in both these scenarios to man-

age the data within ChaRM. Specifically, SAP PPM tasks can originate from a

request for change. Similarly, a request for change can be created from an SAP PPM

task.

8.2.3    Processes in Change Request Management

Now that you have a strong understanding of what ChaRM is and some of the key

functions, we’ll peel back the next layer and discuss each end user process in ChaRM.

We’ll align the roles we discussed in Section 8.1.1 to each step within the processes
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delivered from SAP Solution Manager so that you have a better understanding of

how ChaRM works and what you can expect from a training/change management

perspective.

Processes, transaction types, and documents are all synonymous in ChaRM terminol-

ogy. Throughout this chapter, you’ll likely see these words being used interchange-

ably. However, there are certain times when it makes sense to use one term over the

other. For example, in this section we’ll be talking about these concepts from an end-

to-end perspective, and therefore we’ll the term process. Later, when we discuss how

to configure these processes, we’ll likely use the technical term transaction type.

Each process is built upon a technical transaction type (or document) in SAP Solution

Manager. SAP delivers standard processes that you can leverage out of the box. These

processes in ChaRM are identified in Table 8.6 and are the focus of this section.

Figure 8.62 illustrates how all the transaction types (including the change cycles we

discussed in Section 8.2.1) are integrated across the holistic change and release man-

agement process.

The request for change is the recommended starting point. After the request for

change is created, there is a validation and approval procedure that is divided

between the change approver and change advisory board. Depending on the SAP

component or IT asset affected, the request for change is approved based on various

scope criteria. If the change requires a transport request, then a normal change or an

urgent change is required. If the change is related to SAP but not transportable, an

administrative change comes into play. If the change isn’t related to SAP whatsoever,

ChaRM Process Transaction Type

Request for change SMCR

Normal change (and preliminary import) SMMJ

Urgent change SMHF

Administrative change SMAD

General change SMCG

Defect correction SMTM

Table 8.6  ChaRM Processes and Transaction Types
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general changes provide the necessary workflow. If errors associated with integration

testing occur during the test phase of a release cycle, defect corrections are used.

Figure 8.62  Process Types in Change Request Management

All these changes, with the exception of the general change, are linked to a change

cycle. These items control the activities related to the deployment of a change as it’s

implemented, tested, and ready for go-live. The change cycle leverages your TMS set-

tings. It’s connected to your SAP landscape, which is how SAP Solution Manager con-

trols changes to these systems.

What we just described is the comprehensive ChaRM process in a nutshell. As we

move through this section, we’ll take each of the process components of ChaRM and

describe them piece by piece. Let’s begin by discussing the roles and responsibilities

for the key players in the ChaRM processes.

Roles and Responsibilities

Table 8.7 provides an overview of the standard-delivered roles (and their responsibil-

ities) in the ChaRM processes.

Change CycleChange DocumentRequest for Change

Process Layer: Change and Release Management Process

Create 
Request for 

Change

Process 
Request for 

Change

Handover 
to 

Execution

Manage 
Change 

Execution

Coordinate 
Release and
Deployment

Close 
Change

Requests for Change
(SMCR)

Normal Changes
(SMMJ)

Urgent Changes
(SMHF)

Administrative
Changes (SMAD)

General Changes
(SMCG)

Defect Corrections
(SMTM)

Continual Cycle
(SMAI)

Phase Cycle (SMIM)

Release Cycle (SMRE)
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Now, we’ll discuss the request for change process, which is the starting point for the

entire ChaRM process.

Request for Change

A request for change is a process (see Figure 8.63) within ChaRM that’s used to request

a change to a software component or configuration object. A change can be an

enhancement to current functionality, a repair to fix a bug or defect, an SAP Note, or

so on, and it can be transportable or manual. Requests for change in SAP Solution

Role Responsibilities

Requester � Creates the request for change.

� Often, this is a security role that will be assigned to the appro-

priate parties. In our experience, the developer or business 

user is the requester.

Change manager � Categorizes, validates and monitors the request for change.

� Approves the imports to the production system as part of the 

change advisory process.

Change advisory board � Serves as the steering committee for the request for change 

process.

� Approves or rejects the request for change.

� Can be an individual or an entity.

Developer � Performs the implementation, documentation, and unit test-

ing of the changes.

Tester � Tests the changes in the quality system and documents the 

results.

� Often, this role can be shared with the requester role, because 

it’s the business user that requests and tests the change.

IT operator � Schedules background jobs.

� Administers the imports to production.

� Monitors the environment and coordinates with other users 

on software logistics.

IT staff � Implements and tests changes associated with non-SAP IT 

assets.

� Specific only to the general change process.

Table 8.7  ChaRM Roles and Responsibilities
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Manager can be related to any software component in your solution regardless of the

technology platform. Even non-SAP changes are supported, depending on your

license agreement. (See Chapter 1 for specifics about usage rights for leveraging SAP

Solution Manager for non-SAP components.)

Figure 8.63  Request for Change Process

You can think of the request for change as the container or parent transaction for the

follow-on implementation and testing activities. In ChaRM, the implementation of a

change (i.e., development and configuration) shouldn’t commence until the request

for change has been created, validated by a change manager, and approved by the

change advisory board. Requests for change can include several scope items (normal

changes, urgent changes, etc.) and cross multiple systems. The request for change

needs to be consider which systems are required to execute the requirement. It is not

transport-based; it is change-based. This is key in ChaRM.

The request for change contains details about the request, including items such as

description, risk, priority, and so on. Documentation to support the change can be

uploaded or maintained directly within the request for change, and the scope of the

change is also identified. The approval procedure is also handled within the request

for change. Should the change be approved, then a follow-on document will be gen-

erated, triggering the handover for development.

The request for change is classified as transaction type SMCR in the SAP Solution

Manager system.
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Tip

You should never modify and/or deploy the SAP standard transaction types for oper-

ational use. You should always copy the SAP transaction type into your own cus-

tomer namespace, which will start with either a Z or a Y. This ensures that the

standard configuration settings are protected during maintenance (i.e., SAP Notes,

support packages, etc.). Also, you will need to adapt the standard configuration to

meet your organization’s requirements. These changes must never be configured or

developed within the standard settings.

Now, let’s move into a more detailed discussion about what occurs throughout the

request for change process. We’ll explain the process step by step (see Table 8.8) to

describe the various activities performed by the end user role, as well as what occurs

in the background, handled automatically by ChaRM.

Note

In this section, we’ll providing a description of how each ChaRM process is carried out

in the SAP Solution Manager system. In Section 8.2.5, we’ll provide supporting screen-

shots to help you understand what this looks like in the system.

ID Process \ Description Details

01 Create request for change � Mandatory details (such as the description, change 

manager, etc.) are entered by the requester to pro-

vide the change manager with enough information 

to move the change forward.

02 Set request for change to 

“validation”

� The change manager reviews and confirms the 

information submitted by the requester.

� The scope of the change and change cycle are 

defined.

� If required, documents can be uploaded in the 

Solution Documentation block.

03 Release for approval � Once the change has been validated, it can be 

released to be approved by the change approval 

board.

Table 8.8  Process Steps: Request for Change
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Now that you have a solid understanding of how requests for change are created, pro-

cessed, and approved, we’ll discuss each individual change document and how it’s

processed. Let’s start with the normal change.

Normal Change

A normal change is a change to an SAP system. It’s classified as transaction type SMMJ

in the SAP Solution Manager system.

04 Reject request for change � If the change approval board rejects the change, 

then the request for change is set to the rejected 

status and the process ends.

� The requester must open a new request for change; 

rejected requests are permanently closed.

05 Approved � The request is approved according to the ChaRM 

approval procedure.

06 Release for development � This step is the handover to the developer and/or 

configurator to begin the implementation of the 

change.

� Setting this action in ChaRM generates the follow-

on documents defined in the scope of the request.

07 Extend scope � If the scope needs to be changed during develop-

ment, the change manager can set this action.

� Extending the scope will allow for further changes 

to the request for change.

� The request for change will need to go through the 

approval process again.

08 Change process � Depending on the scope of the change, a change 

process is initiated.

09 Confirm change � After the change has been implemented, the 

request for change is automatically set to the imple-

mented status.

� Confirming the change is the final step and closes 

the request.

ID Process \ Description Details

Table 8.8  Process Steps: Request for Change (Cont.)
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The normal change facilitates the implementation of the change (whether it requires

configuration and/or development), the testing of the change, and the deployment

of the change to production. Production deployment falls hand in hand with the

overall Release Management strategy for the SAP landscape. For this reason, normal

changes aren’t permitted in the continual cycle; instead, normal changes are

assigned to either a phase cycle or release cycle. (Refer back to Section 8.2.1 for further

details about change cycles.)

At a high level, changes associated with the following elements would commonly be

classified as normal changes:

� Brand-new functionality

� New features

� Corrections (such as the implementation of an SAP Note)

� Minor defects

As mentioned earlier, normal changes support the overall Release Management

strategy for your SAP landscape. Although there are certain tools (discussed in Sec-

tion 8.2.1) that facilitate the flexibility of when these changes are imported to down-

stream systems, the goal is to align your changes to a release strategy wherein the

related transports are bundled together and move to production together. Phases in

the change cycle control the activities that are permitted throughout the deploy-

ment lifecycle of a change. For example, phases can control such details as when the

normal change’s transports can be released, imported, and so on.

Normal changes are commonly used for implementing new features in your man-

aged SAP landscapes. Although bug fixes are typically created as urgent changes or

defect corrections, normal changes can also be used for lower priority/risk mainte-

nance activities. Because not all changes should be created as urgent changes, normal

changes are important for preserving the stability and continuity of the SAP land-

scape. Changes are imported together, sequenced correctly, and tested rigorously

while significantly reducing risks to the production buffer.

Objects associated with the new features, corrections, or maintenance are assigned to

transport requests. Implementation occurs in the development system. When the

developer is satisfied with the implementation, he or she saves those objects to a

transport request. A copy of the transport objects (transport of copies) is imported

into the QAS. Once satisfied, the tester consolidates the transport of copies with the

original transport, and the original transport is released. This happens behind the
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scenes and is fully automated by ChaRM. Integration and scenario testing is per-

formed in the QAS and finally transported to production.

Figure 8.64 provides the end-to-end process flow for processing a normal change.

Figure 8.64  Normal Change Process

Now, let’s take a detailed look at what occurs throughout the normal change process.

We’ll explain the process by moving step by step through the various activities per-

formed by the end user role and through what occurs in the background automati-

cally by ChaRM, as follows:

1. Developer implements the change

The developer kicks off the process by setting the Status to In Development. Trans-

port requests are created in the Transport Management block of the normal

change. Various details regarding the transport request are maintained at this

time—for example, the type of request, the description, and the various task own-

ers who will be implementing the change.
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Note

Transport requests should only be created from the normal change in ChaRM. When

ChaRM is activated, certain controls make it impossible to perform specific TMS

activities outside of ChaRM. We’ll discuss those momentarily as we move through

describing the steps of the normal change. However, the creation of transport

requests directly in the development system is not restricted when activating

ChaRM. We highly recommend that you work with your security administrator to

remove these authorizations for your developers and configurators on the target

development systems as part of a cutover activity for ChaRM. This will ensure that all

transport requests can only be created from ChaRM.

After the transport request(s) are created, the developer logs on to the appropriate

development system to perform changes. Logging on can occur directly within the

normal change from the Landscape block. Alternatively, the developer can log on

to the target system outside of ChaRM.

The developer performs the changes and saves his or her work to the task. Rather

than creating a new transport request at this point (as is familiar), he or she will

click the Own Requests button in the Transport window and save the work to the

transport created in ChaRM. After the developer performs some validation (unit

testing), he or she will release the task directly in Transactions SE09 or SE10.

Although the developer can release tasks directly in the development system,

ChaRM technically prohibits the release of the parent transport request. The

release of the transport will occur closer to production deployment.

Now, the changes are ready to be handed off to the tester for testing in the quality

system. The developer will return to the normal change in ChaRM and select the

Pass Normal Change to Test action. The Status of the normal change is changed to

To Be Tested. Transport of copies is created, released, and added to the import buf-

fer of the test system. A background job will pick up the transport of copies and

import it to the quality system. Alternatively, the import can be triggered manu-

ally directly from the change cycle.

Tip

New in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, you can make a minor configuration adjustment in

the IMG settings to have the transport of copies imported automatically into the test

system at the moment the developer sets the status as to be tested.
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In the IMG, follow menu path SAP Solution Manager � Capabilities (Optional) �

Change Control Management � Change Request Management Framework � Make

Settings for Change Transaction Types.

Select your customer transaction type for a normal change. In Assign Actions, replace

the COPY_ALL action with COPY_ALL_ENH for the E004 To Be Tested status.

2. Tester tests change in the quality system

Now that the transport of copies is imported into the quality system, the tester can

now do his or her work. If the test isn’t satisfactory, the tester sets the Status back

to In Development and the process starts again. In this case, a secondary transport

of copies is created, released, and imported into the quality system. Keep in mind

that the original transport request remains in the modifiable status.

If the test is successful then the tester sets the action Confirm Successful Test,

which sets the Status of the normal change to Successfully Tested. At this point,

the original transport request is consolidated with the latest version of the trans-

port of copies, released, and added to the import queue of the QAS. All of this is

handled automatically, behind the scenes, by ChaRM. Throughout this process,

you can monitor the status of the transport request and where the changes have

arrived in the Transport Management and Landscape blocks, respectively.

If required, a preliminary import can be requested at this time. We’ll discuss the

preliminary import process next.

3. IT operator performs deployment activities

Normal change steps 10, 11, and 12 from Figure 8.64 are contained in a shaded box

to highlight that these deployment activities are performed for all normal changes

assigned to the cycle/release. Because normal changes are bundled and moved to

production together (unless there’s an exception), these activities are typically

performed during cutover or on the day of the production release.

The cycle phase must be advanced to go-live for the import to production to occur.

This can be administered by either the IT operator or change manager, depending

on your organization’s internal resource requirements and abilities. The changes

are triggered into production via the task list by the IT operator. Once the import

completes, the cycle can be reverted to the build phase or it can be completed (if

there are no subsequent change cycles).

Finally, the production status is set on each individual normal change document

to represent that the change has gone successfully to production.
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4. Confirm request for change

To complete the end-to-end process for a change, the request for change must be

closed out. Once a normal change is advanced to the production status, the related

request for change is automatically changed to the if implemented status. It is then

the responsibility of the change manager to access the request for change, ensure

all documentation is uploaded, complete any final activities, and mark the request

for change as confirmed.

Once this occurs, the request for change and normal change are locked from further

edits and the process is completed.

Now, let’s discuss how a normal change can be implemented in production ahead of

the cycle with the preliminary import process.

Preliminary Import

The preliminary import process in ChaRM is a flexible method in which a normal

change can be pulled ahead of the originally planned production deployment date

and imported before all other bundled changes. In other words, what was once

intended to be imported with the mass import of other normal changes can now be

deployed immediately and independently. The preliminary import process doesn’t

have its own transaction type. It’s an extension of the normal change process (Trans-

action SMMJ).

The most common use case for this functionality arises when normal changes be-

come urgent at a moment’s notice, and the business determines that the once-

normal change can’t wait for the next production release to take effect.

In some cases, organizations are comfortable processing urgent changes only. There

are controls, intuitive workflow steps, and audit capabilities available to provide

enough functionality to operate support organizations with urgent change function-

ality alone. Moreover, urgent changes provide the flexibility of being able to import

a change into production at any time quickly. On the other hand, you lose a lot of the

benefit and discipline that the normal change, phase cycle, and release cycle pro-

cesses bring to the table. Most importantly, using urgent changes only doesn’t pro-

mote complete safeguarding of production systems.

The preliminary import process provides a way for organizations to more easily grav-

itate toward a periodic release cycle; now, there is the option to morph a normal

change into an urgent change if an emergency arises.
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Tip

In some cases, organizations have deployed ChaRM without even activating the

urgent change functionality. Think about it: Do you recall one of the key differences

between normal changes and urgent changes? Urgent changes do not use the trans-

port of copies functionality. Now, when you have the normal change process with

transport of copies functionality plus the ability to fast-track the change to produc-

tion independently of other transports, you have the best of both worlds. Keep in

mind, with this approach you do lose the benefit of reporting exactly which changes

were emergency versus normal changes.

Figure 8.65 breaks down the process flow and associated roles available within nor-

mal changes should the need for a preliminary import arise.

Figure 8.65  Preliminary Import Process

The mechanics of the preliminary import process are as follows:

1. Developer requests the preliminary import

Standard ChaRM functionality allows a user to request a preliminary import once

the normal change is in the successfully tested status. Keep in mind, the transport

will be released and in the import queue of the test system. In Figure 8.39, we
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8.2 Change Request Management
showed the developer requesting this action, but the authorization can be shared

according to your requirements (e.g., with the change manager, etc.).

2. Change manager approves the preliminary import

If the preliminary import is to be approved, the change manager does so by per-

forming the approve preliminary import action. The changes are automatically

triggered for import into the test system. If the import was successful, then the

normal change Status value is updated to Testing For Preliminary Import.

If the change manager rejects the preliminary import, then the status of the nor-

mal change is reverted to successfully tested, and it will follow its original course

and timeline for the release.

3. Tester performs testing

Once testing is successful, the tester sets the confirm successful test action, which

updates the normal change to the successfully tested status. If there are additional

systems in your landscape that follow your test system in the transport path (i.e.,

preproduction, training, etc.), then they will receive the changes at this point.

When the transport request is finally in the import queue of the production sys-

tem, the Status of the normal change is updated to Tested for Production Import.

So long as there are more target systems (that are not of type production), the sta-

tus remains as testing for preliminary import.

4. Change manager authorizes the change for production import

Once the testing has completed, the change manager can authorize the produc-

tion import. Once this occurs, the Status of the normal change is updated to

Authorized for Import.

5. IT operator performs the production import

The production import occurs directly from the normal change. The IT operator

selects the Import Normal Change into Production action. In the background, the

transports are automatically triggered for the production system by ChaRM. The

Status of the normal change is now Imported into Production. No further edits can

be administered.

The request for change can now be confirmed.

Important Notes for Preliminary Import

The following will happen:

1. The transports associated with a preliminary import, as with an urgent change,

will remain in the import buffer after they have been sent to production. The
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8 Change Control Management
transports will be reimported and then cleared once the mass import occurs from

the original change cycle. We discuss this further in the Urgent Change subsec-

tion ahead.

2. A preliminary import can be administered even when the entire task list is locked.

3. Uneven cluster tracks are supported, if the cycle is cCTS-enabled.

Next, let’s discuss how defect corrections can support your organization’s effort to

enforce a controlled integration test scenario.

Defect Correction

Like the normal change, the defect correction is also directly linked to TMS. A defect

correction is closely related to a normal change in that it’s used in conjunction with

the normal change process to handle defects or errors that occur during controlled

test phase activities.

As discussed in Section 8.2.1, change cycles can be used in a looser manner or to

tightly control the transport activities that occur across a phase or release. The defect

correction supports a tighter approach to control in that it’s used when the phases of

a cycle are enforced. Defect corrections are only allowed in the test phase.

Defect corrections are very useful only if you’re truly using phase control. If you’re

using phase control and set the phase to test, you’re essentially locking down and cre-

ating a formal integration test window. For this reason, no new scope should be

requested or introduced. During the test phase, it’s technically impossible to create

new normal changes. If errors or defects occur during the test phase, they absolutely

will need to be corrected with a transport. The only way to accomplish this is for the

tester to create a defect correction in ChaRM. The defect correction is the only way

ChaRM allows new changes during a dedicated test phase.

Because the defect correction is intended only for integration testing, and this testing

is performed across all changes in the release, it can’t be traced back to a specific

request for change or normal change. It’s an error or defect that has occurred across

the entire approved scope for the release. For this reason, an approval (e.g., new

request for change) isn’t required. It’s something that must be fixed to move forward

out of integration testing. The scope has already been approved; the developer and

tester must work together to correct the defect.

Figure 8.66 provides the end-to-end process decomposition for the defect correction.
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Figure 8.66  Defect Correction Process
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8 Change Control Management
changes and are awaiting import within the production system’s import queue.

The corrected defect’s transport requests are now included for import and

sequenced accordingly at the time the import is triggered.

The normal change, preliminary import, and defect correction processes all relate

closely to a planned phase or release cycle. Let’s now discuss how emergencies are

handled by explaining the urgent change process in ChaRM.

Urgent Change

Like a normal change, an urgent change is a change to an SAP system. It’s classified as

transaction type SMHF in the SAP Solution Manager system and is only used in the

continual cycle.

Urgent changes in ChaRM are associated with emergencies that must be fast-tracked

into the production system. Typically, urgent changes are requested for a break in

existing functionality, and fixing the break is a high priority for business continuity

to remain uninterrupted.

The workflow behind an urgent change is optimized in that it can be processed

through the request for change process, implemented, tested, approved for produc-

tion, imported into production, and completed in a matter of moments, dependent

on how quickly the support organization can get the documentation, approvals, and

implementation of the change completed. In ChaRM, the urgent change will be pro-

moted to production as fast as you can click through the steps in SAP Solution Man-

ager. All of this occurs while using the same tracking and audit capabilities to capture

who performed each activity, when, and why.

Urgent changes, although assigned to a continual cycle, are independent of the

cycle’s phases. They can be created, imported, and managed regardless of the phase.

It’s up to the change approval board to determine and approve what changes consti-

tute urgent ones during the request for change process. Not everything is an urgent

change; it’s important to classify changes and have guidelines for what should be

approved as an urgent change. Having too loose guidelines and approving normal,

routine maintenance activities as urgent changes creates a risk to your production

environment and compromises your planned releases. It sets a precedent for busi-

ness users that lower priority requests can move to production outside the release

schedule.
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Key Differences between Urgent and Normal Changes

It’s important to note the technical differences between urgent and normal changes,

as follows:

� Transport of copies doesn’t apply to urgent changes. If the urgent change’s trans-

port is imported into the QAS and the test fails, then the developer/configurator

must create a new transport request. This is because the original request has

already been released. At production deployment, all transports will be imported

and sequenced accordingly by ChaRM.

� The import of changes to both the QAS and production system occur at the docu-

ment level for the urgent change. In other words, all imports are performed via

the Action button directly within the urgent change. The import is triggered

immediately, whereas the imports for the normal change occur via background

processing or during the change cycle itself. The one exception is import to pro-

duction, should the normal change follow the preliminary import procedure.

� Urgent changes have their own individual task lists to control all TMS activities

related to those individual changes. Normal changes, on the other hand, are

assigned to a phase or release cycle. In other words, normal changes are many to

one when it comes to cycles, but urgent changes are one to one. Refer back to

Section 8.2.1, where we discuss these concepts in more detail, for further infor-

mation.

Figure 8.67 provides the end-to-end process for how urgent changes are imple-

mented, tested, and deployed.

Let’s break down each individual section of the urgent change process, as follows:

1. Developer implements the changes and passes them to the QAS

Like in a normal change, the urgent process begins with the developer setting the

in development status and then creating the transport request(s). Unlike the nor-

mal change, the prompt to create the transport request(s) appears automatically

as soon as the status changes to in development. In other words, there’s no need to

click the Create Transport Request button in the Transport Management block.

When the developer has completed the implementation and unit testing of the

change, it’s time for the tester to perform testing in the QAS. The developer selects

the Pass Urgent Change to Test action, which sets the urgent change’s status as to

be tested. In the background, ChaRM releases the transport request and imports it

into the test system automatically.
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Figure 8.67  Urgent Change Process
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8.2 Change Request Management
developer and then passed to the tester. If the change approver authorizes the

urgent change, it can be imported into production by the IT operator.

4. IT operator imports the changes to production

In this step, the IT operator has the green light from the change approver to import

the urgent change into the production system. If the IT operator identifies some-

thing wrong or a communication was sent to the IT operator to hold off, the oper-

ator also has the option to reset the status of the urgent change to in development.

If authorized, the IT operator calls up the urgent change and selects the Import

Urgent Change into Production System action. ChaRM, in the background, auto-

matically imports all the transport requests associated with the urgent change

into the production system. The status is set to imported into production.

After the urgent change is imported into production, the IT operator will check the

transport logs to confirm that no errors were returned.

Important

After the transport requests of the urgent change are imported into the QAS and pro-

duction, the transport requests remain in the production buffer so that the changes

aren’t overwritten by other transport requests in the normal change cycle. One the

cycle goes live, the urgent changes are reimported into the production system and

then cleared from the import buffer.

5. Change manager closes the urgent change and request for change

To fully close out an urgent change, there are two status values that must be set. In

our process flow diagram, we identify the change manager as the responsible

party for performing these actions. You may want to revise this strategy according

to your own organizational requirements—for example, by having the IT operator

or requester set one of the final status values.

First, the urgent change is set to the confirmed status. Then, any related requests for

change are automatically set to the implemented status by ChaRM. The final step for

the urgent change document is to set the status to completed.

Completing the urgent change will perform the necessary checks to complete the

individual task list associated with the urgent change. After the urgent change is

completed, it’s locked for future maintenance. In addition, all the activities associ-

ated with its task list are also locked. Any new changes related to this urgent change

will require a new request for change and urgent change documents.
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8 Change Control Management
Now that you have a more detailed understanding of the mechanics and end-to-end

process for an urgent change, let’s examine how to control nontransportable SAP

changes with the administrative change process.

Administrative Change

The normal change and urgent change processes are reserved specifically for SAP

transportable changes. The workflow for these two processes is built directly on the

TMS infrastructure and therefore requires a transport at the start of the process to

continue. How do we handle changes that are required within SAP but are not trans-

portable?

Administrative changes (represented by transaction type SMAD) are linked to a

change cycle in ChaRM but are not integrated with TMS. The administrative change

process is a means to provide change control management capabilities for nontrans-

portable SAP changes, such as the following:

� Account number maintenance

� Number range maintenance

� Parameter changes

� Opening a system for manual changes

� Kernel changes

The administrative change, as represented in Figure 8.68, can apply to any individual

system.

Figure 8.68  Administrative Change: Process
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8.2 Change Request Management
For example, the change can be designated for the QAS only, as opposed to normal/

urgent changes that are always assigned to the respective production system. This is

because they are not linked to a transport request and therefore do not follow the tra-

ditional DEV to QAS to PRD path. Therefore, they can be created for nonproductive

systems as well.

Let’s quickly walk through a breakdown of the steps required to process an adminis-

trative change:

1. IT operator performs the administrative change

The IT operator (or developer) responsible for performing the change first sets the

status to in process. From the Landscape block of the administrative change, the

operator or developer can log on directly to the affected system and perform the

maintenance.

Because the change isn’t transportable, there’s no need to hand it off for testing.

After the work is complete, the administrative change is set to completed.

2. Change manager confirms the administrative change and request for change

As for all of the other change documents, the change manager will need to provide

a final confirmation to facilitate necessary validations, ensure documents have

been uploaded, ensure the process has been followed, and so on.

When the change manager sets the Confirm Administrative Change action, the status

of the administrative change is updated to confirmed. This will automatically

advance the status of the related request for change to implemented. Now, the

request for change process can also be closed out by the change manager.

If the implementation isn’t correct, the change manager will set the administrative

change back to in process, and the IT operator can update the change correctly.

As you can see in Figure 8.68, the roles are limited to the IT operator and the change

manager. Because there’s no path to production, there’s no need to provide testing.

Finally, let’s walk through an overview of the general change process in case you want

to leverage ChaRM to manage changes associated with your non-SAP components.

General Change

Now that we’ve discussed how to handle SAP transportable changes in ChaRM (nor-

mal and urgent change processes) and how to handle SAP nontransportable changes

in ChaRM (administrative process), let’s discuss how ChaRM can continue to support

your entire solution.
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The general change process (represented by transaction type SMCG) allows you to

record, track, manage, and monitor non-SAP changes. In other words, the general

change process has no connection to TMS whatsoever. This process is reserved

strictly for manual tracking of changes and doesn’t include any automated import

functionality out of the box. This process can be very flexible and useful when it

comes to defining a change process for your IT assets.

Here are a few examples of cases for which you might want to consider leveraging the

general change process:

� Repair to a printer

� Change to a mobile device

� Tracking changes to third-party or legacy systems

It’s important to note that there may be restrictions for which systems you’re able to

record under the general change process due to certain usage rights specific to your

scenario. (See Chapter 1 for more information on the usage rights for SAP Solution

Manager.)

Figure 8.69 provides an end-to-end visual representation of the standard general

change process as delivered by SAP.

Figure 8.69  General Change Process
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1. IT staff executes the changes

The general change process begins with a member of the IT staff setting the doc-

ument to the in process status. The changes are performed in the system. Then,

the general change is updated to the to be tested status and is handed over to the

tester.

2. Tester validates the changes

In this step, the tester follows test instructions defined by the IT staff to test the

implementation of the required changes to the IT asset. If successful, the devel-

oper is required to create final documentation regarding any additional follow-

ups for the general change. In this case, the tester sets the status as to be docu-

mented. If the test fails, the tester returns the general change to the in process sta-

tus, and the developer can perform additional updates.

3. IT staff performs change analysis

In this step, assuming the test was successful, the IT staff updates the general

change with any follow-ups or information about the change that they imple-

mented. The purpose of this is to provide the change manager with enough detail

and information about the general change to be able to analyze and subsequently

confirm it. The status is now changed to change analysis.

4. Change manager confirms general change and request for change

In the final step of the general change process, the change manager reviews any

documentation uploaded over the course of this process. He or she analyzes

whether the test was properly documented, the results were documented, and the

IT staff included enough information to satisfy the organization’s requirements

for implementing a change. If these criteria are met and the change manager is sat-

isfied, he or she confirms the change, which will close and lock the general change.

If not, the change manager has the option of passing the change back to the devel-

oper for further attention.

On the backend of this process, the request for change is automatically updated when

the related general change reaches the confirmed status. The request for change is

closed, ending the process.

So far in this section on ChaRM, we’ve provided an overview of the product, high-

lighted some of the key functions, and walked you through the details of how to pro-

cess each transaction type according to the ChaRM roles. Now, let’s look at what it will

take to enable these standard features from SAP Solution Manager.
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8.2.4    Setup

Now, we’ll walk you through some basic steps to get you up and running with the

standard ChaRM configuration for your own customer transaction type. In other

words, we’ll show you how to use the automated configuration tools within Transac-

tion SOLMAN_SETUP to copy the standard entries over to your own Y* (or Z*) trans-

action types. Also, we’ll show you how to enable critical copy control configuration so

that your customer transaction types are integrated with one another.

Before You Begin

Before you start configuring ChaRM for your scenario, you must ensure that the fol-

lowing prerequisites have been completed (at a minimum):

� Mandatory Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP activities:

– System preparation

– Infrastructure preparation

– Basic configuration

– Managed system configuration

� ChaRM prerequisite checks and implementation of the ChaRM master note

Ensure that steps 1.1 and 1.2 of the Change Request Management scenario have been

completed, as shown in Figure 8.70.

Figure 8.70  Perform Basic Setup of Change Request Management

Copy Transaction Types

In this section, we’ll show you how to use the automatic transaction type copy tool to

copy the standard ChaRM transaction types to your customer namespace, as follows:

1. Select step 3, Define Change Process.
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2. Select step 3.1, Copy Transaction Types. There are three required activities, as shown

in Figure 8.71.

Figure 8.71  Copy Transaction Types Activities

3. Click the Edit button to begin processing.

4. Click the Start Transaction navigation link for the activity copy transaction types.

5. The Transaction Type Copy Tool will appear, as shown in Figure 8.72.

Figure 8.72  Transaction Type Copy Tool

6. Select a Source Transaction Type (e.g., SMCR) and enter a value in the Target

Transaction Type field.
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7. Deselect the Display Preview checkbox.

8. Click the Execute button.

9. The Copying Business Transaction Type window will appear, as shown in Figure

8.73. You can override the description within each target parameter so they are

specific to your organization.

Figure 8.73  Copying Business Transaction Type

10. Click the Continue button.

11. Include information about transportable configuration; you’ll receive prompts

for both customizing and workbench transports.

12. When you’re finished, confirmed that no errors exist in the logs (see Figure 8.74).

13. Return to Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.
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Figure 8.74  Log Display

Assign Implementation to Change Transaction Types

Now that you’ve copied the standard ChaRM transaction types to a customer name-

space, you need to assign the implementation to the newly copied transaction types,

as follows:

1. Click the Start Transaction navigation link for the Assign Implementation to

Change Transaction Types activity.

2. Confirm that there are entries available for the following transaction types in your

own customer namespace (see Figure 8.75):

– YMCR

– YMCG

– YMMJ

– YMHF

– YMAD

– YMTM

Figure 8.75  Assign Implementation to Change Transaction Types

3. If there aren’t, then use the Copy As button to copy from the standard transaction

types.
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4. Click Save.

5. Return to Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

Specify Used Transaction Types

Now, let’s specify the used transaction types for the request for change process, as fol-

lows:

1. Click the Start Transaction navigation link to execute the Specify Used Transaction

Types activity.

2. Confirm that your transaction type for the request for change (e.g., ZMCR or

YMCR) is maintained in the CHANGE_REQUEST_NEW field, as shown in Figure 8.76.

Figure 8.76  Specify Used Transaction Types

3. Click the New Entries button if your transaction type isn’t in the table.

4. Maintain the settings as shown in Figure 8.77.

Figure 8.77  Add Used Transaction Type
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5. Press (Enter) (leaving the User Name field blank); your table now should have the

new value.

6. Click Save.

7. Return to Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

Define Copy Control

Now, you need to complete all activities in this section (see Figure 8.78) for your

ChaRM transaction types to be integrated properly, as follows:

1. Select step 3.2, Define Copy Control.

Figure 8.78  Define Copy Control Configuration Activities

2. Click the Start Transaction navigation link for the Define Copy Control activity.

3. As shown in Figure 8.79, you want to ensure that this table includes consistent set-

tings so that the source and target columns have entries for your transaction type.

Figure 8.79  Define Copy Control
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If there are multiple transaction types with varying customer namespaces, you

can clean them up by clicking the Delete button, or you can optionally delete any

entries in which the Y* or Z* transaction types map to the standard transaction

types.

4. Return to Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

Although the automatic transaction type copy tool performs most of the leg work for

setting up transactions in your customer namespace, there are two missing pieces

that will cause inconsistencies in your processes.

First, you’ll need to manually adjust the status settings for the predecessor and suc-

cessor document types. For certain status changes in ChaRM, the successor and/or

predecessor document type should be automatically set to the subsequent status (as

discussed previously). This customizing is missed by the automatic copy tool. To

begin:

1. Click the Start Transaction navigation link for the Define Copy Control (Change

Request Management) activity.

2. Select your customer transaction type for the normal change and then double-

click the Specify Status Attributes folder on the left side of the screen, as shown in

Figure 8.80.

Figure 8.80  Specify Status Attributes

3. Select the line item for E0006 and double-click the Specify Status Setting for Pre-

decessor Documents folder (see Figure 8.81).

4. You’ll need to copy the standard entries to your customer namespace and then

remove the standard entries with the Delete button.
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Figure 8.81  Status Configuration

Note

You’ll need to go through each status value for all your customer-defined ChaRM

transaction types and check these settings for both the Predecessor Documents

folder and the Follow-Up Documents folder.

5. Return to Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

Activate Copying Control for Activities

In this section, you’ll perform the steps required to activate copy control, as follows:

1. Click the Start Transaction navigation link for the Activate Copying Control for

Activities activity.

2. Select the Change -> Display button.

3. Select the Switch On checkbox, as shown in Figure 8.82.

Figure 8.82  Activate Copy Control
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4. Click Save.

5. Return to Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

Specify Mapping Rules

Finally, you need to establish the mapping rules for each of your ChaRM transaction

types so that the processes are integrated correctly, as follows:

1. Click the Start Transaction navigation link for the Specify Mapping Rules activity.

2. Ensure that your Source Transaction type (YM** or ZM**) is mapped to the appro-

priate customer transaction type. Compare the standard entries as a reference.

3. Now, take care of the redundant entries. Select the rows that have your transaction

type in the Source Transaction column and the standard transaction type in the

Target Transaction column, as shown in Figure 8.83.

Figure 8.83  Specify Mapping Rules

4. Click the Delete button.

5. Confirm the deleted entries, as shown in Figure 8.84.

Figure 8.84  Confirm All Deleted Objects
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6. You’ll see a confirmation that all eight dependent entries will be deleted. Select

Continue, then click Save to transport.

Next, we’ll show you how to demonstrate the configuration you just implemented by

executing the process flows (described in Section 8.2.3) from an end-to-end perspec-

tive.

8.2.5    Functional Usage

In this section, we’ll walk through the steps to process a change to the landscape from

end to end. This will include generating the change cycle, creating and approving the

request for change, processing a normal change, and then closing the change cycle.

The purpose of this exercise is to provide you with an end-to-end guide for how to

process a change in its entirety. Although we don’t have the space here to include

these steps and screenshots for each process in ChaRM, referencing the steps ahead

(along with the process flow diagrams in Section 8.2.3) will provide you with the tools

you need to process the other change types on your own.

For the functional walkthrough in this section, we’ll process the following transac-

tion types in ChaRM:

� Phase cycle (SMIM)

� Request for change (SMCR)

� Normal change (SMMJ)

Let’s start by creating the phase cycle in the administration cockpit.

Create Cycle

First, create a phase cycle based on your solution and change control landscape as fol-

lows:

1. Log on to the SAP Solution Manager via SAP Fiori launchpad.

2. Choose the Administration Cockpit tile.

3. The Change Control Management Administration Cockpit screen will appear as

shown in Figure 8.85. Select Task Lists � Phase Cycles.

4. Click the Create Cycle button.
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Figure 8.85  Create Phase Cycle

5. The Web Client UI will open in a new browser, with a web page dialog box contain-

ing two options for cycles to create.

6. Select the row that contains Phase Cycle, as shown in Figure 8.86.

Figure 8.86  Choose Phase Cycle Option

7. A new document opens, as shown in Figure 8.87. Enter the following mandatory

fields, then click the Save button:

– Description

– Landscape

– Branch

Figure 8.87  Enter Mandatory Details

8. In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the task list is created and activated directly from the

cycle transaction. To create and activate the task list, select More � Create Task List
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(see Figure 8.88). Alternatively, if you set the phase to scope via the Actions button,

the system will prompt you to create the task list. The system will prevent you

from advancing to the build phase unless a cycle is created and activated.

Figure 8.88  Create Task List

9. Once you perform the previous step, a guided procedure appears with four differ-

ent steps, as shown in Figure 8.89.

First, the system will automatically perform the following three prerequisite

checks:

– Transport Management

Ensures that the transport routes and transport paths are set up according to

the requirements for Change Control Management so that a transport track can

be generated

– System RFC

Ensures that all RFC destinations have been created, that their users are defined,

that the connection tests are functioning properly, and that the respective users

have the authorization to connect

– Number Range

Checks that your number ranges have been set up properly

Warnings Should Not Be Ignored

Based on our experience, if there are issues with the RFC connections, the system will

issue a warning as opposed to an error. If you observe warnings in the System RFC

prerequisite checks, we recommend that you troubleshoot them before continuing.

In SAP Solution Manager 7.1, if warnings occurred during the task list activation, they

could be skipped with no downstream issues. Please ensure that you have a green

traffic light next to all prerequisite checks before continuing to step 2.

After all the checks have green traffic lights, click the Next button.
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Figure 8.89  Check Prerequisites

10. In the Define Scope step (see Figure 8.90), you can set the following optional set-

tings:

– Enablement of cCTS

– Selection of the task list variant

– Retrofit systems

Figure 8.90  Define Scope (cCTS, Task List Variant, and Branches)
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Recommendation: Use the Default Variant for the Task List

The default task list variant uses the SAP0 Standard Import Strategy. This option is

recommended because it distinguishes between two different import types. There

are three types of changes, as follows:

1. Normal changes are imported to the production system together according to

their release. Sequencing is handled by the system. After the normal changes are

imported to production, they are automatically deleted from the import queue.

2. Preliminary import changes are decoupled from this strategy and remain in the

queue after the import, for later import.

3. Urgent changes follow the same strategy as the preliminary import (i.e., they

remain in the production import queue and are reimported when the phase goes

live).

The other variant is the SAP1 Deletion of Import Buffer Strategy. In this strategy, the

urgent changes are removed from the import buffer after they go live. We do not rec-

ommend using this strategy unless you’re making small changes that you can ensure

do not have interdependency.

11. If your landscape involves a parallel development system, you can select the

option for the source and target system and therefore activate Retrofit, as shown

in Figure 8.91.

Figure 8.91  Define Scope (Retrofit Systems)
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12. If you don’t select the option for cCTS, the guided procedure will skip the Check

Cluster Assignment step and advance you to the final step, as shown in Figure

8.92.

Figure 8.92  Complete Cycle Activation

13. Click Complete.

14. After you’ve finished the activities in the guided procedure to create the task list,

the system returns you to the cycle transaction. You should see no activation

warnings or errors—only the information prompts shown in Figure 8.93.

Figure 8.93  Confirm Task List Creation

15. Use the Actions button to advance the phase of the cycle to Build as shown in

Figure 8.94. When you select the phase, be sure to click the Save button immedi-

ately thereafter for the system to set the phase.
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Figure 8.94  Advance Phase Status to Build

16. Navigate back to the administration cockpit and choose Task Lists � Phase Cycles,

then select the row that contains the phase cycle you just created.

17. Click the Change CTS Status Switch button, as shown in Figure 8.95.

Figure 8.95  Select New Phase Cycle

CTS Status Switch Recommendations

We recommend that your setup mirrors our example. With the settings enabled as

shown, ChaRM has ultimate control over the activities related to the transport’s

logistics. In other words:

� Transports can’t be released directly in the managed development system.

� Transports can’t be imported directly from STMS to the quality assurance, pre-

production, and production systems.

� All these activities are controlled by ChaRM.

You should only change the status to allow these activities in highly circumstantial

instances.
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18. The Change CTS Status Switch window appears, as shown in Figure 8.96. Click OK.

Figure 8.96  CTS Status Switch Assignment

19. Back in the task list overview, use the Lock/Unlock Group button to unlock all the

activities in the track, as shown in Figure 8.97. Make sure that all activities are

unlocked; you may need to perform this activity two to three times as you scroll

through your task list track.

Figure 8.97  Unlock Task List

Now, you’re ready to assign a request for change to the cycle you just created.
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Create and Approve Request for Change

Now that the change cycle is created and activated, you can kick off the process by

creating and approving a request for change, as follows:

1. Logon to the Web Client UI via Transaction SM_CRM.

2. The Web Client UI appears, as shown in Figure 8.98.

Figure 8.98  Create Request for Change

3. Click one of the links to create a request for change. You can find the links in the

navigation pane on the left side of the screen or within the Create area.

4. The request for change will appear as shown in Figure 8.99. As per the standard

configuration, enter the following mandatory fields:

– Description

– Sold-to-Party

– Change Manager

– Change Cycle/Phase

– Approval Procedure

– Priority
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Figure 8.99  Enter Mandatory Details

5. Click Save.

6. Scroll down to the Scope assignment block and enter the following required infor-

mation, as shown in Figure 8.100:

– Transaction Type Title

This will be one of the follow-on change documents (e.g., normal change, urgent

change, etc.). For this example, we’re processing a normal change.

– Configuration Item

This will be the iBase component of your production system’s client.

Figure 8.100  Enter Scope Details

7. Process the request for change up to the Released for Approval status. The Valida-

tion and Released for Approval status values are set via the Actions button at the

top of the screen. After selecting the action, you must click Save for the status to be

set.
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8. Once the request for change is in the Released for Approval status, the change

manager will approve the request by navigating to the Approval assignment

block, as shown in Figure 8.101.

Figure 8.101  Approval Assignment Block

9. Select the Approved option in the Activity column.

10. Select Actions � Release for Development and click Save. Your request for change

now has the Being Implemented status.

11. Scroll down to the Scope assignment block as shown in Figure 8.102. You’ll see

that a number appears in the Transaction ID column. This is the number for your

normal change created automatically by the system and linked to the request for

change.

Figure 8.102  Confirm Creation of Follow-On Document

You’ve now completed the creation, approval, and handover of the request for

change. Now, a configurator or developer can perform the implementation, testing,

and deployment of the change to the follow-on systems within the normal change

document.

Perform Implementation and Testing

Implementation and testing of the change is performed after the request for change

is released for development. Administering the change and passing it to the test sys-

tem occurs via the change document. These activities are performed by the devel-

oper and tester. Let’s go through each step:
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1. Enter the appropriate business partners in the corresponding fields. For the nor-

mal change, this isn’t mandatory. However, if you’ve enabled automatic email

notifications, you might consider making these fields mandatory. As shown in

Figure 8.103, the important data related to the change is automatically transferred

over via copy control from the request for change.

Figure 8.103  Normal Change Details

2. Set the normal change to the In Development status from the Actions menu.

3. Scroll down to the Transport Management assignment block as shown in Figure

8.104. When the normal change is in the In Development status, you can perform

activities related to the transport. These activities include the following:

– Transport Request

– Task

– Transport of Copies

– Decouple/Assign Transports

– Process Critical Object

Figure 8.104  Transport Management Assignment Block
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4. Click the Transport Request button.

5. The Create Transport Request screen appears, as shown in Figure 8.105. The follow-

ing mandatory fields are automatically populated by the system and can be

updated or maintained if necessary:

– Short Description

This will be the description of your transport in the managed system. We highly

recommend that you do not overwrite the number range value issued by

ChaRM (i.e., the normal change ID). This will serve as your traceability mecha-

nism from ChaRM to your managed system’s import queue and transport over-

view transactions.

– System and Client

This will be the system and client in which the transport will be created. If you

have multiple development systems maintained in your transport track, then

you’ll need to ensure that your developers/configurators have been trained to

set the appropriate system and client.

– Request Type

By default, both transport request types are selected. If one is selected and not

used (left empty), then the system will automatically delete it.

– Request Owner

By default, this is the person creating the transport from ChaRM. The owner can

be changed if required.

– Task Users

Enter all developers/configurators that will be working on the change here. Oth-

ers can always be added at a later point.

6. Click the Create button.

As you can see in Figure 8.106, the transport request has been created on the man-

aged system and the details are available in the Transport Management assign-

ment block.
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Figure 8.105  Create Transport Request

Figure 8.106  Transport Details

7. Use the Logon to System button  in the Landscape assignment block (also in

Figure 8.106) to log into the system to perform the implementation of the change.

8. Once you’ve logged into the development system, perform a change. When you’ve

completed the change, click the Save button.

9. In the Prompt for Customizing request window, click the Own Requests button

(see Figure 8.107).
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Figure 8.107  Prompt for Customizing Request

10. Position your cursor on the transport request created in the previous step and

click the Choose button , as shown in Figure 8.108. This is a different sequence

than your developers and configurators are working with in a ChaRM scenario;

with ChaRM, a transport request is created ahead of time as opposed to on the fly.

Figure 8.108  Assign Change to ChaRM Transport Request

11. Release the task only in Transaction SE09 or SE10.

ChaRM Controls the Release of the Original Transport

It’s important to note that after the change has been completed, the developer or

configurator will release at the task level only directly in the managed system (as

they are accustomed to doing prior to ChaRM). However, the original transport

request will be automatically released by ChaRM when the normal change is set to

the successfully tested status during a later step in the workflow. ChaRM will restrict

you systematically from releasing the transport if your users attempt (or accidently

try) to release it directly in the development system. These settings are controlled in

the administration cockpit and were described earlier in the Create Cycle subsection.

12. Return to the normal change in the Web Client UI. Select Actions � Pass Normal

Change to Test and then Save.
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13. The normal change is updated to the To Be Tested status. Also, a transport of cop-

ies is created, released, and imported to the QAS. As shown in Figure 8.109, the fol-

lowing details are confirmed in the Transport Management and Landscape

assignment blocks:

– A value of 1 for Transport of Copies in the Transport Management assignment

block

– Transport Status updated in the Landscape assignment block for the quality

system

Figure 8.109  Transport of Copies Imported

Urgent Change versus Normal Change

We’re demonstrating the process to implement a normal change here, but it’s

important to note that during the Pass Urgent Change to Test step the original

transport is released and imported automatically to the QAS. The Pass Normal

Change to Test system will preserve the original transport in the modifiable state

and only import the transport of copies. (For a more detailed explanation of trans-

port of copies, review Section 8.1.1.)

At this point in the process, the tester will log on to the QAS and perform a test. If the

tester isn’t satisfied, he or she will use the Reset to In Development action to send the
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normal change back to the developer/configurator. A new task and therefore a new

transport of copies is generated and imported to the QAS until the tester is satisfied.

When the tester is satisfied, he or she selects the Confirm Successful Test action and

then Save. This step will automatically release the original transport request. In the

Transport Management assignment block, verify that the status of the transport has

been updated to Released.

Now, the original transport request must be imported to the QAS to populate the

import queue of the production system. Typically, a background job will be estab-

lished and run every 15 minutes to pick up all original transport requests in the

released status.

This background job is scheduled in the administration cockpit. You can also trigger

the background job manually in the administration cockpit by selecting the Schedule

Import Job for Transport Requests task for the appropriate QAS and phase cycle, as

shown in Figure 8.110.

Figure 8.110  Schedule Import Job Manually from Task List

Now that the change is imported into the QAS and populated in the import queue of

the production system with the other normal changes, it’s time for go live.

Conduct Deployment

For the production import to occur, your phase cycle must be advanced to the go live

status. To begin:

1. Navigate to your phase cycle transaction and advance the phase to Go Live. You’ll

need to change the status to Test before the Go Live status can be set (see Figure

8.111).
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Figure 8.111  Phase Cycle Set to Go Live

Quick Overview of Cycle Phases

Let’s quickly go over what each phase in the cycle means, from a technical perspec-

tive:

� Scope

A transport can be created but not released. This phase should be used if devel-

opment can occur but shouldn’t be promoted right away.

� Build

Transports can be released and imported into the QAS.

� Test

New change documents can no longer be created for this cycle. This phase is

reserved for a “locked down” approach to integration testing. If transports must

be created to remedy defects, a defect correction should be used.

� Go Live

Production imports occur for all changes that were tested successfully.

� Being Completed

The system will provide you an overview of any unfinished change documents

and transports.

� Completed

The system will complete the cycle and reassign any unfinished changes to a sub-

sequent cycle.

2. Return to the administration cockpit.

3. In the task list for your phase cycle, expand the Production Systems track and

schedule the import job by selecting Schedule Import Job for Transport Requests

(Figure 8.112).
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Figure 8.112  Schedule Import Job for Production System

4. After the import job has completed, return to the Web Client UI. The Production

status can be set for all normal changes that were part of this phase cycle’s deploy-

ments.

5. The related request for change is automatically set to the Implemented status. It

can now be confirmed, which marks the end of the process.

Close Cycle

When a deployment ends, there are two options for handling the phase cycle:

1. Recycle the cycle.

2. Complete the cycle.

When you recycle the phase cycle, you simply revert back to the build phase. This is

recommended if there are no changes to the landscape. In this scenario, you simply

reuse the same phase cycle repeatedly, reducing complexity for the administrator

and IT operator. Maintenance is reduced when you reuse the cycle.

Alternatively, if there are changes or reorganization to the change control landscape,

you’ll need to complete the cycle. When you do so, all outstanding change documents

that haven’t entered go live are automatically decoupled and reassigned to a subse-

quent cycle.

Task List Reuse

Task lists will be reused if cycles are closed, which greatly reduces the administrative

effort required for reassignment activities.

This occurs behind the scenes automatically, handled by SAP Solution Manager. The

CTS project is decoupled and the change documents are automatically reassigned to
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a new CTS project upon successful activation of the new task list, based on the

changes in the new change control landscape.

SAP Solution Manager will provide an overview of each change document and asso-

ciated transport requests, along with their statuses so that you’re aware of what’s

being transitioned (see Figure 8.113).

Figure 8.113  Overview of Unfinished Change Documents and Transports

Once you confirm the unfinished change documents and transports, the system will

set the phase cycle to the completed status. It will alert you that the unfinished trans-

actions and transports are transitioned to a subsequent cycle (Figure 8.114).

Figure 8.114  Unfinished Change Notification

You can navigate directly to that cycle, activate the task list, advance the phase to

Build, and unlock the track. Now, you’re ready for your next round of deployment

changes.

In the next section, we’ll discuss a scenario that’s new as of SAP Solution Manager 7.2:

Release Management.
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8.3    Release Management

Throughout this chapter, we’ve discussed that SAP Solution Manager’s change con-

trol scenarios benefit the organization by providing adequate flexibility; the tool

itself doesn’t compromise the timing with which changes are promoted through

the landscape. Over the product’s lifecycle, we’ve seen increasing options to support

flexible control of changes introduced with each support package and release of SAP

Solution Manager. Although hard dates, cut off times, and strict control are ulti-

mately required to achieve minimal risk to your production environment, SAP real-

izes that not everyone is ready to be locked into such discipline.

For those who are ready, Release Management (also referred to as release planning) is

a new module in the change control framework, delivered with SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2. Release Management manages the successful deployment of all changes into

the productive environment by defining dates and a release schedule.

Organizations with more discipline or with the intent and leadership support to

enforce such discipline may choose to implement Release Management from SAP

Solution Manager. Release Management is used to schedule, plan, coordinate, and

manage the activities that occur throughout a software release (major and minor).

Release Management uses the release cycle (introduced in Section 8.2.1) to plan both

major and minor releases, specify the dates on which the changes will be deployed to

production, and execute all activities related to the release.

In addition to dates, requests for change, IT requirements, and change documents are

all assigned to the technical container, which is the release cycle. When the go-live

date for the release has arrived, only the changes that have been marked as success-

fully tested are deployed to the production system. If changes haven’t reached this

required status, the changes are automatically decoupled and reassigned to the suc-

cessor release cycle. They will then go live on their scheduled go-live dates.

Throughout this section, we’ll take a closer look at the components that make up

Release Management. We’ll share some best practices recommendations and show

you how to set up Release Management in the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system.

8.3.1    Overview

In most scenarios, your organization independently manages several IT projects at

once. Perhaps these projects overlap, run in parallel, or even have dependencies on

each other. Think about this in the case of a large organization: It takes an immense
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amount of collaboration, communication, and awareness across project managers

and department heads to fully understand all the dependencies that occur in a proj-

ect timeline like the one shown in Figure 8.115. If these dependencies aren’t fully

understood, then issues will occur during go live.

Figure 8.115  Projects That Go Live without Planning

In an environment such as this—in which dependencies can be hard to identify, each

project is unique with its own requirements and timeline, and priorities dictate when

go lives can occur regardless of dependencies—how do you even begin to compre-

hend harmonizing these activities?

Enter Release Management. As mentioned, both the release management process

and the technical capabilities that support the process aim to reduce the chaos asso-

ciated with complex environments such as this. Release Management offers an

approach to help significantly overcome the issues associated with continually

deploying changes to the business over your timeline.

The idea behind Release Management is that all your projects adhere to a synchro-

nized go live (see Figure 8.116). Project managers, change managers, and release man-

agers across all projects must agree to a clear release plan, which includes the

schedule and timeline. This involves careful planning so that each manager can

think through how long he or she will need to build and test the scope within each

individual project. A joint integration testing period occurs across all projects and

releases. This ensures that everything that has been implemented in parallel can
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also be validated together. In this scenario, you can be more certain that what you’ve

tested is going to perform the same way during go live, because instead of having

many staggered test phases with different data, everything happens at the same

time. This not only decreases the effort associated with test planning but also pro-

motes a higher quality of testing. Finally, at deployment you have a synchronized go

live that brings the contents of the projects and releases into production.

Figure 8.116  Synchronization of Project Go-Lives

A synchronized go live reduces risk to the production system and simplifies the

cutover process. If you can implement Release Management, this process is continu-

ous and you can anticipate what to expect for the next cycle. Lessons learned and

checklists are recorded by managers to prepare for the next synchronized go-live.

Let’s discuss how Release Management uses phases to organize and control your

project’s activities throughout the release cycle.

8.3.2    Phases of a Release

Release Management uses the release cycle (Transaction SMRE) to control the activi-

ties that occur throughout the software development lifecycle. The release cycle has

a series of phases, shown in Figure 8.117, and each phase has its own meaning and

defined process. The phase controls what can or can’t occur for assigned systems in

the change control landscape—for example, releasing transports to the quality sys-

tem, importing transports to the quality system, production deployment, and so on.
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Figure 8.117  Release Cycle Phases

Let’s take a closer look at each phase and highlight the activities permitted when your

release cycle is set to each phase:

� Created

This is the technical starting point for the release.

� Scope

Here, the business requirements that are now IT requirements are reviewed. (See

Chapter 9 for more information on Requirements Management.) In this phase,

several roles in the change and release management organization coordinate to

ensure successful planning and scheduling of the release. A business process expert

helps to define the requirements based on his or her subject matter expertise. The

business manager approves the requirements based on his or her understanding

of the needs of the business. The requirements manager, who should play a techno-

functional role, evaluates and processes the approved requirements. Finally, the

solution architect takes the IT requirements and facilitates the transition into how

they will be built into the solution.

� Build

In this phase, the implementation of the approved scope is conducted. Develop-

ment, configuration, and unit testing will occur. The release manager can deter-

mine here if any of the scope will be delayed to a subsequent release.

� Test

The entire package of built content is finalized and prepared for production

deployment. Acceptance testing, regression testing, and integration testing take

place to ensure both functional and technical correctness before go live. If errors

occur during these tests, defect corrections can be created to facilitate a timely fix.

� Deploy

The technical cutover of released transport requests are deployed to the produc-

tion environment. The import is triggered by an administrator and is centrally

performed within SAP Solution Manager for all relative production systems in the
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change control landscape. The import happens at once for all changes in the

released status, with sequencing handled by SAP Solution Manager.

� Hypercare

Typically, immediately after go live there is a window in which the number of inci-

dents raised spikes. This can stem from missing information about the new func-

tionality, bugs that weren’t detected in the test system, user/training errors, and

so on. During this phase, there is high attention given to monitoring the environ-

ment until stabilization.

� Operate

Once stabilization occurs, the project team transitions the release over to the oper-

ations team. From there, production support is managed.

Let’s look at how phases can be structured inside a typical release scenario by discuss-

ing some of the best practice recommendations and guidelines for major and minor

releases.

8.3.3    Release Planning

We recommend planning and assigning your changes according to major release and

minor release planning efforts. Changes that occur as part of maintenance or produc-

tion support will typically be classified as normal changes or urgent changes depend-

ing on their potential impact to the business.

A major release has a broad timeline in which major functionality, consisting of lots

of new development, is introduced to the organization. Major releases also are

reserved to deliver the latest versions of support packages, enhancements, and so on.

Due to the significant resources required to deploy a major release and the function-

ality introduced, proper planning needs to take place for the major release to be

successful. Time and resources must be allocated so that proper testing can be con-

ducted prior to the promotion of the change to the production system.

A minor release has a much shorter window of time within the release cycle and is

reserved for minor changes. Because the release cycle is much shorter than for the

major release, full regression testing and user acceptance is typically omitted. How-

ever, a targeted integration test should be planned.

Normal changes and urgent changes, as discussed in Section 8.2.3, will occur through-

out the course of operations to support maintenance and production.
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Figure 8.118 illustrates a 360-day change control environment with two major

releases, four minor releases, and production support.

Figure 8.118  Best Practice Recommendation

Before we show you how to set up Release Management, let’s quickly highlight how it

differs from ChaRM.

8.3.4    Release Management versus ChaRM

It’s important to understand that Release Management, though it uses the same

technical infrastructure as ChaRM, is intended for a more planned and scheduled

approach. As we mentioned in the beginning of this section, SAP Solution Manager

has historically provided more flexible options when it comes to change control

management. These options were included within the ChaRM processes. The more

disciplined and structured options are introduced with Release Management. Table

8.9 highlights the key differences between these modules with regards to dates,

scope, and planning.
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8.3 Release Management
Although Release Management and ChaRM have their differences in flexibility, plan-

ning, and control, they both provide benefits when it comes to stabilizing your

change control landscape. When fully and properly utilized, Release Management

ensures fewer imports into the production system, because release planning hap-

pens up front. Fewer production drops equals more stability and a higher-quality

solution. ChaRM, on the other hand, provides the same solution quality, but due to

the flexibility it offers for when imports can happen, more discipline and standard-

ization must be enforced from change management to ensure minimal risk to the

production systems.

Now, let’s look at how to set up Release Management in SAP Solution Manager.

8.3.5    Setup and Usage

In this section, we’ll explain how to set up and use Release Management in SAP Solu-

tion Manager. As shown in Figure 8.119, we can break the approach for deploying

Release Management into three steps.

Difference Release Management ChaRM

Dates Defined dates for development close 

and go live.

Flexible dates (changes imported to 

any follow-on system as soon as they 

are approved and ready).

Scope Flexible scope in that if the imple-

mentation and testing of a change is 

not complete, it can be included with 

the successor release.

Scope is fixed—but if you reuse the 

phase cycle, then the “leftover” 

change documents will be assigned 

to the successor task list.

Planning Release planning occurs before 

changes are implemented.

Implementation can occur in parallel 

with other cycles/changes. Go-live 

dates are independent (i.e., no prede-

cessor/successor relationship).

Table 8.9  Differences between Release Management and ChaRM
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Figure 8.119  Three-Step Setup Approach for Release Management

First, the release track definition lets you model your releases. You’ll need to deter-

mine which systems will be a part of the change control landscape assigned to your

release cycle. When defining the release track, you’ll need to know which systems

have integration or dependencies across them to ensure they’re logically included

together.

Second, the release planning piece determines the schedule of the release cycle.

Whether you will have major releases or minor releases is determined during release

planning. High-level release planning is followed by the technical activation of the

release cycle.

Finally, execution commences during the management of the release cycles. You’ll

move from rough, high-level planning to detailed planning by defining dates, dura-

tions, and the schedule.

Note

The two most important dates to define and adhere to are the following:

� Development close

This is the date by which all development must be completed. Metaphorically

speaking, you can think of this as the train door closing. If you miss the train, you

must wait for the next one, no exceptions: The development close date follows

the same guidelines.

� Deployment

This is the date on which the content is promoted to the production system(s).

Like the development close date, changes that aren’t authorized for deployment

must wait for the next go-live window.

Release Track Definition Release Planning Manage Release Cycles

Review the Solution Landscape

Check existing Change Control 

Landscapes

Define a new Change Control 

Landscape

Review the Release Schedule

Plan new Releases

Modify the planning

Create a Release Cycle

Set the cycle to “Scope” phase

Setup the technical infrastructure 

(Task List)
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Now, let’s look in the following sections at how these three approaches are handled in

SAP Solution Manager.

Release Track Definition

First, define a release track that will be represented by a change control landscape:

1. Execute Transaction SLAN. The Solution Administration page will appear, as shown

in Figure 8.120.

Figure 8.120  Create New Change Control Landscape

2. Select your solution in the Solution dropdown.

3. Navigate to the Change Control Landscape tab.

4. Right-click anywhere in the table and select the New option.

5. The Create Change Control Landscape window will appear. Enter details in the

Name and Technical Name fields (see Figure 8.121). You may want to enter some-

thing meaningful in the Name field, because this is the information that your

users will see.

Figure 8.121  Maintain Naming Details

6. Click OK.
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7. Finally, mark all the logical component groups in scope for the release landscape,

as shown in Figure 8.122.

Figure 8.122  Mark In-Scope Logical Component Groups

Now that you’ve defined the release track, you can perform release planning activi-

ties. In the next subsection, you’ll create the release cycles within the Web Client UI.

Release Planning

Now that the release track is defined, you’re ready to perform some release planning

activities:

1. Execute Transaction SM_CRM. The IT Service Management page will appear within

the Web Client UI.

2. Click the Change Request Management link from the left navigation pane.

3. Within the Release Management screen area, click the Release Planning link (see

Figure 8.123).

Figure 8.123  Access Release Planning Activities
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4. On the Release Planning screen, select Create � Major and Minor Releases, as shown

in Figure 8.124.

Figure 8.124  Create Major and Minor Releases

Display Messages

You can click the Messages icon  in the notification bar at the bottom of the

screen to see important information about the actions you’re performing.

5. The window to create Major And Minor Releases will appear. As shown in Figure

8.125, enter your release information in the required fields. You can always delete

or add successor minor releases at another time.

Figure 8.125  Set Release Scheduling Parameters

6. Click Create.

The timeline for your major release and successor minor releases will appear as shown

in Figure 8.126. Go-live dates for the minor release will automatically be calculated by
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the system. You can adjust the dates manually in the Go-Live column. Alternatively,

you can change the release date by dragging and dropping the release bar in the cal-

endar view.

Figure 8.126  View Release Schedule

Import Dependencies

Release Management uses a predecessor and successor philosophy. The successor

release can be deployed to production only when the predecessor has been deployed.

From the system’s perspective, the status of the successor release cycle can be

switched to the test phase only when the predecessor is in the hypercare phase.

When a release goes live, only those changes with transports that are released (i.e., in

the production buffer, marked as successfully tested, etc.) are imported into the pro-

duction system. All other change documents are automatically decoupled and

assigned to the successor release and will go live at the next deployment date.

Adjusting Release Dates

You can manually adjust release dates in the Go-Live column. Alternatively, you can

change the release date by dragging and dropping the release bar in the calendar

view. When you change date, the system will issue a prompt asking if the successor

releases are to be postponed. If you want the system to postpone successor releases,

then the dates of the same are moved.

Deleting Releases

You can delete one or multiple releases by selecting their rows and clicking the

Delete Current Release icon . The system will perform the following series of

checks to ensure the release can be deleted:
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� Does the release have a successor release?

� Is the release is assigned to an SAP Portfolio and Project Management (SAP PPM)

project?

� Are change documents, requests for change, or IT requirements assigned to the

release?

Minor releases can only be deleted if there are no successor minor releases assigned

within the same major release. For example, you must delete R1.4 before deleting

R1.3, and so on.

You must decouple and/or remove assignments to SAP PPM projects or change docu-

ments to delete the corresponding release.

Highlight one of your releases and select Create � Release Cycles (see Figure 8.127).

Repeat this action for each major and minor release.

Figure 8.127  Create Release Cycles

The name of your release cycle will appear within the Cycle Description column, as

shown in Figure 8.128.

Figure 8.128  Release Cycles Created for All Major and Minor Releases
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The cycle description is also a link to the release cycle, which is maintained in the Web

Client UI. Next, we’ll show you how to set your release cycle to the scope phase and

activate its task list.

Manage Release Cycles

Now that your release cycles are created, you can begin managing them. In the steps

ahead, you’ll advance the phase of the release cycle so that work can commence. Also,

you’ll activate a task list so that the changes associated with the release can follow the

proper landscape. Proceed as follows:

1. Click the cycle description (e.g., Nathan’s Release Landscape).

2. The Web Client UI will open to the release cycle. Click the Edit button to begin man-

aging the release cycle.

3. Select Actions � Set Phase to “Scope”, as shown in Figure 8.129.

Figure 8.129  Set Phase to Scope

4. A webpage dialog screen will appear, as shown in Figure 8.130. Click the Yes button

to create and assign the task list to the release cycle. You can always do this later by

selecting More � Create Task List from within the release cycle.

Figure 8.130  Activate Task List for Cycle
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5. A guided procedure will open, as shown in Figure 8.131. Complete the four steps

required to create and assign the task list to your release cycle:

– Check Prerequisites

Confirms that the TMS setup, RFC connections, and basic configuration (such as

the number ranges) are consistent.

– Define Scope

Here, you can assign Retrofit systems or enable cCTS; both abilities are optional.

– Check Cluster Assignment

View the transport track.

– Complete

Verify all the information required to create and assign the task list.

Figure 8.131  Create Task List Guided Procedure

When the task list is created, you’ll receive a confirmation, as shown in Figure 8.132.
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Figure 8.132  Created Task List

Now, you’re ready to assign your requests for change, change documents, and IT

requirements to the release cycles and start using Release Management in SAP Solu-

tion Manager.

8.4    Transport Management

The TMS in SAP is a foundational, required infrastructure needed to leverage all

Change Control Management functions within SAP Solution Manager. Change Con-

trol Management tools (ChaRM, QGM, Retrofit, etc.) are essentially workflow engines

and process-driven applications that are tightly integrated with how your technical

team has defined TMS in the managed systems.

SAP Solution Manager’s Change Control Management tools are built on your trans-

port path setup to generate transport tracks within the SAP Solution Manager sys-

tem. Once these integrated links and hooks are established, you can begin processing

changes throughout your landscape.

Transport Management has evolved over the last several years. The scope of what can

be handled centrally and consistently has expanded to provide a flexible and scalable

approach when adopting SAP Solution Manager’s Change Control Management

tools. In this section, we’ll provide an overview of the Transport Management infra-

structure components and how they’ve evolved to enable you to leverage SAP Solu-

tion Manager as the single source of truth for centrally managed change and release

management functions. (See Chapter 5 for additional information on the managed

systems setup activities, which are a prerequisite for deploying and leverage Trans-

port Management.)
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8.4.1    Overview of SAP Change and Transport Infrastructures

In this section, we’ll discuss three important infrastructure components and how

SAP Solution Manager integrates directly with them to support the functionalities

and workflows associated with Change Control Management:

1. Change and Transport System (CTS)

2. Enhanced CTS (CTS+)

3. Central Change and Transport System (cCTS)

We’ll provide a brief overview of each infrastructure component and will quickly

identify the evolution of each.

Change and Transport System

CTS is a tool that centrally manages changes to customizing or development objects.

Changes are recorded and can be linked together logically or completed inde-

pendently of one another. In some cases, developers on a single team can use one

transport request to group all their changes together. When the work has been com-

pleted, the transport request is released. At this point, changes within the transport

request are promoted to other systems (i.e., QAS and PRD). This procedure is auto-

mated and known as transporting. Transporting allows for development in one envi-

ronment, testing in another, and, if the tests are successful, advancement to the

production system so that the business can accept the changes. Transports are

logged centrally, and errors are collected to support troubleshooting if imports fail.

The CTS can be used independently of SAP Solution Manager. Alternatively, Change

Control Management tools such as ChaRM and QGM can integrate with the CTS

throughout the normal, urgent, and defect change processes.

As shown in Figure 8.133, standard CTS allows you to model system landscapes with

different roles. Transports are created and released in the development system,

imported into the quality system for testing, and then finally promoted to the pro-

duction system for operational usage.

The limitation with using this infrastructure standalone lies in the fact that CTS only

applies to ABAP-based environments. For example, SAP ERP, SAP SRM, and SAP CRM

all use CTS, but non-ABAP systems such as SAP PI, SAP Enterprise Portal, SAP NetWea-

ver development infrastructure, and so on can’t take advantage of transport automa-

tion with CTS standalone.
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Figure 8.133  Change and Transport System

Enhanced Change and Transport System

CTS+ has been a fundamental component in SAP systems, providing the ability for

files associated with non-ABAP changes to be attached to transport requests and use

the same logistical features available with ABAP transports.

In traditional ABAP TMS, technical objects are attached to transport requests that can

then be further modified, exported to a QAS for testing, and finally promoted to pro-

duction for use by the business. These technical objects include repository objects,

programs, functional objects, user exits, and tables, among many others. Depending

on whether they’re workbench or customizing objects, they’re placed in the appro-

priate transport request type.

For non-ABAP systems, there are other technical objects that aren’t considered repos-

itory objects, like the technical objects in an ABAP system. These include files such as

EPA, DOC, JEE, and other types. Rather than using transport requests, the files create

archives that are saved to a file that’s later deployed to the follow-on system.

As shown in Figure 8.134, multiple development workbenches and backends are sup-

ported with a single transport tool: CTS+.

With CTS+, you can define these objects to be transported according to the standard

SAP ERP transport layer. Archive files are attached to a transport request and use the

same logistical capabilities as used by the ABAP transport layer. The process to trans-

port and monitor changes, no matter when, becomes standardized and consistent.

SAP ECC, SAP SRM, SAP CRM, etc.
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Figure 8.134  Enhanced Change and Transport System

Implementing CTS+ for your non-ABAP systems is conducted by your technical

architecture (SAP Basis) teams. It requires skilled expertise in SAP NetWeaver, TMS,

and related technical areas. Establishing a CTS+ scenario is a much more complex

effort than linking it to ChaRM.

CTS+ is 100 percent compatible with SAP Solution Manager. Integrating these two

tools will allow non-ABAP systems to use the workflow, approval, and ITIL-aligned

process flows delivered with ChaRM. When these two tools are coupled, changes

affecting your Java landscape can be processed in a similar end-to-end manner as

your ChaRM, QGM, and other such transports.

It’s important to note that CTS+ isn’t a prerequisite for using the Change Control

Management tools in SAP Solution Manager, unless you want to centrally manage

and control your non-ABAP transports using these tools. Similarly, Change Control

Management isn’t a prerequisite to leverage the functionality delivered with CTS+.

However, when CTS+ is linked to SAP Solution Manager, the Change Control Manage-

ment tool deployed views the Java changes as an ABAP transport. All the properties of

the documentation, tracking, and troubleshooting capabilities of the non-ABAP

application now fall under the umbrella of an ABAP CTS.

Integrating CTS+ with SAP Solution Manager expands the scope to control literally all

SAP applications from a central, integrated, and scalable platform. As of 2014, SAP

took the CTS infrastructure a step further to improve flexibility and support a more

dynamic method to model your systems—or, should we say, the system.
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Central Change and Transport System

If CTS and CTS+ could centrally manage all SAP applications, what was missing? When

we discussed these two infrastructures earlier, we spoke mainly from a technical per-

spective. However, if we approach the purpose of these infrastructures from a busi-

ness perspective, we can identify a key opportunity.

Let’s start by breaking down a request for change and identifying its key purpose.

Typically, a request for change originates from a technical or business requirement.

For example, a business requirement may be something as straightforward as a

change to a screen or report. The user requesting this change probably doesn’t know

(much less care) if the change is going to require a change in SAP ERP, SAP BW, both,

or so on—he or she just wants it done.

However, from the IT point of view, fulfilling a requirement can be more complex. A

change to a screen may involve data pulled from several systems, aggregation of that

data in the SAP BusinessObjects BI system, and reporting capabilities for the end user

from the SAP BusinessObjects system.

As you can see, something that may sound like a minimalistic requirement (such as a

screen change) can involve multiple pieces, impacting several systems. For the busi-

ness user to accept these changes in production, all the technical elements across

these systems must be kept together.

With the latest enhancement to the CTS, a requirement that involves pieces from

several systems can be processed individually. cCTS binds (or clusters) the various

technical components (like a technical glue) and promotes them as a collection

throughout the landscape. Transport clusters are representations of each system role:

there’s a development cluster, a quality cluster, and so on. Each cluster contains each

product in your landscape with the same role (e.g., development SAP ERP, develop-

ment SAP BusinessObjects BI, and development SAP SRM make up the DEV cluster).

These clusters will have their own system identifications (SIDs) defined in your TMS,

just like other systems.

In a nutshell, cCTS keeps the technical pieces of each system together. The together-

ness introduces a concept called the system.

As depicted in Figure 8.135, all your managed development systems are grouped

together in a cluster. The same goes for quality and production. If a transport from

SAP ERP and SAP SRM is needed to fulfill a business requirement/change request, it’s

included as part of a transport collection and promoted through to the system. The
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transport collection contains all the pieces (entities) needed to meet the require-

ment. This can include various transport requests belonging to different systems

across the cluster, and it can be made up of several requests for one development sys-

tem or only some transport requests for a particular development system.

Figure 8.135  Central Change and Transport System

Minimal Impacts to Current Configuration

Configuration that has been performed to support your CTS and CTS+ enablement

isn’t impacted when cCTS is activated for your change cycles. In addition, no updates

are required to how your landscapes are set up or how your transport routes have

been defined.

Finally, it’s important to note that unlike CTS and CTS+, you can’t use cCTS stand-

alone. It must be integrated with ChaRM and/or QGM. In other words, it isn’t a new

way to use CTS.
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In addition to the clustering/collecting of changes that span multiple applications,

cCTS offers other benefits, as follows:

� Reassignment of changes to another cycle that are already in the released status is

possible.

� You can selectively import one-off transports, as opposed to importing the entire

CTS project.

� External/foreign transports can be attached to a ChaRM or QGM cycle and be

imported with the other changes in your release.

We’ll highlight these flexible transport benefits and more a little later in this section.

8.4.2    Transport Features with Change Control Management

In this section, we’ll review some key features in Change Control Management that

are directly integrated with TMS. In other words, as part of your ChaRM and QGM pro-

cesses (for example), there are certain functionalities across the workflow that inte-

grate with the TMS on the managed system directly. When these scenarios are

activated, SAP Solution Manager takes over the TMS from a tracking and administra-

tive perspective. The tracking and administration of transports occurs centrally

within SAP Solution Manager for all systems activated by a task list. The complexity

of these processes requires flexible solutions to handle events that are unplanned or

require changes. Now, we’ll discuss the features that support such events.

Reassignment of Changes

One key driver for implementing a request for change process that precedes the

development and testing process is to more diligently plan and organize changes.

When you plan, changes are allocated to the cycle that you foresee is the appropriate

fit for the change given the scope, timeline, constraints, and so on. All these planning

efforts are implemented prior to development or configuration commencing.

Wouldn’t it be great if things went as originally planned for every change? Chances

are, plans changed and changes and transports need to shift due to timing con-

straints, break/fix scenarios, and the like.

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the flexibility to manage changes and transports pro-

vides an immense benefit during planning efforts and in case of unforeseen events

that can derail the original path of a change. There are two ways that this can be han-

dled with SAP Solution Manager:
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� Reassignment of changes to a different cycle

Changes that must be assigned to a subsequent release because they didn’t meet

the testing timeline (for example) can be reassigned with the Change Cycle Assign-

ment function in the request for change document or the change document itself,

as shown in Figure 8.136.

Figure 8.136  Change Cycle Assignment

Although this functionality provides ultimate flexibility should an event occur

that alters the originally planned course of the change, some conditions and pre-

requisites apply. Table 8.10 identifies some conditions that must be in place

should you need to reassign a change to a different cycle.

Change Document Assigned Cycle Has a 

Task List

Assigned Cycle Doesn’t 

Have a Task List

� Administrative change

� General change

Can be reassigned Can’t be reassigned

� Normal change

� Urgent change

� Defect correction

All assigned to task list

Can be reassigned Can’t be reassigned

� Normal change

� Urgent change

� Defect correction

All not assigned to task list

Can’t be reassigned Can’t be reassigned

Request for change with 

task list assignment

Can be reassigned Can’t be reassigned

Request for change without 

task list assignment

Can be reassigned Can be reassigned

Table 8.10  Conditions for Cycle Reassignment
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In addition to these conditions, the following also apply:

– Normal changes approved for preliminary import can’t be reassigned.

– If you want to assign change documents wherein the associated transport

requests have been released, you must have activated cCTS.

– To reassign a normal change, all transport of copies belonging to the change

document’s original transport request must have been imported into the QAS.

– Per default settings, change documents can be reassigned if they’re in the in

development status. This can be changed in the configuration settings by fol-

lowing the Change Control Management � Change Request Management

Framework � Adjust UI Objects by User Status menu path.

� Assign/decouple transports

At a lower level, you also have the flexibility to assign and decouple transport

requests by selecting a transport from the Transport Management block and

choosing More � Decouple Transport Request, as shown in Figure 8.137.

Figure 8.137  Assign or Decouple Transports

This functionality provides the following key benefits:

– Assign external (or foreign) transports

These are transports that SAP or vendors may provide that are already in a

released status. If they’re applied to your system, they should follow the same

ChaRM process as your other transports. With cCTS enabled, you can assign

these transports to ensure they follow the same testing procedures and approv-

als for production deployment.

– Assign modifiable or released transports

If transports were created outside of ChaRM (e.g., before your ChaRM go-live),

you can attach them to a ChaRM document so that they can be included in a sin-

gle process. Transports that have been decoupled (explained in the next bullet)

can also be assigned. Workbench and customizing transports can leverage this

functionality, but transport of copies can’t be assigned.
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– Decouple modifiable or released transports

If a transport should be included with another change document or excluded

from a change document for the time being, you can simply decouple it. This

can be necessary if a normal change has multiple transports assigned, but one

transport contains unfinished development work. If that normal change needs

to go live, then you have the decouple functionality as a mechanism to separate

specific developments from the overall package that will be promoted to the

production system. Unwanted changes can then be assigned to a subsequent

change document at a later point using the Assign Transport Request function.

It’s important to keep in mind that you can only decouple modifiable transports,

unless you’ve activated cCTS for your cycle—in which case, you can decouple

released transports as well.

Warning

Once the transport request(s) is decoupled from the change document, it also loses

its assignment to the CTS project. Once there’s no CTS project assignment, the trans-

port can be released outside of ChaRM. To mitigate this risk, your transport objects

should be assigned to another cycle as soon as possible so that a new CTS project is

assigned.

Status-Dependent and Selective Import

When you import transport requests into target systems such as QAS, preproduction,

training, and so on, the method is to import project all. With this method, if a trans-

port request is in the system’s import queue or buffer, it will be imported with the

rest of the transports in the queue or buffer. Therefore, if you’ve configured your

ChaRM workflows to include status values beyond the successfully tested status,

ChaRM doesn’t care. In other words, if you have an import job scheduled, it’s going to

pick up the transport requests in the queue or buffer regardless of the status of the

ChaRM document.

Why is this issue? Let’s examine a practical example. Out of the box, the normal

change status schema includes the successfully tested status (which releases the

transport request) and then immediately thereafter the production status. Every

time we’ve implemented ChaRM, the customer has had a requirement to incorporate

an authorized for production status into the normal change workflow. Keep in mind
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this status is part of the urgent change workflow, but not included in the standard

normal change workflow. Say that the normal change hasn’t been set to this new

authorized for production status, but it’s reached the successfully tested status, and

therefore the transport requests within the normal change have been released. When

they’re imported into the QAS, they’re added to the production buffer. When the pro-

duction import job runs, they’re now imported into the production system—but

wait! They haven’t been authorized for production! Unless you’ve configured a sta-

tus-dependent import strategy, you’re guaranteed to run the risk of changes moving

to production that haven’t been authorized.

Don’t have this extra status value configured in your normal change process? Let’s

look at another example that will absolutely apply to you. Say you have the standard

urgent change workflow deployed. The urgent change has reached the successfully

tested status (meaning that related transports are released). Meanwhile, the produc-

tion import job has been run for the weekly or monthly phase cycle to bring in all the

scheduled normal changes. Your urgent change will also be imported, because it’s

been assigned to the same cycle. If it’s urgent, then that seems logical—but most cus-

tomers don’t really want their changes imported until they’ve reached the respected

status of authorized for production. This is a risk both to the stability and consistency

of the landscape and to your audit trail.

With status-dependent import functionality configured, you can control the promo-

tion of changes into systems with specific roles and according to change document

status. This configuration activity is performed in the SAP Solution Manager IMG via

the Change Control Management � Transport Management System � Specify Trans-

port Request Import Strategy path.

When you configure status-dependent import, you also can enable selective import

functionality. Like the status-dependent import functions, selective import is config-

ured based upon a specific change control landscape, system, client, transaction type,

and status. Clearly, the configuration is very flexible and can be uniquely configured

to meet any scenario.

With selective import, you have the option to choose which transport requests are

promoted to the specified target system at the time of import. For example, you can

cherry-pick or leave out individual transports when you schedule the import job to

follow-on systems. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, this is a major achievement. Prior

to 7.2, the alternatives included backing out of the change with a follow-up transport

request or coordination of the preliminary import process.
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Use Caution with Selective Import

When you choose to selectively import individual transports, you run the risk of

impacting the transport sequence. ChaRM and QGM leverage import project all for a

purpose: to ensure consistency and safeguard your downstream systems against

conflicts associated with sequencing. You should never modify the buffers when

ChaRM is activated; using selective import is a way to modify the buffers. Be sure to

only use this function when necessary and against transports that do not relate to

each other and do not have interdependencies.

Figure 8.138 shows what you can expect to see if you perform an import from the task

list and these configurations have been enabled. When you perform the import and

the conditions haven’t been met per the configuration, the system will issue warn-

ings. Also, it will give you a list of transport requests that you can select to be opted

out of the import. If the status-dependent configuration is set up and change docu-

ments haven’t met the required status values for import, then these transports can’t

be selected for import.

Figure 8.138  Status-Driven Import Check
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Critical Objects

Approval management procedures (discussed in Section 8.2.2) can accommodate

nearly any requirements from a change advisory board’s perspective. However, these

procedures and subsequent approvals are managed at the request for change level,

but approvals often are required at a much lower level. In fact, they’re needed at the

workbench or customizing object level for objects of particular importance to core

business processes. To prevent solution instability and impact to the business, the

critical object check functionality is available.

Critical objects are those objects that require special approval before they can be

modified and subsequently be collected in a transport request. The Critical Object

Check component of SAP Solution Manager can collect and define any number of

objects deemed critical by the enterprise, business unit, IT organization, or other

entity. In SAP Solution Manager, you can create a blacklist of these critical objects in

a dedicated effort to control sensitive components of your landscape. If a developer

tries to modify an object specified as critical in the central SAP Solution Manager sys-

tem, he or she will receive a warning; a separate approval process must be met before

the developer can move forward. The approval must occur before the critical objects

can be imported into the target system(s).

Note

A few notes on the scope of critical objects:

� Critical objects are only available for ABAP systems.

� The Critical Object Check is available for workbench and customizing objects for

transports controlled by SAP Solution Manager.

� If transports have been created outside of SAP Solution Manager, the functional-

ity isn’t valid.

Predefined, standard, or delivered critical objects don’t exist. Because requirements

will vary for what’s critical from organization to organization, it’s up to each cus-

tomer to identify and define which objects are critical for that customer. Entering

critical objects in SAP Solution Manager requires effort across the development,

change and release management, and project management teams. Together, they

must determine which objects should be flagged as critical, and the SAP Solution

Manager administrator will maintain those objects in the SAP Solution Manager sys-

tem.
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Critical objects are set up in the Change Control Management Administration Cock-

pit. As shown in Figure 8.139, access the Critical Objects screen, then click either

Create Critical Workbench Object or Create Critical Customizing Object. When you

maintain the parameters of the object, they’ll become available in this table.

Figure 8.139  Configure Critical Objects

Critical objects can be created from scratch or copied from existing entries. Generic

critical objects can be generated if you’re unsure of the object type or object name to

use, in which case you can use wildcards (*) for these fields when configuring your

critical object. Table 8.11 provides some examples of how generic critical objects can

be configured.

When a developer or configurator attempts to release a transport request from a nor-

mal or urgent change containing critical objects, the release terminates and the

Generic Table 

Key

Generic Table 

Name

Generic View 

Name

Object Name 

Only

System Name ABC ABC ABC ABC

System Type ABAP ABAP ABAP ABAP

Client 100 100 100 100

Program ID R3TR R3TR R3TR R3TR

Object Type TABU TDAT CDAT TABL

Object Name UST04 UST* SCMGV_

ATTR*

ZCUST*

Table Key 100* *

Table 8.11  Generic Critical Objects: Example Configurations
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change manager must intervene. Figure 8.140 illustrates the following three-step

method of processing the critical object:

1 The release of the transport is terminated and the user receives an error.

2 The change manager selects More � Process Critical Object.

3 The system displays a list of critical objects. The change manager selects the appro-

priate object and clicks the Approve Object button.

Figure 8.140  Process Critical Object

Tracking Transports

With Change Control Management in SAP Solution Manager, all tracking of trans-

ports can occur centrally within SAP Solution Manager without logging into each

managed development system. If changes have been created as part of the QGM,

ChaRM, Release Management, or Retrofit scenario, the tracking logistical capabilities

of transport management can be administered centrally. You can administer and

track transports at the change cycle/task list level or at the individual change docu-

ment level.

Change managers, administrators, and IT operators typically want to track transports

in the cycle view. The administration cockpit provides a centralized view of the trans-

port requests and their details for each change cycle.

As shown in Figure 8.141, you can see all the details for each change assigned to the

cycle under the Transport Requests tab.
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Figure 8.141  Tracking Transports at Change Cycle Level

End users of ChaRM (e.g., developers, testers, requesters) most likely will be con-

cerned only with tracking transports that relate to their work. Most often, this means

they need to track transports at the change document level.

The Landscape assignment block provides the ability to track where your transport of

copies and original transports are, according to the ChaRM workflow. This informa-

tion is refreshed from the managed system’s import queue and provides users with a

reliable, transparent, and up-to-date view of where their transports are in the process.

Granted, you should be able to determine this information based on the status of the

change document itself, but there are occasions when transport requests may fail to

import but the change document changes status. To provide validation that the

transports are truly ready for testing or have been promoted to production, users can

view this information directly in the Landscape block. They can also log on to the

managed system directly via the Logon button.

Figure 8.142 shows all the systems involved in a specific normal change. You can see

the status of the transport requests and the ability to logon directly and seamlessly

from the SAP Solution Manager system. Also, you can identify if there are any risks

associated with the transport request and what they are. For example, if transport of

copies has been imported into the quality system but the original transport has not,

that is a risk, because there’s inconsistency. Once the original transport request is

imported, the Risk Status changes to green. In addition to missing transports, other

examples of transport risks include transport errors, open transports, and synchroni-

zation errors.
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Figure 8.143 shows how the Transport Management assignment block can provide

further visibility into the details of the transport request read from the managed

system.

Figure 8.142  Landscape Assignment Block

Figure 8.143  Transport Management Assignment Block

In addition to tracking the details of the transport request, you can also perform the

following transport functions directly from SAP Solution Manager:

� Create transport requests, tasks, and transport of copies

� Assign and decouple transports

� Process critical objects

Features Covered in Other Sections

There are other features related to Transport Management that we discuss in other

sections of this chapter. Although these features integrate directly with Transport

Management, we have discussed them in other sections. See Table 8.12 for cross-

references.
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8.4.3    Configuration

In this section, we discuss the TMS setup activities that must be considered when

configuring Change Control Management tools for your managed system land-

scapes. The first steps involve setting up TMS on each domain controller for which

transport requests will be controlled by SAP Solution Manager.

For the purposes of how our book is structured, we’re assuming that the relevant

basic configuration, system preparation, infrastructure preparation, and managed

system settings activities within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP have already been

completed.

The objective of this section is to provide a checklist of TMS activities that are neces-

sary to extend the approval of import of transports so that SAP Solution Manager is

the controller. Before starting, please refer to the following SAP Notes:

� 1801805 (Introduction of New Destinations and Patches in TMS_UPDATE_PWD_

OF_TMSADM)

� 2116545 (Central CTS: Recommended Versions of Transport Tools)

Harmonized RFC Communication Infrastructure

As of SAP Solution Manager 7.1, there is a new strategy for how transports associated

with ChaRM projects are imported into target systems. The remote communication

has been changed from using a combination of RFC destinations and the remote

infrastructure of TMS to strictly using RFC destinations. Changing the remote com-

munication reduces confusion about which infrastructure is used in ChaRM TMS

activities.

To transition to using only the RFC infrastructure, remote-enabled APIs must be

available in the landscape that ChaRM will control. Applying SAP Note 1384598

Transport Management Capability Section

Downgrade protection Section 8.6

Preliminary import Section 8.2.3

Transport of copies Section 8.1.1

Retrofit Section 8.5

Table 8.12  Transport Management Features
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(Harmonizing RFC Communication Infrastructure in ChaRM/QGM) will provide the

availability of these APIs, and the remote communication going forward will use only

the RFC destinations. Alternatively, if your SAP Basis support package level is equal to

or greater than the level identified in Table 8.13 on the managed system, the new

infrastructure will be in place.

If the settings in Table 8.13 are applicable for your environment, then you’ll fall within

the scenario described in SAP Note 1384598.

With the harmonized RFC communication infrastructure, there are no named dialog

users needed in client 000 of the target systems involved with import activities,

because the remote communication infrastructure now only uses RFC destinations.

These dialog users were typically IT operators or administrators performing imports

into the follow-on system. Requesting these users to have dialog access for client 000

of the target systems raised concerns, caused confusion, and often violated organiza-

tions’ standard security procedures. Eliminating the need for dialog users in client

000 of the managed landscape provides a major benefit over the prior import strat-

egy and remote communication infrastructure.

Furthermore, links from the SAP Solution Manager domain controller to the man-

aged system’s domain controller are also not required with the harmonized RFC

communication infrastructure. Because the remote infrastructure of TMS isn’t part

SAP BASIS Release SP Level

7.20 SP 04

7.11 SP 06

7.10 SP 11

7.02 SP 05

7.01 SP 08

7.00 SP 23

6.20 SP 69

4.6C SP 60

Table 8.13  Required SAP BASIS Release and Support Pack Levels 

for Harmonized Infrastructure
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of the remote communication, there is no need to create domain links from the SAP

Solution Manager system and the managed development system.

Mandatory Transport Management Configuration Steps

Although TMS must be set up in client 000 of your managed system landscape

(domain controller), you can centrally locate important and helpful documentation

directly in SAP Solution Manager. As with most all functions in SAP Solution Man-

ager, you have the choice of accessing and executing the documentation from the

guided procedure in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP or directly via the IMG within SAP

Solution Manager.

In Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, navigate to Change Control Management � Managed

System Setup � Configure Change and Transport System � Configure Transport Ma-

nagement System. A list of the mandatory (and optional) configuration activities will

appear, as displayed in Figure 8.144. Like other Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP configu-

ration activities, a direct link to perform the configuration and a link to important

documentation are available.

Figure 8.144  Transport Management Configuration Activities

Perform All Configuration in Managed Systems

Configuring TMS in SOLMAN_SETUP involves manual activities, which must be per-

formed on the domain controller, client 000, of your managed system landscape (i.e.,

implementation or maintenance) and not in your SAP Solution Manager system. If

there are activities that should be performed in SAP Solution Manager, the documen-

tation will indicate it.
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Via the following steps, you’ll perform key activities related to the setup of TMS for

your managed system’s landscape:

1. Define transport domain controller.

Check the domain configuration to ensure there are no errors or inconsistencies

with the transport landscape. To do this, you need to logon to Transaction STMS in

each domain controller connected to your transport landscape. In STMS, you

should see the message shown in Figure 8.145. If there are other messages or warn-

ings, you must address them before proceeding to the next step.

Figure 8.145  Domain Controller Configured

2. Activate extended transport control.

For ChaRM and QGM to take over the control of transports throughout your man-

aged system landscape, you must activate the extended transport control feature

within each system.

In Transaction STMS, choose Overview � Systems. Double-click each system and

select the Transport Tool tab. As shown in Figure 8.146, ensure that the entry CTC is

available in the table with a value of 1.

Figure 8.146  Activate Extended Transport Control
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This value is set to 1 for single ABAP systems and dual-stack systems. For non-

ABAP standalone systems, you must enter the value “0”. Be sure to save and dis-

tribute the configuration.

3. Define transport routes.

In this step, transport routes are defined across the systems that will be controlled

by Change Control Management in SAP Solution Manager. Step-by-step instruc-

tions for defining transport routes are outside the scope of this book. For now,

we’ll assume that knowledge about and the skillset needed for definition of trans-

port routes is available within your organization.

SAP Transport Route Documentation

For detailed information about configuration of transport routes, please refer to the

Configuring TMS guide in the SAP NetWeaver documentation available at http://

help.sap.com/netweaver.

Note the following points when defining transport routes that will be integrated

with Change Control Management tools:

– Transports are supported in the standard transport layer of each client. Only

consolidation routes assigned to the standard transport layer of the exporting

client are considered. For each exporting client, one target client and one target

group are permitted.

– One development system will be assigned to a production system and con-

nected by one transport track.

– All transport routes must be client-dependent.

4. Create RFC destination to domain controller.

In this step, you create an RFC destination from SAP Solution Manager to any cli-

ent on any and each domain controller in your managed system landscape.

Although using system 000 is a viable option, it’s no longer a requirement as of

SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP 11. The purpose of this RFC connection is to allow SAP

Solution Manager to read TMS information.

RFC destinations are created and maintained in the Managed Systems Configura-

tion scenario of Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

5. Configure a transport strategy.

In this step, you perform two activities that are essential prior to deploying a

ChaRM scenario:
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– Deactivate the quality assurance approval procedure.

– Activate the single transports strategy.

Because ChaRM has its own approval procedure (both in the request for change

document and the actions required before changes can be promoted to produc-

tion), the existing quality assurance approval procedure isn’t needed in TMS. Also,

activating the single transports strategy will ensure that the Import All option

can’t be executed in CTS. Because ChaRM enforces the import of transport

requests by project only, that should be the leading strategy for how transports are

imported.

In Transaction STMS, choose Overview � Transport Routes. Double-click each sys-

tem and ensure the Transport strategy and Quality assurance settings are config-

ured as shown in Figure 8.147.

Figure 8.147  Configure Transport Strategy

6. Set project assignment of requests as mandatory.

You must set the project assignment (CTS project) as mandatory for each system

in which you want to create transports with ChaRM.
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CTS Project Assignment

Keep in mind that if you set this flag as mandatory, you won’t be able to release

transport requests without projects. For this reason, we recommend setting up

dummy projects during transition periods so that changes made before ChaRM can

be transported.

The project assignment settings are made via the administration cockpit in SAP Solu-

tion Manager. Navigate to the Landscape Overview page and update the entries in the

CTS Assignment column as shown in Figure 8.148.

Figure 8.148  CTS Assignment: Mandatory

Enhanced Change and Transport System

Step-by-step configuration for CTS+ is beyond the scope of this book. Refer to the

guided procedure within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP to determine which activities

are pertinent to integrating this infrastructure with SAP Solution Manager. Use menu

path Change Control Management � Managed System Setup � Configure Transport

Management � Configure Enhanced CTS (Non-ABAP).

Detailed instructions for configuring CTS+ are found on the SAP Community Best

Practices for Implementing CTS+ page. A link to this document is contained within

the help documentation in the related Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP activities.

Central Change and Transport System

Step-by-step configuration for cCTS is beyond the scope of this book. Please refer to

the guided procedure within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP to determine which activ-

ities are pertinent to integrating this infrastructure with SAP Solution Manager. Use
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menu path Change Control Management � Managed System Setup � Configure Trans-

port Management � Configure Enhanced CTS (Non-ABAP).

Detailed instructions for how to set cCTS up can be found in the SAP Help documen-

tation for Change Control Management in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 via menu path

Change Control Management � Central Change and Transport Management.

8.5    Retrofit

Organizations that manage several releases in addition to production support typi-

cally maintain a dual landscape. Commonly referred to as an N and N+1 landscape, the

changes that occur in your N (maintenance) landscape will need to be synchronized

to the N+1 (innovation or development) landscape. This is because, during the release

cutover, associated objects are brought into the preproduction system of the mainte-

nance landscape and eventually are deployed to the production system. In this case,

it’s mandatory that objects applied to the development system in the maintenance

landscape be synchronized with the development system of the innovation land-

scape as soon as they’re successfully tested. This synchronization is facilitated by Ret-

rofit in SAP Solution Manager.

The purpose is to maintain an up-to-date innovation landscape that contains the lat-

est versions of the objects that eventually will be deployed to the production system.

This needs to happen as quickly, efficiently, and risk-free as possible—and hopefully,

with the Retrofit functionality from SAP Solution Manager, it can happen with mini-

mal to no manual intervention.

In this section, we’ll provide an overview of how the Retrofit process and related tools

will save your organization time and money with their automated capabilities. We’ll

show you how Retrofit works, discuss some new features added in version 7.2 of SAP

Solution Manager, and provide some best practices recommendations.

8.5.1    Overview

Because changes are made across parallel landscapes (sometimes with varying sup-

port package levels), they can’t all be transported in the traditional manner. Inconsis-

tencies with objects can occur, and data can be overwritten if all changes are

transported without first detecting conflicts or inconsistencies. Figure 8.149 provides a

high-level, six-system landscape diagram, which shows how objects flow continually
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across production support and releases. Objects are transported in a linear fashion in

each landscape. Retrofit occurs from development system 1 to the parallel develop-

ment system 2 after the objects are released from the maintenance development

system.

Figure 8.149  Retrofit and Six-System Landscape

Here are some questions you may be asking yourself at this point:

� Why do you recommend having an additional development landscape?

� Why can’t we just manage all our work in a single track?

� Isn’t this making release management more complex?

For major and minor releases (at a minimum), we recommend that a second develop-

ment system and quality system be used. You’re less likely to incur risks to the pro-

duction system if you manage the implementation and testing of changes associated

with a larger release in a dedicated environment. Also, the change and release man-

agement teams responsible for production support shouldn’t interfere with the

release (or project) activities or timelines. Often, if not always, they won’t align, and

it’s difficult to align them successfully.

A key justification for a heterogeneous scenario is to provide flexibility for develop-

ers who work within the maintenance and releases to do so independently (unless a

conflict is detected). It’s also important that bug fixes are addressed in a development

environment that resembles the productive system as closely as possible, if not in an

identical system. Separating these two development scenarios supports the pro-

cesses of release and change management for the release team while simultaneously

allowing maintenance to occur following the production support requirements.

Most importantly, when the release undergoes cutover into the maintenance land-

scape, it mustn’t overwrite changes to objects performed as part of normal and

urgent production change processes.

Development
(2)

Quality
Assurance (2)

Innovation
Landscape

Cutover

RetrofitMaintenance/
Production
Landscape

Development
(1)

Quality
Assurance (1)

Pre-
Production

Production
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The concept of a six-system landscape and synchronizing changes across a dual

development track long precedes SAP Solution Manager’s Retrofit capabilities. This

process has been managed by development teams regardless of whether the orga-

nization have had a change control tool in place. However, managing the synchro-

nization of changes from one development system to another is an extremely

time-consuming and manual process. With any such process comes the risks,

errors, and other inconsistencies common with human intervention. With SAP

Solution Manager’s Retrofit, this process becomes almost 100 percent automated,

cutting down on the developer’s time and therefore saving money.

You can quickly develop an estimate of how much money you can save by multiply-

ing the time it takes to synchronize a transport by the hourly rate of a developer. Syn-

chronizing the transport involves identifying which changes need to be made,

moving them to the N+1 system, ensuring no downgrading occurs, testing the

changes, and so on.

You don’t have to deploy the full ChaRM scenario to take advantage of Retrofit. Table

8.14 identifies some of Retrofit’s key features.

You can think of Retrofit as having three major components: the worklist, conflict

detection, and execution. Let’s quickly identify the usage scenarios available:

# Description Details

1 Automatic categoriza-

tion of objects

� Automatic import

� Semiautomatic import

� Manual retrofit

2 Conflict detection � Performed via cross-system object lock

� Possible to perform retrofit at object level

3 Detection of technical 

sequence dependencies

� Detection of same objects to be retrofitted and in 

which order

� Advanced control of retrofit sequence

4 Additional features � Enhanced logging of messages

� Comparison of compatible objects before retrofitting

� Various customizing possibilities

Table 8.14  Key Features of Retrofit
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� Change document/ChaRM integration

You can start Retrofit via the normal change process when the document is in the

successfully tested status. Also, the urgent change process can start the retrofit

process when it’s in the authorized for production status.

� Centralized retrofit via the task list

Within the cycle, the task list has the option to start the retrofit for all released

transports assigned to the phase/release.

� Quality Gate Management integration

As discussed in the previous section, QGM is now included as an integrated com-

ponent of Retrofit. Released transports can be retrofitted directly within the QGM

scenario.

� Standalone Retrofit

Also discussed earlier, standalone Retrofit is now offered to facilitate the creation

of retrofit data when the transport request is released directly from Transaction

SE09 or SE10. The task list will need to be used to start the retrofit process.

Let’s look at how Retrofit works from a technical perspective in SAP Solution

Manager.

8.5.2    How Retrofit Works

To avoid inconsistency of data and loss of required changes, the SAP Solution Man-

ager Retrofit functionality provides automation, control, management, and tracking

of changes that must be synchronized in parallel. Rather than transporting objects

from the source development system to the target development system, they are

repackaged within a transport request on the target system. The objects are merged

via various tools depending on the object scenario. Figure 8.150 provides a concep-

tual overview of how this process is broken down from a technical perspective.

Technically speaking, the retrofit process begins after the transport objects are

released from the development system of the maintenance landscape 1. At this

time, Retrofit will check all objects within the transport request and categorize them

one by one. Depending on the categorization, various retrofit data will be generated

for each object. After this occurs, the system applies the retrofit data to the innova-

tion landscape 2 depending on the state of the transport objects. Finally, SAP Solu-

tion Manager supports the cutover into the maintenance landscape when the release

goes live 3.
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Figure 8.150  High-Level Retrofit Process

Figure 8.151 provides a different view of how Retrofit performs two layers of checks to

process the synchronization.

Figure 8.151  Automatic Conflict Detection and Classification
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First, standard Retrofit checks are performed to classify if and how the synchroniza-

tion can occur. If no conflict is identified in the N+1 development system, then the

automatic import applies. A transport of copies is used to repackage the objects into

the Retrofit transport request on the target system. If a conflict is detected, then com-

patibility is checked to determine whether Retrofit can leverage the semiautomatic

tools to perform the synchronization. If not, then the transport must be manually

retrofit. We discuss these methods in the next section. The second layer of checks

helps identify if the objects have been configured as critical. If so, then the manual

scenario applies.

Next, we’ll discuss the scenarios that you’ll come across in regard to how various

objects will be handled during the retrofit process. We’ll discuss the different tools

available to support your retrofitting, no matter what state the objects are in at the

time.

Automatic Import

If objects have been changed in the maintenance landscape but not in the innovation

landscape, the automatic import method is used. When the retrofit data is collected

for the transport request, conflicts are checked in the target development system. If

no conflict exists, then the automatic import method applies. A no-conflict scenario

is typically one in which the same objects haven’t been changed in the Retrofit sys-

tem, so there’s no CSOL lock entry for them in SAP Solution Manager. This method is

supported for 100 percent of transportable objects.

Note

All object types (workbench and customizing) are supported with automatic import,

except for certain SAP BW objects and all Java objects. We discuss support for SAP

BW and Java objects later in this section.

The automatic import method uses the transport of copies function that we

described in detail in Section 8.1.1. ToCs are automatically created and released when

the transport request is released from the maintenance development system. The

ToC will contain only objects without conflicts that are required to keep the two

development landscapes in sync without introducing conflict. The Retrofit tool

imports the ToC into the innovation development system and automatically copies

it into the empty retrofit transport request, as indicated by the person performing

the retrofit process.
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Semiautomatic with BC Sets

In a scenario in which a conflict is detected, the semiautomatic method of synchro-

nizing the transport’s objects is used. The semiautomatic scenario supports the retro-

fit of approximately 70 to 80 percent of objects.

For customizing transport requests, Business Configuration Sets (BC Sets) are used.

BC Sets are collections of customizing settings in which configuration objects are

bundled together and loaded into a system. This method is used by Retrofit if objects

included in a transport request in the maintenance development system have been

modified previously in the innovation development system. If this conflict occurs for

customizing objects, then BC Sets will be created automatically when the transport is

released from the originating system. During the Retrofit process, the BC Sets will be

created and activated on the source system. The changes arrive in the source system,

and the objects are recorded in the Retrofit transport request.

Note

BC Sets functionality must be supported for the object for the Retrofit tool to syn-

chronize the changes. If the BC Sets functionality isn’t supported (e.g., for master

data changes), then the retrofit won’t occur.

Semiautomatic with Correction Workbench

Like the BC Sets support for semiautomatic retrofit, the Correction Workbench is

used for workbench (repository) objects. The Correction Workbench imports work-

bench objects into the target system if the object doesn’t exist or if it can identify the

exact location for the new parts of the object. The Note Assistant (Transaction SNOTE)

uses the Correction Workbench to implement features/fixes from SAP delivered in

the form of SAP Notes.

The Correction Workbench merge editor calculates the delta changes from the source

transport request and tries to manipulate them in the Retrofit system’s same object.

The retrofit system’s object is required to have the same version as the original ver-

sion before the retrofit is performed. Only in this manner can you be sure that all del-

tas can be handled correctly.
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Manual Implementation

Certain scenarios aren’t supported by the automatic or semiautomatic retrofit pro-

cess. Although the Retrofit tool can automate most changes (a very high percentage;

the specific amount differs from organization to organization due to varying object

modification), there are cases in which developers must revert to a manual process.

Manual retrofitting is needed when objects can’t be imported automatically and for

objects that can’t be processed with the postprocessing tools. For these purposes, Ret-

rofit provides tracking and reporting capabilities so that these synchronizations are

still traceable in SAP Solution Manager.

The following are five scenarios in which manual synchronization may need to

occur:

� The object isn’t found due to object check.

Objects are checked before they can be retrofitted. When retrofitting is performed,

the object version in the target system must be identical to the original object ver-

sion in the source system before the changes are synchronized. This check ensures

that the change can be copied correctly. If inconsistencies arise, those objects may

not be able to be retrofitted.

� The objects don’t exist.

If the objects don’t exist in the target system, then the Retrofit tool will have noth-

ing to check.

� The objects are locked in a separate document.

If another correction document is controlling the objects to be retrofit, they’ll be

locked. In this case, automatic retrofitting can’t occur.

� The object to be retrofitted isn’t supported for BC Sets activation or the Correc-

tion Workbench.

A small percentage of objects may not be supported by these postprocessing tools.

In such cases, manual retrofitting must occur.

� The object isn’t supported by Retrofit.

For certain SAP BW objects and for all non-ABAP changes, manual synchronization

must occur.

Now that you understand the technical process of Retrofit, let’s identify some new

features delivered with SAP Solution Manager 7.2.
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8.5.3    New Features in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

With the latest release of SAP Solution Manager, the Retrofit capability received sev-

eral key enhancements. We’ll provide an overview of each of these new enhance-

ments in the subsections ahead.

Backlog Transport Processing

Backlog transport processing provides the ability to enable Retrofit after the dual-

track landscape has been established and is in use. With this functionality, you can

register transports (created outside of Retrofit) both in the maintenance track and

the innovation track so that they’re known by Retrofit and can follow the related pro-

cess.

As depicted in Figure 8.152, you must first prepare the innovation track to be included

in the Retrofit process. In this step, the system will create CSOL entries for all the

transports within the development system. This will occur for all transport requests

created from the start of the project (or release) that are in both the modifiable and

released statuses. For the Retrofit tool to be fully effective, all transport requests must

be captured in SAP Solution Manager’s table CSOL. (See Section 8.6 for more details on

CSOL.)

Next, you must prepare the maintenance landscape. In this step, Retrofit data is cre-

ated for all transports in the released status.

Figure 8.152  Backlog Transport Processing

The preparation of the innovation landscape and maintenance landscape (i.e., the

setup of backlog transport processing) occurs in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. When

you’re in the guided procedure, follow menu path Change Control Management �

Managed System Setup � Configure Extended Function (Local) � Configure Retrofit.
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1. Prepare the implementation landscape for Retrofit.

2. Prepare the maintenance landscape for Retrofit.

Figure 8.153 provides an example of a transport included as part of this step to update

table CSOL in SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 8.153  Landscape Preparation: Backlog Transport Processing

Standalone Retrofit

Standalone Retrofit provides the option to leverage the Retrofit capability in SAP

Solution Manager without needing to implement the controls enforced by the CTS

project status. In other words, you can release a transport request directly from the

maintenance development system (Transaction SE09), and the Retrofit data will still

be captured.

Prior to standalone Retrofit, you could use Retrofit without ChaRM, but you still had

to control the release of the transport requests from the task list. With SAP Solution

Manager 7.2, standalone Retrofit allows you to proceed with the ultimate flexibility

(i.e., no centralized, controlled release of transports) and still reap the rewards of the

Retrofit tool. Keep in mind that you’ll still need to use the task list to start the Retrofit.

Therefore, nothing changes with regard to your managed systems configuration and

change control landscape setup.
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The following activities must occur to setup and leverage the standalone Retrofit

functionality:

1. Implement the BAdI CTS_EXPORT_FEEDBACK (SAP Note 2179147 provides further

information).

2. Activate the Standalone Retrofit Scenario Activation Retrofit configuration param-

eter, enabled in the SAP Solution Manager IMG via Capabilities � Change Control

Management � Retrofit Define Retrofit Parameters.

3. Execute the backlog transport processing steps, as described in the previous sec-

tion.

Now, when a transport request is released from the maintenance track’s develop-

ment system, the BAdI activated in step 1 will trigger the creation of the Retrofit data

in SAP Solution Manager. When the object is assigned to a transport request in the

innovation track’s development system, the object must be recorded in table CSOL.

This is where the backlog transport processing comes into play.

Retrofit with Quality Gate Management

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, you have the option to use the Retrofit scenario when

you’ve set up QGM for your maintenance landscape. As shown in Figure 8.154, the

Start Retrofit option is available via the Scenario Transport button. This option will be

available if you’ve maintained Retrofit systems when setting up your QGM scenario

and when transports have been released.

Figure 8.154  Retrofit within Quality Gate Management

8.5.4    Support for Non-ABAP Systems

Simply put, all transportable objects (workbench and customizing) are supported by

Retrofit. Of course, whether the objects are transportable will depend on whether the

objects have conflicts in the target system. It’s safe to assume that Retrofit can help
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automate up to 90 percent of the synchronization that occurs across your mainte-

nance and innovation development tracks. This will occur with either the automatic

synchronization method or the semiautomatic toolsets (Correction Workbench and

BC Sets), as described in previous sections.

Now, let’s discuss the behavior and idiosyncrasies of non-ABAP objects with regards

to Retrofit supportability.

SAP BW

SAP BW objects are partially supported. There are two cases in which manual retrofit

or special handling must occur for SAP BW synchronization:

1. Transport variant GUIDs

Some SAP BW objects have different technical identifiers on different SIDs. These

are referred to as transport variant GUIDs. These objects may include generated

GUIDs or object names with prefixes or suffixes. The following SAP BW objects fall

within this category and therefore must be manually retrofit:

– ISFS  File Data Source

– ISMP  Transfer Rule

– ISTS  Transfer Structure

– ROUT  Routines

– RSDS  Data Source

– RSFO  BW Formula

– TRFN  Transformation

2. Duplicate GUIDs

An object ID (GUID) is generated for an SAP BW object when the object is created.

If the same object is created in two different development systems, then dupli-

cates will exist in the production system after the import. Queries (ELEM) and Data

Transfer Processes (DTPA) are specific examples of these objects.

In this case, we recommendation not creating the objects in both development sys-

tems, but transporting them from the maintenance development system to the

innovation development system.

SAP HANA Transport for ABAP

A new feature, SAP HANA Transport for ABAP, is available for the ABAP on SAP HANA

scenario. SAP HANA Transport for ABAP provides the capability to upload single SAP
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HANA objects or packages via Transaction SCTS_HTA. The SAP HANA objects are

included as part of the object list of the transport request and therefore can follow the

Retrofit process. However, CSOL entries for these objects are created when they’re

uploaded into the ABAP system, not when they’re changed in the SAP HANA develop-

ment environment.

CTS+

Non-ABAP objects that leverage CTS+ aren’t supported via the automatic or semiau-

tomatic import functionality, because the transport object name is a GUID, which is

always unique. Because each non-ABAP object is unique, Retrofit will never identify a

conflict. Therefore, it will be up to the developer to manually retrofit the object.

8.5.5    Best Practices and General Guidelines

In this section, we’ll address some of the common questions and scenarios that often

arise when planning your implementation of Retrofit. The following sections are

intended to help you successfully leverage Retrofit from an operational perspective.

We’ll make recommendations based on both our own experiences and what’s consid-

ered best practice by SAP. It’s important that you thoroughly discuss each aspect

mentioned ahead with your change and release organization to ensure that each one

fits with your overall strategy.

When to Perform the Retrofit

From a systematic perspective, let’s quickly identify when the Retrofit tool will allow

you to perform the synchronization. First, the Retrofit data will be created when the

original transport is released from the maintenance development environment. Sec-

ond, the option to perform the retrofit from the change document depends on the

process (if you’re using Retrofit as part of your ChaRM process). For a normal change,

you can start the retrofit when the document is in the successfully tested status. For

an urgent change, it must be in the authorized for production status.

From a ChaRM process perspective, it makes sense to follow the standard workflow

guidelines of the tool and retrofit at that point in time. However, what if you’re retro-

fitting from the task list or from QGM or using standalone Retrofit? How do you

know when to perform the synchronization?

In general, it’s best to perform the retrofit as soon as possible. Regardless of the

usage scenario, retrofit data is created when the original transport request is

released. Therefore, we recommend performing the synchronization of changes
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down to the innovation landscape immediately at that point. It’s important to

assume that the release of the original transport request is also the approval for

production. No objects should be synchronized unless they’re committed to the

production environment. It’s common for customers to add a process step in the

normal change workflow for a production approval, in which case you would need

to enable your tool setup to start the retrofit at that point, as opposed to when the

status changes to successfully tested.

The rationale behind retrofitting changes as soon as objects are committed to pro-

duction is that when the retrofit data is created it takes a snapshot (so to speak) of the

objects at that point in time. To avoid potential conflicts and ensure a management

worklist of retrofit objects, the N+1 development system should be updated at that

point in time to ensure consistency.

Although the recommendation is to retrofit as soon as possible, it’s important that

only changes that have been tested in the maintenance landscape go through the

synchronization process. Therefore, your testing strategy must also align with your

Retrofit activities. Typically, a successful test is indicated by the release of the trans-

port, so this recommendation is aligned with and controlled tightly by the workflow

within SAP Solution Manager.

The Retrofit process must be completed for all transports before the cutover can

occur from the innovation to the maintenance landscape. There are automated tools

within ChaRM that can check if the Retrofit list has been completed to begin your

cutover activities.

As mentioned earlier, these are general guidelines that apply to how Retrofit is

designed (and intended) to be deployed out of the box. Unique scenarios and varia-

tions in the process or setup of the tool must be taken into consideration when deter-

mining the strategic aspects to performing these activities.

Who Performs the Retrofit?

We recommend that a technical retrofit process owner is defined to support, coordi-

nate, and enforce the various aspects of your synchronization process. This individual

should have a technical background with proficiency in TMS and ABAP development,

as well as in the semiautomatic tools used to support the retrofit process.

The usage scenario and the conflict situation of each individual transport will likely

drive who performs the retrofit. Table 8.15 identifies some general guidelines and rec-

ommendations for who should perform the retrofit in what scenarios.
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For the scenarios in Table 8.15, we recommend that developers perform the Retrofit

as part of the ChaRM workflow, because they’ll have direct visibility into the individ-

ual change documents. The workflow will support (and enforce) their involvement.

For manual conflict scenarios, it’s the developer that will have the best knowledge of

the process and scenario. It’s in these scenarios that the developer is typically the

most knowledgeable resource to perform the synchronization.

For the other scenarios, it’s also a common practice to delegate the retrofit responsi-

bility to a core team in the case of automatic or semiautomatic conflict scenarios. It’s

important to consider our recommendations for responsibilities as general guide-

lines based on our experiences with this process. You must consider your own orga-

nizational structure, bandwidth, capacity, and skillsets to determine a strategy that

works best for your scenario.

Target System Considerations

When you perform the retrofit into the target N+1 development system, the objects

are recorded in a new transport request. With the new transport request comes a new

and separate CTS project. A new CTS project provides an opportunity to have a con-

tainer for all the synchronized changes.

Rather than recording these changes into a CTS container with other developments

that are scheduled to go live as part of a major or minor release, we advise isolating

them in a CTS project dedicated to retrofit changes. This approach provides you with

the flexibility to import these changes independently of the other development

objects in the innovation landscape. Similarly, it allows these objects to move for-

ward into the production environment if the release or project is delayed. Finally,

Usage Scenario Automatic Semiautomatic Manual

ChaRM document Developer Developer Developer

Quality Gate Management Central team/

developer

Central team/

developer

Developer

Task list Central team/

developer

Central team/

developer

Developer

Standalone Retrofit Central team/

developer

Central team/

developer

Developer

Table 8.15  Responsibility for Retrofit per Scenario
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close tracking, governance, and management are required if all the changes in the

N+1 development system are recorded in the same CTS project. If there are multiple

projects, releases, go-live dates, and so on, then this can become extremely tedious to

manage from a change control perspective.

On the same subject of target system considerations, it’s also advisable to have one

retrofit transport request for each transport request being synchronized from the

maintenance landscape. In other words, we recommend retrofitting one to one ver-

sus many to one. If you decide to synchronize all your released transports with a sin-

gle retrofit request, you could run into issues—for example:

� There won’t be a clear record of which maintenance transport aligns to which

innovation transport.

� It will be difficult to track down and isolate issues that arise from the synchroniza-

tion. As the number of retrofit transport requests increases, this will only prove

more difficult.

� There is a higher probability that you won’t be able to use automatic and/or semi-

automatic features.

On the other hand, if you adopt the concept of one retrofit request for each transport

request, you can see the following benefits:

� The Retrofit report can be used as a point of record when performing an analysis of

transports in the innovation landscape.

� It’s much easier to segregate project/release transports and maintenance trans-

ports during the cutover process.

� You’ll have more visibility into what’s been retrofitted, where, and when.

� You’ll have full control over when the retrofit can occur, as opposed to waiting for

it to occur in a bundled fashion.

Now that you understand some of the best practices, guidelines, and our recommen-

dations, let’s discuss how to set up and use Retrofit in SAP Solution Manager.

8.5.6    Setup and Usage

In this section, we’ll provide step-by-step instructions for configuring and setting up

your SAP Solution Manager system so that you can leverage the Retrofit capability.

We’ll provide the technical prerequisite list and show you how to generate a cycle/

task list conducive to an N and N+1 scenario. Most importantly, we’ll walk you
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through the steps to perform a retrofit. We’ll first show you how an automatic retrofit

can be processed and then provide an example of the semiautomatic processing

capabilities.

Prerequisites

First, let’s go over the important technical prerequisites required to use the Retrofit

capability within your SAP Solution Manager system and dual development environ-

ments. You’ll likely need to engage your SAP Basis/technical teams to complete these

activities. For simplicity’s sake, we’ll provide a checklist of preparation activities

required to begin leveraging the subject at hand, as follows:

� Implement SAP Note 1468044 in your managed systems.

� Review the optional setup activities in the guided procedure.

� Once you’ve executed Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, navigate to Change Control

Management � Change Request Management � Set Up Downgrade Protection and

Retrofit � Configure Retrofit. Note that these activities are optional. We recom-

mend reviewing the documentation for each activity by clicking the Display link

for each corresponding line item. The guided procedure activities for Retrofit are

shown in Figure 8.155.

Figure 8.155  Retrofit Guided Procedure Activities

� Ensure that the development systems from both the maintenance and innovation

landscape are in the same transport domain. If not, they must be linked.
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� Ensure that you’ve activated cross-system object lock (CSOL). (We discuss CSOL

and how to perform the activation in Section 8.6.)

� Validate that the following RFC connections have been established from SAP Solu-

tion Manager to both the maintenance and development landscapes; note that

these connections are required for each client in the logical component groups,

including 000:

– SM_<SID>CLNT<…>_TMW

– SM_<SID>CLNT<…>_TRUSTED

� Once you activate Retrofit, additional RFC connections are automatically created

by the system. The person performing the retrofit must have sufficient authoriza-

tion to create the RFC destinations on the managed systems. SAP Note 1175098

provides further details.

� For the developer (or other delegated resource) performing the retrofit, the follow-

ing authorization objects are required in the development systems, as well as cli-

ent 000 (of the development systems):

– S_RFC_ADM

– S_TRANSPORT

– S_SYS_RWBO

� Switch on the delete functionality for BC sets via Transaction SCPR20 � Utilities �

User Settings � Maint. Transaction; this occurs in the managed system.

� Check that a change control landscape has been defined that contains all the

required development systems. Please Section 8.1.2 for additional information on

how to define the change control landscape.

Now that you understand the foundational prerequisite tasks to activate Retrofit,

next we’ll go over the steps to generate a cycle so that the N+1 system is included in

your task list.

Create Cycle and Task List

First, you need to create a cycle and then assign a task list to it so that changes can be

administered:

1. Log onto the SAP Fiori launchpad via Transaction SM_WORKCENTER.

2. Click the Administration Cockpit tile, as shown in Figure 8.156.
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Figure 8.156  Logon to Administration Cockpit

3. The Task Lists screen will open. Navigate to Task Lists � Phase Cycles and click the

Create Cycle button, as shown in Figure 8.157.

Figure 8.157  Create Phase Cycle

4. The Web Client UI will open, as shown in Figure 8.158. Select the row that contains

the option to create a Phase Cycle.

Figure 8.158  Select Transaction Type SMIM
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5. In the General Data section of the document, fill in the following details, as shown

in Figure 8.159:

– Description

– Landscape

– Branch

Figure 8.159  Maintain Required Fields

6. Click Save.

7. Select More � Create Task list, as shown in Figure 8.160.

Figure 8.160  Create Task List

8. The phase cycle will open, as shown in Figure 8.161. Click the Next button to reach

the Define Scope step in the guided procedure.

9. Click Add in the Retrofit Systems area of the screen.

10. Maintain the source and target systems in the respective fields. The Retrofit

development system will now appear in the Transport Tracks Overview.
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Figure 8.161  Maintain Retrofit Systems

11. Complete steps 3 and 4 of the guided procedure for creating the task list.

12. Advance the status of the phase cycle to Build by using the Actions button (see

Figure 8.162).

Figure 8.162  Retrofit Cycle Ready to Use

Now, you’re ready to use your change control landscape to retrofit changes from

your maintenance development system to your innovation development system.

Let’s look at how to do so with the automatic import feature in the next section.
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Automatic Retrofit

In this section, we’ll demonstrate how to simulate the automatic retrofit process

from a change document. To start, you need to work your way through the ChaRM

process to the point at which the retrofit can take place using the following steps (if

you need further information on how to perform these steps, refer to Section 8.2.3, in

which we covered this process step by step):

1. Create a request for change with either a normal change or urgent change as the

scope item. Be sure to assign the phase cycle you created in the previous section to

the Change Cycle/Phase field in the request for change.

2. Advance the request for change to the Being Implemented status. The change doc-

ument will be generated by the system automatically.

3. Open the change document and set the status to In Development, create a trans-

port request, and make a customizing or repository change in the maintenance

branch’s development system.

4. Assign the changes to the transport request created in the previous step and

release the task.

5. Process the change document up to the point at which the Start Retrofit action is

available, as shown in Figure 8.163. You can start the retrofit from a correction doc-

ument once all related transport request(s) have been released. You’ll see the fol-

lowing statuses:

– For urgent changes, the start retrofit action is available at the Authorized for

Production status.

– For normal changes, it’s available at the Successfully Tested status.

Figure 8.163  Start Retrofit from Change Document

Depending on your strategy for how retrofitting is performed in your organiza-

tion, you can either start the retrofit process from the change document (as shown

in Figure 8.163) or via the task list (as shown in Figure 8.164).
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Figure 8.164  Start Retrofit from Task List

Transport of Copies Is Used for Automatic Retrofit

Before you start the retrofit, ensure that an empty transport request (in the modifi-

able status) has been created on your N+1 development system. Retrofit will require

this transport request as a container to merge the objects from the maintenance

development system’s transport request. This empty transport request is often

referred to as the retrofit transport. When the transport request is released from

ChaRM, a ToC is created for objects that can be synchronized automatically. The ToC

is merged into the retrofit request in the innovation landscape via the TMW_CREATE_
TRANSPORT_OF_COPIES function module, which exists on the managed system.

6. When you start the retrofit, the Retrofit Transport Request Selection window will

appear. The system will only display the transport requests that have been

released from the maintenance development system in this table. Also, it will

include the transport requests for which the retrofit process is in flight.

7. Populate your retrofit transport in the Retrofit Request field, as shown in Figure

8.165.
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Figure 8.165  Enter Transport Request Selection Details

Table 8.16 identifies the key fields in the Retrofit Transport Request Selection

screen and brief descriptions of their purposes.

Field Description

Request Transport request ID from the maintenance development 

system. (Note that this is not visible in Figure 8.165.)

Type Indicates whether the transport objects to be processed by 

retrofit are configuration (customizing) or development 

(workbench) objects.

Description Transport request naming convention (from the mainte-

nance development system).

Retrofit Request The retrofit request that was created on the innovation 

development system. This must be populated prior to retro-

fit occurring.

Retrofit Status Identifies the status of the transport request:

� Process Retrofit: ready for processing

� Retrofit Manual: manually retrofitted

� Retrofitted: processed transports

� Retrofit Rejected: rejected transports

Critical Retrofit Indicates by which method the transport can be processed 

by retrofit:

� Green: autoimport

� Yellow: semiautomatic import using the BC Sets or Cor-

rection Workbench

� Red: manual retrofit

Table 8.16  Field Descriptions When Processing Retrofit Transports
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8. If you position your cursor over the green light icon  in the Critical Retrofit col-

umn, the text To Be Processed by Auto Import will appear. This is your indication

that there are no conflicts whatsoever between the source (maintenance develop-

ment system) and the target (innovation development system). Therefore, the

automatic retrofit scenario applies.

9. Highlight the row that contains each transport request and click the Auto-Import

button at the bottom of the screen.

10. In the resulting pop-up window (see Figure 8.166), click Yes to continue.

Figure 8.166  Continue with Retrofit

11. Once the retrofit process has completed, you’ll receive a notification, as shown in

Figure 8.167. Press (Enter) to continue.

Figure 8.167  Successful Retrofit Message

Show Sequence Dependency Identifies if the transport request is dependent on other 

transport requests. Clicking the Show Sequence Depen-

dency icon  will display the dependent transport 

requests.

Field Description

Table 8.16  Field Descriptions When Processing Retrofit Transports (Cont.)
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12. On the Retrofit Transport Request Selection screen, you can see the status of the

retrofit in the Retrofit Status column. For the transport request you just synchro-

nized, you can observe (see Figure 8.168) that the status has been set to

Retrofitted by the system.

Figure 8.168  Retrofit Status

In Case of Errors

If you encounter an error during the retrofit, the details will be available in the logs

within the Retrofit screen. Once you’ve addressed the error (perhaps missing autho-

rizations, issues with an RFC connection, etc.), select Additional Functions � Create

Retrofit Data Again. This will recreate the retrofit data for the original transport

request, and you can process the retrofit again.

Even though the retrofit status has been to set to Retrofitted without errors, let’s take

it one step further and prove that the objects did in fact synchronize with the retrofit

transport request:

1. Logon to the development system of the innovation landscape and execute Trans-

action SE09.

2. Navigate to the retrofit request and expand the details. As shown in Figure 8.169,

you can see within the object list for the request that the source transport has suc-

cessfully been merged into the retrofit request. At this point, you’re free to release

this transport and promote it to the innovation landscape’s QAS.

3. To further prove that the retrofit has been completed successfully, navigate to the

urgent change (or normal change) in the Web Client UI and scroll down to the

Transport Management block. You can see in the Retrofit Status column (see

Figure 8.170) that the retrofit has been completed.

4. Finally, log onto the innovation development system and search for the change

within the respective table. Now, you should be fully convinced that the retrofit

has been completed.
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Figure 8.169  Retrofit Request with Merged Objects

Figure 8.170  Retrofit Status in Transport Management Block

Now that you understand how to perform an automatic retrofit, let’s look at an

example in which semiautomatic retrofit will occur by examining BC Sets.

Semiautomatic Retrofit with BC Sets

In this scenario, we’ll demonstrate how Retrofit will synchronize changes with the

innovation development system if there’s a conflict. For this example, we’ll use the

BC Sets method. However, for workbench objects, the steps would be the same,

except that the Correction Workbench would be used to retrofit the objects.

First, you’ll create a change directly in the N+1 system so that lock objects will exist in

SAP Solution Manager. In other words, you want to simulate a conflict, as follows:

1. Create a customizing transport request in the N+1 development system.

2. Log onto the N+1 development system and make a customizing change. For exam-

ple, you can append a new table entry to table T005A.

3. Save your work and assign the change to the transport request that you created in

step 1. Release your task directly in Transaction SE09/SE10.
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4. In the administration cockpit, navigate to the Cross-System Object Locks section

and confirm that lock entries exist for your transport request, as shown in Figure

8.171.

Figure 8.171  Lock Entries

Now that you’ve made a configuration change in the N+1 development system and

lock entries exist in the SAP Solution Manager system, make the same change in the

maintenance development system. The objective is to have the conflict detected and

the semiautomatic processing occur to facilitate the synchronization in Retrofit. To

begin:

1. Ensure that you’ve created an empty transport request on the N+1 development

system.

2. Create a request for change with either a normal change or urgent change as the

scope item. Be sure to assign the appropriate cycle that has your development

track in the change control landscape.

3. Advance the request for change to the Being Implemented status. The change doc-

ument will be generated by the system automatically.

4. Open the change document and set the status to In Development, create a trans-

port request, and make a customizing or repository change in the maintenance

branch’s development system.

Tip

Make sure you create the same entry and the same table as you did when simulating

the conflict.
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5. Assign the changes to the transport request created in the previous step and

release the task. You should receive a CSOL warning like that shown in Figure 8.172.

Figure 8.172  CSOL Warnings

6. Release the task.

7. Process the change document up to the point at which the Start Retrofit action is

available.

8. In the task list logs, ensure that the BC Sets have been created. This will occur

when the transport request is released from ChaRM.

9. When you start the retrofit, the Retrofit Transport Request Selection window will

appear. The system will only display the transport requests that have been

released from the maintenance development system in this table. It will also

include those transport requests for which the retrofit process is in flight.

10. Populate your retrofit transport in the Retrofit Request field. Notice the warning

icon in the Critical Retrofit column, which indicates a conflict.

11. Select the row containing the transport request you want to retrofit within the

list. Click the Transfer with BC Set button at the bottom of the screen.

12. Click Yes on the resulting screen that asks if you would like to continue with the

retrofit.

13. In the Enter Variable Field Values window, click the Copy Values button.

14. The Activation Options window will appear. Confirm the settings by clicking the

Continue button.

15. The Cross-System Object Lock window will appear to warn you once again about

the conflicts. Click Continue.

You can observe the final status of the retrofit in the Retrofit Status column. If suc-

cessful, the column will read Retrofitted. If there are errors, you can analyze them

directly in the log within the resulting window. Alternatively, you can check if there

are additional hints in the log within Transaction SLG1.
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Semiautomatic Retrofit with Correction Workbench

Like the semiautomatic retrofit with BC Sets, the Correction Workbench is used to

semiautomatically retrofit workbench objects (e.g., program, dictionary, documenta-

tion objects, etc.) in the scenario in which a CSOL is detected. For every workbench

request, Retrofit will check the transport’s object list and report which objects aren’t

supported by the Correction Workbench. These are referred to as Transport-Critical

Objects in the Critical Retrofit column in the retrofit list. In these cases, you must

manually retrofit the objects.

In the Correction Workbench, the merge editor tool shows you the changes made to a

repository object when you copy an object change. Retrofit will tell you if the changes

are already in the N+1 system (completely or partially). If there are differences

between the maintenance and innovation development systems, Retrofit will let you

know that the changes can’t be copied. In other words, the N+1 system’s object is

required to have the same version as the original version in the N system before the

change can be copied.

Important Correction Workbench Concept

The mechanism of the Correction Workbench merge editor is to calculate the delta

changes from the source transport request and try to manipulate them in the target

system’s same object. We like to refer to this method as “gently folding the changes

in” to provide a more intuitive way to understand it. Only with this mechanism can

we be sure that all deltas are handled correctly.

To simulate this scenario, you need to follow the same prerequisite steps to create a

conflict as we discussed in the previous section. For the Correction Workbench simu-

lation, you need to perform a change that involves workbench objects. A quick and

simple way to test this is to create a Z function group. When you are ready to perform

the retrofit, the Transfer with SCWB button is available in the Retrofit List window to

start the process.

Once you initiate the retrofit, you’ll be made aware of the objects that the system can

copy automatically, visually represented by a series of traffic lights within the

Confirm Changes window, as shown in Figure 8.173. Be sure to check the accuracy of

the changes in the N+1 system after the retrofit completes. In some cases, a green traf-

fic icon doesn’t necessarily mean that the changes can be copied successfully. For

example, if the starting status is different in the N system than in the N+1 system,

then you may receive syntax errors when the retrofit occurs.
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Figure 8.173  Confirm Changes Window

Table 8.17 describes the meaning of each traffic light color and how to proceed in the

case of each.

In the next section, we’ll discuss how CSOL and downgrade protection can be used to

ensure that conflicts are managed appropriately to avoid inconsistencies and over-

writing changes once they’re imported into downstream systems.

8.6    Downgrade Protection

At the beginning of this chapter, we introduced a graphic (in Figure 8.1) that you’ve

likely seen in other documentation related to SAP Solution Manager. The pyramid of

Change Control Management capabilities is a key representation of how change can

Traffic Light Color Details

Green The system can copy the changes. Be sure to check the results in the 

target system.

Yellow Part of the changes can be copied. Use the Split Screen Editor to man-

ually adjust corrections to the source text in the repository object. Cer-

tain data (e.g., properties and parameters of the repository object) can 

be displayed only.

Red The system can’t copy the changes. In this scenario, the object may not 

be supported by Retrofit, or it may be locked in another request or 

even missing.

Table 8.17  Traffic Light Scenarios When Confirming Correction Workbench Changes
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8.6 Downgrade Protection
be managed across several mechanisms and independent of ChaRM (which is what

we typically think of when we hear about managing change within SAP Solution

Manager) alone. We purposely dedicated individual sections to each of these compo-

nents, as they offer a wide range of capabilities and can be deployed in a flexible or

controlled manner that will depend on your systematic and organizational environ-

ment. The downgrade protection component of SAP Solution Manager isn’t part of

that pyramid, however.

Downgrade protection provides the ability to track objects across two or more trans-

port requests (spanning the same development system or parallel development sys-

tems) and determine if there will be conflicts associated with promoting the objects

within those transport requests to follow-on systems. It’s a preventative and proac-

tive method to protect your downstream systems, to ensure consistency and avoid

rework that’s most likely to occur if conflicts arise.

Although downgrade protection isn’t called out in the pyramid, we feel that it

deserves its own section as well. In our opinion and experience, the importance of

downgrade protection as it relates to a systematic Change Control Management solu-

tion is invaluable. In this section, we’ll discuss the key components of downgrade

protection and how it provides several checks to ensure your changes aren’t down-

graded when they’re imported into target systems. We’ll show you how to set up

downgrade protection and walk you through an end user scenario so that you’ll know

how this will impact and benefit your developers.

8.6.1    Benefits

Before we dive into the overview, functionality, setup, and usage of downgrade pro-

tection, let’s quickly discuss why this functionality is so critical.

Organizations often have a single innovation landscape or single production support

landscape that’s supported by ChaRM, QGM, or various components of the Change

Control Management suite. Due to the nature of large organizations with complex

system landscapes, it’s not uncommon for several ongoing initiatives to run in paral-

lel. Major releases, minor releases, and time-sensitive changes will occur to support a

growing installed base that must be kept current to support expansion across geog-

raphies, growing user communities, and business requirements that demand an

updated/fresh environment. After these innovations and changes are stabilized and

handed over to production support, there are often dual development tracks (i.e.,

N and N+1 scenario) that must be harmonized.
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Based on the common scenarios we’ve just described, you must determine how to

manage changes across these initiatives while avoiding conflicts that occur across

development teams.

Prior to (and without) Change Control Management in SAP Solution Manager, devel-

opers had the comfort of knowing that their repository (workbench) objects were

locked until they were released from the development system. For example, if one

developer had modified an ABAP program and collected those objects in a transport

request, another developer couldn’t maintain that ABAP program until the first

developer released the associated transport request. Although this remains an

important and fundamental piece of the TMS, it doesn’t apply to Customizing (e.g.,

table change) objects.

From a nonsystematic approach, this requires an immense amount of collaboration

among developers. Especially in the hectic, rapid state in which development occurs,

collaboration efforts can be extremely difficult and near impossible. However, it’s

critical that the same object isn’t modified by separate teams when the target produc-

tion system is shared.

In the following subsections, we’ll show how downgrade protection provides auto-

mation, visibility, tracking, handling, and mitigation of conflicts that will result in a

downgrade scenario. We’ll discuss two main components that work in harmony to

protect your downstream target systems: downgrade protection and CSOL.

8.6.2    Downgrade Protection Overview

As we briefly mentioned earlier, when activated, downgrade protection will track

objects in your transport requests. Conflicts are reported in five different scenarios

when an object (saved in two or more transport requests) is released, reassigned, or

imported. In Section 8.6.3, we’ll provide an overview of each of these checks. Perhaps

the most important, and a main component of downgrade protection, is the CSOL

check. CSOL is discussed more extensively in this section, because it’s an important

and required prerequisite to leverage the downgrade protection capabilities.

Scope of Downgrade Protection

Please be aware that the downgrade protection functionality and associated checks

are available for ABAP systems only. Also, for Change Control Management scenar-

ios, downgrade protection is only available to use within ChaRM and QGM.
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If you’re using downgrade protection as part of your ChaRM scenario, the conflicts

are displayed in the Downgrade Protection assignment block within the Web Client

UI for the associated normal change or urgent change. The image in Figure 8.174 was

captured when the release action occurred. The Downgrade Protection assignment

block can also be found in the same UI for the change cycles.

Figure 8.174  Downgrade Protection Checks (ChaRM and Change Cycle)

For QGM, the checks are displayed in the Downgrade Protection web dialog box

directly from the related QGM scenario (see Figure 8.175).

Figure 8.175  Downgrade Protection Checks (QGM)

The system can automatically check for downgrades, or you can invoke them manu-

ally, as follows:
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� Manual downgrade checks

As mentioned earlier, the Downgrade Protection assignment block provides a

manual method to check for potential downgrades. This view is available within

individual ChaRM documents or within the change cycle. The Perform Downgrade

Check button lets you manually check if conflicts exist. For QGM, you can navigate

to the scenario overview and trigger the check from the Downgrade Protection

dialog window.

With both methods, the system will check for conflicts within all open transport

requests in the development systems (this is called the release check). The checks

will be performed for all released transports in all systems into which they’ll be

imported (this is called the import check). The import check and the release check

aid the user in identifying, avoiding, and handling conflicts before the import

occurs.

� Automatic downgrade checks

Downgrade checks are triggered systematically whenever a transport is released,

imported, decoupled, or reassigned from ChaRM or QGM. If a conflict exists, the

system will invoke a pop-up. If you ignore the automatic checks within the pop-up,

the conflicts still will be displayed in the Downgrade Protection assignment block.

The manual downgrade checks scan all open and released transport requests, but

the automatic checks only check those transports at the time of the check. As you

can imagine, the manual check is a much more thorough way to prevent down-

grades and handle them should they occur.

Now, let’s discuss the various downgrade check types provided by the ChaRM and

QGM scenarios.

8.6.3    Downgrade Check Types

There are five different downgrade check types provided within the standard settings

of SAP Solution Manager, as follows:

� CSOL

If a change is made in a managed development system, a lock is centrally stored

within SAP Solution Manager. That way, if other changes occur (either within the

same development system or in a parallel development system), then the devel-

oper or configurator will be notified. The objective of CSOL is to ensure that

changes to an object can’t be saved in a different transport and then promoted to
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production, which would result in a downgrade. We’ll discuss CSOL in its own ded-

icated section.

� Release check

This check is equivalent to the check provided by CSOL while saving objects to the

transport requests. If a conflict is detected, the release of the transport is canceled.

The Application Log assignment block details are updated, as well as the conflict

check results within the Downgrade Protection assignment block. If you want to

ignore these conflicts, you can check the results in the assignment block, and the

release is then triggered again.

� Reassign check

This check occurs during the reassignment of a change document from one

change cycle to another. In addition, it’s performed during the decouple/reassign

transport request activity. When these activities occur, the order in which trans-

port requests are released and/or imported can change and result in a downgrade.

The related conflicts between the potentially reordered transport requests are

reported during the reassign check. You can cancel or continue the activity if con-

flicts are found. If you choose to continue, the logs will be updated to report that

the conflict was ignored.

� Predecessor check

Conflicting predecessors (preceding transport requests containing conflicts at the

time of import to the QAS or PRD) are checked here. Transport requests, as well as

transport of copies, are valid during this check. The import will be canceled if the

check isn’t ignored. Instead of ignoring the conflicts or incurring a canceled

import, you can choose to import the preceding transport request first. Then, you

can import the follow-on transport request.

� Imminent check

This check identifies impending (imminent) downgrade conflicts when a trans-

port request is imported. This type of conflict is an actual downgrade that will hap-

pen if you ignore the conflict.

Do Not Ignore Imminent Checks

We recommend that you don’t ignore imminent downgrade conflicts. Rather, you

should restart the import as an alternative. We recommend choosing one of the fol-

lowing options:
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� Perform a project import of all the transport requests in the correct order, includ-

ing the newer request and its predecessor (only when the newer request is still

included in the project import).

� Import by ignoring predecessors via setting appropriate TMS options.

8.6.4    Downgrade Protection Import Groups

If two or more transport groups are part of an import group, then no conflict will be

detected, and therefore they’ll be sequenced correctly by SAP Solution Manager upon

import.

Import groups are used by the following downgrade protection checks:

� CSOL

� Release

� Reassign

Transport requests belong to the same import group when one the following is true:

� Two transports in the same normal change or defect correction are on the same

transport track

� Two transports in the same QGM change or QGM urgent change are on the same

track

� Two transports are in the same urgent change

8.6.5    Cross-System Object Lock Overview

CSOL lets you manage conflicts that occur if there are parallel initiatives in which

developers are handling the same objects. CSOL is a key component (and prerequi-

site) of the downgrade protection functionality; it’s the engine that enables the

downgrade protection function to track objects stored in transport requests and

report conflicts when those objects are saved in more than two transports targeted

for the same production system. Identifying, managing, and avoiding conflict is

more efficient and visible for developers/configurators with these two components

harmonized.

With the CSOL feature, you can identify conflicts between objects in transport

requests that have the same production system (or client) as their transport target.
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CSOL supports both ABAP development objects and Customizing objects. For this

functionality to work, all transport requests must originate from the change docu-

ment(s) within the ChaRM or QGM scenario.

CSOL, when activated, creates locks that are held in the SAP Solution Manager system

for any object (workbench or Customizing) changed in the managed development

system. Depending on the conflict scenario, a developer who needs to make changes

to this object in another transport request is prevented from doing so until the lock

is released. The lock is released when the transport request is successfully promoted

to the production system.

In the following subsections, we’ll discuss some key functionalities associated with

CSOL, as well as three use cases that apply to this scenario.

Expert Mode versus Default Mode

You can uniquely configure your CSOL scenario by choosing the expert mode, or you

can use the default settings. We’ll show you how to enable both modes in the next

subsection, but let’s first discuss the differences between them.

In the default mode, the CSOL conflict analysis scenario is relevant for urgent

changes only and occurs across change cycles. In the expert mode, you can define set-

tings across two different categories to uniquely and specifically determine how the

conflict analysis will be triggered for your changes, as follows:

� Cycle Relation

This setting lets you handle objects that already have been saved in a transport

request and will be saved again in another transport request. For the cycle this

object and transport request relate to, there are three different scenarios:

– Cross

The system checks for an error if transports belong to the same cycle or differ-

ent cycles.

– Specific

The system checks for an error if the transport requests belong to the same

cycle.

– Different

The system checks for an error if the transport requests belong to different

cycles.
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� Change Type Relation

This setting lets you handle objects that already have been saved in a transport

request and must be saved again in another transport request. Here, you must

decide whether the objects should be transported as part of routine maintenance

(i.e., normal) or imported as an emergency (i.e., urgent). Note that a QGM change is

handled as an urgent change when the conflict type is determined. There are three

different ways in which change types are classified in this regard:

– Urgent Only

An error is detected if both transport requests belong to separate urgent correc-

tions.

– Partial Overlapping

An error is detected if at least one of the two transport requests belongs to an

urgent change.

– Overlapping

An error is always detected and is independent of the type of change to which

the transport belongs.

Errors versus Warnings

With CSOL, you must decide how conflicts will be addressed once the developer or

configurator is notified that locks exist in the SAP Solution Manager system. If you

select the warning mode, then the developer or configurator essentially can ignore a

conflict and proceed with writing the objects to the transport request. You leave it in

the hands of the user implementing the change to ensure that a discussion occurs

with the alternate transport owner to mitigate any associated downgrades. To that

end, we must caution you about selecting warning mode: There is more risk in a

downgrade for one to occur, because the system will continue to save the changes

despite locks being held.

Errors, on the other hand, force the developer/configurator into a hard stop, and

therefore changes can’t be written to the transport request.

The warnings and errors appear within a conflict message. In Section 8.6.8, we’ll show

you this message in action—but for now, note that users will become aware of the fol-

lowing information about the conflict once they try to save their work:

� Whether the message is a hard error or warning

� Which transport requests are involved in the conflict scenario

� Who owns the affected transport requests
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Three CSOL Use Cases

CSOL can be activated as part of your ChaRM or QGM solution to support both imple-

mentation and maintenance efforts that occur in fast-paced, dispersed, and changing

development environments. The goal is to prevent conflicts among transport

requests earlier rather than later so that developers can process changes smoothly

without interruption or manual intervention. Here, we’ll identify the three most

common use case scenarios in which CSOL can detect, avoid, and manage conflicts at

an early stage:

1. Parallel releases

CSOL provides benefits for customers who are managing multiple (two or more)

releases simultaneously, in which all major or minor release cycles share the same

change control landscape. If a developer in one release changes an object that was

previously maintained by another developer, the changes made by the first devel-

oper are either compromised or lost. If CSOL was activated in the development

system of the shared landscape, then the developer who accessed the objects sec-

ond would receive an error or warning depending on the category of the lock.

2. Same cycle

The CSOL functionality is also relevant for continual cycle or phase cycle scenarios

in which the urgent change document is used to process time-sensitive changes in

the production system.

Each urgent change document may contain one or more transport requests, which

in turn are made of one or many objects. If a second developer tries to change

objects in an urgent change document that are already maintained in a preceding

urgent change document (within the same cycle), CSOL will be triggered. The

developer making the changes associated with the secondary urgent change docu-

ment will be notified that he is attempting to change objects that are locked via a

preceding urgent change document. These notifications occur, as previously

described, in the form of warnings or errors depending on the category of the lock.

3. Dual development systems

CSOL provides support to manage conflicts when system landscapes require a dual

development track. These scenarios, commonly referred to as N and N+1, support

the maintenance of a productive solution while also implementing a new solution

that eventually will evolve into the production environment.

The different development systems scenario would be applicable, for example, when

an organization must roll out standard scenarios to various local implementation

sites that have been recently acquired. The acquiring organization already has an SAP
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maintenance landscape, and the acquired companies run their own SAP landscape. In

this case, the organization chooses to keep the development systems isolated to pro-

tect the maintenance landscape. However, because consolidation will occur at some

point, these development systems target the same production system. In this case,

CSOL will provide support to avoid and manage conflicts should similar objects be

maintained across the development systems among the developers.

8.6.6    Cross-System Object Lock Setup

Before you can use downgrade protection, you’ll need to perform activation and con-

figuration activities for CSOL in both SAP Solution Manager and your managed sys-

tems. When CSOL is set up, the system detects conflicts between objects in different

transport requests that share the same production system.

We’ll walk through the steps to do this ahead and explain some of the key fields and

settings that can be enabled to achieve either ultimate control or a more flexible

approach to managing conflicts.

Figure 8.176  Guided Procedure Setup Activities (CSOL and Downgrade Protection)

These activities are relatively straightforward and, for the most part, are configura-

tions that are nontransportable. It’s important to note that you can access these

setup activities via the IMG in your SAP Solution Manager system, directly through

transaction codes, or via the guided procedure in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. As
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shown in Figure 8.176, there are two areas in the guided procedure for CSOL and

downgrade protection activities. In Change Request Management, you’ll need to

jump ahead to step 2.1. In Managed System Setup, further activities are included in

step 9.1.

For the purposes of this section, we’ll show you how to perform the activation and

configuration tasks directly from a transaction; however, we recommend that you

maintain the execution status and follow the documentation directly within Trans-

action SOLMAN_SETUP. For more information and documentation, please refer to

the guided procedure in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP mentioned previously.

RFC Connections

Your managed development systems need to communicate with SAP Solution Man-

ager. Because potential conflicts will be initiated in the managed systems and SAP

Solution Manager will centrally hold the locks, there need to be proper connections

in place. To begin:

1. Create an RFC connection with a service user of type S (e.g., <SID>_CSOL). We rec-

ommend that you do not use a trusted RFC due to the risk of being able to read

global locking information from SAP Solution Manager. For further information,

please refer to SAP KBA 2004134.

2. Create user <SID>_CSOL in the SAP Solution Manager system.

3. Assign the SAP_SOLMANTMWCOL role to user <SID>_CSOL.

4. Log on to the managed development system and execute Transaction SM30.

5. In the Table/View field, enter “BCOS_CUST”, then click Maintain.

6. As shown in Figure 8.177, maintain the details for the SOL_CONNECT entry, which

will include the RFC connection you created in the previous step.

Figure 8.177  SOL_CONNECT Entry in Managed System
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Local Activation

In the following steps, you’ll activate CSOL locally from the administration cockpit

for each development system you want to control:

1. Log on to the Change Control Management Administration Cockpit from the SAP

Fiori launchpad.

2. Select Landscape Overview.

3. For each client of all development systems in your change cycle, select the check-

box in the CSOL Check column, as shown in Figure 8.178.

Figure 8.178  Activate CSOL for Each Managed System

Deactivating Locks in the Managed System

We recommend managing CSOL directly in the Landscape Overview of the adminis-

tration cockpit in the SAP Solution Manager system. However, you can activate and

deactivate CSOL directly in the managed development systems by using report

TMW_CONTROL_PROJECT_LOCK. You may need to perform the deactivation and

reactivation of CSOL if your SAP Solution Manager system is down or temporarily

unavailable.

If you deactivated CSOL when SAP Solution Manager wasn’t available, you’ll need to

reactivate it and then update the lock entries to account for the period in which CSOL

was inactive. You can do so via report TMW_TRKORR_LOCK_UPDATE.
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Global Activation

In addition to activating CSOL locally, you have the option to do so globally across all

managed systems. You can do so centrally in the SAP Solution Manager system by

proceeding as follows:

1. Execute Transaction /N/TMWFLOW/CONFIG_LOCK in the SAP Solution Manager

system.

2. Select the radio button for Cross-System Object Lock Active, as shown in Figure

8.179.

Figure 8.179  Activate Cross-System Object Lock

When CSOL is marked as active, the system will detect conflicts between objects

included within separate transport requests. These transport requests must follow

a path in which the same production system is relevant. This can be for the same

development system or for an N and N+1 scenario. In both scenarios, the same pro-

duction system will be the target for the transport requests.

3. Click Save.

Scenario Configuration

CSOL can be uniquely configured for your requirements based on countless varia-

tions and scenarios. You may opt to begin by setting the default configurations, or if

you have an idea of exactly how you want to detect and control the conflicts, you can

choose the Expert Mode setting, as shown in Figure 8.180.

With the default mode, conflict analysis will occur across all the cycles you’ve defined

as part of Change Control Management, but it’s relative to urgent changes only. If you

choose expert mode, you have numerous possibilities for how to customize conflict

scenarios specific to your organization’s requirements. Rather than explaining the

vast amount of CSOL configuration settings here, we recommend clicking the

Program Documentation icon  and reading more about these options.
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Figure 8.180  Conflict Analysis Based on Default or Expert Configuration

If you don’t want the SAP Solution Manager system to issue a hard stop when the

conflict is detected, you can select the Warning Only option. When this setting is

maintained, the developer or configurator will be issued a warning and can continue

making the modification to the object. It’s important to note that in these cases,

you’re relying on the developer or configurator ensuring that a downgrade situation

does not occur.

Click Track-specific CSOL configuration to define a scope specific for each managed

system’s CSOL scenario (see Figure 8.181).

Figure 8.181  Track Specific Configuration

Now that CSOL has been configured, we’ll walk you through the steps to enable down-

grade protection.
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8.6.7    Downgrade Protection Setup

In the following subsections, we’ll walk you through the steps to set up the down-

grade protection scenario in SAP Solution Manager. It’s important to take note of the

prerequisites (which we’ll describe first) before moving on to the actual activation of

downgrade protection.

Prerequisites

Before activating downgrade protection in your SAP Solution Manager system, there

are some important technical prerequisites that must be completed in both SAP

Solution Manager and your managed system.

First, refer to SAP Note 1688276 to deploy the CTS_PLUG software component in your

SAP Solution Manager system. Because this software component must be included in

your managed systems, it must also be deployed in them as well. You’ll need to

ensure that this software component is kept up-to-date across the landscape, and it

must never be installed locally within the managed system itself. Refer to SAP Note

1688276 as noted earlier so that the SAP Note is distributed centrally from your SAP

Solution Manager system. You can check the status of the CTS_PLUG software com-

ponent by executing Transaction SZENPLUGIN within your SAP Solution Manager

system. Figure 8.182 provides an example of an up-to-date software component.

Figure 8.182  Plug-in Management

For further technical information about the CTS_PLUG software component, refer to

SAP Note 1665940.
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The second prerequisite is to ensure that your user has the appropriate authoriza-

tions to ignore conflicts in a downgrade protection scenario. Ensure that authoriza-

tion object SM_CM_DGPN is assigned. Keep in mind that this object is included in the

change manager, IT operator, administrator, tester, and developer roles.

Activation

Like activating CSOL in the previous section, you’ll need to perform activation to

enable downgrade protection in the SAP Solution Manager system as follows:

1. Execute Transaction /N/TMWFLOW/CONFIG_LOCK.

2. Select the Enable Downgrade Protection option, as shown in Figure 8.183.

Figure 8.183  Enable Downgrade Protection

3. Click the Save button.

Configuration

In this section, we’ll show you how to configure the conflict criticality for each down-

grade check type.

Downgrade Check Types

Although these settings are configurable, we recommend that you don’t change

them, because the delivered settings are considered best practices. As a forewarning,

modifying these settings in an incorrect manner can cause critical downgrade

impacts and will result in a risk to the stability and consistency of your system land-

scape.
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To view or modify these settings, navigate to the SAP Solution Manager IMG and fol-

low the path Change Control Management � Cross-System Object Lock and Down-

grade Protection � Configure Downgrade Protection. Figure 8.184 shows how these

settings are delivered from SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 8.184  Downgrade Conflict Types

The table shown in Figure 8.184 provides a mapping relationship between the down-

grade checks and how the system will issue the conflicts and related icons to the user.

In the Downgrade System Configuration table, you can maintain which systems will

bypass the downgrade protection checks or which systems will have custom down-

grade protection responses. This table is empty by default and must be maintained

according to the details of your change control landscape and the exceptions defined

by your organization.

8.6.8    Cross-System Object Lock and Downgrade Protection Usage

Now, we’ll show you what to expect if a developer tries to modify an object that has

already been saved by a previous developer with CSOL active. We’ll also show you

what these locks will look like and how to access them as they’re created in the central

SAP Solution Manager system.

Invoke CSOL Warnings

In this scenario, we’ll assume that the use case for different development systems

applies. In the following steps, you’ll want to ensure that a CSOL warning will occur.

These steps lay out what you should do to create a conflict and therefore invoke a

CSOL warning:
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1. Modify an object in the N+1 development system and save it to a transport. If you

aren’t using an N+1 development track, you can test this instead in your normal

development system.

Because you’ve activated CSOL and performed the RFC configuration, locks will be

centrally recorded in the SAP Solution Manager system. You can see an overview

of the current lock entries in the administration cockpit. As shown in Figure 8.185,

two locks have been stored based on the configuration, and they’re displayed in a

table format. If needed, you can delete them in this view. The locks will be removed

automatically from the table when the transport requests have been imported

into the production system.

Figure 8.185  Lock Entries in Administration Cockpit

2. Log on to the N development system (or log out and log back in if you’re using the

same development system) and perform the modification to the same object. Save

it to a transport request. As shown in Figure 8.186, the Transport-Generic Check

window appears to warn you of the locks.

Figure 8.186  Warning Issues Detected

This window shows the conflict message (warning). You can identify important infor-

mation that will allow you to assess the issue, handle it, and proceed. This includes

the affected transport request, the owner, details about the related object, and which

systems are related.
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Trigger Downgrade Protection Check

Because you enabled the warning mode in the CSOL configuration, assume for now

that the configurator didn’t coordinate with the other object owner and ignored the

warning. Now, the other configurator wants to release a change to the QAS.

When the configurator selects the action in ChaRM to release the transport request,

he or she will be issued a pop-up, as shown in Figure 8.187.

Figure 8.187  Results from Automatic Downgrade Protection Check

Due to the conflict scenario (set in customization), the user can click the Ignore Issues

and Continue button to bypass the warning.

The downgrade protection check can also be performed manually within the

Downgrade Protection assignment block by clicking the Perform Downgrade Check

button, as shown in Figure 8.188. Keep in mind that the manual check is much more

comprehensive and thorough because it analyzes all open transport requests in the

development system and checks for conflicts across all released transport requests

for import. With this option, you can perform the analysis before you trigger the

import.

Figure 8.188  Manually Perform Downgrade Protection Check

Clicking the Show Conflict History button will display any archived conflicts.
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In the next section, we’ll describe the capabilities within SAP Solution Manager to

analyze, diagnose, and report on activity that occurs across Change Control Manage-

ment.

8.7    Change Reporting

In this section, we’ll discuss key features of Change Control Management reporting

capabilities. With the release of SAP Solution Manager 7.2, many (if not all) of the tra-

ditional reports used in the SAP GUI view of SAP Solution Manager have been retired.

The SAP Fiori launchpad provides access to both the Administrator Cockpit and

Change Control Management analytics. These two areas are new as of SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 and replace many of the legacy GUI-based transactions/reports. Along

with the SAP Solution Manager experience in SAP Fiori for reporting and analytics,

the Web Client UI remains an important component for reporting across your

Change Control Management scenarios.

Common questions addressed by Change Control Management reporting include

(but are not limited to) the following:

� What’s the rejection rate for requests for change?

� Which transport objects are associated with a change request?

� What are all the change documents associated with my SAP BW environment?

� How long does it take for my requests for change to be approved, implemented,

and completed?

� How many incidents result in changes to the IT landscape?

� Is the number of urgent changes declining as planned?

� How many requests for change are outstanding?

Now, we’ll provide an overview of these capabilities and how they’ve been improved

with the latest release of SAP Solution Manager.

8.7.1    Overview

From the approval of a request for change to the implementation in the development

system to the testing cycles in the QAS to the import to the production system, each

change is tracked and exported/imported via the functionality in Change Control

Management.
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With the central distribution of changes made to various managed SAP systems and

IT assets controlled from SAP Solution Manager, there comes the requirement to col-

lect the related data, summarize it, and make it available for analysis by the organiza-

tion. This data involves all aspects of the events of distributing the change, including

logistics, systems, business partners, and status values, for example.

The data collected by SAP Solution Manager from the managed system landscape(s)

activated by Change Control Management support the reporting and analytics

requirements from the IT organization. Change and release managers, development

and configuration leads, and various other support personnel will have strong inter-

est in this data. The summary of data made available to parties interested in the

results is presented in a series of reports, which you’ll see in the later sections. This

data is collected, summarized, and presented with the objective of answering com-

mon questions related to ChaRM.

Two main components of the ChaRM reporting service are available in the SAP Solu-

tion Manager system. Each of these components plays an important part in how data

is collected, made available for selection, displayed, and kept up-to-date.

The first component, data collection, refers to the technical process for how informa-

tion related to the entire Change Control Management scenario is gathered and then

made presentable for end users in the form of a report. Data collection includes data

produced in the central controlling system (SAP Solution Manager) and data pro-

duced from the managed systems (e.g., the development, quality assurance, and pro-

duction systems).

The information collected, summarized, and made presentable in relation to the SAP

Solution Manager system is kept up-to-date always. This data includes processing

information from SAP CRM transactions and business partners, and other ChaRM

information that specifically relates to the SAP CRM infrastructure within the SAP

Solution Manager environment.

Information from the managed systems, on the other hand, is retrieved via a techni-

cal data collector scheduled to collect information on a periodic basis. Although we

refer to the up-to-date collection of data in SAP Solution Manager, there’s no techni-

cal data collector set up for the SAP CRM transactional information.

The data collector used for the managed systems retrieves reporting-specific infor-

mation from the development, quality assurance, and production systems (for

example) in your Change Control Management scenario. Depending on the recurring
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frequency of the data collector, this information is sent to the central SAP Solution

Manager system and stored as persistent data. How frequently you schedule the data

collector to run will drive the reporting results sent to the SAP Solution Manager sys-

tem.

The second component, the results display, shows data in multiple ways. For exam-

ple, information related to SAP CRM transactions (requests for change, change

documents, etc.) are displayed in the Web Client UI. Information collected from man-

aged systems (such as transport logistics) are displayed in the Administrator Cockpit.

8.7.2    System and Configuration Prerequisites

Enabling data collection is performed centrally in SAP Solution Manager. There are

three pieces involved:

1. Configuring embedded search

This simple activation allows you to use the Enterprise Search functionality within

the administration cockpit.

2. Confirming system prerequisite

These prerequisites include managed system, database, and security require-

ments.

3. Activating the reporting service

Reporting data is automatically fetched from the managed systems involved in

Change Request Management via a background job.

Let’s go through the details of each of these prerequisites.

Configure Embedded Search

Depending on whether you’re using TREX or the SAP HANA database with your SAP

Solution Manager system, you’ll need to perform configuration activities to set up

embedded search as follows:

1. Execute Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

2. Navigate to Change Control Management � Change Request Management �

Configure Embedded Search.

3. Click Edit.
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4. Highlight the Check Status General Configuration Embedded Search activity

(shown in Figure 8.189) and click Execute Selected.

5. Confirm that the execution was successful via the log updates.

Figure 8.189  Configure Embedded Search

Confirm System Prerequisites

The managed systems controlled by Change Control Management must meet the

minimum support package levels, as identified in Table 8.18.

In addition to checking the support package requirements, you must also ensure that

your database has enough capacity to store the reporting data. The object reporting

System Release Support Package Level

46C 51

46D 42

610 45

620 56

640 15

700 06

Table 8.18  Minimum Support Package Requirements: Reporting
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data is stored in tables /TMWFLOW/RE*. These tables can take up a lot of space in your

database. We therefore recommend that you check the storage space in these tables

on a regular basis by using a corresponding database monitoring tool.

Finally, you must ensure that the person displaying the reporting results in the

administration cockpit has sufficient authorization in the TMS of the managed sys-

tem landscape to properly display the related data.

Activate Reporting Service

Finally, we’ll walk you through the steps to activate the reporting service in SAP Solu-

tion Manager, as follows:

1. Log on to the SAP Solution Manager system and navigate to the IMG.

2. Navigate to Change Control Management � Change Request Management Frame-

work and execute the IMG activity Configure Change Request Management Repor-

ting Service.

3. Select the Object Reporting Active radio button as shown in Figure 8.190 and click

Save. This flag must be set for transport object data to be fetched from the man-

aged system(s).

Figure 8.190  Configure Change Request Management Reporting Service
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8.7.3    Reporting in the Web Client UI

End users and administrators alike rely heavily on the quick and intuitive features of

the Search screen within the Web Client UI. Out of the box, this reporting mechanism

quickly allows users to search, filter, and download both requests for change and

change documents based on any number of criterion. This reporting feature requires

no configuration, is quickly adaptable, and can be personalized as well.

As shown in Figure 8.191, the Search screen for Change Request Management can be

accessed by selecting the Change Request Mgmt work area in the left-hand naviga-

tion pane.

Figure 8.191  Search Screen: Change Request Management

On the Search screen, you can maintain search criteria to narrow your results. You

can add to or delete search criteria with the Add and Delete  buttons. Saved

searches can also be created once your search criteria have been defined. Once a

saved search is created, a link will appear on the user’s home screen.

The Results screen (Figure 8.192) provides a table output based on the criteria entered

on the Search screen. You can generate pie charts and graphs to visually represent

specific data. If needed, the data can also be exported to a spreadsheet for further pro-

cessing.
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Figure 8.192  Search Results: Web Client UI

8.7.4    Change Control Management Analytics

Within the SAP Solution Manager area of the SAP Fiori launchpad, you can access the

Change Control Management Analytics tile (Figure 8.193), which provides a dashboard-

based analytics platform.

Figure 8.193  Change Management Reporting

Once opened, the Change Control Management analytics platform provides you with

an overview of different data across both requests for change and your change docu-

ments. As shown in Figure 8.194, you’re presented with an interactive dashboard

from which you can select various tiles to perform a deeper level of analysis across

your Change Control Management scenario.
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Figure 8.194  Change Control Management Analytics

8.7.5    Administration Cockpit

The administration cockpit is used by administrators, change managers, and release

managers to display data related to the technical logistics of transport requests. In

this view, users can see the status of transports, systems to which transports have not

been imported, and so on.

The administration cockpit is also accessed via the Change Control Management sec-

tion of the SAP Fiori launchpad, via the Administration Cockpit tile.

As shown in Figure 8.195, the Transport Analysis section provides data fetched from

the managed systems in your Change Control Management solution. The Cycle Ana-

lysis tab allows you to search for and report on which transports are awaiting import,

have been imported, or are missing and if violations/errors have occurred. You can

use the cycle analysis to narrow your reporting criteria based on your change cycle,

phase cycle, continual cycle, or release cycle. This is especially helpful when release

managers or administrators are concerned only with a specific release, for example.

Figure 8.195  Cycle Analysis
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Clicking any of the numbers within this analysis table will display the results of the

corresponding transport requests in the log at the bottom of the screen. This is

extremely useful because administrators don’t need to log onto each managed sys-

tem directly to perform an analysis, troubleshooting, or root cause analysis related to

import or sequence questions/issues.

In addition, the System Analysis tab (see Figure 8.196) allows your Change Request

Management reporting users to select a source and target system, along with a start-

ing date, to view data associated between the two. With system analysis, you can nar-

row your reporting data based on a development and a production system, or a

development and a quality assurance system, for example, as opposed to viewing all

of the transport logistic data within a cycle. System analysis occurs across all cycles,

so you can grasp the consistency between your systems (i.e., what’s missing,

imported, etc.).

Figure 8.196  System Analysis

Finally, the Request Analysis tab (see Figure 8.197) allows you to specify individual

transport requests and report on their current status. For example, you can quickly

identify which transports have been released or not and imported, as well as identify

the date and time for each activity. Transport logs are available at the click of a button

to fetch detailed information from the managed system.

Other key reporting functions available within the administration cockpit include

the following:

� Critical objects

� CSOL

� Scheduled import jobs
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Figure 8.197  Request Analysis

8.8    Summary

Change Control Management in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 controls all aspects of your

solution in its entirety, regardless of whether the managed systems are SAP or non-

SAP. Comprehensive workflows, functionalities, and tools are married with intuitive

user experiences that connect to all end user groups. Together, these elements pres-

ent the organization with a best-of-breed Change Control Management tool that

enables a single and central platform for managing changes regardless of the size or

complexity of the environment. Now more than ever, it’s nearly impossible to

develop a business case to implement a third-party tool to manage related functions.

Whether you seek ultimate control or have a desire to implement a flexible approach

to change and release management, SAP Solution Manager 7.2 delivers the tools and

processes you need to more efficiently manage change across your technology stacks

and software components.
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Chapter 9 

Requirements Management

In this chapter, we’ll discuss Requirements Management, a new com-

ponent that brings IT and business together to plan, scope, and man-

age the delivery of new features from a centralized and highly 

integrated platform.

In this chapter, we’ll discuss a new component delivered with SAP Solution Manager

7.2. Requirements Management introduces two new processes integrated with one

another and with ChaRM to help plan and scope the delivery of new software features

and functionality to the business. New workflows based on the business requirement

and IT requirement transaction types have been delivered with SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2 to help bring IT and the business together early in the process, before changes

are implemented, prompting a more thorough, efficient, and effective scoping pro-

cess.

Throughout this chapter, we’ll provide an overview of this new scenario, including an

explanation of the user story and its basic concepts. We will discuss the business and

IT roles required and their responsibilities as they relate to Requirements Manage-

ment. We’ll discuss the process flow for business and IT requirements and how their

features integrate with other SAP Solution Manager scenarios. Also, we’ll walk

through the setup activities required to implement the standard processes in your

own customer namespace. Finally, we’ll show you how to leverage your own configu-

rations to walk through the Requirements Management scenario end to end, includ-

ing its integration into ChaRM.

Let’s start with an overview of Requirements Management.

9.1    Overview

As SAP Solution Manager consultants, prior to SAP Solution Manager 7.2, we had to be

creative when the topic of requirements management arose. Especially during the
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implementation of ChaRM or QGM for a project, the requirements management pro-

cess was always a component of how new features requested by the business were

integrated into the overall ChaRM procedures. However, there was never a best prac-

tice solution available within SAP Solution Manager that integrated with other sce-

narios, such as ChaRM, Solution Documentation, Project Management, and so on.

Before SAP Solution Manager 7.2, requirements (if they were handled in SAP Solution

Manager) were typically handled in a single MS Word document uploaded to a

SOLAR01 project. They were treated as a document type and assigned to a dedicated

status schema. This was one example (or workaround, rather) that we used to man-

age this process centrally in SAP Solution Manager and find a way to integrate it with

SAP Solution Manager’s other functions. Other examples included copying standard

transaction types (e.g., SMCR, the request for change) and adapting the configuration.

We found this especially challenging when implementing ChaRM for projects.

Although QGM was normally recommended for managing changes with SAP Solu-

tion Manager for project-related transports, organizations often wanted to leverage

the workflow and control within ChaRM. However, the question (or challenge) cen-

tered on the starting point. In ChaRM, the starting point is the request for change.

However, the request for change was designed to request a change based on a compo-

nent of production support (e.g., break/fix, routine configuration, minor enhance-

ments, etc.). This request for change process typically didn’t align with the

requirements process. Often, we had to settle for starting directly with the normal

change, which also had its challenges (mainly associated with traceability, tracking,

and security).

The motivation behind Requirements Management was to deliver a process that

brought IT and business together to collaboratively plan for and scope new require-

ments that would ultimately result in the availability of new features and functional-

ity for the business. Rather than facilitating this process in a separate tool and across

Word documents, Excel spreadsheets, and emails, we now can leverage Require-

ments Management in SAP Solution Manager. This new process also is linked with

ChaRM so that the product implementation and availability is centrally tracked in a

tightly integrated fashion.

In the following sections, we’ll dive a little deeper into the overview of the Require-

ments Management scenario. We’ll discuss the basic concepts, lay out the user story,

discuss roles and responsibilities, and explain how Requirements Management inte-

grates with other SAP Solution Manager components.
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9.1.1    Basic Concept

At a high level, Requirements Management accommodates the scenario in which the

business needs something, the IT department provides an estimate of the effort and

time it will take to deliver, the business agrees, and then IT makes the product avail-

able to the business, as illustrated in Figure 9.1.

Figure 9.1 also shows how Requirements Management is broken into two separate

processes represented by two different transaction types. The business requirement

(SMBR) and the IT requirement (SMIR) follow a standard workflow based on the SAP

CRM infrastructure and follow best practice guidelines. In fact, these two standard

transaction types were copied (by SAP) from the SMCR (request for change) transac-

tion type, so once you get into the system and become familiar with the user experi-

ence, you’ll find them quite similar to the ChaRM transaction types.

Figure 9.1  Requirements Management: Basic Concept

In short, this is how Requirements Management enables the business and IT to col-

laborate and make new functions available to the organization. The business works

within its own parameters defined in the business requirements document. Simi-

larly, IT works within its own workflow. Handoffs occur throughout this process

before the business ultimately signs off on the agreement and the requirement is

handed over to the development team for implementation.

9.1.2    User Story

The broad user story for this functionality includes the integration of Require-

ments Management, Release Management, and Project Management to centrally
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9 Requirements Management
and collaboratively manage scope across a release timeline. Prior to SAP Solution

Manager 7.2, these functions weren’t supported in a full-scale and robust manner.

With the introduction of SAP PPM in SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and Release Manage-

ment and Requirements Management in 7.2, we now have a systematic approach

within the tool to cover these three areas.

Requirements Management kicks off this broad user story; the introduction of new

features should typically start with the business requesting something. As shown in

Figure 9.2, three transaction types are involved in this scenario:

1 These chevrons represent the high-level steps within the business requirements

process.

2 These chevrons represent those within the IT requirements process.

3 This chevron is representative of the change process, which is handled by the

development (or implementation) team.

We’ll discuss these steps in further detail in the next sections.

Figure 9.2  High-Level User Story

As you can see in Figure 9.2, each process (when handed over) kicks off a new process.

In Requirements Management, these three processes are technically integrated.

Once the handoff from the business requirement to the IT requirement occurs, the IT

requirement is automatically generated by the system. The business requirement’s

most important information is automatically forwarded to the IT requirement. Like-

wise, once the business approves the overall agreement, the IT requirement will
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9.1 Overview
automatically generate a follow-on change document based on the scope of the re-

quirement (urgent, normal, etc.). These documents are technically integrated and

linked to ensure traceability and automatic updating based on specific status values.

Now, let’s examine the roles and responsibilities that are part of the best practice

solution delivered with Requirements Management.

9.1.3    Roles and Responsibilities

Table 9.1 identifies the roles across the business and IT, including the basic responsi-

bilities that make up the best practice solution delivered with SAP Solution Manager.

As with other SAP CRM-driven scenarios, you can configure the tool to represent

your own organizational teams and/or parties when enabling Requirements

Management in your own system. However, we recommend leveraging the roles

identified in Table 9.1, because they’re based on the best practice scenario.

Role Responsibilities

Business process expert � Maintains interaction with end users and has significant 

familiarity with business processes

� Defines the requirement and forwards relevant information 

to the business manager

Business manager � Validates requirements

� Confirms requirements can be achieved according to project 

environment

Requirements manager � Reviews the defined IT requirement and routes it to the 

appropriate IT solution architect

� Provides approval of the IT requirement for handover to 

development

� Defines and understands dependencies of the requirements 

with regards to Release Management

IT solution architect � Provides validation and estimation according to IT’s resource 

capabilities

� Coordinates with business manager regarding costs and 

timeline for delivery

� Translates functional and technical requirements requested 

by the business to the architecture for the desired solution

Table 9.1  Requirements Management: Roles and Responsibilities
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9 Requirements Management
We’ll elaborate further on the responsibilities associated with these roles in the fol-

lowing sections, in which we’ll discuss the process flow for each requirement type.

Business Requirement: Process Flow

The activities within the business requirement flow are divided between two user

groups. The business process expert initiates the business requirement in the SAP

Solution Manager system, then submits the requirement to the business manager,

who is responsible for validating what the business process expert has submitted.

The business manager ensures that the requirement aligns with the overall business

strategy and contains enough information for the IT department to place a bid on the

work.

Figure 9.3 represents the end-to-end process flow for defining, processing, and

approving the business requirement.

Figure 9.3  Business Requirement Process Flow

Implementation team � Develops, tests, and deploys changes

Project manager � Uses SAP PPM to manage the project and manage the 

requirement’s scope across the project lifecycle

Role Responsibilities

Table 9.1  Requirements Management: Roles and Responsibilities (Cont.)
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9.1 Overview
Let’s discuss these steps in a little more detail as they relate to the activities within

SAP Solution Manager. We’ll show you how to process these steps in the system in

Section 9.3.

Note

The workflow described in this section is based on the best practice solution and

what’s delivered standard with SAP Solution Manager. If your organization has dif-

ferent requirements (for status values, labels, notifications, etc.), they can be

adapted in the customer namespace, similar to ChaRM or ITSM transaction types.

The three major actions that are taken here are as follows:

1. The business process expert defines the requirement and submits it for validation.

The business process expert is responsible for the initial creation of the business

requirement and for defining specific and mandatory criteria so that the require-

ment can be checked properly when submitted to the business manager. When

defining the business requirement, the business process expert must specify the

following information:

– Short Description

– Current Processor

– Business Process Expert

– Business Manager

– Priority

Although these are the mandatory fields to complete, the business process expert

should also submit as much information as possible so that the business manager

is best equipped to validate the requirement. For example, the business process

expert can utilize the Text assignment block to enter more information, enter a

Risk, or link to Solution Documentation.

After the business process expert has completed the requirement’s definition, he

or she submits the requirement for validation, which passes responsibility to the

business manager.

2. The business manager checks the business requirement and approves it if satisfied.

Once the business manager receives the requirement in the submitted for valida-

tion status, he or she will check it to see if it aligns with the overall business strat-

egy. The business manager should set the status immediately to Being Checked.
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9 Requirements Management
At this point in the workflow, the business manager has the option to reject the

requirement outright or pass it back to the business process expert if further infor-

mation is required or if it should be placed on hold. However, if the business man-

ager is satisfied with the requirement’s definition set by the business process

expert, then the business manager sets the status to Approved. This will automat-

ically generate the IT requirement, and the solution architect will have a new IT

requirement in his or her inbox.

3. The business manager commits the business requirement.

After the IT requirement is processed and approved by the requirements manager,

the business manager has the responsibility for the final acceptance before the

requirement is handed over to the development team for implementation. When

the IT team has committed to the timeline, cost, and resource details, the require-

ment is passed back to the business manager, who now accepts and approves the

requirement, which automatically generates the change document.

We will discuss the IT requirement process next.

IT Requirement: Process Flow

Like the business requirement process flow, the IT requirement flow is divided across

the IT team, which consists of a requirements manager and an IT solution architect.

In this process, the IT team uses a dedicated workflow that was created by the busi-

ness manager approving the originating requirement. Figure 9.4 illustrates the end-

to-end process flow for working through the IT requirement.

Figure 9.4  IT Requirement Process Flow
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9.1 Overview
The details of these activities are as follows:

1. The requirements manager defines the IT requirement and submits it for 

validation.

Upon approval handover from the business manager, the requirements manager

will pick up the requirement to evaluate it from an IT perspective. At this point, the

IT requirement is in the Defined status and has received the relevant information

that’s been transitioned from the business requirements document.

During the definition phase of the IT requirement, the requirements manager

inputs specific information that will aid the solution architect in providing proper

estimations that will ultimately be returned to the business as a product bid. The

requirements manager also reviews the contents and scope of the requirement.

Once the definition process is completed, the requirements manager submits the

IT requirement for validation, and it’s now in the solution architect’s inbox for

processing.

2. The solution architect checks the IT requirement and submits it for approval.

When the solution architect receives the IT requirement in his or her inbox, he or

she will go through a series of checks before returning the IT requirement to the

requirements manager for approval. Examples of these checks include the follow-

ing:

– Confirming the capacity of the development team

– Evaluating the cost and feasibility of the implementation of the requirement

– Determining the scope (follow-on change document and impacted systems)

Finally, based on these checks, the solution architect can assign the appropriate

change cycle and follow-on document to be created directly in the Scope assign-

ment block.

When the checks have been completed, the solution architect submits the IT

requirement for approval, which places it back in the inbox of the requirements

manager for final analysis.

3. The requirements manager approves the requirement implementation.

As a final step in the IT requirements process, the requirements manager must

review and ultimately approve (or reject) the implementation of the requirement

based on the evaluation of the solution architect. During the IT requirement

approval process, the requirements manager will validate the solution architect’s

estimation, the anticipated timeline, and other details inputted by the solution
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9 Requirements Management
architect. If the requirements manager is satisfied, he or she will set the IT require-

ment to Approved. Otherwise, this is the opportunity to request further informa-

tion or to reject the IT requirement outright.

Once the IT requirement is approved, no further action is required on the IT require-

ment. Simultaneously (and automatically), the status of the business requirement is

updated to Committed by IT. Now, the business manager sets the final approval as

described earlier.

When the business manager accepts the bid placed by IT, the status of the business

requirement is updated to Accepted, and the change documents (based on the input

from the solution architect) are generated automatically. Also, the IT requirement is

automatically updated to the Submitted for Implementation status.

Now, the development team continues with the implementation of the requirement

using the normal, urgent, general, or administrative workflow.

9.1.4    Integration

Requirements Management, like other areas across SAP Solution Manager, provides

integration with other scenarios within the tool. In this section, we’ll highlight the

key integration features offered with Requirements Management.

Process Integration

First, Requirements Management provides integration across its own processes as

well as into ChaRM. In Requirements Management, the process starts with the busi-

ness asking for something in the form of a business requirement. When the business

requirement is approved by the business manager, an IT requirement is created auto-

matically and is technically bound to the business requirement. Further in the pro-

cessing, when an IT requirement’s estimate and details are agreed upon by the

business manager, a change document is automatically created. The ChaRM change

document (e.g., urgent change, normal change, etc.) is also technically bound to the IT

requirement.

This integration of processes supports a highly traceable method of tracking which

requirements are related to which changes in the system. In addition to the various

processes being technically integrated with each other, automatic status updating is

a result of this integration. As shown in Figure 9.5, key handoffs across the process

will result in an automatic status update for the predecessor and/or successor docu-

ments. For example, when the business requirement is handed over to IT, an IT
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9.1 Overview
requirement is automatically created and placed in the appropriate status. In another

example, which occurs on the backend of the process, when a change document is

implemented in the production system, the associated requirements documents are

also automatically updated to the implemented status. This feature enables the busi-

ness requirements team, the IT requirements team, and the development team to be

notified of changes so they may act appropriately at their given point in the process.

Figure 9.5  Process Integration

When these documents are linked, you can view their relationships in the Related

Transactions assignment block. Figure 9.6 shows this assignment block for the IT

requirement. As you can see, the business requirement and the normal change docu-

ment are included with links to their information. Here, you can access the related

document, view the description, status, and priority, and identify which transaction

type is related.

Figure 9.6  Related Transactions Assignment Block

Solution Documentation

The Solution Documentation assignment block is made available in the business

requirement and IT requirement documents. With this integration capability, you
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9 Requirements Management
can link your requirements to various business processes or business process steps

that you’ve defined for a specific branch. For example, if your project team is work-

ing on a new implementation in the development branch, you can centrally tie

requirements to the respective areas during the requirements definition phase of

the project. Using the integration between Requirements Management and Solu-

tion Documentation in this manner can help your project team, as they can have

clear visibility into which processes are being impacted as more requirements are

being defined. Once new requirements are approved, you’ll have a clear perspective

on the criticality of introducing new requirements to business processes that may

be critical.

As shown in Figure 9.7, as soon as you expand the Solution Documentation assign-

ment block you have the option to add a single element from your Solution Docu-

mentation or add multiple elements. Once you make your selection, the system will

prompt you to choose your solution and determine which branch you will link to.

The branch will depend upon which landscape the requirements will impact (e.g.,

development, maintenance, or production). The example in Figure 9.7 includes a link

to a process step.

Figure 9.7  Solution Documentation Integration

Using this functionality will become more critical as increasing numbers of require-

ments are defined, especially for a new project. Leveraging this integration will help

your requirements manager understand how many requirements relate to a process

or process step. After a certain point (e.g., perhaps after the blueprint sign off), you’ll

need to understand which requirements are critical. Approval for new requirements

at this point may cause inconsistencies. With proper documentation and links, these

risks can be mitigated before the realization of the system takes place.

Release Management

When the IT requirement is generated (based on the approval of the business require-

ment), the solution architect will begin the process of evaluating the requirement
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from an IT perspective. With that evaluation, the solution architect (with coordina-

tion from the requirements manager) will provide a proposal and a go-live date. This

proposal requires integration with ChaRM.

As shown in Figure 9.8, the IT requirement is assigned a Change Cycle Phase. When

the IT requirement is accepted, a follow-on change document is automatically gener-

ated by the system. Typically, a requirement will evolve into a normal change docu-

ment. It’s up to the solution architect to determine a feasible development window

for the implementation of the requirement. This window is driven by the change

cycles created as part of ChaRM.

Figure 9.8  Release Management Integration

After the solution architect proposes a change cycle, the business manager will have

an opportunity to accept the proposal. We’ll show this process when we walk through

the Requirements Management functions from an end user perspective in Section 9.3.

Next, we’ll discuss how to enable the standard Requirements Management scenario

within your SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system.

9.2    Setup

In this section, we’ll provide an overview of how to enable the standard Require-

ments Management functions. We’ll begin with a brief look at the necessary authori-

zations before moving on to the basic setup tasks and configuring the Requirements

Management process.

9.2.1    Authorizations

Table 9.2 provides a mapping to the PFCG authorizations required for the end user

roles in Requirements Management.
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9 Requirements Management
9.2.2    Perform Basic Setup

Your first step when performing the basic setup is to check the prerequisites, as fol-

lows:

1. Execute Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

2. Click Requirements Management in the left-hand navigation pane.

3. Navigate to step 2.1, Check Prerequisites.

4. Click the Edit button.

5. Click the Execute All button (Figure 9.9) to perform all the automated prerequisite

checks.

Figure 9.9  Automatic Activities

PFCG Authorization Role End User Role

SAP_RM_BR_ADMIN Business requirement administrator

SAP_RM_BP_EXPERT Business process expert

SAP_RM_BUSINESS_MANAGER Business manager

SAP_RM_CONFIG Configuration user role for Requirements Management

SAP_RM_DISPLAY Requirements Management display user

SAP_RM_ITREQ_ADMIN IT requirement administrator

SAP_RM_ITREQ_MANAGER IT requirement manager

SAP_RM_SOL_ARCHITECT Solution architect

Table 9.2  Requirements Management Authorizations
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9.2 Setup
Next, you need to implement the master note, as follows:

1. Navigate to step 2.2 of the Requirements Management activities in Transaction

SOLMAN_SETUP (Implement Master Note).

2. If an obsolete version of the note is in your system (Figure 9.10), click the Start

Download button to update to the latest version.

Figure 9.10  Update Requirements Management Notes

9.2.3    Configure Requirements Management Process

In the following subsections, we’ll show you how to activate the standard Require-

ments Management functionality via the guided procedure within Transaction SOL-

MAN_SETUP.

Copy Transaction Types

First, we’ll show you how to use the transaction type copy tool to copy the Require-

ments Management transactions into your own customer namespace, as follows:

1. Execute Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

2. Click Requirements Management.

3. Navigate to step 3.1, Copy Transaction Types.

4. Click the Start Transaction link for the Copy Transaction Types activity.

5. The Transaction Type Copy Tool window will open (Figure 9.11).

6. Enter “SMIR” in the Source Transaction Type field.

7. Enter “YMIR” (or “ZMIR”) in the Target Transaction Type field.

8. Deselect the Display Preview checkbox under Option.

9. Click Execute.

10. The Copying Business Transaction Type window will appear as shown in Figure

9.12.
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Figure 9.11  Transaction Type Copy Tool

Figure 9.12  Copying Business Transaction Type Window
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11. Maintain the Description field (optional) for each of the target parameters based

on your customer specifications.

12. Click the Confirm button when finished.

13. You’ll be prompted to assign your changes to a series of customizing and work-

bench requests. Click the Continue button in each resulting pop-up to complete

this process.

14. When the copy transaction type tool has completed, you’ll see a log entry, as

shown in Figure 9.13. Ensure that you receive all green lights.

Figure 9.13  Confirm Successful Log Results

15. Repeat this process to copy transaction type SMBR into your customer name-

space.

Assign Implementation to Change Transaction Types

Now that you’ve copied the transaction types, you must assign the implementation

to your own customer transaction type, as follows:

1. Click the Start Navigation link for the Assign Implementation to Change Transac-

tion Types activity.

2. Select the standard transaction types SMIR and SMBR.

3. Click the Copy As button.

4. Enter values according to your customer namespace (e.g., “YMIR” and “YMBIR”).

5. Click Confirm.

6. Your entries will appear in the table, as shown in Figure 9.14.
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Figure 9.14  Assign Implementation to Change Transaction Types

Specify Used Transaction Types

Next, specify the used transaction types, as follows:

1. Click the Start Navigation link for the Specify Used Transaction Types activity.

2. Maintain your customer transaction type for the business requirement in the BR_

IN_APP_USED field, as shown in Figure 9.15.

Figure 9.15  Specify Used Business Requirements Transaction Type

3. Click Save.

Define Copy Control

Now, copy control must be configured for these transaction types to be integrated

with the other components of Change Control Management, as follows:

1. Navigate to step 3.2 of the Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP Requirements Manage-

ment activities.

2. Click the Start Transaction navigation link for the Define Copy Control activity.

3. Ensure that all your customer namespace transaction types in the Srce Trans. Type

column are mapped to your customer namespace transaction types in the Tgt
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Trans. Type column. Figure 9.16 shows the proper setup for the business require-

ment copy control settings.

Figure 9.16  Confirm Business Requirement Copy Control

4. If they aren’t mapped, use the Copy As button to generate the table entries.

5. Confirm the setup and click Save.

6. Repeat these steps for the IT requirement. As shown in Figure 9.17, there will be

more copy control activities for the IT requirement because it generates change

documents for the follow-on transactions.

Figure 9.17  Confirm IT Requirement Copy Control

7. For the entries shown in Figure 9.18, ensure that they’re removed by selecting the

entries and then using the Delete button. If they aren’t deleted, the standard trans-

action types will be visible to the end users of Requirements Management. In

other words, your customer transaction types should be copied over only to the

follow-on transaction types, which are in your customer namespace.
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Figure 9.18  Remove Copy Control for Standard Entries

Define Copy Control (Requirements Management)

Although the automatic transaction type copy tool performs most of the legwork for

setting up transactions in your customer namespace, there are two missing pieces

that will cause inconsistencies in your processes.

First, you need to manually adjust the status settings for the predecessor and succes-

sor document types. For certain status changes in Requirements Management, the

successor and/or predecessor document types should be automatically set to a sub-

sequent status (as discussed in the Process Integration subsection of Section 9.1.4).

This customizing is missed by the automatic copy tool. To define the copy control,

follow these steps:

1. Click the Start Transaction navigation link for the Define Copy Control (Require-

ments Management) activity.

2. Select your customer transaction type for the business requirement, then double-

click the Specify Status Attributes folder on the left side of the screen, as shown in

Figure 9.19.

Figure 9.19  Specify Status Attributes

3. Select the line item for E0007 and double-click the Specify Status Setting for Follow-

up Documents folder.

4. Confirm the entries are correct (Figure 9.20).

5. You’ll need to copy the standard entries to your customer namespace and then

remove the standard entries with the Delete button.
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Figure 9.20  Follow-up Document Status Settings

Note

You’ll need to go through each status value for your customer-defined business

requirement and IT requirement and check these settings for the Predecessor Docu-

ments folder as well as the Follow-up Documents folder.

Adjust Transaction Type for Creating IT Requirement

The other customizing missing from the automatic transaction type copy tool is

addressed in the following steps and relates to your customer-defined business

requirement generating your customer-defined IT requirement as a follow-on docu-

ment (instead of generating the standard IT requirement transaction):

1. Click the Start Transaction navigation link for the Adjust Transaction Type for Cre-

ating IT Requirement activity.

2. Select your customer action profile for the business requirement YMBR_ACTIONS,

as shown in Figure 9.21.

Figure 9.21  Business Requirement Action Profile
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3. Select the YMBR_CREATE_IT_REQUIREMENT action definition and double-click the

Processing Types folder, as shown in Figure 9.22.

Figure 9.22  Maintain Processing Types

4. Click the Change button to edit the Processing Parameters, as shown in Figure 9.23.

Figure 9.23  Maintain Processing Parameters

5. Select the Initial Value tab (Figure 9.24).

Figure 9.24  Override Standard Entry
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6. Override the entry in the PROCESS_TYPE table so that your customer IT require-

ment is maintained.

7. Click Save.

Activate Copy Control for Activities

Now that you’ve defined how the copy control mapping should work, you must acti-

vate copy control so that the configuration is enabled within your process, as follows:

1. Click the Start Transaction navigation link for the Activate Copy Control for Activi-

ties activity.

2. Click the Display  Change button.

3. Click the New Entries button.

4. Select the Switch On checkbox to enable copy control (Figure 9.25).

Figure 9.25  Activate Copy Control

5. Click Save.

Specify Mapping Rules

Finally, mapping rules are defined so that full integration across Requirements

Management and Change Control Management can take place, as follows:

1. Click the Start Transaction navigation link for the Specify Mapping Rules activity.

2. Make the appropriate settings using the Copy As button to ensure that the

Requirements Management transaction types in your namespace are set up

according to the table entries, as in Figure 9.26.

Note

Depending on the existing setup in your SAP Solution Manager system, the auto-

matic transaction type copy tool may create additional entries. In our example, we

can delete the entries in which the target transaction types aren’t equal to our own

customer namespace transaction types. For example, we’ll remove all the S* entries

and Z* entries that shouldn’t be mapped to our Y* entries.
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Figure 9.26  Specify Mapping Rules

Now that you’ve performed the required basic setup and configured Requirements

Management so that it will function end to end in your own transaction type, let’s

use that configuration to walk through the business requirement and IT requirement

processes.

9.3    Using Requirements Management

In this section, we’ll walk you through the steps that your end users will execute

when using the Requirements Management processes within SAP Solution Manager.

We’ll do so in an end-to-end fashion, starting with the definition and approval of the

business requirement by the business team. Then, we’ll walk through the IT require-

ment process and the handover back to the business for final acceptance.

9.3.1    Define and Approve Business Requirements

Business requirements can be created in one of two views:

1. The Web Client UI

2. The SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager
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Within the Web Client UI, there’s new functionality delivered with SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2 in the left-hand navigation pane. Here, you’ll find the Requirements Manage-

ment work area, which includes functionalities to search for (and create) both

requirement types. Figure 9.27 shows this added functionality.

Figure 9.27  Create Businsess Requirement in Web Client UI

You can also create a business requirement within the SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP

Solution Manager within the Project and Process Management work center using the

My Business Requirements tile, as shown in Figure 9.28.

Figure 9.28  My Business Requirements Tile, SAP Fiori Launchpad

The SAP Fiori option presents a slimmed down view of what information can be sub-

mitted when defining the business requirement. The amount of information pre-

sented is reduced compared to the Web Client UI, providing a quick way to define and

track requirements. Figure 9.29 shows the Details step when defining a business

requirement.
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Figure 9.29  Create Business Requirement in SAP Fiori Launchpad

It’s important to note that even if you deploy the SAP Fiori option for defining busi-

ness requirements for your end users, when they’re submitted they’ll take form as a

business requirement in the Web Client UI. Therefore, from a processing standpoint

it doesn’t matter which view you leverage.

Let’s walk through how to process the business requirement and IT requirement

within the Web Client UI, as follows:

1. Log on to the Web Client UI as the business process expert.

2. Select the Requirements Management work area within the left navigation panel,

as shown in Figure 9.30.

Figure 9.30  Requirements Management Work Area

3. Click the Business Requirement link shown in Figure 9.31 to create the business

requirement.
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Figure 9.31  Create Business Requirement

4. Enter pertinent information about the business requirement in the Details assign-

ment block, as shown in Figure 9.32. Keep in mind that the Release Data will be

entered during the IT requirement process (which is why it’s grayed out).

Figure 9.32  Business Requirement Details

5. In the Text assignment block, maintain a long description of the business require-

ment with the Requirements Description text type (Figure 9.33).

Figure 9.33  Business Requirement Long Text

6. In the Solution Documentation assignment block, click the Multiple Elements but-

ton.
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7. Select the appropriate solution/branch and then click OK, as shown in Figure 9.34.

Figure 9.34  Assign Solution and Branch

8. Select a business process or business process step to link your business require-

ment to, as shown in Figure 9.35. Click the OK button to bring the value into the

Solution Documentation assignment block.

Figure 9.35  Assign Business Process

9. After you’ve submitted all the relevant information for the business require-

ment, select Actions � Submit for Validation, as shown in Figure 9.36. Click Save to

trigger the status change.

Figure 9.36  Submit Business Requirement for Validation

10. Log off from the Web Client UI as the business process expert.

11. Log on to the Web Client UI as the business manager and open the newly created

business requirement in the submitted for validation status.

12. When the business requirement opens, set the status to Being Checked by select-

ing Actions � Check, then clicking Save (see Figure 9.37).
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Figure 9.37  Check Business Requirement

13. After you, the business manager, have reviewed and/or adjusted the information

defined by the business process expert, select Actions � Approve and then click

Save, as shown in Figure 9.38.

Figure 9.38  Approve Business Requirement

14. The business requirement is now approved by the business department. The sta-

tus is Handed Over to IT (as shown in Figure 9.39).

Figure 9.39  Business Requirement, Handed Over to IT

15. Scroll down to the Related Transactions assignment block. You’ll notice that an

entry has been created automatically, as shown in Figure 9.40. This is the linked

IT requirement that’s ready for processing by the IT department.
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Figure 9.40  IT Requirement Created Automatically

Now, you’re ready to begin the definition and approval process for the IT require-

ment.

9.3.2    Define and Approve IT Requirement

Now that the business requirement has been approved, the IT requirement must go

through a similar definition and approval process, as follows:

1. Log on to the Web Client UI as the requirements manager.

2. Select Search � IT Requirement from the Requirements Management work area, as

shown in Figure 9.41.

Figure 9.41  IT Requirement Search

3. Search for the IT requirements in the define status.

4. Click the link to the IT requirement created in the previous section, as shown in

Figure 9.42.

Figure 9.42  Search for IT Requirement
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5. Review the details of the IT requirement, then select Actions � Submit for Valida-

tion and click Save, as shown in Figure 9.43.

Figure 9.43  Submit IT Requirement for Validation

6. Log off from the Web Client UI as the requirements manager.

7. Log on to the Web Client UI as the solution architect.

8. Open the IT requirement in the submitted for validation status by using the

search function.

9. Select Actions � Check and click Save, as shown in Figure 9.44.

Figure 9.44  Set IT Requirement to Being Checked

10. Maintain information in the Release Data fields, as shown in Figure 9.45.
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Figure 9.45  Enter IT Requirement Release Data

11. Click Save.

12. In the Scope assignment block, click the Insert button to add a scope item, as

shown in Figure 9.46.

Figure 9.46  Enter Scope of IT Requirement

13. Click Save.

14. In the Checklist assignment block, maintain the checklist selection and ensure

that all the steps show Completed in the Step Status column (see Figure 9.47).

Figure 9.47  Maintain Checklist
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Remove Option for Checklist

In customizing, you can disable the warning to complete the checklist if the checklist

function isn’t required for your IT requirement scenario. You can do so via the follow-

ing path in the SAP Solution Manager IMG: Capabilities (Optional) � Requirements

Management � Change Request Management Framework � Make Settings for

Change Transaction Type.

Here you will remove the consistency check CHECKLITS_DONE assigned to the

Submitted for Approval status value assigned to your IT requirement transaction

type.

15. Select Actions � Submit for Approval and click Save, as shown in Figure 9.48.

Figure 9.48  Submit IT Requirement for Approval

16. Log off from the Web Client UI as the solution architect.

17. Log on to the Web Client UI as the requirements manager.

18. Access the same IT requirement and set its status to Approved by using the

Actions button.

19. Scroll to the Related Transactions assignment block. You’ll notice that the related

business requirement is in the committed by IT status, as shown in Figure 9.49.

Figure 9.49  Confirm Status Update of Business Requirement

Now, you can proceed to the final acceptance of the business requirement.
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9.3.3    Final Acceptance and Submittal

The handover to the development team involves final acceptance and submittal for

both requirements documents.

Once the IT requirement has been approved, the business manager will set the busi-

ness requirement to the accepted status. Then, the solution architect will set the IT

requirement to implemented, which will trigger the handoff to the development

team. At this point, change documents are created, which can be viewed in the

Related Transactions assignment block, as shown in Figure 9.50.

Figure 9.50  Change Documents Created

That wraps up the end user process to define and approve both the business require-

ment and IT requirement. Of course, there are many variations of this process that

can be performed. Now that you understand the process, the configuration, and inte-

gration points with other SAP Solution Manager functions, you’re equipped to

explore these variations within your own system.

9.4    Summary

The business requirement and IT requirement entities delivered with SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 provide a transparent, role-based, and adaptable platform for IT and the

business to communicate effectively during the Requirements Management process.

Best practices processes are completely integrated with other SAP Solution Manager

scenarios, such as ChaRM, Solution Documentation, and SAP PPM. In addition, the

introduction of these entities provides customers with a central platform to define,

manage, and house all documentation related to Requirements Management. Like

other functions in SAP Solution Manager, all these capabilities are role-based and can

be configured according to your organization’s needs.
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Chapter 10 

IT Service Management

IT Service Management in SAP Solution Manager brings every individ-

ual and entity together to support message management and pro-

cessing from a central platform. Connect SAP systems, non-SAP 

systems, users, employees, customers, support staff, consultants, and 

more to effectively manage services across your enterprise.

IT Service Management (ITSM) as a discipline within organizations has been around

for quite some time. As a relatively mature philosophy, ITSM has shifted the way an

enterprise has traditionally provided support to its customers. Rather than rolling

out a technology-based method to contribute to the overall sustainability of the

organization, ITSM provides a disciplined focus for a process-oriented delivery of ser-

vices to sustain the end customer.

In today’s world, it’s become imperative to deploy a better quality of services, espe-

cially given the complex and interconnected system landscapes that need to be sus-

tained to support mission-critical business processes. The focus on technology alone

to achieve this better quality of services isn’t enough. Applying tools and technology

without discipline is putting the cart before the horse. What makes the IT organiza-

tion truly valuable in the customer’s eyes (and the business’ eyes) is its ability to

deliver services with a high caliber of quality. Most importantly, these services must

enable and promote the relationship between IT and the business.

At the end of the day, ITSM doesn’t care which product you roll out to your organiza-

tion. As a process-focused discipline, ITSM doesn’t care about which tools or technol-

ogies enable the management of services; instead, ITSM is concerned with offering

the back office a framework to structure IT service activities and the related interac-

tions of IT support members with the end user (business or customer).

In this chapter, you’ll learn how SAP Solution Manager provides the tools and techno-

logical components to bring the discipline of ITSM to your organization from a cen-

tral and integrated platform. With ITSM in SAP Solution Manager, you are offered
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best-of-breed functionalities from a technical perspective that are aligned with the

ITIL framework for supporting these services.

We’ll discuss the major components of ITSM, including their end-to-end process

flows with supporting roles and responsibilities. Within these major components,

we’ll discuss key features, including the user experience and how to work with the

functionalities. Finally, we’ll show you the critical setup activities required in your

SAP Solution Manager system to effectively deploy these tools from a best practices

perspective.

10.1    Core ITSM Concepts

ITSM in SAP Solution Manager consists of several different scenarios, concepts, and

processes. In this section, we’ll provide an overview of each of these elements and

how they form the overall concept of ITSM. We’ll also discuss some key concepts and

scenarios within ITSM that will help frame more detailed discussions of the function-

ality as you read through the chapter. Messages, as they relate to ITSM, will be defined

and explained in detail. Also, we’ll provide some core understanding about the major

scenarios supported by ITSM.

10.1.1    Messages

In this chapter, we’ll make several references to a message. A message is not an actual

document or transaction type in ITSM, but message is used as a general term to refer

to any one of the ITSM document types in SAP Solution Manager. For example, we’ll

discuss incidents and problems (among others), which are both messages in SAP

Solution Manager. Often, the status values, end user roles, or user experience is sim-

ilar if not identical for the different processes in ITSM. Therefore, we’ll refer to them

in a collective sense. Although these characteristics may be consistent across the

messages, it’s important to note that the processing behind them and their link to

other scenarios is what makes them unique.

Table 10.1 identifies each message type in ITSM and gives a brief description of its pur-

pose and objective. Each message type is represented by a document (or transaction)

type in the SAP Solution Manager system. We’ll elaborate further on some of the

more significant message types throughout this chapter.
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10.1.2    ITSM Scenarios

Depending on how your support structure is enabled or how you plan to set up a

future support structure, there are different scenarios you can adopt within SAP Solu-

tion Manager to deploy ITSM, as follows:

� Standard scenario

The most common scenario, the standard scenario is activated when the custom-

ers themselves have a support structure with support teams and message proces-

sors in place internally. For example, their own business users report the incident

or request the service, and then the message is routed to an internal processor. In

the case of an incident related to security, the message would be dispatched to a

resource on the security team, who would assign it to him- or herself or another

person on the security team for processing. In the standard scenario, levels of sup-

port and support teams are configured in SAP Solution Manager depending on

your IT support structure. All messages are processed within the customer’s SAP

Solution Manager system. If required, messages can be forwarded to SAP Digital

Business Services for escalation.

Message Type Description

Incident An event that disrupts normal business operations 

and/or impairs quality of service.

Problem Typically related to one or multiple incidents, a 

problem is an unknown cause of these incidents.

Service request A request that requires a specific service, such as a 

password reset, unlocking a locked user, etc.

Service order Issued to order items and/or services from a service 

catalog.

Knowledge warehouse article When an incident or problem is resolved, knowledge 

warehouse articles are created to capture specific 

details about the solution to facilitate faster resolution 

for future related messages.

Operations task Manages recurring tasks.

Table 10.1  Message Types in ITSM
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� IT service provider scenario

In this scenario, the customer creates the message in an SAP partner’s SAP Solution

Manager system. This scenario is enabled if a customer has a maintenance agree-

ment with its SAP partner and therefore the partner is responsible for all first- and

second-level support tickets. If the message is created outside of the SAP partner’s

normal business hours, you can choose to enable automatic message forwarding,

which can send messages with a specified priority value (e.g., very high) directly to

SAP for processing. SAP Notes 1318787 and 1798126 provide further information

and details about automatic forwarding.

Like in the standard scenario, if the SAP partner is unable to resolve the message

within its organization, the SAP Collaboration assignment block is used to forward

the message directly to SAP Digital Business Services. We discuss integration with

SAP support services in Section 10.4.

� Software provider scenario

In some cases, SAP software partners develop their own products, which are then

sold by SAP. If a message is raised that’s related to one of these products, the SAP

software partner will act as a level in the support structure aligned with SAP. When

sent to SAP, the message can be forwarded to the SAP partner either immediately

or after processing. Messages can be exchanged via ITSM in SAP Solution Manager

directly, in case the incident is being processed in more than one tool.

10.1.3    Overview

Like the integrated processes we discussed in Chapter 8 with regard to ChaRM, ITSM

in SAP Solution Manager is made up of several message types that are each driven by

their own process and therefore integrated with one another. In this section, we’ll

focus on three significant ITSM message types/processes:

� Incident Management

� Problem Management

� Service Request Management

Although there are other message types in ITSM (as listed in Section 10.1.1), these

three scenarios are the most commonly used.

Figure 10.1 illustrates an example of how two ITSM scenarios are integrated.
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Figure 10.1  Incident Management and Problem Management Integration

Incident Management

Incidents can be defined as unplanned interruptions to an IT service. A reduction in

the quality of service delivered to the business can also be classified as an incident.

Restoring normal operations quickly while minimizing the impact to the business in

a cost-effective manner is the overall objective of Incident Management.

Simply put, an incident is the result of a failure or error within an organization’s IT

landscape. Incidents can occur in SAP or non-SAP components; however, the process

to resolve them—Incident Management—is typically standard regardless of the

infrastructure in which the incident occurs.

SAP Solution Manager provides a UI, fields, and standard processes to perform steps

throughout Incident Management. Figure 10.2 illustrates the high-level Incident

Management process as defined by SAP and as executed from SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 10.2  Incident Management Process
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In addition to providing capabilities to perform Incident Management, SAP Solution

Manager can integrate into other processes, such as Service Request Management

and Problem Management, as described in the next sections.

Problem Management

Problems are generally defined as unknown causes of one or several incidents. Typi-

cally, a problem is the result of many incidents that are related in some manner. Pro-

blem Management aims to proactively prevent incidents from occurring. A further

objective of Problem Management is to minimize the impact of those incidents that

can’t be prevented.

If business users or customers are repeatedly logging incidents that are closely

related, they’ve encountered a problem. As we mentioned, a problem is identified as

a condition that is a result of several incidents that exhibit common symptoms—but

this isn’t to say that problems don’t arise from a single incident. Problems can be trig-

gered from a single incident or many incidents that are alike.

Unlike resolving incidents, the focus of resolving a problem isn’t on how quickly a

resolution can be achieved. Problem Management is associated with determining

and resolving the cause of an incident; the goal is to identify those causes to find a

solution so that incidents are not a result of the problem.

Problem Management aims to find and resolve the root causes of problems to pre-

vent future incidents. Figure 10.3 illustrates the process flow for Problem Manage-

ment. As with Incident Management, SAP Solution Manager provides all the

functionality necessary to execute the Problem Management scenario.

Regardless of the IT infrastructure (SAP or non-SAP), SAP Solution Manager can meet

almost any organization’s requirements for executing Problem Management. In SAP

Solution Manager, Problem Management is tightly integrated with the Incident

Management process. If a problem requires a change, it’s also integrated into the

Change Management process in SAP Solution Manager.
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Figure 10.3  Problem Management Process
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user (requester) creates a service request to specify a required service. A guided pro-

cedure is available for requesters that will walk them through the steps to generate a

service request in the SAP Solution Manager system.

The service request is then processed by a message processor. Checklists are used to

walk the message processor through the standard, repeatable procedures required to

fulfill the service request. This checklist is split into one or many tasks, which are

assigned to various business partners. Once a message process marks a task within

the checklist as completed, the SAP workflow is triggered, which determines the next

message processor. The next message processor can view workflow tasks from the

ITSM home page and continue processing the checklist items. Figure 10.4 provides an

overview of the Service Request Management process in SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 10.4  Service Request Management Process
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with delivering and supporting both Incident Management and Problem Manage-

ment within SAP Solution Manager.

We’ll start by providing an example of what a tiered service organization might look

like and describing how SAP Solution Manager can align with a typical service strat-

egy. We’ll also describe who the players are in the realm of Incident Management and

Problem Management.

Service organizations and service desks typically are designed to have tiers (or levels)

in which messages (problems or incidents) follow escalation and then analysis or res-

olution paths. For example, messages originating from end users are received by a

Level 1 service team. If the content within those messages can’t be resolved by Level 1

service personnel, the message is forwarded (or escalated) to Level 2. For a service

organization that leverages SAP Solution Manager, if the Level 2 service team can’t

provide resolution, it can forward the message to SAP Digital Business Services,

which in this case serves as Level 3 support.

Figure 10.5 illustrates how a tiered support concept might look in conjunction with

SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 10.5  Tiered Support Structure Example
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You can see that there are multiple levels that consist of end user groups, support lev-

els, and various resources to provide analysis, as well as paths in which messages

flow. In the following subsections, we’ll provide a quick overview of each of these

components. We’ll also provide an overview of the SAP Solution Manager service

organization components as they relate to a tiered support structure, which is driven

by SAP Solution Manager.

End Users

As you can see in the pyramid graphic in Figure 10.5, the bottommost layers include

the largest population of those involved in the service organization. For the topic at

hand, this population includes the end users who create the incidents.

We’ve identified two types of end users, as follows:

1. Business users

These users are also often referred to as power users or superusers in an SAP orga-

nization.

2. Customers

Customers are the classic end users. One level below the business users, customers

don’t see SAP GUI screens. In many cases, customers may not even know what SAP

is. They perform their job functions via a portal or other interface. Sometimes,

they’ll have the ability to create an incident directly.

Level 1 Support

Level 1 support personnel serve as the initial layer to receive, process, and attempt to

resolve messages created by end users. Level 1 support personnel can also be classi-

fied as power users or superusers.

In many cases, organizations will form Level 1 service teams out of selected business

users who have the technical and functional capabilities to process messages that fall

within the scope of Level 1 support.

The main objectives of Level 1 support are to receive messages, provide basic process-

ing, and dispatch messages to Level 2. However, Level 1 support may also resolve cer-

tain types of messages. Examples of Level 1 messages include the following:

� Password resets

� General how-to questions

� Training issues
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Level 2 Support

Level 2 support will receive messages dispatched from the Level 1 service teams.

Resources within Level 2 support typically deal with troubleshooting and analyzing

problems that affect multiple users. In addition, they will process incidents that

require a deeper technical understanding to reach a resolution. Throughout the life-

cycle of a message, Level 2 support will continue to assist and collaborate with Level 1

support until the problem or incident has been resolved.

Incidents and problems that can be described as nonroutine also fall within the

responsibility of a Level 2 service team. A few standard examples of messages han-

dled exclusively by Level 2 support include the following:

� Short dumps

� Performance issues

� Configuration issues

� Break/fix issues

� Downtime and availability issues

Level 3 Support

The final level of support in our example is Level 3, SAP Digital Business Services. If an

error occurs that is an SAP-related bug, the problem or incident can be forwarded

directly to SAP Digital Business Services for further processing. The act of forwarding,

in this case, occurs directly within the message.

All activities associated with processing the message between the service organiza-

tion and SAP Digital Business Services are administered and recorded directly in SAP

Solution Manager. We’ll explain this further in Section 10.4.

10.1.5    Business Partner Roles

Now that you’re familiar with the different end user groups and the levels of support

typically required to set up a service organization, let’s focus more closely on ITSM in

SAP Solution Manager. The end user roles delivered from SAP Solution Manager can

support the tiered support structure we provided as an example in the previous sec-

tion. Depending on the roles in SAP Solution Manager, you can best determine how

they fit in your overall support structure.

Each end user role delivered with the standard ITSM scenario is mapped to an autho-

rization role. These authorization roles can be found directly in the latest version of
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the SAP Solution Manager authorization guides, mapped accordingly to the descrip-

tions of the business partners in Table 10.2.

Table 10.2 provides an overview of the end users involved in ITSM.

Role Description

Reported by � Initially records the message.

� Typically consists of business users, end users, key users, etc.

� Members of the support team may populate this field if the 

aforementioned users call in to place messages.

Dispatcher � The party creating the message on behalf of the reported by 

user(s).

� Forwards incidents to relevant message processes.

� Confirms messages.

Message processor � Immediately responsible for handling the message.

� Typically, a member of the Level 1 or Level 2 service team.

� Forwards the message, if required, to other support teams 

and/or processors.

� Responsible for coordination of and communication about pro-

posed solution(s).

Administrator � Responsible for the setup, configuration, and support of the 

ITSM scenario in SAP Solution Manager.

� May be required to assist in training, extracting reports, and 

coordinating the implementation of new functionalities if 

requirements arise.

Support team � Consists of one or many message processors related to an area 

and/or level of expertise.

� A group responsible for processing messages.

Sold-to party � The owner of the system.

� Most often, the organization that owns IT or the company 

name itself.

Single point of contact � Responsible for the complete lifecycle of the message, regard-

less of the support team or assigned message processor.

� Responsible for confirming the message upon completion.

Table 10.2  Business Partner Roles in ITSM
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Now that you have a good understanding of the end user roles that play an active

support role in ITSM, we’ll discuss each one from a process perspective.

10.1.6    Functional Use

In this section, first we’ll provide you with a step-by-step overview of the Incident

Management process. Then, we’ll describe the steps of Problem Management and

discuss how the two processes are tightly integrated.

Create a Message

There are several inbound channels by which a message can be created. The following

are a few examples:

� From SAP’s embedded support option via the SAP frontend integration (we dis-

cuss this in Section 10.5.2)

� From the SAP Fiori launchpad

� From the Web Client UI

� From message templates

� From integration into other SAP Solution Manager scenarios (Technical Monitor-

ing, Solution Documentation, Test Management, etc.)

In this section, our goal is to walk you through the end-to-end workflow to process a

message according to the ITIL framework, which is baked into the SAP Solution Man-

ager ITSM processes. For this example, we’ll show you how to create a message using

a hybrid of two options: SAP Fiori and the Web Client UI. You’ll log into the SAP Fiori

launchpad as a requester and invoke the Web Client UI, allowing you to get a sense of

both views. To begin:

1. Log on to the SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager.

2. In the ITSM work center, select the IT Service Management Requester tile, as shown

in Figure 10.6.

3. The Web Client UI will open (Figure 10.7).

4. As a requester, you have the option to create a message of type incident or service

request. For this example, click the Create Incident button.
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Figure 10.6  IT Service Management: Requester Tile

Figure 10.7  Create Messages in Web Client UI: Requester

5. Depending on your configuration, you may have more than one message type

classified as an incident. Choose the correct one (Figure 10.8). You can always have

the incident created seamlessly (i.e., without the pop-up shown in Figure 10.8) by

narrowing the authorizations to only allow the requester access to create your cus-

tomer transaction type ZMIN, for example.

Figure 10.8  Select Transaction Type

6. Once you’ve selected your transaction type, the Create Incident window will

appear, as shown in Figure 10.9. In this view, the requester is provided with an intu-

itive and relatively simple guided procedure to create the message. Because the
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requester may be a business user or a “low-touch” SAP user, this guided procedure

is intended to capture only the highest level information that provides just the

right level of detail for the dispatcher to route the message accordingly.

Figure 10.9  Enter Description

7. In step 1, Enter Description, fill out the following information:

– Title

– Impact

– Urgency

– Detailed Description

8. Scroll down to add an optional party in the Contact Person field, as shown in Figure

10.10. This person can be maintained if he or she should be included in the inci-

dent processing.

Figure 10.10  Enter Contact Person

9. Click the Next button to advance to step 2.

10. In step 2, Select Reference Object, maintain the Configuration Item field and the

Element field (Figure 10.11). The configuration item is the technical element
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affected by the incident. Configuration items are read from your iBase (installed

base) (Transaction IB52), which is essentially a representation of what has been

maintained in the LMDB. SAP and non-SAP systems, clients, and so on are

referred to as configuration items in this sense. Moreover, if your user is familiar

with what’s maintained in Solution Documentation, you can link to that element

here as well.

Figure 10.11  Select Reference Object

11. Click the Next button to advance to step 3.

12. In step 3, Select Categorization, maintain the category values and the SAP Compo-

nent (Figure 10.12). Refer to Section 10.5 for more about the usage and importance

of the SAP component reference when processing and escalating support mes-

sages.

13. Click the Next button to advance to step 4.

14. In step 4, Add Attachment (Figure 10.13), maintain attachments and/or URLs that

may provide the support team and message processor with more details about

the issue encountered. Attachments can be uploaded from the end user’s local

drive or linked to a document stored within SAP Solution Manager’s knowledge

warehouse. For example, if a document has been uploaded as part of Solution

Documentation, the user can search the knowledge warehouse database and link

the document here.
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Figure 10.12  Select Categorization

Figure 10.13  Add Attachment

15. Click Next to advance to the final step.

16. In step 5, Confirmation, review all the information submitted in each of the previ-

ous four steps of the guided procedure (see Figure 10.14). If needed, use the

Previous button to resubmit or edit any of the information.
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Figure 10.14  Confirmation

17. Click the Confirm and Send button to submit the message.

18. As shown in Figure 10.15, the message will now appear in the My Messages—

Reported By Me area of the ITSM home page. The user has access to this message

to edit the information and track the processing.

Figure 10.15  My Messages—Reported By Me
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Next, we’ll show you how to perform the next step in the message processing phase:

finding a message.

Find a Message

The method by which you find a message will depend on your role in the ITSM pro-

cess. As discussed earlier, there are three main roles in ITSM. These roles are defined

as PFCG authorization roles, as well as business roles. The PFCG authorization roles

drive which status values can be sent, which functions can be executed, and so on.

The business roles provide a tailored view of what information you can see depend-

ing on your end user function in the organization. As a refresher, those roles are as

follows:

� Reporter

� Dispatcher

� Processor

Now, let’s discuss three ways in which these roles can find a message:

1. My Messages

As shown in Figure 10.15 in the previous section, the My Messages view allows all

roles in the ITSM scenario the ability to see the messages relevant to them. These

messages are immediately available on the initial ITSM home screen without hav-

ing to enter any criteria. This method provides end users with the quickest way to

locate messages they may be concerned with.

2. Worklist

The user’s worklist provides a standard search of the transactions belonging to

that user, meaning that end users can have a dedicated view that shows them

which messages they’re assigned to and which messages they’ve opened.

3. Search function

The search function is available for all SAP CRM-based transaction types (including

ITSM, ChaRM, and Requirements Management). The Search screen is available at IT

Service Management � Incident Management in the Web Client UI, as shown in

Figure 10.16.

In the Search Criteria area of the Search screen (Figure 10.17), a user can enter one or

many selection criteria to narrow (or broaden) a search. The user can specify the oper-

ator as well (e.g., is, is not, is between, is earlier than, etc.). Each operator value will

depend on the search criteria selected. For example, if Created On is selected as a
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criterion, then the operator value options will be Is, Is Between, Is Earlier Than, Is on

or Earlier Than, Is on or Later Than, and Is Later Than. However, if the selection crite-

rion is Incident ID, the operator value options will be Is, Contains, or Starts With.

Figure 10.16  Incident Management Search

Figure 10.17  Search Criteria

When the user enters the resulting values for the selection criteria, several formats

are available depending on the category selected. For example, Incident ID will be a

freeform field, Status will be a dropdown field, and the Created On category will pro-

vide a calendar lookup. Input helps are also used to enable lookups (e.g., for searching

for business partners).

Once the user enters the criteria and clicks the Search button, their results will appear

in the Result List, as shown in Figure 10.18. The columns can be dragged and dropped
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to arrange the data in a matter that is fit for the end user. Use the Personalize icon 

to hide columns or introduce new columns, depending on the desired view.

Figure 10.18  Result List

Dispatch a Message

Dispatching a message is performed by the dispatcher, who receives the message

from the requester. The dispatcher reviews the information submitted by the

requester, adds additional information if necessary, and then routes it to the appro-

priate message processor within a specific support team (if the support team hasn’t

already been determined by the requester or system).

If required, the message can be dispatched to a different support team. This is typi-

cally required if the requester assigned an incorrect support team, the support team

determined by the system was incorrect, or the message should be escalated to

another level within the support structure.

Dispatching can occur manually or automatically. Manual dispatching involves a dis-

patcher picking up the message within the Web Client UI (via the my messages, work-

list, or search functions, as described in the previous section). Automatic dispatching

can be set up by configuring dispatch rules in Transaction BRFPLUS.

Typically, there are four activities required for dispatching a message:

1. Assign the message processor.

2. Update the status of the message to Forwarded.

3. Review and adjust (if necessary) the priority of the message.

4. Create a note to the message processor in the Text assignment block using the

Internal Note text type (Figure 10.19).

Internal Notes

Creating an internal note when dispatching will provide the message processor

responsible for performing the analysis with background details about the message.

Internal notes are created within the Text assignment block. Like all other text types,

internal notes provide a way to thoroughly document the communication among

processors and between processors and requesters.
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Figure 10.19 shows a message as viewed by a dispatcher. In this example, the Message

Processor, Support Team, Priority, and Internal Note have been maintained. Keep in

mind that the user is assigned the SOLMANDSPTCH business role to obtain this spe-

cific view of the message.

Figure 10.19  Dispatcher View

Next, the message processor will pick up the message and begin processing it.

Process a Message

Processing a message can involve one or many procedures. One of those procedures

is processing messages according to various status values. A standard status schema

is available to aid in tracking the progress or status of the message. Table 10.3 pro-

vides an overview of the status values for the ITSM message types.

Status Description

New The message has been created but has not reached processing.

In Process The message is assigned to a message processor, who is work-

ing on a solution.

Table 10.3  ITSM Status Values
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In addition to maintaining the status values, the message processor may use addi-

tional procedures as part of the resolution process. During message processing, the

processor will likely search for a solution with resources that he or she is familiar

with. The message processor will review related messages, knowledge warehouse

articles, and SAP Notes to determine if the issue has been reported in other databases.

Often, the requester hasn’t provided enough information for the processor. In this

case, the message processor will request more information by using the appropriate

text type(s) in the Text assignment block of the message.

Forward a Message

If the message processor is unable to resolve the message or the message requires

processing from another support team, the message processor can forward the mes-

sage. There are four forwarding options:

1. Forward to another processor

2. Forward to another support team

3. Forward to external service desk

4. Forward to SAP

Customer Action The end user who created the message has been asked to 

provide additional information to the message processor.

Solution Proposal The message processor has provided a potential solution to the 

message.

Sent to SAP The message processor is unable to resolve the message 

internally and has escalated it to SAP Digital Business Services.

Sent to Support The support message has been sent but has not reached 

processing.

Sent to External Provider The support message concerns an external system and 

therefore has been escalated to a third-party provider.

Withdrawn The requester can withdraw the message if it’s in the New 

status. Once withdrawn, the message can no longer be 

processed.

Status Description

Table 10.3  ITSM Status Values (Cont.)
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Providing a Solution

After the message processor has provided the solution, the end user will mark the

incident or problem as Confirmed. After the message has been confirmed, it can’t be

edited further.

10.2    User Experience

In this section, we’ll discuss the user experience in ITSM as it relates to end user and

administrators alike. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, we’ve received a minor update

for the Web Client UI (which was introduced in SAP Solution Manager 7.1). In addition,

the SAP Fiori launchpad was introduced with the latest version of SAP Solution Man-

ager, providing end users with a single point of access for each scenario in SAP Solu-

tion Manager relative to their job functions. Finally, virtually all user experience

related to SAP GUI frontend transactions has been retired. Even for administrators, it

is unlikely that the SAP GUI frontend will be accessed during ITSM operations.

10.2.1    Web Client UI

Although there are several inbound channels for creating messages, all messages are

processed within the Web Client UI. The Web Client UI was introduced with SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.1. It provides a web-based UI for processing all message types. As of

the current release, this includes ITSM, ChaRM, and Requirements Management. The

Web Client UI is based on the SAP CRM component delivered with SAP Solution Man-

ager.

With version 7.2, the Web Client UI remains but has received minor updates since the

enhancement package for the SAP CRM infrastructure was updated. This update is

associated with the introduction of a new Web Client UI theme called Blue Crystal,

which replaces the Corbu design. Blue Crystal was introduced by SAP Fiori but is

based on the same experience and design as Corbu. As shown in Figure 10.20, the

Blue Crystal visual design theme provides a more updated and cleaner look com-

pared to prior versions.

To access the Web Client UI, users need to be provided with a business role to take

advantage of the experience specific to their job function. A business role can be con-

sidered the key to accessing any functions pertaining to ITSM in SAP Solution Man-

ager. Business roles can be customized for the various ITSM components that use the
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Web Client UI framework. These business roles are typically assigned to the various

user groups that have access to the SAP ITSM components of SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 10.20  Web Client UI

Business roles are assigned to a user via a parameter in user maintenance. When

users log on to the SAP CRM Web UI, they can view the features and functions unique

to their roles. The security roles assigned to the user drive the activities the user can

perform in the Web Client UI. Alternatively (and more preferably), business roles are

assigned to a specific authorization role dedicated for an end user group. This makes

security administration easier than assigning parameters at the individual level.

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, there are four business roles delivered:

� Reporter

� Dispatcher

� Call agent

� Processor

See Section 10.1.5 for more information and examples of what to expect when logging

in with different business roles.

10.2.2    SAP Fiori Launchpad

SAP Fiori meets SAP Solution Manager with the release of version 7.2. Instead of the

classic Web Dynpro versions of the work centers that were available in 7.1 (in the form

of tabs depending on your user role), we’re greeted with a single launchpad that pro-

vides a personalized user experience. Apps within the SAP Fiori launchpad (pictured
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in Figure 10.21) are available for dedicated use cases. Based on your authorization

strategy in SAP Solution Manager, your users and administrators will be given spe-

cific access to these apps depending on what functionality has been implemented in

your SAP Solution Manager system and what role the users play in leveraging the

capabilities.

Figure 10.21  IT Service Management Work Center

As shown in Figure 10.22, SAP’s embedded support is provided for the SAP Fiori UI.

Users can create a support message from any tile or application within the launchpad

and have the message created and then further processed in the SAP Solution Man-

ager system.

Figure 10.22  My Incidents
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SAP’s embedded support provided with SAP Fiori dashboards provides business

users specifically, who may be considered low-touch SAP Solution Manager users,

access to a clean and simple mechanism for creating a message.

The SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager is an important innovation in that

it supports SAP’s unified UI strategy. The launchpad aims to provide a central entry

point for all users that can be highly personalized and extensible. The tiles via which

users reach their applications are based on SAPUI5. The user experience offered with

SAPUI5 is perfect for business users and low-touch users, as we mentioned earlier,

due to the intuitive way these users can access information related to their roles and

perform job functions required for daily tasks.

10.3    Key Features

ITSM in SAP Solution Manager, as discussed in previous sections, provides an infra-

structure, standard processes, and a flexible UI to increase efficiency in resolution of

incidents. In addition to the select features we discuss in this section, it’s important

to note (at a high level) the importance of ITSM in SAP Solution Manager when

reviewing just a few of its most important capabilities:

� Several inbound channels

� Integration into application lifecycle management

� Flexible user experience

� Automatic routing and support email notifications based on customer-defined

triggers

� Fully ITIL compliant and Pink Elephant certified

� Total integration into other support processes and tools

These highlights aid support organizations in efficiently recording and monitoring

all incidents, problems, service requests, and supporting tasks, from the moment

they’re captured to the point at which they’re resolved. End user and customer satis-

faction is increased, while message response time is decreased.

In this section, we’ll discuss some key features that are fundamental to ITSM in SAP

Solution Manager, along with some new features delivered with version 7.2.
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10.3.1    Details

The Details assignment block contains the core information about a message. As

shown in Figure 10.23, the Details assignment block is divided into the following

screen areas:

� General Data

� Category

� Processing Data

� Relationships

� Dates

� Reference Objects

Figure 10.23  Details Assignment Block

In the following sections, we’ll provide an overview of the key functions of each of

these areas.

General Data

The General Data section of the Details assignment block provides the following

information:

� Message ID

A numerical number generated by the system based on the number range config-

uration for the transaction type.
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� Short Description

A brief narrative of the message (limited to 40 characters).

� Business partners

These are the key players responsible for the processing of the message. They typ-

ically vary by message type. The example in Figure 10.23 includes business part-

ners for an incident message:

– Sold-to Party

– Reported by

– Support Team

– Message Processor

Category

The Category section includes two category types in ITSM:

� Multilevel categorization

This enables users, service teams, and IT professionals to report on up to four lev-

els of categories. In fact, there is a way to customize the Web Client UI to include a

second categorization block, meaning that you would have up to eight levels or

reporting criteria available.

A categorization schema, configured in the Service Operations page of the Web

Client UI, defines the values within each of these fields/levels.

A standard schema is provided by SAP out of the box. You can activate this schema

in the SAP Solution Manager IMG to get an idea of how it can be designed and used.

Although these values are a design consideration for the IT organization, the stan-

dard example schema is important because it provides the following:

– A baseline set of design considerations to start the thought process for how

these values can be best used within your organization

– A standard configuration example so that you have an idea of how these fields

are configured

– A set of category values that can be activated during the design/build phase of

ITSM to show the capabilities and flexibility for reporting while demonstrating

the overall functionality

Because multilevel categorization is configured via a schema and not standard

table values, each field will depend on the prior field. For example, if a value of

Incident is available in Level 1, then the Level 2 values that are selectable will be
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types of incidents (e.g., SAP application, network, hardware, etc.). Level 3 will also

be dependent on Level 2, and so on.

� Solution Category

This is another field available when creating and reporting on messages. The

Solution Category setting is independent of the multilevel categorization fields we

described in the prior point. The purpose of this field is to identify the type of solu-

tion reached when the message is to be closed. Figure 10.24 shows the out-of-the-

box values for this field.

Figure 10.24  Solution Category

Processing Data

The fields available within the Processing Data screen area classify an incident, prob-

lem, or service request based on ITIL standards. In other words, if your organization

has adopted or is migrating to ITIL disciplines, SAP Solution Manager supports these

standards by providing sufficient fields.

Table 10.4 provides a description of each field within the Processing Data section,

along with the out-of-the-box values.

Field Description Standard Values

Status � Identifies the current state of the 

message

� Maintained by end-users, accord-

ing to their specific role in the IT 

organization

� New

� In Process

� Sent to SAP

� Forwarded

� Customer Action

� Proposed Solution

� Confirmed

� Withdrawn

(May differ slightly across ITSM 

transaction types)

Table 10.4  Processing Data
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Relationships

Relationships to related transaction types (e.g., problems, requests for change, knowl-

edge warehouse articles, etc.) can be identified. These transaction types can be main-

tained in one of two ways:

1. Manually, by keying in the transaction ID or searching with selection criteria

2. Automatically if they’re created as follow-up transactions

As you can see in Figure 10.25, there is a request for change maintained as a related

transaction type for the example incident. The Unlock icon  next to the request for

change indicates whether this related transaction is locked to the incident.

Impact � Proportional to the number of 

business users affected

� Disaster

� High

� Medium

� Low

� None

Urgency � Identifies how quickly the mes-

sage should be resolved

� Emergency

� Very High

� High

� Medium

� Low

� None

Recommended 

Priority

� Derived by the system automati-

cally, according to a combination 

of the impact and urgency

� Very High

� High

� Medium

� Low

Priority � A direct correlation between the 

impact and urgency, according to 

the organization

� Very High

� High

� Medium

� Low

Field Description Standard Values

Table 10.4  Processing Data (Cont.)
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Figure 10.25  Incident Relationships

In ITSM, you can lock transactions together. This is valuable when several incidents

relate to a single problem; for example, you can lock the incidents to facilitate a more

efficient and planned means to reach a resolution. If a certain sequence should be fol-

lowed, whether due to organizational requirements or technical requirements, that

can be controlled by locking. After an incident, problem, or request for change is

locked, it can’t be edited unless unlocked by the administrator.

Dates

The Dates section of the Details assignment block provides the following informa-

tion:

� Created

Automatically set by the system when the end user creates the message. This data

is not editable.

� Changed

Automatically set by the system whenever a change is made to the message. Like

the Created data, it cannot be edited by end users.

� First Response by

If Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are enabled, this field would show the initial

response time (IRT). The IRT is the calculated point in time between the receipt of

notification (of the message) and the first time the message processor reacts to the

message, according to the SLA configuration.

� Due by

This information is represented by the maximum processing time (MPT) in the

SLA setup. The MPT represents the calculated point in time from message creation

to message confirmation.

Reference Objects

Reference objects in ITSM are related to a particular configuration item. Configura-

tion items include entities or systems that will eventually require a service and need
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to be processed through ITSM. Configuration items can either reside in the configu-

ration management database (CMDB) or the LMDB. Configuration items can span a

broad range of complexity; for example, a document can be a configuration item as

well as a piece of hardware.

The ability to record, maintain, and report on reference objects supports the vision of

SAP Solution Manager as a central platform for the delivery of IT services for the

entire landscape, even beyond SAP.

Reference objects can be maintained either within the Details assignment block or

within their own assignment block.

10.3.2    Text

In the Text assignment block, the text determination procedure is called depending

on which transaction type you’re maintaining text for. There are four options avail-

able in the Text Description section, which we’ll discuss in the following subsections:

� Add Text

� Display System Data

� Maintain Text Templates

� Insert Text Template

Add Text

The objective of segregating text types is to have an organized method to manage the

information and dialogue exchanged among the reported by user, message proces-

sor, support teams, and SAP’s support services. If managed appropriately, using the

text types supports a much more efficient, organized, and understandable audit trail

for both the IT organization and external auditors (if necessary).

It’s important to note the characteristics of two specific text types:

1. Internal Note

Text can be created and classified as internal so that message processors have ref-

erence notes to revert to.

2. Information for SAP

If an incident or problem must be forwarded to SAP, text must be maintained in

the Information for SAP text type.
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Display System Data

Clicking the System Data button will display the technical details captured when the

incident or problem was created. If the message is created from a managed system,

all the system details from that specific system are collected and sent to the central

SAP Solution Manager system.

System details, down to the transaction level, are captured if the incident is generated

from within the screen in which the incident or problem occurred. The objective is to

provide service teams, especially SAP, with key system details to speed resolution

time. Moreover, responses (which invoke delays) from requesters and internal ser-

vice teams related to system details aren’t needed as much, because all the details are

captured in SAP Solution Manager.

Maintain Text Templates

Text templates are used by requesters and service teams to rapidly insert information

about a message that’s most important to the IT organization. The information cap-

tured in a text template benefits downstream service members, as well as the IT orga-

nization overall. Using text templates enables standards for how information is

captured. They also enable completeness and thoroughness in regard to a well-docu-

mented trail of information throughout the lifecycle of a message.

There are two types of text templates that can be enabled in SAP Solution Manager:

� User templates

User templates are created and maintained by individuals involved in the ITSM

process. They’re local, in that they aren’t distributed across the entire IT organiza-

tion. A common example of a user template is an email signature. Because email

signatures are specific to each user, they should be created as user templates.

� System templates

System templates are created in the SAP Solution Manager IMG by an administra-

tor. Unlike user templates, system templates are global across the transaction type

(i.e., incident, problem, or service request). System templates provide standardiza-

tion across the IT organization in regard to what information is maintained within

the message. If all messages are required to have the same information, IT organi-

zations are more likely to have success with well-documented resolutions.
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Insert Text Template

Whether you’ve chosen a user template or system template, when you’re ready to

insert text into the text template, click the Insert Text Template button. You’ll have

the option to either select a user template that you created locally or select a system

template that was configured by the administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the radio button for User Template or System Template.

2. In the Template field, select which template will be used.

3. Review the text template in the Text field.

4. Click Insert Text.

10.3.3    Solution Documentation

In the Solution Documentation assignment block (Figure 10.26), you can link to vari-

ous elements that have been recorded and documented in the Process Management

scenario. Although Transactions SOLAR01 and SOLAR02 are now obsolete in SAP

Solution Manager 7.2, Transaction SOLDOC is introduced to document your business

processes and therefore upload your process documentation.

Figure 10.26  Solution Documentation Assignment Block

Within any ITSM message (incident, problem, service request, etc.), you can link a

message to an element in Solution Documentation.

10.3.4    SAP Jam

SAP Jam was introduced with SAP Solution Manager 7.2 to deliver a built-in social

business collaboration tool directly through the Web Client UI. SAP Jam, accessible

from various mobile applications in addition to the Web Client UI, connects an orga-

nization by providing forums, such as private and public groups to share informa-

tion. End users can contribute information in the form of annotations and videos.
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SAP Jam is integrated directly into ITSM messages via the SAP Jam assignment block

(Figure 10.27). Users can create SAP Jam groups and assign them to various ITSM mes-

sages.

Figure 10.27  SAP Jam Assignment Block

The SAP Jam feed on the ITSM home screen (Figure 10.28) displays all the activity in

SAP Jam, and a message’s individual assignment block displays the activity for that

message. Status updates, for example, can be posted directly within an incident,

problem, or service request.

Figure 10.28  SAP Jam: ITSM Home Screen

The objective of this social collaboration is to generate and share ideas across the

organization centered on the resolution of messages. Crowdsourcing can be accom-

plished by sharing topics, videos, content, and ideas in individual messages. Experts

all around the organization can be tapped as an additional knowledge source.

10.4    Integration with SAP Digital Business Services

In this section, we’ll discuss two methods by which you can integrate with tools and

services via SAP Digital Business Services. First, we’ll show you how you can escalate
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a message directly from your SAP Solution Manager system to SAP Digital Business

Services via standard functions within ITSM. In other words, you no longer need to

log directly onto the SAP Support Portal to do this; it’s all integrated with the original

message created by the end user. Then, we’ll show you how to search for, record, and

deploy SAP Notes directly within a message.

10.4.1    SAP Collaboration

ITSM message types can be forwarded to SAP’s support services if a potential soft-

ware bug is discovered. Rather than log on to the SAP Service Marketplace, you can

create the support message directly within ITSM. The support message is created on

the SAP Digital Business Services backbone but is linked to the ITSM message in SAP

Solution Manager. This provides traceability and visibility throughout the entire res-

olution process.

All communication between your support team(s) and SAP support is administered

and recorded in the SAP Collaboration assignment block for a specific incident, prob-

lem, or service request. The dialogue between your internal team and SAP support is

recorded within the message in SAP Solution Manager to thoroughly document the

resolution process.

Finally, SAP Solution Manager provides an intuitive guided procedure to aid your

support teams in the collaboration with SAP support. In the following sections, we’ll

describe the activities in the guided procedure required to send messages and com-

municate with SAP support via SAP Solution Manager. Within these steps, we’ll also

describe key functionality that can be rolled into SAP Solution Manager as opposed

to accessed strictly via the SAP Support Portal.

Figure 10.29 provides an image of the SAP Collaboration assignment block available

within the ITSM message type in SAP Solution Manager. Depending on the inbound

channel in which the message was created, you may need to populate the SAP Com-

ponent field with the relevant details. If the message was created via SAP’s embedded

support feature through SAP frontend integration, the SAP component will likely be

populated. System Details will be automatically determined by the system. The

Incident Data will be automatically filled once the message is received at SAP Digital

Business Services.
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Figure 10.29  SAP Collaboration Assignment Block

It’s important to note that you must enter some text under the Information for SAP

text type in the Text assignment block, as shown in Figure 10.30. Information for SAP

should include details about the incident, what steps have been taken to resolve the

message prior to escalation, and steps to replicate the error.

Figure 10.30  Information for SAP

When you click the Send to SAP button in the SAP Collaboration assignment block,

you’ll open a guided procedure that takes you through the required steps to send the

message to SAP Digital Business Services. Let’s go through each of these steps.

xSearch

Before sending a message to SAP Digital Business Services, you should perform some

due diligence and leverage the xSearch capability in ITSM. xSearch is an enhanced

vehicle for performing a preliminary resource check before creating an SAP support

message. The SAP xSearch screen will open after you click the Next button shown in

Figure 10.31.
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Figure 10.31  xSearch

Figure 10.32 shows the initial screen visible to users when the xSearch functionality is

launched. Although xSearch isn’t mandatory, we recommend leveraging its search

capabilities. After the search criteria are entered, a search is conducted over multiple

resources—not only the repository of SAP Notes from SAP Service Marketplace, but

also the SAP Library and SAP Community.

Figure 10.32  xSearch: Knowledge Base Search

The objective of xSearch is to fully exhaust all resources that may help provide a solu-

tion before sending a message to SAP Digital Business Services.

System Data

If no valid results are found from the xSearch, you can continue along the guided pro-

cedure by clicking the Next button. The next step is to enter the system data as shown

in Figure 10.33.
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Figure 10.33  System Data

In the System Data section, the following information is recorded:

� ID/Client (mandatory entry)

� Installation Number/Type (mandatory entry)

� System Number

� Software Component/Release

� Database/Operating System

Although most fields within System Data aren’t required, we recommend that they

be populated anyway. These values are very simple to find (look in the System Details

area of the Text assignment block). More information is always better than less when

forwarding support messages to SAP Digital Business Services.

Prerequisites

The Prerequisites step in the guided procedure conducts a prerequisite check before

sending the message to SAP Digital Business Services. As shown in Figure 10.34, if any

information required by the previous step in the guided procedure is missing, you’ll

be alerted on the leftmost side of the screen. As you can see in the figure, critical

details are missing: the installation number and the customer assignment of the

installation number.

Technical details are also validated, as shown on the rightmost side of the screen in

Figure 10.34. There are several prerequisite checks performed to ensure that all tech-

nical requirements are satisfied. These technical details include the following:
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� An RFC destination has been generated from SAP Solution Manager to the SAP

support backbone.

� A valid OSS user ID exists in SAP Solution Manager (Transaction AISUSER).

Figure 10.34  Prerequisites

SAP Component

The SAP Component is required when sending the message to SAP Digital Business

Services so that the message is routed to the appropriate support team at SAP.

As shown in Figure 10.35, the Priority of the message is also set at this step. It’s import-

ant to note that the priority values available in this screen are the same as for creating

a message on the SAP Service Marketplace, so be sure to set them appropriately.

Figure 10.35  SAP Component
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If you maintain a value of High or Very High, you’ll also need to maintain the business

impact/consequences, among other details.

Additional Information

In step 5, Additional Information, enter text that corresponds with the additional

information text type. This information is typically copied from the Description text

type block by the service user forwarding the message to SAP. Because this text often

communicates the description of the incident or problem, it’s copied. SAP still

requires that a unique text type block, Information for SAP, be maintained prior to

forwarding the message to SAP support.

Figure 10.36 shows some information for SAP that has been entered as part of this

step in the guided procedure.

Figure 10.36  Additional Information

Summary and Send

In the final step, Summary & Send, you review the information you’ve maintained

before sending it to SAP. As shown in Figure 10.37, a summary is displayed along with

warnings about what information is missing.

When you’re satisfied with the information and all mandatory alerts have been satis-

fied, click the Confirm and Send button to generate a message at SAP Digital Business

Services.
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Figure 10.37  Summary and Send

Further Communication with SAP

After the message is sent to SAP, follow-up activities and communication with SAP

may be required. Although usually administered in the SAP Service Marketplace,

these activities are all integrated and available within the central SAP Solution Man-

ager platform within each service message.

Via the More button, as shown in Figure 10.38, message processors have several

options integrated within the message to facilitate further coordination and commu-

nication with SAP Digital Business Services. These activities include the following:

� Display SAP Action Log

� Maintain SAP Logon Data

� Open System for SAP

Message processors can allow system access and open or maintain service connec-

tions.

Throughout the escalation/resolution process, SAP message details (e.g., message

number, status, time stamps, etc.) are updated by SAP within the SAP Collaboration

assignment block. These entries will be automatically updated by SAP as it progresses

with the analysis, search, and dispatch process on its side. In addition, SAP will update

the text log with its replies. The Update from SAP button will refresh the data SAP

sends to SAP Solution Manager.
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Figure 10.38  Communication with SAP

Clicking Confirm at SAP closes the message on the SAP side. The status in the SAP

message details will change to Confirmed.

In addition to communicating with SAP Digital Business Services, the IT organization

can also integrate SAP Solution Manager with SAP Note administration. We’ll discuss

that feature next.

10.4.2    SAP Notes

The SAP Notes assignment block allows both your internal message processors and

processors at SAP Digital Business Services to record applicable SAP Note messages

and provides the ability to perform activities related to the implementation of SAP

Notes. With this functionality, there’s a direct connection to the SAP Support Portal

to access the SAP Note database. Also, RFC connections enable the integration of SAP

Solution Manager with managed systems for the purposes of the direct application of

SAP Notes.

Recording which SAP Notes are applicable to the incident, problem, or service request

is beneficial in that it supports a thorough means of documenting how the error was

resolved. If a similar incident, problem, or service request arises again, that SAP Note

can be referenced. If an SAP Note was required to fix a bug, a record is kept directly

within the message.

Figure 10.39 shows an SAP Note that has been recorded in the SAP Notes block.

In the following subsections, we’ll walk through how to use the features associated

with the SAP Note collaboration in ITSM. We’ll first walk through how to search the
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SAP Notes database, then we’ll show you how this functionality integrates directly

with the SNOTE capabilities to deploy the correction.

Figure 10.39  SAP Notes Assignment Block

Search for SAP Notes

In addition to supporting the complete documentation of a resolution, the SAP Notes

assignment block offers added functionalities to support a more seamless and effi-

cient way of searching for and applying the SAP Notes. You can add SAP Note num-

bers manually, or you can leverage the integrated search functions provided by SAP

Solution Manager. In Figure 10.40, the Search for SAP Notes can be initiated through

one of three options, as follows:

� SAP xSearch

Initiating the xSearch browser will allow you to perform a thorough search across

related SAP Notes already published, knowledge warehouse documents, and SAP

Community resources. (Refer to Section 10.4.2 for further information and images

related to this search functionality.)

� SAP Note Search

Selecting this option will open the classic browser on the SAP Support Portal to

search for SAP Notes.

� SAP Note Search with Context

Using the SAP Note Search with Context option will prepopulate the SAP Notes

search with content specific to your system. This option’s search results are nar-

rower and more specific to the SAP Notes applicable to your system.

Figure 10.40  Search for SAP Notes–Options
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More Options with SAP Notes

When you click the More button in the SAP Notes assignment block, you’re presented

with two additional options for processing SAP Notes. As shown in Figure 10.41, the

SAP Note Assistant and System Recommendations functions are available as addi-

tional functionalities related to fixes for your managed system.

Figure 10.41  SAP Notes: More Capabilities

When you open the Note Assistant, a web browser will prompt you to select the

System and Client to which the correction will be applied (Figure 10.42).

Figure 10.42  System Selection

Once you click OK, the Note Browser (Transaction SNOTE) will open in the target sys-

tem, as shown in Figure 10.43. The message processor responsible for applying the

corrections will proceed with the related administration activities.

Figure 10.43  Note Assistant: Note Browser
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The other option, System Recommendations, is a function of ChaRM that’s integrated

with ITSM. With this feature, you can perform the system recommendations activity

to locate SAP Notes that are valid for your technical system. After these SAP Notes are

located and identified, they can be downloaded to SAP Solution Manager and

recorded within the message. The integration with ChaRM assumes that you first cre-

ate a request for change to perform the implementation of the SAP Note.

Now that you understand the ITSM integration with SAP’s support services, such as

SAP collaboration and SAP Notes, let’s discuss how the messages within ITSM can

integrate directly with other SAP software components managed by SAP Solution

Manager.

10.5    Integration with SAP Software Components

The embedded support feature within SAP Solution Manager frontend applications

provides the ability for your end users to create support messages directly within the

transaction in which they encounter an error. This feature gives SAP Solution Man-

ager’s ITSM platform deep integration into the managed system’s most detailed

information.

Embedded support lets an end user create a message from the SAP frontend. The

message is processed centrally in SAP Solution Manager and contains all the required

technical information needed for processing. If the message must be forwarded to

SAP for escalation, then SAP Digital Business Services also receives this information,

eliminating the need for back and forth information between SAP and the organiza-

tion’s message processor. This feature provides transparency and detailed informa-

tion about the environment in which the error occurred, and it speeds resolution

time no matter the escalation path.

In the next sections, we’ll explain the SAP frontend integration in detail and how you

can configure this capability within your SAP Solution Manager system.

10.5.1    SAP Frontend Integration

The following SAP frontends capabilities are integrated within SAP Solution Man-

ager’s UI technologies to create a support message:

� SAP GUI

� SAP Fiori
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� Collects client context and the last 30 log messages

� Collects server context and gateway logs

� SAP CRM web client

� SAP Business Client

Although this feature will be visible even without SAP Solution Manager connected,

it won’t be usable unless ITSM is deployed for ticket processing. In the following sec-

tions, we’ll look at both SAP GUI and SAP Fiori frontend integration.

SAP GUI Frontend

SAP GUI frontend integration allows users in any SAP application with SAP GUI to

create incidents related to the specific screen in which the error occurs. SAP Solution

Manager automatically captures system details in the background specific to the

time the error was saved and sends those details to the central SAP Solution Manager

system. The message can be routed to the appropriate support team based on the SAP

component automatically picked up by the system. The system details captured are

used by either the internal message processor or SAP Digital Business Services to pro-

cess the message.

As shown in Figure 10.44, select Help � Create Support Message from the menu bar in

any SAP GUI screen.

Figure 10.44  Create Support Message from SAP GUI Frontend

The Create Message window appears, as shown in Figure 10.45.

Table 10.5 provides an overview of the key information captured/maintained in this

window by either the system or the end user.
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Figure 10.45  Create Message Window

Field Description

Component SAP component related to the application area the user is currently access-

ing. This field is automatically determined by the system. It can be used for 

automatic routing to a support team. If the message is escalated to SAP, it’s 

routed to the appropriate support team at SAP Digital Business Services. This 

field may be overwritten if required.

Short Text This field, entered by the end user, provides a high-level description of the 

issue.

Priority This field defaults to the value of Low but can be changed by the end user.

Long Text This area is used to thoroughly describe the issue in detail.

The Load Local File and Save as Local File buttons allow you to quickly enter 

or download information about the message.

The Add File button allows your end users to attach related documentation 

(e.g., screenshots) to be sent to the SAP Solution Manager system.

Table 10.5  Create Message Fields
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Selecting the Display Entire Message icon  allows you to observe all the technical

and system details that are captured (automatically) at the time the message is cre-

ated. Figure 10.46 shows a handful of the many details that are captured in the back-

ground. You can see by the scroll bar that an immense amount of data related to the

SAP application is captured. This information is automatically sent to the SAP Solu-

tion Manager system when the user is done filling out the details in Table 10.5 (e.g.,

Component, Short Text, etc.).

Figure 10.46  Entire Message Contents

These details can help internal support teams understand the environment at the

time the error occurred. If the message must be forwarded to SAP Support, these

details are also sent.

When the message processor reviews the message within SAP Solution Manager, he

or she will scroll to the Text assignment block to review any additional descriptions

that the end user may have provided of the error. If the message has been created via

embedded support and technical information was captured, the System Data button

will appear, as shown in Figure 10.47. The System Data button will call all the technical
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information that we just described and allow the processor to analyze the technical

environment from the point in time at which the end user submitted the message.

Figure 10.47  System Data in Text Assignment Block

Next, we’ll provide one additional example of how embedded support is available

from within the SAP frontend.

SAP Fiori Frontend

Figure 10.48 shows the SAP frontend integration for embedded support in an SAP

Fiori application. The Contact Support option is available from the Options drop-

down in the top-right corner of the SAP Fiori screen.

Figure 10.48  Embedded Support in SAP Fiori Frontend

After selecting the option, the Contact Support window opens (Figure 10.49). The end

user can now describe the problem he or she is encountering. After doing so, the user

will click the Send button to transmit the message. Pertinent information is collected,

such as technical data and login details. This information is sent to the SAP Solution

Manager system attached to the message.
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Figure 10.49  Contact Support Window

10.5.2    Embedded Support Configuration

To leverage the Help � Create Support Message functionality, you need to perform

some basic configuration activities, as follows:

1. Log on to a managed system.

2. Execute Transaction SM30.

3. Maintain table BCOS_CUST.

4. Enter the table entry shown in Figure 10.50. For RFC Connection, you will need to

maintain the proper BACK destination to SAP Solution Manager. This example has

been taken from SAP Solution Manager (in which RFC destination NONE is suffi-

cient).

Figure 10.50  Maintain Table BCOS_CUST

5. Click Save.
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6. Repeat these steps for each managed system connected to SAP Solution Manager.

7. Log on to SAP Solution Manager.

8. Execute Transaction DNO_CUST04.

9. For the PROCESS_TYPE entry, maintain your customer transaction type for the

incident message, as shown in Figure 10.51. This mapping will create the support

message in your customer namespace and will therefore follow all relevant con-

figurations.

Figure 10.51  Service Desk Customizing

10. Click Save.

Next, we’ll provide an overview of some of the reporting and analytics capabilities

delivered with ITSM in SAP Solution Manager.

10.6    IT Service Management Reporting and Analytics

Dashboard-based analytic tools are available for the ITSM message types in SAP Solu-

tion Manager. With these dashboard-based tools, end users can analyze several

aspects of the data associated with their own job roles from a central toolset. SAP

Solution Manager utilizes an SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW) reporting infrastruc-

ture and Dashboard Builder for the ITSM end users to access, monitor, and answer

questions about their specific job roles. It’s important to note that SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2 has a BW infrastructure as part of the SAP NetWeaver stack that comes with

SAP CRM. In other words, no additional systems (e.g., SAP BW, SAP CRM, etc.) are

required to leverage these analytics tools.

In this section, we’ll discuss the ITSM reporting dashboards that are available within

SAP Solution Manager 7.2. We’ll first show you how to set up the reporting infra-

structure so that data is collected from your ITSM scenario and modeled by the SAP
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Solution Manager SAP BW infrastructure. Then, we’ll show you how to access the

reports and go over some of their capabilities.

10.6.1    Set Up SAP BW

The first step is to set up SAP BW within your SAP Solution Manager system. This is

done in the guided procedure within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, as follows:

1. Access Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP from your SAP Solution Manager system.

2. Navigate to Mandatory Configuration � Infrastructure Preparation � Set Up SAP BW,

as shown in Figure 10.52.

Figure 10.52  Infrastructure Preparation Activities

Now, let’s go through the individual configuration steps required for this task in the

infrastructure preparation and SAP BW setup.

Confirm SAP BW

As we mentioned in the introduction to this section, SAP Solution Manager can use

its own SAP BW infrastructure for the purposes of ITSM reporting analytics. However,

there are three options when setting up SAP BW for SAP Solution Manager:

� Option A

Use the same client within SAP Solution Manager for SAP BW reporting as you do

for your productive ITSM client. This is our recommendation. Using the same cli-

ent reduces complexity in that it makes configuration and maintenance of the

reporting capabilities isolated and administered in a central location.

� Option B

Use a different SAP BW client within your SAP Solution Manager system. Although

this option is not the ideal approach, it does improve security because user access
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is more restricted. On the other hand, you must maintain the technical users sep-

arately. In our opinion, the increased security does not provide benefit enough to

perform the additional maintenance.

� Option C

Use a separate SAP BW system all together. In this scenario, your SAP BW setup is

performed in an entirely different and standalone system. Perhaps one of the only

business cases you could make for selecting this option is for sizing purposes.

However, that’s likely not going to be an issue with ITSM transaction processing.

The SAP BW content version must also be in sync between the external SAP BW

system and the SAP Solution Manger system. Also, it’s generally not a good prac-

tice to intermix SAP Solution Manager data with data in a dedicated SAP BW sys-

tem.

Now, we’ll go through the steps to setup the recommended SAP BW environment.

Please note that once you select your SAP BW environment, it’s set. To change to a

different option, you’ll likely need to involve SAP, because SAP BW data is stored with

client- and system-specific keys.

1. In infrastructure preparation, select step 3.1, Confirm SAP BW, as shown in Figure

10.53.

Figure 10.53  Confirm SAP BW

2. In Advanced Settings, mark the radio button to choose the standard environment,

as shown in Figure 10.54.

Figure 10.54  Use Standard SAP Solution Manager SAP BW Environment
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3. Select the appropriate BW Time Zone, as shown in Figure 10.55.

Figure 10.55  Select BW Time Zone

4. Click Save.

5. Confirm that no errors appear in the Log entries, as shown in Figure 10.56.

Figure 10.56  Confirm Log Entries

Maintain Users

In this step, you create two new users (with role assignments) automatically for use

in SAP BW reporting, as follows:

� SM_BW_ACT is a technical user required in the SAP BW system (or in our scenario,

the SAP Solution Manager system). This user is required to activate SAP BW content

for ITSM. In the following steps, the system will automatically assign the SAP_BI_

E2E role to this user.

� The BI_CALLBACK technical user created in the SAP Solution Manager system is

basically a READ or BACK RFC connection. This user is required if you choose

Option B or Option C when confirming the SAP BW system. In other words, you

only need this user if SAP BW is set up on a different client in SAP Solution Man-

ager or in a separate SAP BW system all together.

To begin, follow these steps:

1. In infrastructure preparation, select step 3.2, Maintain Users, as shown in Figure

10.57.
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Figure 10.57  Maintain Users

2. Scroll down to the Users section and highlight the technical user SM_BW_ACT, as

shown in Figure 10.58.

Figure 10.58  Create or Update Users and/or Roles

3. Click the Create/Update button.

4. Click Save.

5. Confirm that there are no errors in the log entries (Figure 10.59).

Figure 10.59  Log Entries: Maintain Users
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Enable SAP BW

If you’ve followed the recommended approach to use the same client in SAP Solution

Manager for SAP BW activation as in your productive ITSM client, then enabling SAP

BW is a completely automated setup activity. Table 10.6 provides a brief overview of

the four activities required to enable SAP BW in your SAP Solution Manager system.

Now, we’ll walk you through the steps required to enable SAP BW in your SAP Solu-

tion Manager system:

1. In infrastructure preparation, select step 3.3, Enable SAP BW, as shown in Figure

10.60.

Figure 10.60  Enable SAP BW

2. Click the Execute All button.

3. Confirm that the Status column shows all green squares, as shown in Figure 10.61.

Activity Description

Activate SAP BW source system Activates the SAP BW source system by automatically 

performing activation settings in RSA1.

Maintain RFC from SAP BW to 

SAP Solution Manager

This activity occurs automatically with option A (same 

client in SAP Solution Manager for SAP BW). A callback 

user, role, and destination is generated.

Store SAP BW settings Stores SAP BW configuration parameters in SAP Solution 

Manager. These parameters generate the URLs that link 

to the SAP BW content.

Customize SAP BW read access Creates a table entry in table RSADMIN for SAP services 

(i.e., SAP EarlyWatch reports) to read data from SAP Solu-

tion Manager diagnostics stored in the SAP BW data.

Table 10.6  Automated Activites to Enable SAP BW
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Figure 10.61  Execute Automatic Activities

10.6.2    Configure SAP BW Reporting

In this step, you configure the SAP BW reporting functionality for the ITSM scenario.

As shown in Figure 10.62, the Configure BW Reporting activity is found in the ITSM

scenario of Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, in step 4.

Figure 10.62  ITSM SAP BW Configuration

The activation of SAP BW content, parameter settings for extraction, and transaction-

specific settings for how SAP BW data is collected is defined in two steps:

1. Define extraction settings

2. Choose transaction type for reporting

We’ll show you how to configure these settings in the following sections.
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Define Extraction Settings

In this step, you prepare SAP BW reporting for ITSM by activating SAP BW content

and maintaining the extraction settings.

Activating the SAP BW content will trigger a background job to prepare all the SAP BW

objects required by the ITSM SAP BW reports.

Maintaining the extraction settings will set parameters such as the extraction inter-

val, whether SAP BW data is reset, time zone of the report, at what date the extraction

should begin, the number of documents for each extraction, and so on. To begin:

1. Select step 4.1, Define Extraction Settings, from the ITSM guided procedure in SOL-

MAN_SETUP (see Figure 10.63).

Figure 10.63  Define Extraction Settings

2. In the Report Preparation section, open the Incident tab.

3. Click the Activate BW Content button, as shown in Figure 10.64. This activity must 
be performed before continuing to set the extraction settings. 

Figure 10.64  SAP BW Settings
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4. Set the Extraction Settings options, and then click Save.

5. Repeat these steps for the Problem tab.

Choose Transaction Type for Reporting

In this step, you can choose which ITSM transaction types will be included in the SAP

BW reports. To begin:

1. Select step 4.2, Choose Transaction Type for Reporting, from the ITSM scenario, as

shown in Figure 10.65.

Figure 10.65  Choose Transaction Type for Reporting

2. In the Incident tab, select the checkboxes for incident transaction types that

should be included (Figure 10.66).

Figure 10.66  Select Transaction Types

3. Repeat for the Problem tab.

4. Click Save.

10.6.3    Features

The ITSM reporting and analytics capabilities leverage an SAPUI5 launchpad. You can

access these either from the Web Client UI via the ITSM work area (as shown in Figure

10.67) or from the SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager (ITSM work center),

as shown in Figure 10.68.
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Figure 10.67  ITSM Reports

Figure 10.68  ITSM Analytics in SAP Fiori Launchpad

Now that you’ve activated SAP BW for incident reporting, we’ll show you some visual

examples of the ITSM analytics in action.

IT Service Management Analytics

The following steps will guide you through the process to access the analytics dash-

board:
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1. To reach the ITSM analytics screen, access the SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solu-

tion Manager.

2. Select the IT Service Management Analytics tile.

3. The IT Service Management Analytics screen will appear, as shown in Figure 10.69.

Figure 10.69  IT Service Management Analytics: Home

You can click any of the Incidents tiles for further information. In the example in

Figure 10.70, we’re looking at data associated with all incidents with the created sta-

tus. You can filter on various KPI information by selecting the drilldown as shown.

Figure 10.70  Incident Overview: By Status
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10.7    Summary

ITSM in SAP Solution Manager is a best-of-breed message processing suite that has

evolved considerably with the release of version 7.2. Although this chapter only

scratches the surface for the value and maturity of the capabilities, our goal was to

provide content related to ITSM’s most fundamental principles and objectives.

Enhanced features, flexible UIs, and integrated processes all position SAP Solution

Manager to be a single platform for ticketing, both for SAP and non-SAP applications.

Even when leveraging generic, out-of-the box settings as we have in this chapter,

you’re presented with a tool that can aid any support structure within your organiza-

tion. Whether you’re a low-touch business user or a second-level message processor,

SAP Solution Manager provides the channels, user experience, and broad technical

capability to deploy ITSM as your single message-processing system enterprise-wide.
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Chapter 11 

SAP Portfolio and Project 
Management

Project management can be defined as a way of developing structure 

in a complex project, where the independent variables of time, cost, 

resources and human behavior come together.

—Rory Burke

From SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP 09 onwards, SAP customers have had access to a

fully integrated, enterprise-level project management tool called SAP Portfolio and

Project Management (SAP PPM), capable of handling comprehensive project man-

agement tasks. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 sees a version upgrade of this tool to SAP

PPM 6.1. It consists of two main application areas:

� Portfolio Management, designed to manage the capacity and deployment of

human capital assets across multiple projects. Portfolio Management integrates

information from existing project management, human resources, and financial

systems to provide a complete overview of an organization’s project portfolio,

with easy drilldown access to details for portfolio managers, project managers, and

resource managers. It can be integrated with existing SAP and non-SAP backend

applications, such as SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM), SAP ERP Proj-

ect System (PS), SAP ERP Human Capital Management (SAP ERP HCM), SAP ERP

Financials (FI), and Microsoft Project.

� Project Management, which covers the entire range of project management activ-

ities in software development projects, from idea planning to implementation to

project completion. Project Management can support organizations as they grow

their project management excellence by providing a solid, standalone project

management core tool that supports integration with a wide range of tools (SAP

and non-SAP).
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11 SAP Portfolio and Project Management
The SAP PPM software component is included in the SAP Solution Manager stack, but

although both Portfolio Management and Project Management functionalities are

available and delivered within the same software component, its standard usage is

limited to Project Management only. From a licensing perspective, the SAP PPM soft-

ware component for SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and 7.2 is only available for all Pre-

mium Engagements and SAP Enterprise Support maintenance contracts.

SAP PPM integrates with both Requirements Management and ChaRM. Using SAP

PPM, project managers can assign a requirement or request for change transaction to

a task element of the project. The integration is bidirectional, and information such

as the resource assigned, description, notes, dates, effort, and duration can be trans-

ferred back to the originating transactions. The time the architect or developer

spends on the IT requirement, request for change, and/or on change document is

recorded and can be sent to the PPM task by a background job.

Project Management in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is also fully integrated with the

implementation process of SAP Best Practice packages, which we’ll cover in this chap-

ter. There are two primary types of content made available in the SAP Best Practice

packages:

1. Implementation content, which can be uploaded into the new process manage-

ment functionality

2. Project management content, which can be uploaded into Project Management in

SAP PPM

During the SAP Best Practice package import, a project is created automatically and

linked to Solution Documentation, so the project manager can benefit directly from

a predefined work breakdown structure (WBS), task duration, and assigned roles to

plan and align his project with the customer. Finally, in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, a

Project Analysis Dashboard has been provided to display all project-related data in

one view. The Project Analysis Dashboard in SAP Solution Manager gives customers

a common view of integrated information.

In this chapter, we’ll cover most of the configuration elements of Project Manage-

ment and then dive into the specific usage of the tool, integrations with other SAP

Solution Manager modules, and management of projects using those integrations.

We’ll look at the reporting and analytical capabilities and finish up by taking a quick

look at the use of Project Management as a key tool within Focused Build for SAP

Solution Manager. With that, let’s dive right into the configuration of SAP PPM.
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11.1    Configuration and Setup

In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has provided a comprehensive guided procedure

suite accessible from Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP (see Figure 11.1). The predefined

customizing made available via the guided procedures includes defining project

types, phase types, and task types for Project Management, as well as settings for the

integration of these types with Solution Documentation, ChaRM, and Requirements

Management.

Figure 11.1  Guided Procedure for Project Management Setup

In the following sections, we’ll begin by looking at some of the prerequisites for this

process before diving into specific customizing activities.

11.1.1    Prerequisites

Before you start to configure the Project Management integration of SAP Solution

Manager, make sure that the mandatory configurations—namely, system prepara-

tion and basic configuration—have been completed. You also must activate the SAP

PPM 6.1 Project Management-related web services.

In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP introduced the SAP Fiori launchpad to enable access

to applications and analytic tools within work centers. To avoid dynamic SAP Fiori

tile errors, perform the following actions:
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11 SAP Portfolio and Project Management
1. Call Transaction /IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE.

2. If service AI_SMCP_GW_ODATA_SRV isn’t on the list, click Add Service to add it.

3. Next, add a local system by clicking Add System Alias for the service.

4. In the details area, make sure the ICF NODES entry is green for Standard Mode.

Now, let’s jump into the Project Management-specific configurations of SAP PPM.

These configurations are subject to regular changes and enhancements; hence, we

recommend that you use customer-specific customizing and namespace.

11.1.2    Copy Customizing for Project Management

In this configuration, you’ll create custom project types by copying the preconfig-

ured project types to custom project types and defining the task types for these proj-

ect types. Because the task types will have a one-to-one relationship with the

transaction types from ChaRM and Requirements Management, before executing

this configuration make sure you’ve copied the standard transaction types that you

want to use in Project Management from SAP for ChaRM and Requirements Manage-

ment. You can do so via the following configuration areas in Transaction SOLMAN_

SETUP for ChaRM and Requirements Management:

� Change Control Management � Change Request Management � Define Change Pro-

cess � Copy Transaction Type

� Requirements Management � Define Requirement Process � Copy Transaction Type

Note

An SAP PPM task type is only copied if the transaction type assigned to it is copied or

if it doesn’t have a transaction type assignment. Project types are only copied if at

least one of the task types is to be copied.

On the screen shown in Figure 11.2, perform the following actions:

1. In the Source section, choose a Source Project Type from the dropdown list.

2. Click Apply for a preview of the copy and to customize it in further detail. In the

Target section, you’ll see the proposed copy results for the new project, phase, and

task types. The Task Types table also displays the transaction types that will be

assigned to the task types. You can edit the proposed IDs and texts for the project,

phase, and task types. In the Action column, decide whether to create a new type or

to ignore a type for the copy.
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11.1 Configuration and Setup
3. Click Execute in Test Mode to preview all source and target values in a separate

pop-up.

4. When your settings are complete, click Execute. Your version of the customizing is

saved to the database. The log shows the entries of the source and the target for all

affected database tables. Click the table names to display the included entries. You

can also check the log later, in the display customizing log for project management

activity.

Figure 11.2  Copy Customizing or Project Management

11.1.3    Map Transaction Type to Task Type

In this customizing activity, you’ll map the transaction types of SAP Solution Man-

ager IT requirements or ChaRM to the task types in Project Management. Then, for

each mapping, maintain the Task and Transaction Type, the Creation and Assignment

Mode, and the Restrict Time indicator to restrict time recording, as shown in Figure

11.3.
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Figure 11.3  Map Transaction Types to Task Types

Note

If the Restrict Time indicator is set, only resources assigned to the transaction with

partner function PPM resource (SMCD0005) are allowed to record time.

To create a request for change in the Project Management task, choose one of the fol-

lowing creation modes:

� Manually Create Transaction Out of Task: You’ll be able to create a transaction

using a button after the task has been released.

� Automatically Create Transaction on Release of Task: The system creates the trans-

action automatically after the task has been released.

Next, to enable the creation of a task by the SAP Solution Manager transaction,

choose the Create Task on Customized Action of Transaction creation mode. In the

transaction, there will be an action to create the Project Management task.

Note

The assignment of this creation mode to the transaction type must be unique, so you

can only choose this creation mode once for each transaction type.

You need two task types in Project Management: one for implementation and the

other for maintenance.
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Finally, you can define whether a transaction can be assigned to a task, choose a cre-

ation mode, and allow assignment to this task type.

With the Mass Assignment indicator, you can maintain a default setting for mass

assignment of transactions.

11.1.4    Map Task Status to Transaction Status

In this configuration activity, you’ll finalize the relationships by mapping status val-

ues of transactions in SAP Solution Manager to task status values in Project Manage-

ment, as shown in Figure 11.4.

Figure 11.4  Map Task Status to Transaction Status

This will update the status of the Project Management task, depending on the status

of the transaction. For example, for the normal change (transaction type ZMMJ) in

ChaRM, the In Development status—which is the status when the developer or con-

figurator is making changes and saving them to a transport—is mapped to the Proj-

ect Management task status In Progress.
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11.1.5    Map Object Types to Roadmap Node Types

This activity maps object types from Project Management to the roadmap node

types. This determines the conversion of a roadmap node type into an object type

when transferring the roadmap to Project Management.

The structure of a roadmap can comprise several structure types. Assign a Project

Management phase type to the roadmap structure type phase and a Project Manage-

ment task type to the other roadmap structure types. To distinguish between task

types in a Project Management project, you can assign different task types per road-

map structure type. Otherwise, assign the same task type, as shown in Figure 11.5.

Figure 11.5  Map Object Types to Roadmap Node Types

11.1.6    Activate Integration Scenarios for Project Types

In this configuration activity, you can activate the following integrations:

� Integration of project types from Project Management with Solution Documenta-

tion.

� Integration of projects types with Issue Management, set by choosing the type of

issue you want to use in a project. You can integrate issues, top issues, or no issues

(blank), as shown in Figure 11.6.

To enable risk management and capturing issues during a project, SAP has enabled

the integration of Project Management with Issues Management. There are two defi-

nitions that are important to understand:

1. An issue is a problem that interrupts operational processing.
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2. A top issue is a serious problem that should be handled immediately. A set of

related issues could be grouped together into a top issue.

Figure 11.6  Activate Integration Scenarios for Project Types

In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, projects and issues exist independently—but they can

be integrated, which will enable an Issues tab to appear in Project Management. In

that tab, issues can be created or assigned to projects, as shown in Figure 11.7.

Figure 11.7  Creating Issues from Project Management
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Note

The issue is only created after saving the project, which is when the document ID is

visible.

11.1.7    Map SAP Best Practice Package Node Types

A new feature in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is the import of SAP Best Practice packages

(previously known as RDS packages) into Solution Documentation. This feature

makes it possible to create projects for the WBS in Project Management.

This customizing activity maps the elements from SAP Best Practice packages to the

entities in Project Management in SAP Solution Manager. You can map different

object types, depending on the project type in Project Management, as shown in

Figure 11.8.

Figure 11.8  Map SAP Best Practice Package Node Types to Object Types

11.1.8    Template Users

SAP has made user role determination easy in SAP Solution Manager by providing

template users with the recommended, prebuilt SAP security roles. For Project

Management, a typical template user would be an administrator—in this case, the

project lead. The project lead typically is responsible for the following activities from

a project management perspective:

� Maintaining service times

� Scheduling or deleting agreed services
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� Creating, copying, and deleting patterns

� Adding technical systems

� Uploading documents

� Performing service-level reporting

� Specifying downtimes for systems in the landscape

Figure 11.9 shows the configuration tasks for the creation of the administrator tem-

plate user. Similarly, there exists a template user for a typical project team member.

Figure 11.9  Project Management Template User and Roles
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11 SAP Portfolio and Project Management
Once the SAP PPM project is created and released, further authorization access can be

granted to project users at a project level, as shown in Figure 11.10. For security cover-

ing integrations with other components, like ChaRM, Solution Documentation, and

Requirements Management, check out the Security Guide available on the SAP Ser-

vice Marketplace at http://service.sap.com/instguides � SAP Components � SAP Solu-

tion Manager � <current release>.

Figure 11.10  Project User Authorizations

11.1.9    Generate Business Partner

To generate a business partner, enter Transaction BP_USER_GEN and perform the

following steps:

1. Enter the RFC Destination to SAP Solution Manager system.

2. Enter a user ID.

3. Check the Create Business Partners (BP) box.

4. Click the Execute button as shown in Figure 11.11.

Note:

The Test Mode box should be unchecked for the actual creation run.
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Figure 11.11  Generate Business Partner

The result should be the successful generation of the business partner, as shown in

Figure 11.12.
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11 SAP Portfolio and Project Management
Figure 11.12  Business Partner

11.2    Managing Projects

The project management capabilities in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 allow for manage-

ment of software development projects from idea generation (capturing of business

demands in IT) to successful closure of the project. Every typical task involved in

managing a project shown in Figure 11.13 can be performed using the toolset.

In this section, we’ll look at some of the project management capabilities available

and specific integrations with other modules of SAP Solution Manager that work in

concert to manage the entire lifecycle of a project.
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Figure 11.13  Typical Project Management Phases and Tasks

Project Management in SAP Solution Manager, as an enterprise-level tool, helps proj-

ect managers manage project time, resources, and status. It also integrates with the

following tools, unique to the SAP software development sphere:

� Solution Documentation: Manage your solution documentation (branches, land-

scapes, and change cycles) with the project phases.

� ChaRM: Allows for detailed planning, timing, structuring, and managing of

resources for a project. This integration helps formalize the process of handing

over your plans to the build team for realization. With time and status feedback,

you can monitor the progress and resource consumption of your project.

� Requirements Management: Allows for capturing and tracking business require-

ments in projects.

� Issue management: Allows for capturing and tracking issues and risks to your

project.

Let’s dive in and look at the capabilities and integrations.

11.2.1    Resource Planning

Resource planning capabilities in Project Management are very comprehensive and

provide planning tools for you to optimize your human resource deployment.

Resource planning focuses on using your employees efficiently and assigning them

to projects or orders based on demand, qualifications, and availability. The two main

tasks you will need to perform to use this functionality are maintaining the availabil-

ity of your resources and creating/assigning teams. In the following sections, we’ll
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   project plan   

Project
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Planning Execution Controlling Closure

• Project structure
   planning
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   ning
• Cost planning
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11 SAP Portfolio and Project Management
cover the steps you need to take to perform both tasks before jumping into some of

the resource planning functionality available to you.

Maintain Availability

To maintain the availability of the resource on the project, execute Transaction RPM_

EMPDATA and perform the following tasks:

1. On the initial screen, enter User Name.

2. Select the Availability radio button.

3. Click the Execute button shown at the top left in Figure 11.14. This will open a

screen to maintain the availability of the resource.

Figure 11.14  Maintain Availability

4. On this screen, click Maintain Availability.

5. Toggle to change mode, then click New Entries (see Figure 11.15).

6. Here, enter the Start and End Dates, then save your entries.
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Figure 11.15  Availability Maintenance

Create Team and Assign Team

To create and assign a team to your project, navigate to Transaction SPRO �

Customer Relationship Management � Master Data � Organizational Management �

Organizational Model � Create Organizational Model (see Figure 11.16).

Figure 11.16  Organizational Model Configuration
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Next, enter the valid from and to dates in the pop-up, then press (Enter). This should

open the General Attribute (CRM) Create screen, in which you can perform the fol-

lowing actions:

1. Create a new Organizational unit and give it a name, as shown in Figure 11.17.

Figure 11.17  Create Organizational Model

2. Click the Create icon, then select Incorporates, as shown in Figure 11.18.

Figure 11.18  Incorporates
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3. Enter the name in the New Position field and save your entry.

4. Select an employee and drag and drop to assign that employee, as shown in Figure

11.19.

Figure 11.19  Select Employee

Once these resource planning setup configurations are complete, several functions

are now available, including the following:

� Creation and management of project roles

� Search and assignment of resources

� Monitoring of demand and availability of assigned resources

Functionality

Let’s look at some of the screens in Project Management as they relate to resource

planning. To access your projects, execute Transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER to

open the SAP Fiori launchpad. Then, navigate to the Project and Process Management

work center and click the My Projects tile shown in Figure 11.20 to open the Project

Management screen in the SAP Business Client (see Figure 11.21).
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Figure 11.20  My Projects Tile

Figure 11.21  Project Management

The activities typically involved in resource management are as follows:

� Definition of roles

� Assignment of project tasks to roles

� Search for available resources

� Staffing and assignment of resources to project tasks
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Once in a specific project, resource management is handled from the Resources tab

(see Figure 11.22).

Figure 11.22  Staffing Overview

There are several screens within the Project Management application that help with

resource management, including role definition (Figure 11.23) and understanding the

demand (Figure 11.24).

Figure 11.23  Role Planning
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Figure 11.24  Role Demand

You’ll also find Staffing Overview and Resource Overview (Figure 11.25), which pro-

vide a holistic view of the resources needed on a project.

Figure 11.25  Resource Overview
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Search and assignment or fulfillment of resources can also be performed as shown in

Figure 11.26 where the role of solution manager is being staffed by an available

resource (highlight the available resource and click the Staff Role button to assign).

Figure 11.26  Resource Search and Staffing

11.2.2    Time Recording

Time tracking is a crucial piece of project management. It helps with overall cost con-

trolling and follow-on activities such as cost allocation and billing. In Project Manage-

ment, it’s possible to record the time spent on a request for change, IT requirement,

or change document. The recorded time is transferred to the assigned project task.

For time recording, you have the following options:

� Restricted time recording for staffed resources only

� Unrestricted time recording for all users
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Synchronization with the project is asynchronous via report DPR_CATS_CPR_

TRANSF. This report collects all time recording entries from business transactions

connected to project tasks.

11.2.3    Roadmaps

From a project management perspective, previous versions of SAP Solution Manager

provided standard project templates and accelerators for enterprises called

roadmaps. For customers utilizing roadmap functionality in SAP Solution Manager

7.1, SAP has made a few “soft” shifts in the transition to 7.2, as follows:

� The roadmap functionality in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 has moved to Project

Management, where you can create project templates to define standardized proj-

ect methods and use them every time you create a project.

� All roadmaps in SAP Solution Manager 7.1 are automatically available in display

mode after the upgrade.

� During the upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2, selected roadmaps will be moved

into Project Management, and roadmap structures will be visible as project struc-

tures. Roadmap team members will be visible as resources, and all existing road-

map documents will be automatically available in display mode and can be copied

manually to the new project structure.

Note

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP is changing its roadmap shipment strategy to

make new and updated SAP roadmaps available only via SAP Cloud Platform; the

roadmaps will be accessible to all customers at https://www.sap.com/solution/road-

maps.html.

To transform roadmaps into project templates, you’ll need to perform the following

actions:

1. Launch SAP Solution Manager 7.2, and execute Transaction RMMAIN.

2. The roadmap shown in Figure 11.27 is to be transformed. To do so, on the menu bar

click Roadmap � Create PPM Project.

3. In the pop-up, the name of the roadmap will be prefilled. Enter a Project Number

and a Project Type, and select the option to Create as template, as shown in Figure

11.28.
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Figure 11.27  Roadmap

Figure 11.28  Create Template Project from Roadmap

4. Click the Execute icon.
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The template project is created (as shown in Figure 11.29) and can be renamed and

adapted for future projects.

Figure 11.29  Template Project from Roadmap

11.2.4    Integrations

From a project maintenance perspective, the following integration scenarios are sup-

ported in Solution Manager 7.2 (see Figure 11.30):

� Project assignment: Assign entities from Solution Documentation and issue man-

agement to a project.

� Implementation: Create a request for change, a change document, and an IT

requirement out of a project task to start the realization of the task. You can also

assign existing transactions to a task.

� Maintenance: Create a project task out of a request for change or a change docu-

ment and include smaller changes in project planning and monitoring.

In SAP Solution Manager, to capture additional business requirements, you can inte-

grate the Requirements Management module and the ChaRM module with Project

Management in SAP PPM. There are two ways to manage this relationship between

the project task and the business transaction: either creating a business transaction

from a task or vice versa.
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Figure 11.30  Project Management Integration Scenarios

You can assign existing IT requirements to a project task (see Figure 11.31) by clicking

the Assign Transaction button (shown in Figure 11.32) and searching for available

transactions.

Figure 11.31  IT Requirement Task

The IT requirement shown in Figure 11.33 will need to be in the appropriate status (as

discussed in Section 11.1.4) for the association to be possible.
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Figure 11.32  Assignment of IT Requirement to IT Requirement Task

Figure 11.33  IT Requirement

Once the assignment is made, the transaction is visible as a clickable link on the

Transaction tab that was seen in Figure 11.32.

Similarly, it’s possible to assign change documents of any type to a project task,

including independent change documents that weren’t created from a request for

change or IT requirement. You can assign existing request for change document to a

project task (see Figure 11.34) by clicking the Assign Transaction button (shown in

Figure 11.35) and searching for available transactions. Once the desired request for

change transaction is assigned, it is now visible in the screen shown in Figure 11.36.
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The transaction number is a link which when clicked will take you directly to the

request for change in Change Request Management.

Figure 11.34  Request for Change

Figure 11.35  Assignment of Request for Change to Project Task
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Figure 11.36  Assigned Transaction

You also can create a business transaction of type IT requirement, request for change,

or change document from a project task and manage the new business transactions

in the project. Based on the initial configuration of Project Management, the transac-

tions either are created automatically or must be created manually using the Create

with Transaction Assignment button, as shown in Figure 11.37.

Figure 11.37  Manual Creation of Transaction

In ChaRM, you can create a project task from a request for change or change docu-

ment. To do so, these business transactions must be connected to Solution Docu-

mentation and assigned to the project.

To assign a project to Solution Documentation, use the Solution Documentation tab

in the details of the project, as shown in Figure 11.38. Details of the solution and

branch will need to be specified here before clicking on the Continue button to con-

firm the relationship.
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Note

You can create a task only for projects that can still be changed—not for projects that

are completed, archived, or canceled.

Figure 11.38  Assignment to Solution Documentation

11.2.5    Analyze Your Project

For project tracking and controlling, SAP provides reporting and analytics capabili-

ties in Project Management via a Project Analytics work center (see Figure 11.40)

accessible from the SAP Fiori launchpad as shown in Figure 11.39.

There are several dashboard tiles in the project analytics work center, categorized

into the following analytical areas:

� Project Plan and Schedule

� Project Execution

� Project Assets
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Figure 11.39  SAP Fiori Launchpad with Project Analytics Tile

Figure 11.40  Project Analytics Work Center
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Let’s examine some of these dashboard tiles and the quick information they provide

to help with project governance for your project plan and schedule:

� Project Countdown

This tile provides a quick glimpse of the number of days until the end of the

project, calculated from the start and finish dates of the project. When the finish

date has passed, the rating changes to red, and the days are shown as a negative

number.

� Schedule

This tile shows the percentage of tasks for which the finish date is in the past and

which were completed in time. Tasks that need to be finished in the future aren’t

considered, nor are milestones or Q-Gates. The value shows as 100 percent if all

due tasks have been finished on time as defined in the project schedule.

It’s possible to drill into the list of relevant tasks to see the descriptions and start

and finish dates and then navigate to the task editor by clicking the task.

� Quality Gates and Milestones

These tiles, shown in Figure 11.41, show the number and statuses of Q-Gates in a

project. Incomplete gates appear as To Be Completed. These tiles consider all the Q-

Gates of the project to guarantee full transparency. It’s possible to drill into the tile

to reach the task schedule where the Q-Gates are defined for the project.

Figure 11.41  Quality Gates and Milestones Tiles

� Tasks

This tile shows the total number of uncompleted tasks that are behind schedule

(i.e., their finish dates are in the past). Q-Gates and milestones aren’t considered.

� Initial Scope

This tile (shown in Figure 11.42) provides information on the number and status of

IT requirements. From the tile, you can drill down into the actual list of IT require-

ments to further delve into the priority, finish date, status, processor, manager,

and other information.
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Figure 11.42  Initial Scope and Scope Changes Tiles

� Scope Changes

This tile (also shown in Figure 11.42) shows the number and status of change

requests, with drilldown capability into the list of change requests.

� Completion Rate

This tile provides the percentage of completed changes in relation to the total

number of changes in the project.

� Effort

This tile provides a percentage of the recorded effort in relation to the total esti-

mated time for a project. The value is calculated from the recorded effort divided

by the estimated effort.

The final section of tiles is Project Assets, which includes tiles for the number of

Issues and Top Issues assigned to the project for which no solution has been found

yet. If the number is greater than zero, the color of the number is yellow. It’s possible

to drill into the list of issues/top issues directly from the tile to get additional infor-

mation.

11.2.6    Importing Projects and Project Templates

To enable faster creation of project plans and usage of project management, if you

use Microsoft Project currently to create WBSs and manage projects, then with SAP

Solution Manager 7.2 you can import from and export to a Microsoft Project MPP file.

After the export, you can use all the functions available in Microsoft Project.

Prior to attempting this process, the following prerequisites must be met:

� Microsoft Project must be installed on your PC. For more information about the

supported versions of Microsoft Project, see SAP Note 1326709.
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� You must have write authorization for all project elements and admin authoriza-

tion for all project items.

� The corresponding activities in customizing (shown in Figure 11.43) must be per-

formed as follows, using Transaction SPRO � SAP Portfolio and Project Manage-

ment � Common Functions � Import and Export of Project Data � Microsoft Project

Integration:

– Assign Fields for Import to Project Management: The mapping table defines the

mapping between base system applications and SAP PPM.

– Assign Fields for Export from Project Management: Map Project Management

fields to base project system fields. This defines which fields are transferred

from Project Management and how they should be transferred.

Figure 11.43  Microsoft Project Integration

� The required target options for the import must be defined.
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Next, if you want to import newly created phases, checklists, or tasks from Microsoft

Project, you must use the object types defined in Project Management. The phase

types, checklist types, and task types must be assigned to a corresponding enterprise

field (user-defined field) in Microsoft Project.

It’s also possible to pull in project plans as XML files. To demonstrate the project plan

upload process and highlight a key offering from SAP called the roadmap viewer, first

go to https://roadmapviewer-supportportal.dispatcher.hana.ondemand.com/; then,

under Solution-Specific offerings, search for the transition to SAP S/4HANA roadmap.

From the roadmap, click the Download Project Plan link shown in Figure 11.44.

Figure 11.44  Transition to SAP S/4HANA Roadmap

From this screen, you can download the project plan and other content, as shown in

Figure 11.45.
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11.2 Managing Projects
Figure 11.45  SAP S/4HANA Project Plan Download

Now, navigate to Project Management from the SAP Fiori launchpad, then navigate

to the Import Project function from the item details screen on the Overview view.

Choose the Application (MS Project MPP or XML File), define the File location, and

click Import Selected Data, as shown in Figure 11.46.

Figure 11.46  SAP S/4HANA Project Plan Upload

If successful, the uploaded project plan is then visible in the Project Management � All

Projects listing (see Figure 11.47).
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Figure 11.47  SAP S/4HANA Project in Project Management

11.3    Focused Build for SAP Solution Manager

Focused solutions for SAP Solution Manager delivered through SAP Solution Man-

ager provide ready-to-run solutions for specific customer needs. Focused Build for

SAP Solution Manager, one of the focused solutions for SAP Solution Manger,

provides an out-of-the-box, integrated, tool-supported methodology to manage

requirements and software development in large, agile innovation projects such as

SAP S/4HANA implementations.

The solution includes business demand and requirements management, integrated

risk management, and clear-cut collaboration features that allow for orchestrating

business and IT units.

Note

To learn more about licensing, pricing, and product offerings, visit https://support.

sap.com/focused-build.

From a project management methodology perspective, an overall project can be

divided into distinct periods of time that define work streams and work packages

called phases. In Focused Build for SAP Solution Manager projects, the following

phases are used:

� Prepare

� Scope

� Build
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� Deploy

� Run

To further break down a project per the agile implementation methodology, the proj-

ect is structured into three levels: target release, waves, and sprints.

The topmost level is the target release, in which all information relevant for building

and deploying the customer’s IT solution is captured. Depending on your needs, you

can define one or multiple releases per project. A release is then subdivided into

waves. A wave comprises a well-defined functional scope that a customer formally

signs off on and then propagates into the QA landscape. The lowest level is the sprint.

In agile development, a sprint is a defined time during which software development

must provide deliverables for review.

Milestones are used to mark specific dates in a project plan. These points may signal

anchors such as a project start and end date, a need for external review, input and

budget checks, and so on. A Q-Gate is a special milestone in a software build project.

A Q-Gate is scheduled during the handover from one project phase or wave to the

next during the build. All project stakeholders review the deliverables of the previous

phase or wave and decide collaboratively whether the project can move into the next

phase or wave.

From a reporting perspective, the Solution Readiness dashboard shown in Figure

11.48 provides automated project progress reporting based on live system data. The

dashboard offers aggregated information about the current project, with drilldown

capabilities into more detailed views.

Figure 11.48  Solution Readiness Dashboard
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For example, clicking the Work Packages tile opens an overview of the work package

schedule. You can see how many work packages are assigned to which wave of the

build phase and what distribution to individual business process areas looks like.

In summary, Focused Build for SAP Solution Manager adds several capabilities to the

SAP Solution Manager standard delivery for Project Management, including the fol-

lowing:

� Preconfigured WBSs in SAP Solution Manager Project Management with the

wave and sprint concept, all the milestones, and Q-Gates optimized for agile

build projects

� Solution Readiness dashboard with predefined KPIs and metrics

� Tight integration of the WBS with work packages, issues, scope change, risks, and

the Solution Readiness dashboard

11.4    Summary

SAP PPM enables organizations to realize innovative ideas while adhering to recog-

nized quality standards and reducing costs incurred by errors. SAP PPM incorporates

internationally recognized standards (e.g., QS-9000) and is based on methods such

as advanced product quality planning (APQP), developed in the automotive industry.

Furthermore, Project Management supports several business scenarios, such as new

product development and introduction (NPDI), professional service delivery (con-

sulting projects), internal IT projects, and Six Sigma improvement projects, and it

provides tight integration with SAP PPM to support project data synchronization and

resource management.

Some of the key benefits that your organization can realize from SAP PPM include

the following:

� Establishing a single source of truth for company-wide transparency into all

projects

� Support for project planning, structuring, scheduling, execution, and controlling

� Clearly defined responsibilities based on roles

� Well-defined handovers through approval-protected phase gates

� Effective collaboration for all project stakeholders through an easy-to-use web

interface
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� Effective use of resources through resource management–based planning and

tracking

� Reducing project time to market and costs by use of predefined project templates

� Timely and consistent project governance through status information-based

dashboards, evaluations, and alerts

� Proactive and historic tracking of projects through status reports and versions

From everything covered in the chapter it is clear that SAP PPM in SAP Solution Man-

ager is a fully capable, enterprise-level application that can support the entire process

of your project, from conception to planning and quality checks through to the com-

pletion of the project. There are slicker looking project management tools in the mar-

ket but none with the capability of integrating the entire Software Development

Lifecycle process from requirements, design and documentation, change manage-

ment, issue management to deployment.
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Chapter 12 

Testing SAP Solutions

Testing: Do it right the first time so you don’t have to do it over.

The Test Management module has been part of the solution offerings in SAP Solution

Manager for a while now. Like any other module, it’s gone through organic develop-

ment, and with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP announced the transition to what it

now calls the Test Suite—a full-blown application for manual and automated testing,

sufficient for testing SAP and non-SAP solutions.

The Test Suite comes equipped with change impact analysis tools, such as the Busi-

ness Process Change Analyzer (BPCA) and the Scope and Effort Analyzer (SEA), which

help define testing scope and seamlessly integrate with other SAP Solution Manager

modules, such as Business Process Management, ChaRM, and ITSM.

The Test Suite has been built to support SAP’s agile development approach and is also

an integral part of SAP’s Focus Build: ready-to-run, integrated, tool-supported meth-

odology to manage requirements and software development in large implementa-

tion projects.

SAP touts the Test Suite as the default functional test solution for all SAP customers.

Its claim is that no other Test Suite is required. However, customers using third-party

test suite integration and third-party test automation tools like UFT will continue to

be supported by service requests.

In this chapter, we’ll walk through select Test Suite offerings in SAP Solution Manager

(see Figure 12.1). We’ll cover the preparatory steps, the configuration options avail-

able, and step-by-step practical executions of every tool in the Test Suite. We’ll also

discuss the impact of upgrading SAP Solution Manager from version 7.1 to 7.2 and a

few third-party testing tools.
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Figure 12.1  Test Suite in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

12.1    Test Preparation

Most of the Test Suite setup takes place in SAP Solution Manager configuration, and

SAP has provided several tools to validate the preparatory steps. There are many

options available; in this section, we’ll cover the most common configurations for

Test Suite setup.

Let’s begin by going over some of the basic configuration. Execute Transaction SPRO

to access the SAP Solution Manager configuration and follow menu path SAP Solu-

tion Manager Implementation Guide � SAP Solution Manager � Capabilities (Optional) �

Test Suite � Test Suite for SAP Solution Manager � Preparation � Setup � Standard Con-

figuration. We will then walk through administration of the Test Suite, test planning,

test plan management, test execution, and test analytics and reporting.

12.1.1    Set Up

There are several important configuration steps required for the basic functionality

of the Test Suite under the standard configuration tree. We’ll cover these in the fol-

lowing sections.

Solution
Documentation 

Change Impact
Analysis 

Test Planning Test Execution and Analytics

Solution Documentation

• Executable Library
• Process Step Library
• Business Processes

Test Cases

• Manual
• Automated

Test Execution

• Manual Test
• Automated Test
• Defect Management

Test Suite Analytics

• Gap Reports
• Status Reports
• Progress Reports
• Dashboard

Test Plan Management

• Test Plan
• Test Sequence
• Test Package
• Tester Assignment

Integrations

• SAP SM Adapter for HP ALM
• HPALM
• SAP TAO
• HP UFT

Test Data

• TDMS
• Test Data Containers

Test Automation Framework

• Component Based Test Automation (CBTA)
• HP UFT
• Other 3rd Party Test Automation Tools

Scope and Effort
Analyzer

Business Process
Change Analyzer
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Activate SAP Solution Manager Services

Activate the services for the Web Dynpro implementation, test management, and

CDMC applications, available by following the file path Solution Manager Implemen-

tation Guide � SAP Solution Manager � Capabilities (Optional) � Test Suite � Test Suite

for SAP Solution Manager � Preparation � Setup � Standard Configuration � Activate

SAP Solution Manager Services. To activate services, run report SM_IMPLEMENTA-

TION and ensure there are all green statuses for the services, as shown in Figure 12.2.

Figure 12.2  Service Activation Report

Set Up Authorization and Work Center Navigation

SAP has made application access and authorizations in SAP Solution Manager simple

by providing preconfigured template roles that can be adopted easily into a customer

namespace.

To be able to work with the work center for the Test Suite, you need the correspond-

ing navigation role for the work center and the corresponding authorizations for

your users. Remember, the work center navigation roles determine the menu and

therefore the navigation for the respective work center, and the user roles control the

authorizations. There’s only one work center navigation role per work center—in this

case, SAP_SMWORK_ITEST—but the user will also need the SAP_SMWORK_BASIC

role, which contains all necessary authorization objects relevant for the basic func-

tions of the work center.
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To work with the Test Suite, SAP has also provided user roles for defined positions.

We recommend looking at the following roles prior to defining composite roles for

your environment:

� SAP_SOL_PM_COMP, project manager

� SAP_SOL_TC_COMP, technical consultant

� SAP_SOL_BC_COMP, SAP Basis consultant

� SAP_SOL_AC_COMP, application consultant

� SAP_SOL_TESTER_COMP, tester

The collective roles contain all required individual roles with the authorizations for

the corresponding user; for example, see the tester composite role shown in Figure

12.3.

Figure 12.3  Tester Composite Role

For detailed user and user role documentation and a mapping of user roles to work

center functions, see the SAP Solution Manager Security guide at the SAP Service

Marketplace; visit https://support.sap.com and navigate to SAP Service Marketplace �

Products � Installation & Upgrade Guides � SAP Components � SAP Solution Manager �

Release 7.2.
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Generate Automated Test Cases

Test cases and configurations are repository objects. To be able to generate them, the

SAP Solution Manager system needs to allow changeability. This IMG activity checks

the changeability of your system so that you can generate test cases. To enable this

option, under Transport Organizer Tools � Administration, double-click Set System

Change Option (see Figure 12.4) and ensure that Global Setting has been set to

Modifiable (see Figure 12.5).

Figure 12.4  Set System Change Option

If you use intend to use eCATT, in the global settings you can specify whether objects

in the repository and cross-client customizing can be changed globally.

Note

You must have the following authorization to set the system changeability: S_CTS_

ADMI.
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Figure 12.5  System Change Option Global Setting

Register Users for Receiving Email Notifications

Testers and the users responsible for test packages and test plan definitions can

receive email notifications about the execution of test cases and the test results.

Email notifications are sent in the following cases:

� When failure occurs during the execution of a test case (only the first error triggers

a notification)

� When execution of a test case is finished

This configuration activity can be found by following the menu path Solution Mana-

ger Implementation Guide � SAP Solution Manager � Capabilities (Optional) � Test

Suite � Test Suite for SAP Solution Manager � Preparation � Setup � Standard Configu-

ration � E-Mail Notification for Test Executions � Register Users for Receiving E-Mail

Notifications.
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To receive notifications, the user must be registered, and one of the following roles in

the testing process must be assigned to the user:

� Tester (the person who executes the test)

� Test plan responsible

� Test package responsible

Note

These roles are only attributes under test packages and test plans and have no rela-

tion to SAP roles.

Typically, the tester role is used. You can use the other roles if the testing process in

your organization requires you to do so. During development, for example, it can be

useful for a user to be a tester in one test plan and a test package responsible user in

another.

For the user executing a test, only the user name and email address maintained in

Transaction SU01 are transmitted and used for the notification. For the other persons

involved, the email addresses of the business partners maintained in SAP Solution

Manager are used.

To maintain the parameters, enter Transaction SU01. For the selected user, under the

Parameters tab (shown in Figure 12.6) add parameter “AGS_SMT_NOTIFICATION”,

then enter parameter values depending on the role of the user in Test Management.

The attribute value has four digits, consisting of blanks and Xs, as follows:

� If the user is a tester who executes tests, enter “X<space><space><space>” (X in the

first position).

� If the user is the test plan responsible user, enter an “<space>X<space><space>” (X

in the second position).

� If the user is the test package responsible user, enter “<space><space>X<space>” (X

in the third position).

� If the user is assigned as a tester to the test package, enter “<space><space><space>X”

(X in the fourth position).
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Figure 12.6  Email Notification Parameter

Define Form for Email During Testing

To define email forms for notifications sent about test executions, you can create

new email forms or copy existing ones. You can also use the predefined templates for

email smart forms supplied by SAP (shown in Figure 12.7), as follows:

� AGS_SMT_NOTIFY_EXECUTED

Email notifying recipient of completion of test case execution

� AGS_SMT_NOTIFY_FAILED

Email in event of errors

Figure 12.7  Email Notification Forms
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Define Email Forms for Workflows

The Test Suite comes equipped with a workflow for testing activities via emails trig-

gered at the following specified times in the test management process and during

testing:

� When changing the release status of a test plan

� When locking or unlocking the assignment of a tester to a test package

� When finishing a test case in a series of test cases

SAP provides the following predefined smart form templates:

� AGS_SMT_NOTIFY_TPLN

Email for release status change, which allows or forbids the execution of test cases

� AGS_SMT_NOTIFY_TPCK

Email for locking or unlocking the assignment of testers to test packages

� AGS_SMT_NOTIFY_READY_TO_TEST

Email informing testers that a test case is ready to be executed

� AGS_SMT_NOTIFY_TEST_PLANNER

Email informing the test planner about the status of notification emails—for

example, altering the planner if a tester doesn’t have a valid address

Specify Release Status Values

The release status value controls the changeability of test plans and their test pack-

ages. You can specify release status values yourself and use them in a custom release

status schema. The Release Status values shown in Figure 12.8 can be used to define

custom Release Schemas, as shown in Figure 12.9.

Figure 12.8  Release Status Values
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Figure 12.9  Release Schema

A signature strategy can be assigned to each release status value, but this is useful

only for REVIEW* values. If you set a release status value with a signature strategy, it

starts immediately. The persons in the signature strategy must sign to fulfil the strat-

egy. When the strategy is fulfilled, the assigned end status value is set automatically.

If the signature strategy is canceled, the assigned cancellation status value is set auto-

matically.

Note:

To define signature strategies, go to Transaction SPRO and follow the path SAP Solu-

tion Manager Implementation Guide � SAP Solution Manager � Technical Settings �

Digital Strategy � Signature Strategy.

Set Up Release Status Schema

To define the life cycle of a test plan, specify a release status schema. As the test coor-

dinator, you can release or lock test plans and test packages for changes and execu-

tion by the tester.

The DEFAULT release status schema, as the name suggests, is delivered by default, but

you can create and maintain your own. The options to define activities for the release

schema are as follows:
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� Highest/Lowest Status No.

Determines the list of possible next values when a status is changed. Only the ones

corresponding to the specified range will be proposed.

� Change Lock

The test plan can’t be modified in this status.

� Execution Lock

Test case execution statuses can’t be maintained.

� Signature Strategy (Optional)

Assign a signature strategy.

� Target Status

This is the status to be set if a change is approved.

� Cancellation Status

This is the status to be set if a change is rejected.

Assign Business Transaction Types and Templates

If you want to be able to create incidents for application errors or test case errors

during a test, assign the required business transaction types (see Figure 12.10) and

then assign incident templates.

Figure 12.10  Business Transaction Types for Defect Management

To configure a custom transaction type, follow these steps:

1. Copy SAP-delivered transaction type SMIN into a custom transaction type (e.g.,

ZMIN). The child entities are copied automatically by the copy program (status

profile, action profile, etc.). This can be done in the ITSM area of Transaction SOL-

MAN_SETUP.

2. Make sure the entry for PROCESS_TYPE_ADD exists for the new transaction type.

3. Ensure that the newly created transaction type is classified as STANDARD.
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Specify Default Test Case Execution Times, Depending on Type

From a test planning perspective, you can maintain the time taken for each test case

and for each test case type. This default time is always used when the attribute isn’t

set in the test case attributes.

The settings shown in Figure 12.11 also will be leveraged to define the test scope for the

Scope and Effort Analyzer (SEA). Here, the time taken for the test cases can be added

up and compared according to time taken for manual and automatic operations.

Figure 12.11  Required Time for Test Case Operations

12.1.2    Administration

In this section, we’ll look at administration of the Test Suite, and we’ll define both test

classifications and test status values.

Define Test Classification

A test classification category is an attribute that you can assign to test cases in the

new Solution Documentation module. You can use it to filter when you generate test

plans and test packages. To define a test classification category, follow the menu path

Solution Manager Implementation Guide � SAP Solution Manager � Capabilities (Opti-

onal) � Test Suite � Test Suite for SAP Solution Manager � Preparation � Administration �

Define Test Classification.
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You can freely define test classification categories as shown in Figure 12.12.

Figure 12.12  Test Classification Categories

Define Test Status Values

The most customizable options are for the statuses a tester can assign to a test case

during test execution. The default statuses available are as follows (see Figure 12.13):

� ALMOST_OK

The test is passed, even if some small issues remain to be fixed after the test phase.

� RETEST_OK

A test case with the TEST_ERROR status was retested and passed the test; the issue

is resolved.

� TEST_OK

The test case has passed; you don’t have to report issues and retest.

� CATT_PASS, CATT_FAIL, CATT_CANC

These statuses relate to automated test scripts.

Figure 12.13  Test Case Statuses
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The following options can be assigned to each status:

� Valuation

Assign a status icon, according to the criticality.

� Sorting Key

Define the order of the statuses in the dropdown list.

� Not Selectable

Define a status as obsolete.

� Test Ended

If this checkbox is selected, the Test Ended flag is set automatically when the user

assigns the corresponding status to a test (the TEST_OK status, for example). The

tester can remove the flag manually.

The following test case statuses can’t be changed, for technical reasons:

� The CATT_* statuses are created automatically by the system. You can’t delete

them, but you can change their names.

� The UNTESTED status is for SAP’s internal use only. It’s created automatically by

the system. You can delete it temporarily, but the system will create it again when

a status analysis is called.

12.1.3    Test Planning

Test planning involves two primary tasks: test coverage and test scope definition.

Test coverage involves defining test cases (manual or automated) to cover execut-

ables in all process steps for the business processes in Solution Documentation. Test

scope definition determines the test cases or executables to be included in the test

plan to achieve the quality goals of the new or enhanced software.

As part of the Test Suite, SAP has provided tools to help with both tasks, which we’ll

detail in the following subsections. We’ll also discuss some tools available to help you

troubleshoot and analyze your test cases. Test scope determination based on change

impact analysis will be covered in Section 12.3.

Defining Test Case Document Types and Templates

Preparing for manual testing involves defining the test case documents and tem-

plates that will be leveraged for testing. To do so, in the Solution Administration

screen, click the Global Functions dropdown  and choose Document Type Admi-

nistration (see Figure 12.14). From the Document Type Administration screen, you’ll be
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able to define new document types to be leveraged for testing (see Figure 12.15). For

manual testing, it’s best to define two document types, as follows:

� Test script template

Contains the test steps and data for execution

� Test note/results template

Used to store screenshots of test results

Figure 12.14  Document Type Administration

Figure 12.15  Test Document Types

Figure 12.16 shows an example of a typical test template that would be associated with

the custom document type created in the earlier step. After uploading templates (SAP

supports multiple formats, such as DOC, XLS, and TXT) for the new testing document

types and assigning a status scheme, the next step is to leverage the templates for

creating test cases as elements in every process step and business process in Solution

Documentation.
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Figure 12.16  Test Case Template

Creating Test Cases in Solution Documentation

Using Transaction SOLDOC, launch Solution Documentation. To add a test case as an

element to the Quotation process step using the document types defined in Section

12.1.3, right-click the white space in the Elements section and then select New � Test

Cases � Test Document (From Template) (see Figure 12.17).

Note

Keep the following points in mind when configuring test cases:

� Test cases that are elements of a process step in the process step library will be

available globally wherever the process step is used to define a process in the

Business Processes folder.

� Test cases defined directly as an element of a process step in a business process

will be local to that business process.

� To avoid multiple assignments of the same test cases in higher sections of your

business processes, use inheritance rules.

� The attribute value Additive indicates that test cases from lower sections will be

inherited at this node as well.

� The attribute value Exclusive indicates that only test cases assigned at this node

level will be considered for this node.
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Figure 12.17  Adding Manual Test Cases

Give the test case a descriptive name based on your naming conventions, then click

the Edit Document button to add the steps of the test case.

As a final step, in the Attributes pane, define the test case classification (see Figure

12.18), which will be used like metadata to enable filtering on test scripts to determine

the scope for the test plans.

Figure 12.18  Adding Test Case Classification Attribute
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Analyzing Test Cases

To help troubleshoot and analyze the testing coverage, SAP has provided multiple

tools in Solution Manager 7.2.

The first is the test preparation report, accessible from the Test Suite/Test Prepara-

tion tile in SAP Fiori launchpad, as shown in Figure 12.19.

Figure 12.19  Test Preparation in SAP Fiori Launchpad

This report will list all the executables in the executable library and highlight missing

test cases, as shown in Figure 12.20.

The second analysis can be performed directly in Solution Documentation to deter-

mine the number of test cases to process steps for the process step library or the busi-

ness processes, as shown in Figure 12.21.
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Figure 12.20  Missing Test Cases

Figure 12.21  Test Cases to Process Steps

12.1.4    Test Plan Management

With test plan management, you create test plans based on Solution Documentation.

Each test plan is defined for a set of solutions, branches, and views and involves the
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selection of manual test cases, executables, and automated test configurations

(eCATT, CBTA, composite tests, and third-party test scripts) to be executed for an

upcoming test cycle.

To start, execute Transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER or SM_WORKCENTER to

launch the SAP Fiori launchpad, and navigate to the Test Suite work center. There,

click the Test Plan Management tile shown in Figure 12.22.

Figure 12.22  Test Plan Management

Next, click Test Plan � Create from the Test Plan Management screen, as shown in

Figure 12.23. Enter a unique identifying description per the naming conventions in

your environment in the General Data tab, then click the Settings tab (Figure 12.24),

where the selections play an important role in the scope determination process. The

options on this screen are as follows:

� Release Schema

Determines the statuses that can be assigned to the test plan and the correspond-

ing actions that can or can’t be performed.
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� Workflow is active

Activates an email workflow for test plan and packages.

� Executables in Test Case Selection

This attribute filters the Solution Documentation elements that will be available

for execution selection. The options are as follows:

– Test Cases Only

– Executables When Test Case Missing

– Test Cases and Executable

Note

Once the test plan has been saved, the Executable in Test Case Selection option can’t

be modified.

� Test Classification

An attribute defined in the previous section can be leveraged to filter the test cases

that will be available for selection.

� Document Type for Test Note/Test Results

The document type and template to be leveraged for capturing test results.

Figure 12.23  Create Test Plan
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Figure 12.24  Test Plan Settings

Once the settings have been set, the next tab is Test Case Selection, which first que-

ries the list of executable entities (test cases/configurations and executables) from

the process step library and the business processes that are eligible and then allows

for user selection (see Figure 12.25).

Figure 12.25  Test Case Selection
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The next steps are handled differently based on the type of testing being performed.

Typically, unit testing involves breaking up the test cases into subsets called test

packages and assigning entire packages to one or more testers, as shown in Figure

12.26.

Figure 12.26  Tester Assignment to Test Package

However, in integration or regression testing, for which test cases need to be exe-

cuted in a certain sequence to test end-to-end flow of data through the process, the

test case execution sequence can be defined in a test sequence as shown in Figure

12.27. Then, a test package can be created within which individual test cases can be

assigned to different testers, as shown in Figure 12.28.
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Figure 12.27  Test Sequence

Figure 12.28  Tester Assignment in Test Package with Sequence
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12.1.5    Test Execution

Test Execution in the Test Suite largely can be broken out into manual test execution,

which involves testers, and automated test execution, in which the test tool will exe-

cute automated test cases on a schedule. In this section, we’ll look at both types of

test execution and then provide brief instructions for what to do if an error is

detected during testing.

Manual Testing

After receiving the email notification facilitated by the workflow in the Test Suite, tes-

ters can log into the SAP Solution Manager system with their user IDs. There, they’ll

see summary statistics on the progress of test execution and can drill into the test

cases assigned to them for execution from the tester worklist accessible from the SAP

Fiori launchpad (see Figure 12.29). The list of defects raised for the assigned test cases

is also made visible in the tester worklist.

Figure 12.29  Tester Worklist Tile

The testers will see all test packages assigned to them, and highlighting one will make

the test cases to be executed visible in the section below.
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Note

In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, you can track test execution status at the tester level if

same test case is assigned to multiple testers in the same test package.

Test packages without a test sequence will allow the execution of test cases in any

order. Test cases with test sequences will only allow execution in the order defined.

The first test will have to be marked as Ended for the next test case to be available for

execution.

If the test plan is marked as in Preparation or Protected while changes are being

made, testers will see test packages marked with a Ready to Test Protected icon .

Tests ready for testing will show a Ready to Test icon .

Figure 12.30  Tester Worklist

To execute the test, the tester clicks the Run button (see Figure 12.30), which opens

the Manual Test Case Execution screen, in which the tester can perform the following

functions related to testing, as shown in Figure 12.31 and Figure 12.32:

� Display Test Case

This will pull up the test case template with the step instructions and test data to

be used.
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� Start Test Execution

This will launch the executable in the test system defined.

� TBOM Trace

This will allow the tester to save time by creating dynamic TBOM simultaneously

with the test execution.

� Execution Status

This will allow the tester to set the test status.

� Assigned Defects

This will allow for capture of defects and will also list defects already created.

� Test Note and Test Results

This will be used to store a document of testing results. It’s possible to upload a file

here as well.

Figure 12.31  Test Execution Screen
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Figure 12.32  Test Execution Screen: Additional Functions

Note

To make the TBOM Trace work, parameter AGS_BPCA_TB_FR_TWKL will need to be

assigned to the user and set to X.

Automated Testing

Automated test execution is the most coveted benefit of automated testing. Imagine

being able to set an entire set of regression tests to run overnight and be done with all

your testing by the morning (although errors would mean fixing them and attempt-

ing to reach utopia again).

To set automated execution, you’ll need to create a test package containing only

automated test cases and assign it to a tester.

Note

Automated execution can only be performed on test packages without a sequence

definition.

From the tester worklist, the tester can schedule the execution, as shown in Figure

12.33.
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Figure 12.33  Schedule Execution

If you want the execution to be in the foreground, the tester will need to be registered

in the Foreground Scheduler (Transaction STPFE) and will need to choose Activate

Testing (see Figure 12.35).

Note

The test scripts will be executed based on the schedule determined for the job sched-

uler shown in Figure 12.34, but it’s also possible to change to immediate execution

from the scheduler directly.

Figure 12.34  Scheduled Foreground Execution
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Figure 12.35 shows the options for and status of the job being scheduled for fore-

ground execution. Background execution can be monitored from the Job Overview

accessed via Transaction SM37.

Figure 12.35  Activate Scheduler Execution

Defect

If an error is detected during testing, a defect can be created directly from the Test

Execution screen. The tester will need to choose the document type to be created as a

defect (the preconfigured SAP default is SMIN [incident]) and fill out the form with

details about the defect. The context of the test case, including Solution Documenta-

tion information, is passed to the defect automatically, as shown in Figure 12.36.

Figure 12.36  Defect Creation
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The defect transaction number generated is visible under the message ID. Clicking

the defect ID opens it in ITSM (see Figure 12.37), in which subsequent processing

occurs. The following capabilities of Incident Management can then be leveraged to

classify, prioritize, assign to a developer, and retest the resolved defect:

� Support team determination

� Email notifications on status changes

� Multilevel categorization

� Interacting with SAP’s support services

Figure 12.37  Defect in IT Service Management
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Defects also can be copied to defect corrections (standard SAP transaction type S1TM)

if the correction being made involves a transportable change.

12.1.6    Test Analytics and Reporting

SAP has provided several options for testing-related analytics, all made accessible

from the Test Suite Analytics tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad (Transaction SM_WORK-

CENTER; see Figure 12.38).

Figure 12.38  Test Suite Analytics Tile

The first set of reports shown in Figure 12.39 focus on the determination of gaps or

the overall completeness of testing. Included in these reports are analysis of the avail-

ability, assignment, and usage of test cases, technical bills of materials, and execut-

ables and processes/process steps in Solution Documentation (see Figure 12.40).

These reports boast the use of rich filtering and forward navigation to the respective

nodes in Solution Documentation.
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Figure 12.39  Test Analytics Reports

Figure 12.40  Completeness and Gap Report
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The second and third set of reports focus on test execution and testing progress ana-

lytics. These reports are a new development in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and we

believe a major step forward in improvement of the analytical capabilities of the Test

Suite since SAP Solution Manager 7.1. Some of the more commonly used reports here

include the multiple test plan status report shown in Figure 12.41, which provides the

quality assurance manager an overview into the progress of testing and the quality

(based on the number of defects) of the multiple initiatives.

Figure 12.41  Multiple Test Plan Status Overview

Another frequently used report is the progress analytics report for multiple test

plans, shown in Figure 12.42, which allows for dissection and aggregation of data by

dimensions such as solution, branch, test plans, owners, release status, and time
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interval. A helpful feature is the time series of the number of test cases per test plan

in an aggregated test execution status. All reports offer options for the number and

types of columns to display, which can be personalized by the user, and drilldown

capabilities, which allow for digging into test plans, test packages, test cases, and

defects for further investigation.

Figure 12.42  Progress Analytics

The test report is a summary of test results that can be generated in an MS Word for-

mat with a chapter structure, as shown in Figure 12.43. This report is designed for test

managers to summarize and present testing reports to management. Many selection

parameters are available for this report to make it specific to the scope shown in

Figure 12.44.
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Figure 12.43  MS Word Test Report

Figure 12.44  Test Report Definition
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12.2    Component-Based Test Automation

Automated testing has been around for a very long time. Although many have mixed

feelings about its efficacy and need, it’s integral to achieving comprehensive quality

assurance. Automated test tools are designed to help companies reduce costs and

risks, as well as significantly minimize time and personnel expenditure.

As changes in an SAP environment become more complex and frequent, regression

tests become invaluable for ensuring the continued functioning of current business

processes and business functions. Automation can speed up the testing and evalua-

tion processes overall, because regression test cycles aren’t linked to the availabil-

ity of user departments, which therefore can be relieved of recurring—and time-

consuming—routine testing.

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, in the Test Suite, the options for test automation are

based on the tool of choice for test orchestration. If SAP Solution Manager is where

your test cases are stored, testing executed, and test reporting performed, then

option 1 gives you Component-Based Test Automation (CBTA) which essentially runs

on the Extended Computer-Aided Test Tool (eCATT) platform. Third-party tool

options include HP Unified Functional Testing (UFT), Worksoft Certify, and other

tools.

Note

It’s important to note that end-to-end testing of a business process spanning multi-

ple systems (SAP and non-SAP platforms) will require the use of a third-party test

tool such as UFT to build automated test scripts for the non-SAP portions. Handover

of data to and from the test data container (TDC) is now possible with UFT.

If your test orchestration tool of choice is HP Application Lifecycle Management (HP

ALM), the test automation options are for UFT SAP Test Automation and Optimiza-

tion (SAP TAO).

In this section, we’ll walk through the configuration and use of CBTA in detail.

12.2.1    Configuration and Setup

CBTA is a third-generation test automation test tool that uses the paradigm of modu-

lar test scripts composed by reusing SAP-delivered default components and cus-

tomer-specific screen components, which allows for fast repair of damaged test
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scripts and thus reduces the overhead associated with maintenance of automated

test scripts.

CBTA 3.0 SP 07 is currently the version supported in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, and

it’s supported on multiple SAP UI technologies, such as SAP GUI, SAP CRM web client,

SAP ABAP Web Dynpro, SAP Enterprise Portal, Web Dynpro Java, and SAPUI5.

SAP has provided a guided procedure that walks through the setup of the CBTA tool.

The CBTA client, which will need to be installed on every tester’s machine, can be

downloaded from SAP Service Marketplace. You can also refer to SAP Note 1763697

for additional information on CBTA installation.

The most important steps of the installation and setup are as follows:

1. Register test tool

You must register the CBTA test tool in the SAP Solution Manager system in in

which eCATT runs. To do so, maintain table ECCUST_ET for the registration with the

following information, as shown in Figure 12.45:

– Tool Name: Enter “CBTA”

– COM Program ID: Enter “CBTA.COM.APPLICATION”

– Tool Desc.: Enter “CBTA”

– Mark all checkboxes: W/o Password, W/o Database, Transfer Log of External

Test Tool, and Supp. BPCA Trace

Figure 12.45  CBTA Test Tool Registration
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2. Generate eCATT user

For communication with eCATT, the CBTA test tool requires a service user with the

appropriate authorizations. Execute report ECATT_GENERATE_ET_USER to create

the ECATT_ET_USR user with the SAP_ECET and SAP_SM_ECET roles assigned.

3. Create template users

To make authorization and access information easy, SAP has provided template

users with the required roles to perform the required functional activities—for

example, the test engineer, test coordinator, and display-only users (see Figure

12.46).

The TP_CBTA template user has roles that should be used for test IDs leveraged for

automated testing.

Figure 12.46  CBTA Template Users

4. Configure system under test

The next set of activities in the guided setup procedure involves the configuration

of the system(s) under test, to allow CBTA to access this system from your SAP

Solution Manager system and to perform test activities on it/them.

To configure the system that will be tested, ensure that the required ST-PI and ST-

A/PI levels are installed on the system under test. This is required for tests of appli-

cations based on the previous step (select UI technologies).

Testing with CBTA requires SAP Solution Manager plugins to be installed on the

system(s) under test. ST-PI is mandatory for any activities and any UI technologies
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(except for Java and third-party servers). ST-A/PI is mandatory for the automation

of SAP CRM Web UI tests (SAP CRM 7.0 or higher).

Additional Information

For more information, refer to the CBTA Compatibility Matrix at http://service.

sap.com/saptao.

For SAP CRM web applications, process flow analysis recording, and execution of

tests created with CBTA, install the following SAP Notes on the SAP CRM system

under test: 1666201, 1794736, 1649707, and 1607282.

For Web Dynpro applications, process flow analysis recording, and execution of

tests created with CBTA, install the following SAP Notes on the corresponding sys-

tem under test: 1780855, 1887898, and 1875359.

5. Enable scripting

Process flow analysis and test execution for SAP GUI-based applications require

that SAP GUI scripting is enabled on the system under test and on desktops.

To check the scripting parameter, execute Transaction RZ11 and check the value for

profile parameter sapgui/user_scripting on the system(s) under test. Make sure

the current value for the server has been set to TRUE, as shown in Figure 12.47.

Figure 12.47  User Scripting Profile Parameter on System under Test
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6. Create technical user

Create a technical user in the selected system(s) under test with the following

roles:

– SAP_TST_AGENT_RFC: This role allows communication between SAP Solution

Manager and the system under test.

– SAP_SM_TCE_RFC: This role is required due to the integration of CBTA into the

test composition environment.

– SAP_WDA_TST_RFC: This role is relevant for automation of the following UI

technologies: Web Dynpro ABAP, Web GUI, SAPUI5, and business service pages.

– SAP_CRM_TST_RFC: This role is required if the system under test is an SAP

CRM–based system.

7. Create technical RFC

In this step, create the destinations to the selected systems under test to make

them accessible by CBTA from SAP Solution Manager.

Several CBTA features require activities on the system under test, mainly to

retrieve information from said system. CBTA accesses the system under test via a

dedicated destination using the technical user.

8. Perform self-checks

With the self-checks shown in Figure 12.48, you can verify the CBTA installation

and configuration. They can be executed for the SAP Solution Manager system, for

the CBTA frontend application, and for the system under test.

Figure 12.48  Solution Manager Self-Checks for CBTA
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Note

The self-checks for the system data container won’t populate the checks unless the

system under test management step shown in Figure 12.49 has been completed.

Click Import to bring in the logical component groups and then Edit to add the RFC

definition for the Technical Destination and the tester user ID and password. Click

the Check buttons to make sure all entries are correct.

Figure 12.49  System under Test Management

9. Configure TBOMs

For TBOM configuration, you can enhance template users. Execute this activity if

you want to enable the CBTA template user(s) to be able to perform activities

related to TBOMs. Typical roles that will need to be assigned are as follows:

– SAP_SM_BPCA_TBOM_ALL

– SAP_SM_S_RFCACL

– SAP_SM_SL_EDIT

– SAP_STWB_2_DIS

You can also enhance technical users; in this step, assign additional roles to the tech-

nical user on the managed system under test. The roles are assigned to the technical

user defined in the configure system under test step. Typically, the following role will

need to be assigned: SAP_SM_BPCA_TBOM.
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12.2.2    CBTA Script

Before you start creating a CBTA test configuration, there are a few terms you should

be familiar with, as follows:

� Test configuration: Comprises a test script, a system data container, and a TDC.

� Test script: Represents the steps of a business process performed by the automated

test case—for example:

– A purchase order is entered in the SAP CRM system.

– The order is passed to the SAP ERP system, where production is scheduled.

� System data container: Defines the systems on which testing steps are performed.

A system can be defined by operational function (e.g., SAP CRM or SAP ERP system)

or by technical roles (e.g., system roles such as development, test, evaluation, pro-

duction system, represented by logical components).

� Test data container: A reusable data object with a set of user-defined parameters

that can be maintained independently from the test script.

Now, let’s get into the creation of test configurations using CBTA. To start, in Solution

Documentation, for a process or process step, right-click in the Elements section and

choose New � Test Cases � Test Configuration (Create) as shown in Figure 12.50.

Figure 12.50  Adding Test Configuration to Solution Documentation
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Next, enter in a name for the CBTA Test configuration in the customer name space

and save the object to a local package or a custom package, as shown in Figure 12.51.

Figure 12.51  Defining the Test Configuration

Note

Because you have the option of using Z and Y for naming in the customer name-

space, use Z for CBTA test configuration and Y for the composite test configurations

for easier identification.

Define the executable by clicking the Assign Executable button and then your the

search option(s). After all other needed attributes such as application component and

test profile are defined, click the Launch CBTA button to launch the CBTA client.

The tool will launch the transaction in the managed system based on the role (DEV or

QA), and this is your cue to execute the steps of the transaction.
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A few test automation best practices are as follows:

� Practice the steps of the transaction execution.

� Always enter in all data on the keyboard (don’t use the history feature for data

entry).

� Try to avoid using pop-ups such as date searches.

� Output data can be captured from the message bar at the bottom of the GUI, but if

it isn’t generated there, use the Checkpoint feature to get data from the screen.

� Use the Checkpoint feature to build in validations (e.g., validate tax equal to 6 per-

cent) into your test script.

� Add audit screenshots into your results log by using the Add Screenshot feature.

� Always back out of your transaction and capture the log off step. This prevents

multiple sessions staying open when automated foreground execution is set up.

After completing the recording (see Figure 12.52), the test script is visible in the Test

Script tab, as shown in Figure 12.53. The test script will consist of standard CBTA com-

ponents and custom components created specifically for your customized transac-

tion screens, also shown in Figure 12.53.

Figure 12.52  Process Flow Analyzer Recording
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Figure 12.53  CBTA Test Script

Test data is normally stored separately from the test scripts in TDCs, as shown in

Figure 12.54. The main reasons for this are reusability and maintainability. TDCs and

a test script are brought together in test configuration to create an executable test

case. TDCs can be created using Transaction SECATT. We recommend giving the TDC

the same name as the test configuration to maintain consistency.

Use the test script created in the previous step to pull in the parameters from the

ECATTDEFAULT variant, then define additional data variants in the Variants tab in

the TDC.

The next step involves assigning the TDC to the test configuration. Use the Test Data

Assignment wizard to do this quickly (see Figure 12.55).
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Figure 12.54  Test Data Container

Figure 12.55  Assign Test Data Container to Test Configuration

TDCs also allow for the definition of external variants, as shown in Figure 12.56. Typi-

cally, this is used for uploading additional variants into the TDC, but it’s also possible
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to perform some nifty nesting of the variant files with some VB (Visual Basic) script-

ing to enable execution of end-to-end processes using just CBTA configurations.

Figure 12.56  External Variants for Test Data Container

12.2.3    Composite Script

An end-to-end test configuration can be created by combining two or more CBTA test

scripts in a composite test configuration. The entry point for creating a composite

configuration is the same as for the CBTA test configuration: Solution Documenta-

tion. This time, however, choose Composite Test in the Test Tool dropdown, as shown

in Figure 12.57.

Figure 12.57  Composite Test Configuration
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Next, add the CBTA test scripts to the composite configuration, then enable the

exchange of parameters. For example, if your process uses Transaction FB60 (Post

Invoice) and Transaction FB03 (Display Document), then your CBTA script for post

invoice will produce a message bar with the document number. You can expose the

export parameter for the document number and import that parameter into the dis-

play document script. Because both scripts will be contained within the composite

configuration, the parameter can be chosen as a Local parameter, as shown in Figure

12.58.

Figure 12.58  Local Parameter Selection

The test data creation for a composite test script is a little different as well. Because

the composite configuration is a concatenation of two or more CBTA test scripts,

prior to the creation of the TDC, parameters for the composite configuration will

have to be defined. This can be performed within the test script from Transaction

SECATT.

In the script editor, double-clicking the script interface—for example, CIF1_1—

exposes the parameters from the CBTA scripts, which can then be adopted into the

composite script, as shown in Figure 12.59. The process for TDC creation and variant

handling is exactly like that for CBTA configuration.
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Figure 12.59  Defining Parameters for Composite Script

12.3    Change Impact Analysis

Change impact analysis is the process of pinpointing the results of a change, as well

as identifying the steps that need to be taken to accomplish a result.

Larger changes, like support packages, enhancement packages, and upgrades, as well

as smaller changes like customer developments and add-on installations can impact

productive business processes and system functionality, making it imperative to test

changes prior to release to production. SAP has provided change impact analysis

capability in SAP Solution Manager. In the following sections, we’ll explain the basics

of change impact analysis before diving into the tools, capabilities, and specific

usage.
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12.3.1    Technical Bill of Materials

Over time, SAP has added more functions to BPCA, but the analysis paradigm has

stayed the same. BPCA determines the impact by comparing the objects in the tech-

nical bill of materials (TBOM) with the list of objects modified by the change event.

Because every TBOM is clearly assigned to a certain transaction or program in a cer-

tain scenario, business process, or process step, you can determine precisely which

parts of a business process are affected by a change.

What is a TBOM? A TBOM contains a list of all objects in an executable entity. These

objects include, for example, elements of the UI, module pools, function modules, or

tables. These objects are assigned to a TBOM enhancement. When a TBOM is created,

the system creates a first TBOM enhancement, which contains all objects in this ini-

tial creation. You can add any number of enhancements to a TBOM, increasing the

list of relevant objects. TBOM enhancements can be generated dynamically, stati-

cally, or semidynamically, as we’ll discuss in the following subsections.

Dynamic TBOMs

Dynamic TBOMs are the most precise but can’t be generated automatically. They

involve actual user execution of an executable in the managed system, with a trace

pulling back a listing of all objects used in that execution session.

The dynamic TBOM creation also includes RFC connections and branched GUI user

procedures within the same (primary) system, as well as RFC connections to other

(secondary) systems. Enhancements are also created if an executable entity sched-

ules background jobs. The system creates a separate TBOM enhancement for each

background job with the objects involved.

Typically, considering the maintenance involved, dynamic TBOMs are created for

business-critical transactions only. Some customers use test automation to auto-

mate the maintenance of dynamic TBOMs, but something to consider is that a

change that makes the TBOM obsolete also could break the automated test script.

A TBOM can be viewed in Solution Documentation as an element of the executable,

as shown in Figure 12.60.
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Figure 12.60  Technical Bill of Materials

From the TBOM screen, it’s possible to perform the following actions:

� Rerecord

Launches the recreation of the dynamic TBOM.

� Create Enhancement

Allows for recording, which will enhance the current TBOM.

� Show Content

Displays the object contents of the TBOM.

� Obsolescence Check

Will run the obsolescence check ad hoc for a specific TBOM.

� Create TBOM Recording Work Item

Will create a work item for TBOM recording for the business expert assigned, as

shown in Figure 12.61. The overall process is supported by a workflow in which the

business process expert is notified via email about a request for creation of a

TBOM and the requester is notified when the TBOM has been generated. The busi-

ness process expert can view the request and launch the creation/recording of the

TBOM from the TBOM Worklist tile, accessible from Transaction SOLMAN_WORK-

CENTER. The work items list is shown in Figure 12.62.
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Figure 12.61  Create TBOM Work Item

Figure 12.62  TBOM Worklist

Semidynamic TBOM

Semidynamic and static TBOMs are mass-generated. Semidynamic TBOMs use Usage

and Procedure Logging (UPL), so they’re more precise than static TBOMs. The system

analyses the environment to determine which objects are in the executable entity.

They’re filtered using the object usage data provided by the UPL function of your sys-

tem.
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Static TBOM

Static TBOMs, as with semidynamic TBOMs, are mass-generated. The executable

entity isn’t called; instead, the system analyses the environment to determine which

objects are in the executable entity. Dynamic calls or generated objects aren’t

detected, so they’re not in the TBOM. The result is not as precise as dynamic or semi-

dynamic generation.

12.3.2    Business Process Change Analyzer

With innovation-driven system changes becoming more frequent, the scope of test-

ing became an important factor for SAP customers. With SAP Solution Manager 7.0

Enterprise Edition EHP 1 (SP 18), SAP introduced a type of application analysis called

Business Process Change Analyzer (BPCA), which was capable of performing change

impact analysis and identifying the impact to business processes.

The paradigm for change impact analysis and BPCA is simple: Find the intersections

of objects between the two entities (TBOM—collection of objects within an execut-

able and transport—collection of objects being modified) to determine impact, as

shown in Figure 12.63. Extending this concept to executables in a process will identify

which processes will need to be regression tested to ensure that business functional-

ity isn’t affected. In the following subsections, we’ll look at the configuration and exe-

cution of BPCA.

Figure 12.63  Change Impact Analysis Paradigm
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Create Template Users

A guided procedure in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 helps you create template users and

define the roles that should be assigned. In the case of BPCA, as shown in Figure 12.64,

the template users are as follows:

� Quality expert

� Business process expert

� Display-only

� ECAT template user

Note

If you use SAP BW reporting, you need additional standard template users in the SAP

BW system/client. If your SAP BW system is in the same client as SAP Solution Man-

ager, then the relevant roles are assigned to the standard user in the SAP Solution

Manager system.

Figure 12.64  Template Users for BPCA

Configure User in a Managed System

To adjust the response of the BPCA, assign user parameters to your user.
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Note

These settings are user-specific, so each end user can maintain these settings for

him- or herself.

On the Parameters tab, enter parameters and parameter values as follows:

� To allow the user to create TBOMs from the tester worklist, set parameter AGS_

BPCA_TB_FR_TWKL, parameter value X.

� To not allow the user to create TBOMs from the tester worklist, set parameter AGS_

BPCA_TB_FR_TWKL, parameter value <blank>.

� To allow the user to receive emails from the TBOM worklist, set parameter AGS_

TBWI_EMAIL_OFF, parameter value <blank>.

� To suppress emails from the TBOM worklist, set parameter AGS_TBWI_EMAIL_OFF,

parameter value X.

Business Process Change Analyzer Preparation

Schedule the obsolescence background job to verify that a TBOM is up-to-date and

mark TBOMs as potentially obsolete, as shown in Figure 12.65.

Figure 12.65  TBOM Obsolescence Check Job
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A TBOM can become obsolete due to changes made to the application—for example,

when a transaction changes after importing a new support package. The obsoles-

cence check compares the changed objects in the transport requests and its versions

with the objects in existing TBOMs.

Note

The system can’t identify whether a changed object resulted in a program flow

change and made the TBOM obsolete, so the Out-of-Date status only indicates that

you need to record the TBOM again during the next planned TBOM update cycle. You

can continue to use the TBOM for analyses.

The obsolescence check compares the objects in the TBOM with the objects in the sys-

tem affected, which is the system in which the executable was executed to record the

TBOM. All object types that can change the program flow for an executable entity are

taken into account. The following object types are included:

� CINC: Class include (ABAP objects)

� CLAS: Class (ABAP objects)

� CLSD: Class definition (ABAP objects)

� CPRI: Private header (ABAP objects)

� CPRO: Protected header (ABAP objects)

� CPUB: Public header (ABAP objects)

� DIAL: Dialog module

� ENHO: Enhancement implementation

� ENHS: Enhancement spot

� FUGR: Function group

� FUNC: Function module

� METH: Method (ABAP objects)

� PROG: Program

� REPS: Report source

� SHLP: Search help

� TABU: Table contents
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Note

Changing table contents only results in an out-of-date TBOM if a table access key

was recorded in the TBOM.

� WAPA: Business Server Page (BSP) application

� WAPP: Page/controller for a BSP application

� WDYC: Controller (Web Dynpro)

� WDYN: Web Dynpro components

� WDYV: View (Web Dynpro)

� SQLT: Pool/cluster table

� TABL: Table

� TTYP: Table type

� VIEW: View

Static or semidynamic TBOMs are mass-generated. To improve performance, static

or semidynamic TBOMs are generated in parallel tasks. With the server group, you

control how many system resources are used to generate a static or semidynamic

TBOM. To do so, for each managed system in which static or semi-dynamic TBOMs

are to be recorded, perform the following steps:

1. Go to the CCMS—RFC Server Group Maintenance screen (Transaction RZ12).

2. Choose Create Assignment.

3. In the Server Group field, enter “STATIC_TBOM”.

4. Select an Application Server Instance.

5. Enter Resource Usage Control information, then click Copy.

Note

If your system has more than one application server, you can assign additional appli-

cation servers to the server group.
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Usage Procedure Logging Activation

In the Custom Code Management configuration scenario, activate UPL in the man-

aged systems and enable the UPL extractors. For more information, see the Configu-

ration subsection in Section 12.3.3.

To generate semidynamic TBOMs, ensure that UPL data is generated in the produc-

tion managed system and is being retrieved. Prior to doing so, you need to execute

the BPCA self-check (Transaction SM_BPCA_SPRO_SLF_CHK) to ensure success (see

Figure 12.66).

Figure 12.66  BPCA Self-Check
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For the self-check, use the following systems:

� System with UPL Data

Specify the SAP Solution Manager system for which semidynamic TBOMs are to be

created.

� Solution Documentation

Specify the Solution Documentation system for which semidynamic TBOMs are to

be created.

Next, analyze any issues highlighted in the report and resolve them.

To create semidynamic or static TBOMs for the executable entities in your execut-

able library, the system analyzes the managed environment to determine which

objects are in the executable entity. If your system supports UPL, then in addition to

using the environment information, the objects are filtered with the object usage

data provided by the UPL function of your system. Only objects that are used are

found in the semidynamic TBOM.

Caution

TBOM generation causes heavy system load, so don’t use your production system.

Generate TBOMs

Go to Transaction SM_BPCA_TB_GEN, as shown in Figure 12.67. Here, you can specify

the Solution, Branch, and (optionally) Views for which you want to create TBOMs.

Then, select the System Role and the scope of TBOM creation. We recommend using

the default option, Update outdated TBOMs, create missing TBOMs.

If your system supports UPL, select the Create Semi-Dynamic TBOMs checkbox, then

select the system role. Specify the time range for the UPL data collection. Ensure that

it contains executions of the transactions you want to record.

Recommendations

To reduce the runtime, you can decrease the branching level.

Define a branching level of at least 3. If the system doesn’t detect UPL data in the first

two branching levels, a static TBOM is created.
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For solutions or branches with a lot of executable entities, schedule the program as a

background job. Define the interval according to how often changes are imple-

mented (e.g., monthly or quarterly).

Figure 12.67  Generate TBOMs
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Execution

Execution of BPCA can be performed by accessing the tool from the Test Suite tiles in

the SAP Fiori launchpad (Transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER), as shown in Figure

12.68.

Figure 12.68  Business Process Change Analyzer

The screen is intuitively laid out in sections, the first containing the definition of the

change event, which also highlights the impact analysis capabilities of the tool. The

options, as shown in Figure 12.69, are as follows:

� Support Packages and Support Package Stacks

� Enhancement Packages

� Planned Business Function Activations (analysis prior to activation)

� Transport Requests (Customizing and workbench)

� Object List

� Change Transaction (ChaRM integration)

Figure 12.69  Change Type Definition
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For now, select Transport Requests. In the next section, define the system and client

on which the change transports are located. Then, use the search functionality and

choose the transports to be included in the analysis in section 3. Select Transport

Requests, as shown in Figure 12.70.

Figure 12.70  Change Definition

Next, you’ll define the solution scope and kick off the execution, as shown in Figure

12.71.

Figure 12.71  Scope and Execution

Section 4 defines the Solution and Branch in which the business process, transac-

tions, and TBOMs have been created. Section 5 requires a descriptive title for the

analysis. Section 6 allows for further optional specifications in terms of scope defini-

tion. Filtering is possible using the following options:
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� Business Process Node: Logical component group selection (one or many)

� TBOMs: Criticality of TBOMs if they’ve been defined

� Executable Units: Filters specified by executable types (e.g., SAP CRM web client,

transactions, and programs)

Note

Additional information and configuration on TBOM filters and TBOM criticality defi-

nitions can be found in SAP Solution Manager configuration, at SPRO � IMG Imple-

mentation Guide � SAP Solution Manager � Capabilities (Optional) � Test Suite �

Business Process Change Analyzer � Administration � TBOM Filters/TBOM Criticality.

We highly recommend using the Schedule option for execution.

Results

The analysis will run for anywhere between a few minutes and an hour, depending on

the number of transports and TBOMs defined in the solution. Larger analysis for

enhancement packages could run for upwards of eight to 12 hours.

Once complete, the results will show the list of transactions and programs that are

impacted, as in Figure 12.72.

Figure 12.72  BPCA Results
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The Num–All column indicates the number of intersecting objects between the

TBOM and the transports. To drill in further, use the All Intersections dropdown to

view the intersection of the transports with a specific TBOM for a transaction or pro-

gram or the all the intersections between transports and impacted TBOMs in the

analysis (see Figure 12.73). The results appear in a separate pop-up and are very useful

for understanding the true impact (see Figure 12.74). For example, if the only impact

to a transaction is the entry into table NRIV (the number range interval table), then the

impact most likely can be considered benign.

Figure 12.73  Intersections

Figure 12.74  Intersection Details

12.3.3    Scope and Effort Analyzer

In 2014, starting with SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP 11, SAP provided a new utility called

the Scope and Effort Analyzer (SEA) to help determine the scope and estimate the
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effort related to development remediation tasks and testing. This utility has been

successfully utilized by project managers and functional managers for planning SAP

ERP upgrades and is available in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 as well.

SEA was built on the capabilities of BPCA and can run change impact analysis as a

simulation—which is a major plus, because scope and effort determination can be

made without even having downloaded the Enhancement Package from SAP Service

Marketplace.

SEA helps define how much ABAP support will be needed to remediate base SAP mod-

ifications. It also helps determine the number of test scripts required to test only

those transactions and programs impacted by the upgrade. This tool helps support

both scope identification and effort estimation, key during the planning phases of

SAP upgrade projects.

With the sunset of Maintenance Optimizer with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the new

target definition is performed upfront using maintenance planner, but for the most

part (other than the new web interface) the workings of the tool have stayed the

same. Let’s explore how to execute SEA.

Prerequisites

SEA is available to all customers with a valid SAP Enterprise Support agreement with

SAP. If SEA is available in your SAP Solution Manager environment, see SAP Note

2069918 (Pre-requisites for Scope and Effort Analyzer [SEA] Tool). This SAP Note pro-

vides all details necessary to get started.

The prerequisites for use of SEA in SAP Solution Manager are that SOLMAN_SETUP

configuration must be completed for the following:

� Mandatory configuration

� Managed system configuration (for all systems you plan to analyze)

� RFC authorizations to managed systems be up-to-date according to SAP Note

1830640

� SEA authorizations (see http://service.sap.com/instguides � SAP Component � SAP

Solution Manager � Release 7.2 � 4 Operation � Application-Specific Security Guide

7.2 SPS 4)
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The prerequisites for the managed system are as follows:

� Managed systems (DEV, QAS, PRD) connected to SAP Solution Manager system

� SAP Solution Tools Plug-In (ST-PI): 2008_1_x SP 09 (or higher)

� Run program RTCCTOOL in your managed system for Custom Code Management

using Transaction SE38 and implement missing SAP Notes in the landscape

� Optional: Activation of UPL for production systems only

� UPL prerequisites check (SAP Note 182888)

Note

Further information about SEA can be retrieved from http://service.sap.com/SEA.

Configuration

The UPL configuration and activation for your managed systems, though not manda-

tory, helps improve the quality of SEA. It can be found in the Transaction SOLMAN_

SETUP guided procedures under Custom Code Management configuration in SAP

Solution Manager. The important steps are as follows:

1. Managed system preparation

In this step, you prepare the SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW) infrastructure

technically for the Custom Code Management scenario. Doing so enables various

data providers in the SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence (BI) client of SAP

Solution Manager.

2. Housekeeping settings

In this step, you can configure the housekeeping settings shown in Figure 12.75 for

all InfoCubes related to the Custom Code Management infrastructure. By default,

a housekeeping job runs every night and deletes data from the InfoCubes that is

older than the specified residence time.

3. Configure infrastructure

Check SAP Notes: In this step, you check whether the required SAP Notes are

implemented in the selected managed systems.

4. Activate

In this setup step, you schedule all required jobs and extractors.
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Figure 12.75  Housekeeping Settings

To facilitate the setup, all custom-code related jobs and extractors are combined into

data collection groups, as shown in Figure 12.76. These collection groups are named

according to the custom code tools.

� In the Data Collection Groups Selection screen area, click the Select Data Collection

Groups link for the desired system.

� Select the checkboxes to select the required jobs and extractors.

� Choose the Activate Data Collection Groups pushbutton to activate your settings.

The following analysis jobs shown in Figure 12.77 are necessary:

– /SDF/CC_REFERENCES

– EFWK JOB FOR SIMILARITY:<SID>

– /SDF/UPL_PERIODIC_EXT_JOB
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Figure 12.76  SEA Data Collector Group

Figure 12.77  Analysis Jobs

The following extractors shown in Figure 12.78 must also be activated:

� CC Gen

� CC Ref

� UPL

� Similarity
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Figure 12.78  Extractors

Target Definition

The successor to the Maintenance Optimizer, SAP Solution Manager’s cloud-based

maintenance planner combines the functionalities of Maintenance Optimizer, the

LMDB product system editor, and Landscape Planner and enables easy and efficient

planning of all changes in you SAP system landscape.

A maintenance planner transaction must be defined for a scope and effort analysis.

We’ll walk through the steps for defining a support package upgrade target for an SAP

CRM system. If you’re not familiar with the maintenance planner, we recommend

utilizing an SAP Basis resource who has used it before. To start:

1. Maintenance planner can be accessed from the following URL: https://apps.sup-

port.sap.com.

Note

You will need an SAP service user account for your organization authorized to use

maintenance planner.

2. After selecting the system to be upgraded, ensure that the Verify and Sync buttons

(as shown in Figure 12.79) are green.

3. To start the process of upgrading the target definition, click the Plan icon and then

choose the Install or  Maintain an Enhancement Package option.

Based on the system information synced to the SAP Enterprise Portal, the system

will recommend applicable Enhancement Packages. In this case, we chose SP04

(11/2016) FP.

4. Confirm the selection of the support package stack, the OS, the database files, and

the add-on packages, as shown in Figure 12.80, Figure 12.81, and Figure 12.82.
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Figure 12.79  Maintenance Planner

Figure 12.80  Support Package Selection
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Figure 12.81  Support Package Stack

Figure 12.82  Add-On Packages
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5. In the final step (Figure 12.83), review the maintenance plan.

Figure 12.83  Maintenance Plan Review

6. Save the maintenance plan and click Set to Complete. This is an important step

because the SEA analysis won’t work with a maintenance plan that isn’t set to

Complete.

Executing Scope and Effort Analyzer

Now, let’s walk through the process of defining the analysis. Perform the following

steps:

1. Log on to your SAP Solution Manager with a valid user ID and password.

2. Run Transaction SM_WORKCENTER, which will launch the SAP Fiori launchpad.

Navigate to the tiles within the Test Suite work center.

3. Click on the Scope and Effort Analyzer tile (see Figure 12.84), then click the New but-

ton on the Scope and Effort Analyzer screen.

4. Another browser window will open, shown in Figure 12.85. Here, you can leave the

Analysis name as is, but you need to enter the Extended System ID (SID) for the sys-

tem you plan to update.
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Figure 12.84  Scope and Effort Analyzer Tile

Figure 12.85  Setting Up SEA: Initial Screen

5. In Specify Additional Systems, you have the option to enter multiple systems, as

shown in Figure 12.86. The following is an explanation of the system types:

– Specify technical system to read custom developments and modifications

This is typically the development system in your SAP ERP landscape. SEA will

read information about all custom objects created in that system.

– Specify technical system to read usage statistics

This is typically the production system in which you want to measure how

often a custom object is used by end users.
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– Specify technical system used for test scope optimization activities

This is usually the QA system in your landscape. It will be the system from

which TBOMs are created and read.

Figure 12.86  Specify Additional Systems for SEA Analysis
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6. Click the Perform Checks button and wait for the results to appear on screen.

7. Confirm the results and remediate any errors or red lights. The only warning that

is acceptable to move forward is related to UPL data. If your system isn’t on the cor-

rect kernel version for UPL, this step will be yellow.

8. On the Specify Solution Documentation screen shown in Figure 12.87, define the

location of existing Solution Documentation (Solution and Branch). If missing,

SEA will leverage the library generation tools to reverse document the executable

and development libraries in the defined solution and branch with transaction

codes and programs based on actual usage information from your production

managed system.

Figure 12.87  Specify Solution Documentation

9. On the Specify Test Scope screen shown in Figure 12.88, you have multiple options

to select, as follows:

– Specify Test Management Application

Here, you can select the test management tool to be utilized for testing. You can

select the local Test Workbench or an SAP-certified partner in test management.

– Optimization Approach

If your team has previously configured an optimization approach within SAP

Solution Manager, you can use this option. Leave it blank if no approach is

selectable or suitable for your analysis.

– Test Coverage (%)

This is the test coverage you want to plan for. Assume that you’ll test all objects

impacted.
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– Calculate effort for creation of automated test cases up to the coverage of

Here, you can define how much test automation you want as part of this proj-

ect. If you’re initially trying to define the manual test effort, deselect this

option.

– Calculate the effort to create test cases that are missing within the remaining

test coverage based on the following rule

Here, you can select the option to calculate the effort for creation of manual

test cases.

Figure 12.88  Specify Test Scope

10. The final step is review. After confirming, return to the main Scope and Effort

Analyzer screen, where you’ll see the analysis running.
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11. Once the analysis is complete, click the link in the Name column, shown in Figure

12.89, to view the results.

Figure 12.89  Viewing the SEA results

SEA Results

The initial display is summary information related to the analysis. Let’s go through

the tabs in order, as follows (see Figure 12.90):

� Summary

This tab provides some high-level estimates of the work hours required for custom

code and base SAP modification adjustments. It also provides an estimate of test

script execution time required.

� Modifications/Custom Developments

This tab provides more detail on the custom code within the SAP ERP systems. It

indicates the number of objects that will require adjustment.

� Test Management

Here, you can see the estimated test effort in eight-hour days. You can also see the

impact of applying test scope optimization, which reduces the number of scenar-

ios to test based on shared objects.

� Updated Sap Objects

This graphic shows an overview of the impacted objects by module and type.
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Figure 12.90  SEA Results: Summary

Next, click the dropdown for Page in the upper-right corner and select Details �

Details – Modifications/Custom Developments (see Figure 12.91). On the Modifica-

tions tab, you can see a list of SAP objects that will need to be remediated. On the

Custom Developments tab, you can see the list of custom programs and their impact

from the upgrade. You now have some valuable content to share with your project

team and can estimate the development effort required.
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Figure 12.91  SEA Results: Custom Development

Return to the Page drop down at the upper-right and select Details � Details—Test

Management. This is where you can get actual transactional details about what will

need to be tested.

Using the Test Scope Optimization Ranking tab shown in Figure 12.92, you can see the

impacted process steps at a specific level of test scope coverage. Here, you can adjust

the test coverage from 100 percent to 98 percent and simulate the potential savings

from reducing your test effort.

Moving to the Test Case Recommendations tab, you can estimate the effort to both

execute test scripts and build manual test scripts.

Scrolling down further, you can see additional details on the transactions and pro-

grams impacted by the support package stack or Enhancement Package.
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Figure 12.92  Test Scope Optimization for SEA

12.4    Impact of Upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2

SAP has published a lot of content about upgrading SAP Solution Manager from 7.1 to

7.2, and a lot of the process, planning, and execution steps, including the steps for

content activation, were discussed in Chapter 3. In this section, we’ll focus on the

upgrade and the impact it will have on customers already leveraging the Test

Management functionality in SAP Solution Manager 7.1. The changes and impacts

with regards to the upgrade are as follows:

� Test script location

After the upgrade, test documents and test configurations will be found in the pro-

cess step library of the chosen solution branch (part of the content activation pro-

cess).
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� Manual test scripts

SAP Solution Manager 7.1 supported two types of manual test scripts: manual test

cases and test documents. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 will only support the test doc-

ument type. All manual test cases will automatically be converted to the test doc-

ument type with the upgrade.

SAP attributes and keywords assigned to the test document type will continue to

be available after the upgrade.

� Automated test scripts

Test configurations (test script plus TDC plus system data container) will be

upgraded if—and this is a big if—the test configuration was assigned to a business

blueprint node in a project or solution in SAP Solution Manager 7.1.

Although it is highly recommended to check that all required test configurations

which will be used after the upgrade are associated with a project or solution in

SAP Solution Manager 7.1, SAP has provided access to a mass assignment program

(see Figure 12.93) accessible from Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, which will allow

for the upgrade and assignment of test configurations to a solution in the event

they were missed during the upgrade preparation steps.

Figure 12.93  Mass Assignment of Orphaned Tests
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All used system data containers will be replaced by one new system data container

per solution. Test profiles will be automatically adapted with the new system data

container. TDCs won’t be impacted by the upgrade.

� CBTA and SAP TAO

The CBTA and SAP TAO tool in SAP Solution Manager 7.1 used the ST-TST Compo-

nent. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2 all functionality from ST-TST has now been

incorporated into the main ST component. The CBTA and the SAP TAO client will

need to be upgraded to SP07 on the tester machines to maintain compatibility

with SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

� HP Unified Functional Testing and Worksoft Certify

UFT 12.53 and Worksoft Certify 10, which are currently pending recertification

from SAP, will be the supported versions with SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

� Activation

The configuration steps necessary to get some of the supported test automation

tools (CBTA and eCATT for SAP and third-party test suite integration for non-SAP)

working will need to be performed in the guided procedure for content activation,

as shown in Figure 12.94.

Figure 12.94  Activate Automated Testing
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The most important fields are as follows:

– Upgrade Data Repository for Automated Testing

In this activity, you upgrade the test-related data repository from its ST-TAO

version to ST-TST. Essentially, your old repository is cast into a new one that

supports test automation on SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This is only necessary if

your SAP Solution Manager 7.1 system ran test automation on the ST-TAO com-

ponent and was upgraded to ST-TST as part of the transition to SAP Solution

Manager 7.2.

– Activate Automated Testing Content

In this activity, you activate the capabilities of the ST-TAO 300 component by

retrofitting it into the ST component and by integrating with the new Solution

Documentation environment of SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

– Activate Test Acceleration and Optimization

In this activity, all TAO test scripts are relinked from SAP Solution Manager 7.1

project executables to their corresponding SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Solution

Documentation executables so that the TBOM recording feature will keep run-

ning in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

� Business Process Change Analyzer

Static and semidynamic TBOMs in SAP Solution Manager 7.1 won’t be upgraded to

SAP Solution Manager 7.2. They are programmatically created and will need to be

recreated after the upgrade.

Note

You’ll need to reactivate the jobs to extract UPL data from the production managed

systems to SAP Solution Manager via the guided procedure for Custom Code

Management.

Existing/historical BPCA analyses will only be available in display mode in SAP

Solution Manager 7.2 and can’t be leveraged for test scope optimization or test

plan generation.

� Scope and Effort Analyzer

Existing/historical SEA analyses from SAP Solution Manager 7.1 won’t be upgraded

or even visible in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Please consider this when planning

your upgrade.
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� Test plan management

Existing/historical test plans and test packages won’t be upgraded to SAP Solution

Manager 7.2. From a configuration perspective, you’ll need to complete activities

such as test classification, business partner generations, release schema, and

defect transaction types (See Section 12.1.2, Administration for details).

Any open defects will be available but will have to be manually associated with a

new test plan and test package after the upgrade.

� Analytics

The data models for SAP BW-based reports have been changed significantly in SAP

Solution Manager 7.2. To access the 7.1 test reports, SAP has created a special work

center accessible via Transaction STWB_OLD.

12.5    Partner Tools

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP in essence has defined a default testing solution

for its customers for all SAP and non-SAP solutions. This decision to build the Test

Suite was driven by feedback from customers about what were termed Options 2 and

3 for Test Management with integration with tools such as HP ALM and IBM Rational.

The feedback specifically highlighted hard-to-set-up integrations, which required

bidirectional synchronizations and the need to upgrade multiple systems and tools

to maintain compatibility.

Although the option to continue using third-party test suite integration is available

to SAP customers, these tools are being removed from SAP’s product portfolio and

will now be offered as a DBS service. Put plainly:

� Existing customers with a valid maintenance agreement will be supported and can

continue to use third-party test suite integration with SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP

3 and HP ALM 12.53 Patch 1. SAP will only be operating these tools in debug mode

with no future enhancements planned. All support ends in 2020.

� Existing customers with third-party test suite integration without maintenance

contracts need to purchase the service option or stop using third-party test suite

integration to upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

� Customers without third-party test suite integration are encouraged to consider

the Test Suite functionality of SAP Solution Manager.
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SAP TAO 3.0 SP 07, part of third-party test suite integration, is compatible with SAP

Solution Manager 7.2. The objects repository will be migrated automatically with the

upgrade. Linkages of test cases to the new Solution Documentation module will be

possible after the upgrade, although relinking won’t be required if the content activa-

tion ends without errors.

If you were using multiple projects in SAP Solution Manager 7.1, we recommend

choosing to create multiple branches in the solution as part of your content activa-

tion preparation. This will allow you to establish a one-to-one or many-to-one rela-

tionship between branches in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and projects in HP ALM. The

partner test management migration guided procedure accessible from Transaction

SOLMAN_SETUP will help illuminate the existing relationships.

HP ALM will need to be upgraded to version 12.53 Patch 1, which will include the Enter-

prise Integration (EI) for the SAP Adapter for HP QC. As a final check, run through the

adapter setup to validate that the services are functioning correctly.

12.6    Summary

Testing is a necessary and essential activity in the software development lifecycle.

The goal of testing is to ensure that the software being rolled out is bug free and

meets the user requirements defined. The recent trend in the testing space has been

to use business analysts to perform testing. SAP has built the Test Suite to support

that need with tools such as the following that fulfill all requirements to provide effi-

cient and effective testing:

� Solution Documentation is where business processes are defined. Process steps

can hold details of the executables and development objects involved.

� Solution Documentation also enables storage of test cases (manual and auto-

mated) against the process steps to provide complete traceability from require-

ments to test coverage.

� Change impact analysis tools such as the Business Process Change Analyzer and

Scope and Effort Analyzer help narrowly define the impact of change and then

estimate at a high level the effort required to remediate and test the all impacted

processes. Features like test scope optimization allow customers the flexibility to

adjust their test scope based on their risk tolerance.
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� Test Plan Management allows for definition of test plans and the creation of test

packages for work distribution, and it’s bundled with highly customizable analyt-

ics to provide complete control and visibility into testing activities.

� Test automation tools like the Component-Based Test Automation tool allow for

easy creation of automated test scripts, parameterization, and test data control.

Automated scheduling of test execution can bring traditional regression testing

schedules down from weeks to a couple of days.

� Integration with third-party tools such as UFT, HP ALM, and Worksoft Certify

allows for complete flexibility in terms of options for SAP customers.

Quality assurance is not a one-time activity. It’s a continuous process. The toolsets

discussed in this chapter can help build an infrastructure that can be applied contin-

uously and constantly towards achieving your organization’s software quality goals.

In the words of Aristotle, “Quality is not an act. It is a habit.”
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Chapter 13 

Business Process Operations

Process improvement programs are like teaching people how to fish. 

Strategy maps and scorecards teach people where to fish.

—Robert S. Kaplan

Business Process Operations is part of SAP’s effort to provide organizations with a

complete operations control center (OCC). It provides tools with SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2 that enable SAP customers to manage the business side of the house, not just

technical aspects. In today’s rapidly changing world, an organization must be able to

efficiently manage business processes. The tools within Business Process Operations

let users govern an organization’s business process, to fully understand day-to-day

operations but also identify ways of improving a business process. It supports the

optimization and stabilization of business processes. This chapter focuses on the

functional areas included in Business Process Operations.

In this chapter, we’ll discuss the most important elements of Business Process Oper-

ations. Business Process Monitoring (Section 13.1) enables a proactive response to

day-to-day issues that can disrupt the flow of core business processes, providing

problem resolution by enabling the IT team to detect errors before they affect the

business. Business process improvement (Section 13.2) allows for the identification of

potential improvements in the execution of business processes. Business process

performance optimization enables an organization to proactively identify ways to

increase the performance of day-to-day business processes. Data Consistency

Management (Section 13.3) provides transparency into potential data inconsisten-

cies, enabling users to avoid them before they occur. Finally, Job Scheduling Manage-

ment (Section 13.4) allows for automating management of business process critical

jobs.
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13.1    Business Process Monitoring

Understanding the overall health of key business processes is critical for the day-to-

day operations of a business. Business Process Monitoring is SAP’s effort to provide

the IT operations team with clarity into how the business uses the systems that IT

maintains, allowing the IT team to better understand and quickly resolve issues and

thus ensure the business can run as usual—without even knowing there was ever an

issue. Business Process Monitoring has been designed to monitor an organization’s

systems from a business perspective. It allows users to send email notification alerts

for potential issues that could disrupt the successful operation of core business pro-

cesses, therefore increasing the reliability of business processes. With SAP Solution

Manager 7.2, SAP has integrated SAP Fiori; all the Business Process Operations tools

now have SAP Fiori tiles (see Figure 13.1).

Figure 13.1  Business Process Operations SAP Fiori Tiles

This section will cover the key areas of Business Process Monitoring. These key areas

are critical to your overall understanding of how Business Process Monitoring is con-

figured and how it functions. We’ll first review the dashboards available, then the
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alerting objects defined for monitoring, followed by the new alert inbox, and finally

the technical requirements.

13.1.1    Dashboards

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, Business Process Monitoring is integrated into Solu-

tion Documentation. This integration enables Business Process Monitoring to use

the advances of Solution Documentation. There are two available views for display-

ing the status of the Business Process Monitoring objects for each business process

assigned to a system. The first is a tabular view that displays the status of each object,

spanning all object types, both functional and technical. The overall status is segre-

gated based on operational area.

The second view is graphical. The new graphical representations of business pro-

cesses are tightly integrated in the Business Process Monitoring dashboard. The over-

all current status of the alerting objects assigned to each step in a business process is

displayed alongside the step in the graphical dashboard. This gives the OCC team the

ability to monitor the health of each individual step of a business process and the sys-

tems that each process exists in. These new dashboards are a significant improve-

ment over the dashboards in SAP Solution Manager 7.1. They’re also built on SAPUI5

like the other application operations dashboards.

Business Process Monitoring also has a reporting function to be used by an opera-

tions center or by management that want to understand the overall health of busi-

ness processes at a high level. These reporting functions allow for the graphical

display of standard health checks, as well as an overview of the workload of the alerts

generated—for example, how many alerts were generated and how quickly they’re

resolved.

13.1.2    Business Processing Monitoring Alerting Objects

The Business Process Monitoring alerting objects are assigned and activated for each

process, step, or interface of a business process. These Business Process Monitoring

objects are stored in the alerting library, a repository of reusable objects organized

into business process categories based on business process context. The Business

Process Monitoring alerting objects are assigned directly in Solution Documenta-

tion. This process is greatly simplified compared to Business Process Monitoring in

SAP Solution Manager 7.1.
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All Business Process Monitoring alerting is configured and activated within the oper-

ations branch. When a change is released from a child branch into the production

branch, it’s also automatically released into the operations branch. The operations

branch is always identical to the production branch. Business Process Monitoring

alerts should always be maintained in the operations branch. Assigning alerting

objects to a business process is as simple as right-clicking a step of a business and

choosing New � Operations � Alerting from the context menu (see Figure 13.2), then

configuring and activating that object within object administration.

Figure 13.2  Assigning a Alerting Object in Solution Documentation

Once assigned, the alerting objects must be configured and activated in the Object

Administration application (see Figure 13.3). From this SAP Fiori app, all the details of

an object, including the thresholds, notification settings, data collection parameters,

and alert handling, are available to configure. Each of these areas has specific details

that can be adjusted. At a minimum, you must define the thresholds for each

object—the yellow and red thresholds, as well as the notification settings (essentially,

who will be sent an alert via email). Then, the objects can be generated and activated.

From there, the alerts can be displayed in the dashboards.
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Figure 13.3  Business Process Monitoring Object Administration

13.1.3    Business Process Monitoring Object Types

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has provided many out-of-the-box alerts that

cover a variety of application types. These out-of-the-box alerts cover both functional

and technical scenarios. These objects are stored in a repository of reusable objects;

this means that when an object is assigned, it can also be assigned to other objects

(see Figure 13.4). You can create a new object, assign an existing object, or copy an

existing object.

The functional scenarios include hundreds of alerts out of the box, which are catego-

rized by business context. These alerts are designed for different areas of a business.

For example, for Sales, there are five available alerts: Due List Log, No Documents cre-

ated, Too few Documents created, Number of Messages, and Critical Messages (see

Figure 13.4). As you can see, the objects are sorted by business process context, and

then the available alerts can be assigned. These object types span a large variety of

business process types.
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Figure 13.4  Creation and Assignment of Business Process Montioring Alerting Objects

Business Process Monitoring has also been integrated with System Monitoring, Job

Monitoring, and Interface Monitoring (see Figure 13.5). When you select Cross Appli-

cation, you’ll see alerting objects based on system monitoring. These system moni-

toring alerts span a variety of technical areas of an application.

All configured Interface Monitoring and Job Monitoring alerts can be assigned to a

business process as well, but you must configure the Interface Monitoring and Job

Monitoring alerts first. Once these alerts are available, they can be assigned just like

any other monitoring objects (see Figure 13.6).
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Figure 13.5  Cross Application Monitoring Objects

Figure 13.6  Job Monitoring and Interface Monitoring Objects
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13.1.4    Alert Inbox

Business Process Monitoring has its own alert inbox separate from the one for other

monitoring tools. The alert inbox logs all alerts generated across all monitoring

objects within Business Process Monitoring. The alert inbox allows for tracking alerts

over time and provides detailed information on each individual alert generated,

when it was generated, how many times, which metrics were triggered, and the val-

ues of the metrics when the alert was generated. This tool is vital for eliminating false

alarms and accessing historical data on alerts generated. It also provides the current

status of each alert. The alerts stored can be confirmed when the issue is resolved.

They’re also automatically confirmed after a predetermined period and then com-

pletely deleted thereafter. These settings are configured in the configuration for each

monitoring tool.

13.1.5    Technical Requirements

There are essential guided procedures that must be executed before Business Process

Monitoring can be activated. First, the mandatory configuration in Transaction SOL-

MAN_SETUP must be completed: system preparation, infrastructure preparation,

and basic configuration. Then, managed system configuration must be completed

for the systems to be monitored. Finally, the basic configuration of Business Process

Monitoring must be completed for each system to be monitored. This process must

be completed before monitoring can be activated. Business Process Monitoring is

only available for managed systems that are on SAP Basis 7.0 or higher. For accurate

results and to ensure functionality, you must also ensure the ST-PI and ST-A/PI solu-

tion tools are updated to the latest releases in the managed systems.

Note

SAP maintains the following cumulative SAP Notes that must be implemented in

both SAP Solution Manager and the managed systems:

� 2326286 (Business Process Monitoring with SAP Solution Manager 7.2—Correc-

tions on-top of SP 3)

� 2392491 (SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Collective Note for Issues in BPMon Corrected

after Support Package 4)

� 2341333 (Cumulative Correction Note for the Business Process Monitoring Data

Source in the Dashboard Builder 7.2 SP 03 and Upward)
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� 1363477 (Business Process Monitoring ST-PI Corrections)

� 2324106 (Business Process Improvement: Required SAP Notes for SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 SP 03 or Higher)

13.2    Business Process Improvement

In 2008, SAP introduced a service offering called Business Process Analytics, which

was intended to be a health check for business processes. The goal was to help iden-

tify inefficiencies and ineffectiveness in business processes. This offering has mor-

phed into what we now call business process improvement, a problem-oriented tool in

SAP Solution Manager that allows customers to identify weaknesses in their existing

SAP Business Suite processes and provides fast root cause analysis capabilities to

make processes more efficient without changing the process design itself.

Business Process Improvement can be broken down into four different lifecycle

phases: business process implementation, business process stabilization, business

process improvement, and business process optimization. Business process stabili-

zation is usually a technical task, and fairly straightforward. Business process

improvement is usually a harder nut to crack, as it is application-related and most

customers have tens or even hundreds of thousands of documents in backlog it is dif-

ficult to analyze and resolve the different problems in a systematic manner. To help

with application utilization, SAP has developed a methodology for analyzing root

causes, defining action items, and controlling progress. The technical implementa-

tion of Business Process Analytics is very fast—typically just a matter of days,

because more than 750 key figures are available out of the box. The complete list of

key figures can be found at https://bit.ly/2tWAscY.

Note

The data collected for Business Process Analytics can also be reused for the alert

functionality Business Process Monitoring.

Business Process Analytics currently contains five different analysis functions:

benchmarking, age analysis, trend analysis, advanced benchmarking, and detail

analysis. The first four functions are performed within SAP Solution Manager. Detail
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analysis, however, describes the integration between the SAP Solution Manager sys-

tem and the respective connected backend system. Therefore, after slicing and dicing

your data in Business Process Analytics, you always have the chance to jump into the

connected system and check which process instances led to the results in Business

Process Analytics. From the detail list, you then can navigate to a single business doc-

ument. Table 13.1 quickly summarizes the functions, features and uses of each analy-

sis type.

In the following sections, we’ll look at each of the five analysis functions, as well as

the available dashboards.

13.2.1    Benchmarking

Benchmarking provides an easy-to-use benchmark comparison for the same key

figure across several characteristics. Typically, data is collected data for a specific key

figure across all organizational units and across all document types, as shown in

Figure 13.7.

Benchmarking Age Analysis Advanced 

Benchmarking

Trend Analysis

Data 

Source

InfoCube Result List Result List InfoCube

Feature Comparison 

across org units 

and document 

types

Distribution 

over month/year 

(according to 

reference date in 

document itself)

Granular bench-

mark (e.g. cus-

tomer, material) 

and value 

benchmarking

Purpose Identify poten-

tial improve-

ment areas and 

start root cause 

analysis

Split data into 

operational rele-

vant versus leg-

acy and start 

root cause 

analysis

Identify poten-

tial improve-

ment areas and 

deepen root 

cause analysis

Track if progress 

is made and 

start root cause 

analysis

Table 13.1  Analysis Function
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Figure 13.7  Benchmarking

With Business Process Analytics benchmarking, you can now visualize how the doc-

ument backlog, for example, is distributed across different organizational units and/

or document types. Therefore, you can figure out if the backlog occurs evenly across

all areas in your company or if certain countries, locations, or document types pre-

dominate. This will help determine if perhaps some countries require further end

user training or, if the configuration is different for certain document types and cer-

tain countries, perhaps changing the configuration can resolve many problems.

Benchmarking retrieves its data from the InfoCube for Business Process Analytics, in

which the measured values are stored for all existing combinations of key figure-

specific characteristics. Every available key figure–specific characteristic corresponds

to a Group By flag set in the Business Process Monitoring setup.
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13.2.2    Age Analysis

Age analysis provides the age distribution of the documents in the backlog, as shown

in Figure 13.8. Benchmarking is useful to get an idea of where additional analysis

should be performed to improve the overall performance of your business processes,

but analysis becomes even more interesting when you can split your document back-

log by age, determining the documents that are still in use and relevant for daily

operations and the older documents that are no longer being used. This is where the

age analysis functionality is useful. The collected backlog information can be dis-

played according to the month or year. This helps answer questions about the cur-

rent performance of organizational units.

Figure 13.8  Age Analysis

In our example, the organizational units created a high document backlog 2−5 years

ago, but no current document backlog exists. Possible explanations for this include

that the organizational unit was sold or shut-down, that all open documents can now

be closed and archived immediately, or that the previous backlog was caused by a
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rollout of functionality to the new organizational units and the training issue was

resolved by post go-live knowledge transfer support.

13.2.3    Trend Analysis

Trend analysis provides an overview how the measured values of a key figure have

evolved over time, as shown in Figure 13.9. Just like benchmarking, trend analysis is

available for all key figure types and reads its data from an InfoCube within SAP Solu-

tion Manager. It’s possible to display data over time (daily, weekly, monthly) to deter-

mine whether figures are getting better or worse.

Figure 13.9  Trend Analysis

Trend analysis functionality requires continuous collection of data. It becomes use-

ful once corrective steps to improve your business processes have been imple-

mented. This also helps you make proactive adjustments as required. In our example

shown in Figure 13.9, one organizational unit has shown significant improvement in

the backlog whereas the other organizational has shown an increasing trend. Both
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trends beg for additional root cause analysis to determine what worked or what

didn’t.

13.2.4    Advanced Benchmarking

Advanced benchmarking allows for a more granular benchmark comparison and

deeper root cause analysis than benchmarking for one key figure across included

characteristics for all fields provided by the detail list. With advanced benchmarking,

it’s possible to analyze the values based on either the measured Number of Docu-

ments unit or on the Document Value unit, which means you can identify the current

monetary distribution in a specified reference currency across different characteris-

tics, as shown in Figure 13.10.

Figure 13.10  Advanced Benchmarking

13.2.5    Detail Analysis

Based on the selections made in the other four functionalities, it’s possible to jump

into the backend system and look at the detailed list of backlog documents that fit

your selection. From this list, you can then navigate into a single document. There-

fore, after you’ve clustered your problem documents via benchmarking and/or age
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analysis, you can check for the root cause within one or more documents via detail

analysis, as shown in Figure 13.11.

Figure 13.11  Detail Analysis

This detail analysis list also allows you to perform the following tasks:

� Drilldown into single documents by directly navigating into the single document;

after you clustered your problematic documents via benchmarking/age analysis

you can check for the root cause within all documents

� Export data into any file (e.g., MS Excel)

� Work directly with the list by sorting, filtering, and so on

13.2.6    Dashboards

Dashboards like the one shown in Figure 13.12 are freely configurable. Each dashboard

consists of 1−6 panels which are arranged in a grid. The data within every panel

instance can be displayed in the following ways:

� Bar charts

� Stacked bar charts
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� Column charts

� Stacked column charts

� Trend charts

� Pie charts

� Static rating tables

� Dynamic rating tables

Figure 13.12  Dashboards

One governing rule when building these dashboards is to always provide meaningful

dashboards to the senior management so that everybody in the organization can

check where progress is required or has already been achieved.
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Following are the steps for creating a management dashboard. Using a selected num-

ber of key figures, this dashboard will allow you to get a global overview of a region/

multiple markets, and will also allow you to further drilldown on demand to see

details according to sales organizations or document types.

1. Set up an analytical key figure instance by deciding which key figures should be

displayed and how they should be filtered and which threshold values should be

defined (either count-based or value-based).

2. Define a panel and assign one or several analytical key figure instances to the

panel. The panel defines how the data should be visualized within a dashboard.

The best panel for Business Process Improvement is the chart type Dynamic

Rating Table 2.

3. Define a dashboard and assign one or several panels.

4. To limit the information for management on the initial entry of the dashboard, it

is recommended to create virtual characteristics. This also allows a reporting on

region, markets, or business units.

5. After you created the virtual characteristics, you have to assign them either as

Characteristic for Category or Characteristic for Drilldown in the respective ana-

lytical key figure instance. It is possible to use one virtual characteristic (e.g. mar-

ket) as category and at the same time a second virtual characteristic (e.g. business

unit) as drilldown. Only when the virtual characteristics are assigned to an analyt-

ical key figure instance, they will show up as column or row in the dynamic rating

table 2.

6. If you want to provide further drilldown navigation capabilities within the dash-

board, then you can make use of so-called parent/child panel relationships.

7. Copy an existing analytical key figure instance. The copy activity will not only

take over the correct key figure, but also the corresponding filtering and thresh-

old values from the parent analytical key figure instance.

8. In the newly created child analytical key figure instance, change the Characteris-

tic for Category or Characteristic for Drilldown where you want to see more gran-

ular information.

9. The only other mandatory change in the child analytical key figure instances is

that you define one or two so-called runtime filters on the characteristic that you

click on in the parent (in our example you would need a runtime filter on the vir-

tual characteristic for region).
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10. If you build the URL like the following, you can make the dashboard accessible

from any mobile device:

http://<server>:<port>/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ri_dashboard?PIF_DASH-

BOARD_TECHNAME=<technical name of the dashboard>

13.3    Data Consistency Management

Today’s business processes evolve in complex structures involving several systems

of the overall landscape. As seen in the sample sales and distribution business pro-

cess in Figure 13.13, it is important to ensure the data consistency between all

involved systems. Apart from user level errors like an incorrect manual entry in the

system, there are possibilities of inconsistencies as well on application and technol-

ogy level.

Figure 13.13  Data Exchanged among Systems

Data Consistency Management in SAP Solution Manager comprises the tools and

procedures required to prevent, detect, investigate, and correct inconsistencies in

your solution landscape. This helps to ensure the successful execution of your core

business processes and prevents costly business process downtimes.

Create Delivery

WMS ECC CRM

Online CDB

Post Goods Issue

Create Delivery Create Delivery

Create Sales Order

Post Goods Issue

Create Invoice

Create Sales Order Create Sales Order
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13.3 Data Consistency Management
In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, Data Consistency Management tools can be accessed

directly from the SAP Fiori launchpad via Transaction SM_WORKCENTER and consist

of the tools shown in Figure 13.14. We’ll discuss each of these tools in the following

subsections.

Figure 13.14  Data Consistency Management Tile

13.3.1    Transactional Correctness

The purpose of transactional correctness is to identify and improve programs that

can lead to inconsistencies in your business data. For example, ABAP data should be

updated together in multiple tables, such as header and detail. The transactional cor-

rectness analysis can tell you if there’s an error, such as the data only being updated

in one table. It can also tell you if it’s possible for a different program to update the

same data with conflicting changes. Figure 13.15 shows the Transactional Correctness

tile.

Figure 13.15  Transactional Correctness Tile
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The transactional correctness tool for ABAP helps you to record a trace and evaluate

it for transactional correctness. The tool offers a guided procedure to record traces in

a remote ABAP system for evaluation; you can see the results in Figure 13.16 and

Figure 13.17.

Figure 13.16  Transactional Correctness ABAP Analysis

Figure 13.17  Transactional Correctness Results
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The tool for the analysis of transactional correctness in ABAP that can be executed in

a managed system (report /SDF/DCC_TC) is available with ST-PI 2008_1. The ability to

evaluate enqueues and dequeues is available with ST-PI 2008_1 SP 09.

To use the transactional correctness tool from within SAP Solution Manager to ana-

lyze a program or an interface in a managed system, you must have at least SP 12

installed in SAP Solution Manager 7.1.

13.3.2    Guided Self-Service for Data Consistency Management

Guided Self-Service for Data Consistency Management provides guided procedures

to analyze and resolve inconsistencies. To access it, navigate to the Data Consistency

Management tile (shown in Figure 13.14), and then click the GSS Data Consistency

Management hyperlink shown in Figure 13.18, which will bring you to the guided pro-

cedure shown in Figure 13.19.

After selecting the Event, Products, Modules (optional), Business Objects (optional)

and Tables (optional), the analysis can be executed, which produces the final report

(see Figure 13.20).

Figure 13.18  GSS Data Consistency Management
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Figure 13.19  GSS DCM Guided Procedure

Figure 13.20  GSS DCM Report
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13.3.3    Internal Database Comparison

The purpose of the Internal Database Comparison is to compare two tables and

detect missing table entries or inconsistent field contents without needing to write

additional code. The tool is accessed from the Data Consistency Management tile

shown in Figure 13.14 via the Internal Database Comparison hyperlink (see Figure

13.21).

Figure 13.21  Internal Database Comparison

Figure 13.22 shows an attempt to determine the documents that were impacted due

to a custom report deleting some of the sales order header data.
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Figure 13.22  Internal Database Comparison Analysis

13.3.4    Cross Database Comparison

Cross Database Comparison can compare data sources with a complex structure or

hierarchy. The comparison can be executed across different systems and the user can

check whether the data in the source and target systems is consistent—that is,

whether the updates in the source system have been correctly replicated to the target

system.

Examples of complex data sources includes sales orders with several billing items or

a customer master record with multiple addresses, partner roles, and bank details.

To use Cross Database Comparison, the following technical prerequisites must be ful-

filled:

� Correct versions of the software components

� Activation of necessary services
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� User authorization

� Connections to the data source system(s)

Cross Database Comparison is a generic application. Therefore, it’s possible to check

the data consistency in both ABAP and non-ABAP systems.

13.3.5    Business Process Completeness Check

The goal of the Business Process Completeness Check is to detect interrupted execu-

tions of critical business processes. The Business Process Completeness Check in SAP

Solution Manager 7.2 collects and evaluates log information written during execu-

tion of critical business processes. The Business Process Completeness Check is inte-

grated into the Exception Management Cockpit.

13.4    Job Management

Job management is a tool designed to put standardized formal processes in place for

managing the scheduling of background processing jobs in managed systems,

including process requests for new jobs, changes to jobs, the documentation of jobs,

the scheduling of jobs, and error handling of the jobs scheduled. With SAP Solution

Manager 7.2, SAP has introduced a few new features. Job management is now inte-

grated with the new Solution Landscape Unified Directory. SAP has included new

enhanced scheduling support, such as Gantt charts and a scheduling assistant, as well

as the ability to monitor custom job types.

The overall goals of job management are to provide tools to increase the efficiency

and accuracy of the background jobs within your application landscape by using a

central point of management to store documentation for each job in a central loca-

tion and providing controls for changes to and creation of new jobs via a change

management process that can be integrated with ITSM or ChaRM, as well as provid-

ing OCC teams with a complete monitoring tool for all background jobs spanning all

managed systems.

Job Scheduling Management can also handle job management by centrally manag-

ing all the aspects of jobs, including scheduling. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 offers a cer-

tifiable interface for external job schedulers called XBP. With XBP, external

schedulers can trigger business processes running over the complete customer sys-

tem landscape.
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SAP also offers an application called SAP Business Process Automation by Redwood.

This application can schedule SAP background jobs, SAP BW process chains, Java jobs,

jobs on the OS level on many operating systems, and jobs on many non-SAP systems.

The newest version is SAP Business Process Automation by Redwood 9.0.

This job scheduling architecture can be configured in two ways. First, you can use SAP

Solution Manager to manage the lifecycle of the jobs and directly schedule them on

the managed system via the XBP interface with the managed system. Second, you can

use an external scheduler. For the latter option, there are two choices. First, you can

use SAP Solution Manager to manage the jobs’ lifecycle and an external, third-party

job scheduler to schedule the jobs on managed systems. Job scheduling with the

third-party scheduler is triggered via the SAP Solution Manager Scheduling Enabler.

The second external job scheduler option is to use SAP Business Process Automation

by Redwood to schedule the jobs on the managed system. This job scheduling is trig-

gered by SAP Solution Manager via the XBP interface with the SAP Business Process

Automation by Redwood job scheduler.

The following job schedulers have been certified by SAP:

� SAP Business Process Automation by Redwood (preferred certified partner)

� IBM Tivoli, Automatic One Automation (formerly UC4), CA Workload Automation

To activate job management, you must execute the job management guided proce-

dure within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP under Business Process Operations. This is

where the interface is configured with job schedulers and where job management

with ChaRM and ITSM is configured.

13.5    Summary

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has put significant effort into updating and

enhancing tools that provide more benefit to the business as a whole, instead of just

the technical teams. The tools within Business Process Operations are designed to

help develop SAP Solution Manager into more than just a tool for the SAP Basis team.

This chapter covered a variety of topics within the scope of Business Process Opera-

tions. We reviewed the enhancements introduced by SAP in SAP Solution Manager

7.2 to help explain the changes that will occur when an upgrade from SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 is completed. We also discussed the capabilities of each tool and how

they support the business in a variety of ways. Activating any of these tools can help

convince functional teams that SAP Solution Manager 7.2 can now be an integral part

of supporting business operations as a whole.
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Chapter 14 

Managing Security within 
SAP Solution Manager

In this chapter, we highlight how to provide access to SAP Solution 

Manager securely for all team members in your SAP support organiza-

tion. SAP-delivered composite and single roles simplify deployment of 

SAP Solution Manager and create an inclusive environment in which 

team members can work in a single system.

One common problem with deployments of SAP Solution Manager is that no one

outside of the SAP Basis team gets access to SAP Solution Manager. Throughout this

book, we’ve tried to highlight that SAP Solution Manager is much more than an SAP

Basis team tool. In the past, the SAP Basis team might have felt as though it couldn’t

grant authorizations securely; as a result, no one received access to SAP Solution

Manager. With SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and continuing with 7.2, SAP has done a

good job of providing out-of-the-box single and composite roles to enable system

administrators to provide the right level of access securely to team members. Once

configuration of SAP Solution Manager is complete, the system should be handed

over to the organization’s SAP security team, and we recommend that the authoriza-

tions within SAP Solution Manager should be owned by the SAP security team within

your organization.

In the SAP Help for SAP Solution Manager 7.2, there are three basic guides included

within the Security section. The SAP Solution Manager Authorization Concept guide

contains information about the high-level organization of security within SAP Solu-

tion Manager. If you want to know more about the role types delivered and the

design implemented by SAP, study this guide. The SAP Solution Manager Secure Con-

figuration guide covers technical users used to configure the system, background

users, and RFC users. This document includes information on ports used and virus

scan profiles. The most important and final security guide provided by SAP is the SAP

Solution Manager Application Security guide. In this guide, you can find information

on the composite roles provided by SAP for individual functions within SAP Solution
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Manager. If you have a team member who needs ChaRM, Test Suite, and monitoring

access in SAP Solution Manager, reference this guide to determine the composite

roles to be assigned.

In this chapter, we include information on providing external access to SAP Solution

Manager. SAP provides SAP Fiori applications for application operations and system

monitoring that are mobile-optimized—helping to get SAP Solution Manager infor-

mation in the hands of the right people regardless of device type. In Transaction SOL-

MAN_SETUP, you’ll enable these mobile-optimized SAP Fiori applications. Extending

them beyond the corporate network is a relatively easy process that can provide tan-

gible value. Ahead, we’ll walk you through providing access to SAP Solution Manager

tools using the SAP-provided guided procedures. Then, we’ll end with a small section

on securely providing access to SAP Solution Manager outside a firewall.

14.1    Deploying SAP-Delivered Roles

Over the years, SAP has relied primarily on documentation to support SAP clients in

the process of defining required security roles to give SAP Solution Manager users

access to perform their day-to-day duties. Historically, the security guides from SAP

have been some of the longest guides available, providing lots of information on the

roles delivered and the access the y grant in great detail. The nature of these guides

and the detail they provided made fully digesting and understanding them a compli-

cated and time-consuming process. The SAP security guides are still provided by SAP,

but they’re no longer the sole resource for defining security roles. The security guides

are released and updated with each support package released by SAP. In this section,

we’ll cover the best practices for utilizing the SAP Solution Manager security roles,

including discussing how the roles are used and assigned and the user administra-

tion tool and how it’s used to assign the required roles to the users that require access

to specific SAP Solution Manager functionality.

14.1.1    SAP Solution Manager Roles

SAP has delivered a wide variety of roles and composite roles designed to provide

access to different functional areas within SAP Solution Manager, including compos-

ite roles designed for different levels of access—for example, read-only, execute, and

administrative. These composite roles are designed specifically for each use case,

depending on the requirements of each area. The security guide provides a complete
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list of these roles and a description of the amount of access granted with each role.

These out-of-the-box roles allow users beyond the SAP Basis team to configure differ-

ent functional areas of SAP Solution Manager—and, helpfully, most of the configura-

tion in SAP Solution Manager is executed via step-by-step guided procedures that

include documentation for each step and activity. Simply by using the guide or the

user management tool, a security team can grant detailed, specific access to anyone

for his or her area of responsibility. SAP Solution Manager is no longer to be used

solely by the SAP Basis team. SAP has designed SAP Solution Manager 7.2 to be a busi-

ness tool, enabling superusers within the SAP teams to use advanced tools to further

support SAP and non-SAP system landscapes.

Conceptually, SAP provides single and composite roles for three user types within

SAP Solution Manager: administrator, configurator, and user. The administrator role

will be performed by someone who will be executing the mandatory configuration

items discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The configuration user roles provided by

SAP are specific to SAP Solution Manager tools. If you delegate access to a change

manager to configure ChaRM in SAP Solution Manager, then you can trust that the

SAP-provided composite roles won’t allow that change manager to adjust configura-

tion in application operations or Data Volume Management. You can silo SAP Solu-

tion Manager users into their own functions without fear of them overriding

configuration in other areas. SAP Solution Manager is a shared tool; no one team

owns all SAP Solution Manager tools. End user role templates provided by SAP are

meant to be assigned to team members that need access to transactions within spe-

cific SAP Solution Manager tools. For example, if you need a team member to create

and work within a change request in ChaRM, then you can assign the composite user

role for ChaRM to that team member.

The composite roles delivered by SAP for each SAP Solution Manager tool are contin-

uously updated with each new support package stack. If you copy the SAP-delivered

roles into your customer namespace, then you need to plan for remediation effort

with each SAP Solution Manager upgrade. SAP does support the direct assignment of

SAP-provided roles to SAP Solution Manager users, which typically drives the

requirement for a customer-specific SAP Solution Manager role that defines access to

customer objects. For example, in Chapter 8, you copied the SAP-provided change

request Transaction SMCR into object ZMCR. The SAP-provided roles for ChaRM

include authorizations for SMCR. We have two options for role creation: Copy the

SAP-provided composite role (and all single roles) into the customer namespace,

then add the authorization for that specific transaction type to the new customer
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namespace roles; or create a single role providing access to only those customer-

created objects and directly assign the SAP-provided roles. The latter option requires

the least amount of maintenance, because you aren’t copying 60-plus SAP-provided

single roles into your namespace. Internally, company policies sometimes prevent

the direct assignment of SAP roles to end users.

Note

If you want to know more about SAP’s recommendation to directly assign the roles it

provides, go to https://help.sap.com and enter “solution manager” in the search box.

Select your SAP Solution Manager version at the upper right, then scroll down to the

Security section to read the Authorization Concept Security guide, in which SAP

details why you can assign its roles directly.

Within the SAP composite roles provided, there are numerous single roles included.

We’d like the highlight the functional types of single roles created by SAP, because it’s

important to understand what is being assigned to our resources. If you decide to

copy SAP composite and single roles into your namespace, then this section will pro-

vide the necessary background information about what function each role type sup-

ports. In Table 14.1, we provide examples of the single role types created by SAP.

Role Type Description

Infrastructure These roles contain basic authorizations to read from the vari-

ous data sources in SAP Solution Manager. From reading the 

LMDB to displaying business partners, this foundational role 

type is required to operate any function within SAP Solution 

Manager. As an example, the SAP_SUPPDESK_PROCESS_COMP 

composite role includes a single role called SAP_SM_SL_DIS-

PLAY, which provides read access to landscape information.

Core business Think of these roles as the job function roles. They provide tool-

specific access—and only for the specified tool. The composite 

role SAP_SUPPDESK_PROCESS_COMP, for example, includes a 

single role called SAP_SUPPDESK_PROCESS, which provides 

access to Incident Management in SAP Solution Manager.

Table 14.1  Overview of Role Types Provided by SAP
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14.1.2    User Administration Tool

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has enhanced the user administration tool. This

tool greatly simplifies the process for granting access to specific functional areas

within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. The user administration tool allows for the auto-

matic creation and assignment of SAP-delivered roles based on functional areas, as

well as updating and management of both internal system users on SAP Solution

Manager itself and the system and RFC users that exist on the managed systems. The

user administration tool is accessed two ways. The first is via Transaction SOLMAN_

SETUP, by clicking the Configuration User Management link found at the lower left of

the screen under Related Links and Administration (see Figure 14.1).

Once the security team has been granted access to the Administration section of the

SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager, the user administration tool can be

accessed in the SAP Solution Manager Administration section of Transaction SOL-

MAN_WORKCENTER (see Figure 14.2).

Navigation These single roles provide access to the multiple UIs available in 

SAP Solution Manager. Roles beginning with SAP_SM_FIORI 

and SAP_SMWORK provide access to SAP Fiori launchpad 

groups and applications. Roles beginning with SAP_SM_CRM_

UIU provide access to the UI for Incident Management and 

Change Management. SAP_SUPPDESK_PROCESS_COMP con-

tains the single roles SAP_SMWORK_INCIDENT_MAN, SAP_

SM_FIORI_LP_EMBEDDED, and SAP_SM_CRM_UIU_SOLMAN-

PRO, which provide access to all UIs required for Incident 

Management.

SAP BW authorization Single roles beginning with SAP_SM_BI provide access to the 

reporting objects within SAP BW inside SAP Solution Manager. 

The composite role SAP_SUPPDESK_PROCESS_COMP includes 

the single role SAP_SM_BI_INCMAN_REPORTING, which pro-

vides access to all operational and analytical reporting in Inci-

dent Management.

Role Type Description

Table 14.1  Overview of Role Types Provided by SAP (Cont.)
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Figure 14.1  User Administration Link in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP

Figure 14.2  SAP Solution Manager Administration in SAP Fiori Launchpad
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Once you open the user administration tool, you’ll see three tabs: Users in SAP Solu-

tion Manager Client, Users in Managed Systems, and Users for Configuration. The

Users for Configuration tab allows you to assign composite roles that grant access to

the guided procedures for configuring each functional area of SAP Solution Manager

(see Figure 14.3). The overall layout and options are the same for each tab.

The Status of the roles for each user is listed on the left; if in a yellow status, the roles

assigned to the user need to be updated with a new version. The Mass Update option

allows a background job to update roles for all users. When a role is assigned, the tool

copies the standard SAP role into a custom Z role. The naming convention of this role

in the customer namespace can be defined in expert mode (see Figure 14.3). To make

changes, you must be in edit mode. The Documentation button on the left provides a

description of the access that’s granted.

Figure 14.3  User Administration Tool: Users for Configuration

Before you can assign someone access, you must first create the dialog users in Trans-

action SU01. Then, a user can be assigned to a functional area or use case. Click the

Maintain List of Users button, and in the pop-up window select a use case (see Figure
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14.4). To determine which use case to choose, click the Display link in the Documenta-

tion column for more information. Once you select a use case, you can add more lines

and add the users to each use case. Finally, click the Assign Users button to finish and

close the window.

Figure 14.4  Assignment of Users to Use Cases

Once the users have been assigned to a use case, you can scroll down and see all of the

roles that will be assigned. On the right side, you can find documentation for each

role and the access it grants. Click the Execute button to have the tool create the Z role

and assign it to the user (see Figure 14.5).

The Users in Managed Systems tab (see Figure 14.6) allows for the management of SAP

Solution Manager system users in the managed systems created during the execu-

tion of managed system configuration. Anytime the solution tools are updated or a

support package is installed for SAP Solution Manager, SAP introduces new versions

of the roles assigned to these users. This tab is used to automatically deploy the new

versions of these roles, greatly simplifying the management of these users. The same

options are available as on the other tabs.
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Figure 14.5  Complete Assignment of Roles

Figure 14.6  User Administration Tool: Users in Managed Systems
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The Users in SAP Solution Manager Client tab allows you to grant access to different

functional areas for end users. SAP has predefined roles for each use case depending

on the functional area. For example, when activating ChaRM, you can use this tool to

assign the roles required for the different user activities within ChaRM.

14.2    Providing Access to the SAP Fiori Launchpad

Providing access to SAP Fiori within SAP Solution Manager requires new authoriza-

tion objects to manage. SAP has added the required SAP Fiori authorization objects in

three different areas. We’ll cover these three areas in this section, but first we want to

cover SAP Fiori security in general.

In SAP Fiori, the SAP Fiori catalog contains SAP Fiori applications and tiles. The SAP

Fiori group provides the ability to add an SAP Fiori catalog to a user’s SAP Fiori

launchpad. An SAP Fiori group can contain one or many tiles for multiple catalogs. To

see and use SAP Fiori tiles in SAP Solution Manager, you need access to both objects.

In addition, you need access to the SAP Gateway (OData) services that support SAP

Fiori. The objects support the actual SAP Fiori launchpad and give the ability to search

the SAP Fiori app catalog, change preferences, and set the look and feel within the SAP

Fiori launchpad. Once you have access to access the SAP Fiori launchpad and see the

application tiles, you need to grant access to the authorization objects needed to use

the applications. SAP provides single roles for all the access you need to deploy SAP

Fiori within SAP Solution Manager.

The first role to be aware of is SAP_SM_FIORI_LP_EMBEDDED. This SAP-provided

role gives basic access to the SAP Fiori launchpad, and you’ll find it as part of most

composite roles provided by SAP. Next, to see the SAP Fiori tiles for of SAP Solution

Manager 7.1, you need to assign the roles prefixed with SAP_SMWORK*. For example,

the SAP-delivered role SAP_SMWORK_CHANGE_MAN provides access to the change

management–related tiles within the SAP Fiori launchpad. In SAP Solution Manager

7.1, there were instances in which SAP didn’t want users copying these work center

roles into their namespaces—but now, with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, you can copy

these into Z roles. One important note: Avoid editing any open authorization objects

in the role. The SAP_SMWORK* roles are meant to be navigation roles and not to pro-

vide access to the application. If you copy the role into your namespace, you’ll notice

several option authorization objects. This is by design.

Remember, an SAP Fiori tile can launch SAP GUI HTML, SAP Business Client, Web

Dynpro ABAP, and SAP Fiori applications, among others. In general, many of the SAP
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Solution Manager applications remain Web Dynpro ABAP applications, but there are

some new native SAP Fiori apps delivered with SAP Solution Manager 7.2. The roles

used to provide SAP Fiori app access are delivered in the following format: SAP_STUI_

<scenario description>_TCR. We are big fans of the SAP Fiori application for system

monitoring, which is mobile-optimized. The SAP_STUI_SYSMON_TCR role will pro-

vide access to the SAP Fiori catalog and group.

When assigning or changing role assignments related to SAP Fiori, remember to clear

the SAP Fiori application cache. Use Transaction /UI2/INVAL_CACHES, with the radio

button set to Execution Mode. The SAP Fiori application-specific roles and all the SAP

Fiori objects are delivered with the ST-UI ABAP add-on. If you plan to install the latest

SAP Fiori applications for SAP Solution Manager, you’ll need to upgrade this compo-

nent. Bringing the responsive design and browser independence of SAP Fiori to SAP

Solution Manager 7.2 is a welcome innovation. We expect that SAP will increase the

number of SAP Fiori apps available for SAP Solution Manager in the future.

Note

SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager is delivered embedded with SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2 by default. If you have an SAP Fiori frontend server already and

want to deploy the SAP Fiori apps for SAP Solution Manager, then you can install the

ST-UI component on that frontend server. Navigate to the Authorization Concept

guide from the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 page at https://help.sap.com to learn more.

Once in the guide, navigate to Authorization Concept for Solution Manager � User

Interfaces in SAP Solution Manager � SAP Fiori Application Configuration.

14.3    Enabling External Access to SAP Fiori Apps for 
SAP Solution Manager

By default, when you install SAP Solution Manager with the SAP Fiori applications

embedded, your team will only be able to access the SAP Fiori launchpad internally,

on your corporate network. SAP has mobile-optimized apps for system monitoring,

end user experience monitoring, and message flow monitoring (for SAP Process

Orchestration [SAP PO]). We want to get these applications to the resources that need

them—and on devices they have with them at all times. In this section, we’ll cover a

basic configuration within SAP Web Dispatcher to configure external access for SAP

Solution Manager. This assumes you have the appropriate internal approvals to
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enable external access to an internal SAP application. The SAP Web Dispatcher can

best be described as an application proxy. When using SAP Web Dispatcher in a

secure network location (like a DMZ), no external connections will connect directly to

SAP Solution Manager. The connection from external users is to the SAP Web Dis-

patcher, which then opens a new connection to SAP Solution Manager. Figure 14.7

and Table 14.2 show an example connection from the Internet over SSL to SAP Web

Dispatcher and from SAP Web Dispatcher via SSL to SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 14.7  Connection Diagram for SAP Solution Manager from Internet

There are three types of SSL encryption when configuring the connection to SAP

Solution Manager. The most common configuration is for SSL termination at SAP

Web Dispatcher and opening a new SSL connection to the SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP

system (in our case, SAP Solution Manager). The three types of SSL encryption are as

follows:

� wdisp/ssl_encrypt = 0

Receives HTTPS encrypted data; SAP Web Dispatcher decrypts the data and for-

wards unencrypted data to SAP backend

Protocol Source Target (Port)

HTTPS Internet Web Dispatcher (443)

HTTPS Web Dispatcher SolutionManager (8443)

Table 14.2  Connections for SAP Solution Manager

Public Internet

SAP Web
Dispatcher

SAP Solution
Manager 

DMZ Corporate Network

HTTP Port 80

HTTPS Port 443

Message Server
Port 81XX

HTTP Redirect 
to HTTPS

HTTPS Port 8443

Netweaver AS ABAP

FI
R

EW
A

LL

FI
R

EW
A

LL
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� wdisp/ssl_encrypt = 1

Receives HTTPS encrypted data; SAP Web Dispatcher decrypts the data, re-

encrypts it, and forwards encrypted data to SAP backend

� wdisp/ssl_encrypt = 2

SSL isn’t terminated, and request is sent encrypted to SAP backend

All configuration for SAP Web Dispatcher is defined within the profile stored in /usr/

sap/<SID>/SYS/profile. We’ll assume you’ve already installed SAP Web Dispatcher

using the instructions found at https://help.sap.com. The configuration is very basic;

SAP Web Dispatcher can be configured to support numerous scenarios, and one SAP

Web Dispatcher installation can support multiple backend systems. For example,

you can route connections based on the subdomain. If the URL is solman.compa-

nyname.com, then the connection is routed to SAP Solution Manager. If the URL is

erp.companyname.com, then the connection is routed to SAP ERP. SAP Web Dis-

patcher is highly configurable.

Each time you make a change to the profile for SAP Web Dispatcher, you need to

restart the application using stopsap and startsap when logged in as the <SID>adm

user for SAP Web Dispatcher. The primary configuration settings you need to define

are the connection from SAP Web Dispatcher to your SAP Solution Manager system

and the URLs that are permitted. Table 14.3 walks through the values of each parame-

ter for the following command:

wdisp/system_0 = SID=SML, NR=40, MSHOST=solmanlab.nimblhq.com, MSPORT=
8141, SRCSRV= solmanlab.nimblhq.com:443, SRCURL=/sap/opu/odata;/sap/public/bc/
;/sap/bc/, SSL_ENCRYPT=0

Parameter Value Notes

wdisp/system_x N/A This line denotes a connection. You 

need one of these parameters for 

each system you connect. The count 

starts at 0.

SID SML The SID of your SAP Solution 

Manager system.

NR 40 SCS system number.

MSHOST solmanlab.nimblhq.com Message server host.

Table 14.3  Description of Parameters in SAP Web Dispatcher Profile
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14 Managing Security within SAP Solution Manager
After defining these settings, you need to restart SAP Web Dispatcher to validate

them. In our example, we’ve set up DNS for the nimblhq.com domain both internally

and externally (Internet). This enables our team to work seamlessly whether on the

corporate network or from the Internet. When on the corporate network, the host

name solmanlab.nimblhq.com will resolve the internal system and IP address. When

outside the corporate network, the host name solmanlab.nimblhq.com will resolve

the external IP address for SAP Web Dispatcher. You’ll have varying parameters and

configuration options within your environment. Our goal is to provide ease of use

and access. If you want to redirect any connection to the root URL for the SAP Fiori

launchpad for SAP Solution Manager, you can add the following line to the SAP Web

Dispatcher configuration:

icm/HTTP/redirect_0 = PREFIX=/, FOR=solmanlab*, PROT=HTTPS, PORT=443,
HOST=solmanlab.nimblhq.com, TO=/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/ui2/ushell/shells/abap/
Fiorilaunchpad.html

Using these parameters, you never need to type in the full URL for the SAP Fiori

launchpad; you just need to remember the host name.

14.4    Summary

We started this chapter by describing our goal: SAP Solution Manager for all. SAP

Solution Manager isn’t owned or configured by one person. The baseline configura-

tion is completed by the system owner for SAP Solution Manager, but individual

MSPORT 8141 Message server HTTP port.

SRCSRV solmanlab.nimblhq.com:443 Define the source service (HTTPS) and 

the URL it will be using externally.

SRCURL /sap/opu/odata;/sap/
public/bc/;/sap/bc/

List the URLs to be used with this con-

nection. The URLs listed are required 

for SAP Fiori.

SSL_ENCRYPT 0 Terminate the SSL connection on 

SAP Web Dispatcher.

Parameter Value Notes

Table 14.3  Description of Parameters in SAP Web Dispatcher Profile (Cont.)
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14.4 Summary
tools can be configured by subject matter experts in those areas. The tools within SAP

Solution Manager are meant to be used by many different teams within an IT organi-

zation. The change manager and test lead should be able to configure ChaRM and the

Test Suite in SAP Solution Manager, and you can provide the access required via tem-

plate roles to guarantee team members don’t undo any configuration in other areas

of SAP Solution Manager. The biggest downfall of most organizations in deploying

SAP Solution Manager is that not enough people get access to the solution. Using the

guided procedures described earlier, you can assign the roles required easily.

SAP Fiori is a welcome innovation in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. In this chapter, we

described the varied role types provided by SAP and focused on the navigation roles

required to access the SAP Fiori launchpad. SAP Fiori does introduce more complex-

ity in the overall security design, because you have two new objects to secure: SAP

Fiori catalogs and SAP Fiori groups. You can grant access to the SAP Fiori launchpad

via the same guided procedures used to assign SAP provided composite roles.

SAP has done most of the heavy lifting related to security design for you. You can

copy and modify roles as required by your internal organizational requirements. The

authors of this book can confirm that the SAP-provided roles work out of the box—a

comforting message, we’re sure! While deploying SAP Solution Manager 7.2 over

dozens of projects, we’ve continued to leverage the tools described in this chapter—

fulfilling our goal of deploying SAP Solution Manager to as many people as possible

within our IT organizations.
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